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To
PRACTICAL MEN

and
ELECTRICAL

STUDENTS

You can use this marvelous little
book for solving your problems in any
phase of electricity including Motor
Starters and Starting Boxes, Overload
and Underload Release Boxes, Rever-
sible Types, Elevator Controllers,
Tank Controllers, Starters for Printing
Press Motors, Automatic Controllers,
Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotive, Street Car Control-
lers, Connections for Reversing
Switches, Motor and Dynamo Rules,
Rules for Speed Regulation, Connec-
tions for Induction Motors and Start-
ers, Delta and Star Connections, Con-
nections for Auto Transformers, and
Transformers for Lightning and Power
Purposes.

If you are interested in calculation
you can find plenty of it in the various
work on Simple Electrical Mathemat-
ics, Electrical Units, Electrical Con-
nections, Calculation of Unknown Re-
sistances, Calculation of Current in
Branches of Parallel Circuits, Calcu-
lation of Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge
Rules, Orm's Law, Watt's Law, Infor-
mation regarding Wire used for Elec-
trical Purposes, Wire Calculations,
Wiring Calculations, Illumination Cal-
culations, Shunt Instruments and Cal-
culation of Resistance of Shunt s,
Power Calculations, Efficiency Calcu-
lations, Measuring of Unknown Resist-
ances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles,
Motors and Motor Troubles, Calcula-
tion of Size of Pulleys, Current Calcu-
lations in finding Impedance, React-
ance, Inductance, Frequency, Speed of
Alternators and Motors, Conductance,
Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of
Lag and Power Factor, and Formulas
for use with Line Transformers.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN ELECTRICITY?

If you are, this is your opportunity to get a book which is as
authentic as it is complete! For every problem that has puzzled
you and is puzzling you, you will find the solution in clear, definite
language in the BLUE BOOK. Its informatative contents come
from the pen of Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name. It is a pocket-size note book,
especially adapted for the practical man and those who are taking
up the study of electricity. You can have this note book with you
at all times and you can read and study it in your leisure moments.

With all mailing charges postpaid, we will send you this excel-
lent book for one dollar ($1.00). Just mail us your order, enclos-
ing a dollar bill, a check, or a money order with your request for
a copy. Knowing its value thoroughly, we are convinced that you
will like the book, but after five days we will be glad to refund
your dollar if you should care to return the book. Just drop us
a line.

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. I.T. 720 Cass Street, Chicago, Ill.
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800% Pay Increase m k
times what I earnedwhenl enrol led.
1 used to get $50 a month-now it's
$400." Carroll Moeschler,Chaska,Minn.

$700 in 24 Days"Thanks to
you, I made

$700 in 24 days in radio."sa s F.G.
McNabb, 7 W. 16th St., Atlanta,
Ga. "I recommend your training
everywhere."
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$9,000 a Year paysW.E
Auto Elect.Pricience,ty

Albany, Ore., over $9,000 a year. 58
men enrolled for this training on his
recommendation.

$1,000 a Month 336 Ditmars
Ave., Astoria, L. I., now earning
$12,000 a year, says, "Cooke Training
is responsible for my big income."

$125 a Week "Depaenbd000nm 
says A. Schreck, Phoenix, Ariz. "I
make over $500 a month. Your ad-
vertisement started me to success."

Sanas ¿CooiilaineJI'Ienárn $ 7o2ook!
Send the Coupon below for full particulars of my great pay -
raising training-the training that has fitted thousands of
men for jobs paying $3500 to $10,000 a year in Electricity

Be ~ELECTRICAL EXPERT
Learn atHorsm in your Swum TIME!

Don't you keep on working for $25 or $35 a week. Get into Electricity. Thousands of Cooke Trained
Men who knew nothing about it a short time ago are now earning $70 to $200 a week as Electrical
Experts-and they don't work half as hard as you do. Why stick to your small pay job? Why stick to
a line of work that offers no chance-no promotion-no big pay? Get into the world's greatest busi-
ness. Electricity needs you. I'll show you how to do it. Get ready for the big -pay job now.
Electrical Experts are in Big Demand

Even ordinary electricians - the "screw driver" kind - are
making big money, but trained men-Electrical Experts who
get the top salaries-are needed more now than ever before.
Thousands of Cooke Trained Men easily earn $3,500 to $10,000 a year.
That's the kind of a job you want-where you can plan and boss and
supervise the work of others or go into business for yourself. Get
started towards one of these big -pay jobs now. Learn to earn $70 to $200
a week - you can do it with Cooke training- recommended by more
than ten thousand successful graduates. Just mail the coupon below.

Employment Service-No Extra Charge
will train you for a big -pay job and then help you get it

without extra charge. Hundreds of employers look to me for
the electrical men they hire. Last year I placed over one thou-
sand men at big raises in pay. Hundreds of others were promoted by
their employers through the help of my Vocational
Service and other hundreds went into business for
themselves with the help of my special Business
Training. Mail coupon for big free book which ex-
plains this service and fourteen other features, many
of which can't be had anywhere else.

Age or Lack of Experience
Bars No One

You don't need experience. You don't have to
be a College man. You dont have to be even a
high-school graduate. As Chief Engineer of
this big two minion dollar institution which does a
general Consulting Enneering Business besides op-
erating one of the world's greatest Training Schools,
I know just what training you need to make a big suc-
cess in electricity. Let me give you that training with

my simplified,complete home course-the world famous"Cooke" Train-
ing-built on my own 20 years of engineering experience with the help
of nearly 60 other engineers. Learn to earn $70 to $200 a week- only
spare time needed.

My Training Pays for Itself
You can start earning extra money a few weeks after you
start my training. I give you special instruction for doing
simple electrical jobs in your spare time-show you how to
get these jobs m.d tell you what to charge. Many of my students make
as high as $25 a week extra this way while studying, My course more
than pays its own way.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
I am so sure I can make you a big success in Electricity, just
like I have done for the men whose pictures you see here and
thousands of others who now boost my training, that I will

guarantee your satisfaction with a signed, money
back guarantee bond. If my training doesn't satisfy
you after you have finished, you get back every penny
you pay me. A two million dollar institution stands
back of this guarantee.

Get Started Now-Mail Coupon
Get my free book -"The Vital Facts About
Electricity." Read about the success of hun-
dreds of other men-men who recommend
this training and whose names and addresses are giv-
en in my book. Get the real dope about your opportu-
nities in Electricity. See how easy it is to get started
on the road to jobs that pay $70 to $200 a week. Don't
deny yourself this chance to make big money. Get the
facts NOW-MAIL COUPON AT ONCE for the facts
and my guarantee.

My Bí
Electri

g New
cal Book

FREE!
The 1926 Edition
- The Vital F
tricity," is jus
Clip coupon NO
-it'sFREE! 11
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it today!

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer,
Chicago Engineering Works, Inc. ^...... . s

Dept. 2A 00
21So Lawrence Avenue 000. L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer,

Chicago, Illinois
Ole.

Chicago Enngiine2Ai.e..ng Works. Ins
De

2160 Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Send me at once, without obligation, your big4./ illustrated book and complete details of your Home

Study Course in Electricity, including your outfit and
employment service offers.

Name

Address

Occupation
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IN OUR NEXT ISSUE Contents for June
Lights Change Stage Settings! Editorial 103

It sounds rather weird to say that tile By Hugo Gernsback, F.R.S.
New Submarine Has Stariling Fea -

mere changing of the color of lights pro-
jected on a stage scene can cause a com-
plete change of scenery instantaneously,
but it has been done and we will present
all details.
Want To Fly Your Own Air-
plane?

A small single seater airplane is not so
very hard to construct when complete in-
formation on the subject is available, and
just this will be given to our readers.
This airplane is propelled by a low pow-
ered motor, yet will travel 90 miles an
hour and will give 30 miles to the gallon
of gasoline.
Have You Seen Any Trick
Movies Lately?

In the majority of them, even though
the actors seem to be defying death, they
are quite safe. Completely illustrated ar-
ticles will show how the public is fooled
by the movies.
Build Your Own Porch Furni-
ture.

Very simple furniture that is quite sat-
isfactory within the home or for the
porch is easy to make. Some interesting
details for this work will be presented in
clear and concise form.
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BURIED
TREASURE

can still be found in

CHEMISTRY

Good Chemists Command High Salaries

/' T. O'CONOR SLOANE,`
A.B.. A.M., LL.D.. Ph.D.

Noted Instructor, Lecturer and
Author. Formerly Treasurer Ameri-
can Chemical Society and a practical
chemist with many well known
achievements to his credit. Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemis-
try for years but be was for many
years engaged in commercial
chemistry work.

and you can make yourself
independent for life by un-
earthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.
Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the blood-
curdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to hu-
manity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valu-
able process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have come
through their chemical achievements.

113

Experimental Equipment
Furnished to Every Student

We give to every student without additional charge this
chemical equipment. including forty-nine pieces of labora-
tory apparatus and supplies, and forty different chemicals
and reagents. These comprise the apparatus and chemicals
used for the experimental work of the course. The fitted
heavy wooden box serves not only as a case for the outfit
but also as a useful laboratory accessory for performing
countless experiments.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK, Inc.

HOME EXTENSION DIVISION G

66-2-WEST BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Now Is the Time to
Study Chemistry

Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing
wealth In Chemistry, but the Profession affords congenial
employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands who
merely follow out its present applications. These appli-
cations ere innumerable, touching intimately every business and every product in the world. The work of thechemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of pleasure. The daysIn a chemical laboratory are filled with thrilling and delightful experimentation, with the alluring
Prospect of a discovery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course:

I have not written since I received the big
set. I can still say that It far exceeded my
anticipations. Since I have been studying with
your school I have been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all the coal and
ash by proximate analysis. The lessons are
helping me wonderfully. and the interesting
way in which they are written makes me wait
patiently for each lesson.-MORLAIS COUZ-
ENS.

I wish to express my appreciation of your
prompt reply to my letter and to the recom-
mendation to the General Electric Co. I In-
tend to start the student engineering course at
the works. This is somewhat along electrical
lines, but the fact that I had a recommenda-
tion from a reliable school no doubt had con-
siderable Influence in helning me to secure the

VAN BENTHUYSEN.
So far I've been more than pleased with

your course and am still doing nicely. I hone
to heyo r Jhhonor graduate this year.-J. M.biORUI

find your course excellent and your instruc-
tion, truthfully, the clearest and best assem-
bled I have ever taken, and yours Is the fifth
one I've studied.-JAMES J. KELLY.

From the time I was having Chemistry 1t
has never been thus explained to me as 1t is
now. I em recommending you highly to my
friends, and urging them to become members
of such an organization.-CHARLES BEN-
JAMIN.

I shall always recommend your school to my
friends and let them know how simple your les-
sons are-C. J. AMDAHL.

I am more than pleased. You dig right Infrom the start. I am going to get somewhere
with this course. I am so glad that I found
you.-A. A. CAMERON.

I use your lessons constantly as I find itmore thorough than most text books I can
secure.-WM. H. TIBBS.

Thanking you for your lessons, which I find
not only clear and concise, but wonderfully
Interesting. I am-ROBT. H. TRAYLOit.

I received employment In the ConsolidatedGas. Co. I appreciate very much the good
service of the school when a recommendationwas asked for.-JOS. DECKER.

66-Z-West Broadway
New York CityEasy Monthly Payments

Please send me at once.You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start. You can / without any obligation on mypay for it in small monthly amounts-so small that you won't feel them. / part, your free Book "Opponent -The cost of cur course is very low, and includes everything, even the ties for Chemists" and full par -chemistry outfit-there are no extras to buy with our course. Our plan ' ticulars about the Experimental Equip -of monthly Payments Places a chemical education within the reach of As. ment given to every student. Also pleaseeveryone. Write us and let us explain our plan In full-give us the tell me about your plan of payment andopportunity of showing you how you can qualify for a highly trained your special 30 day offer.technical position without even giving uD your present employment.,
Special 30 Day Offer

Besides furnishing the student with his Experimental 81/,,,AEquipment. we are making an additional special offer for
a short while only. You owe It to yourself to find out /about 1t Write today for full information and free
book "Opportunities for Chemists." Send the coupon
right now while It is fresh in your mind. Or just 'ADDRESSwrite your name and address on a portal and mail
1t to vs. But whatever you do, act today before
this offer is withdrawn.

DON'T WAIT-MAIL COUPON NOWT CITY ,,T1TE .,
S. I. June, 'fC

You Can Learn at Home /y
To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Formerly it wasnecessary to attend a university for several years to acquire that training, but thanks to curhighly perfected and thorough system of instruction, you can now stay at home, keep your CHEMICALposition, and let us educate you In Chemistry during your spate time. Even with only common '

INSTITUTE:schooling you can take our course t.nd equip yourself for immediate practical work in a chemicallaboratory. Dr. Sloane gives every one of his students the same careful, personal super- /OF NEW YORICvision that made him celebrated throughout his long career as a college professor.
Instruction from the very beginning is made Interesting and practical, and we supply you Home Extensiwtwith apparatus and chemicals for performing the fascinating analyses and experimental' Division 6work that plays such a large part in our method of teaching, and you are awarded theInstitute's official diploma after you have satisfactorily completed the course.
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The Breath oftheWeSt!
Look at the exciting picture below. The cocked hammers of hair-trigger
pistols are ready to fall! The threat of death is plainly written on the face

of the cowboy as he confronts his villainous enemies. What has
happened? What is behind this scene? Doesn't it make

you fairly itch to open your book, mount your
imaginary charger, and take your place

, r , ., beside this grim -visaged hero of the
Western plains? Five

\\4\ ,  _ _,. notches are in the
handles of his
guns, and the

sixth ... ?

You'll not want to miss a single chapter of THE SIXTH
NOTCH, a gripping Western ranch novel that will hold
you spellbound until the very end. Truly, the breath
of the West is in every line of this story, which starts

IN THE JUNE

On all
Newsstands

25c
Western -Adventure

SIX BIG STORIES OF THE WEST
cram the June Triple -X with action from start to finish

AMONG THE STARS YOU WILL FIND
L. Paul Anthony M. Rud John Joseph

H. BEDFORD -JONES
Robert O. Case, A. P. Hankins and Tom Jones's

"Reminiscences of the Ring, From
Sharkey to Dempsey."

Fawcett Publications, Inc., Robbinsdale, Minn.

If your dealer can-
not supply you use

Sty this coupon, and
get Triple -X by

return mail.
Note the special
offer of 5 issues

for $1.00

Triple -X Magazine, Robbinsdale, Minn. (5 S&I)

Inclosed find $1.00 (check or bill) for a five months' sub-
scription to Triple -X. Or inclosed find 25c for one copy of
the April issue.

Name

Address ----------____--

City State
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"Those Who Refuse to Go Beyond Fact Rarely Get As Far As Fact" - - - HUXLEY

WHAT AM I FITTED FOR ?
By HUGO GERNSBACK, F. R. S.

ONE of our readers in Los Angeles, Mr. Francis Bing-
ham, asks us, "How can a young man find himself,
or discover his natural ability? Is there any scientific
method of judging a man's vocational abilities? I am

a young man starting out in life, and you know that one of the
most important things in a man's life is the road he takes. The
world is full of misfits. There are thousands of young men all
over the country just like me, who need general and helpful
advice on the subject. What are your thoughts in the matter?"

The question is not a difficult one to answer, but although a
ton of advice can be given, it is doubtful whether it will or can
always be taken. Under our complex method of living it is not
always possible for a young man to take the road he likes
best, as economical conditions often prevent him from doing
what he likes best.

Parental influence is very often the most important factor in
deciding a career. Father may have a store and it is natural
for him to desire that his son should follow in his footsteps. So,
early in life, the son often is trained for the vocation, and not
knowing better, or perhaps not having a choice in the matter, he
sooner or later becomes a storekeeper like his father. In Europe,
and particularly in France, this sort of thing is very much more
the vogue than in this country. In France it is not unusual to
find the great-grandson in the same business as his great-
grandfather, all descendants having followed in the footsteps
of their fathers.

It may be reasoned that in such a case a high standard is
set, as the experience gained from generation to generation
certainly must be worth something, particularly in the fine
arts; but it does not always follow that this must be so. Most
of our self-made men in this country, Edison, Ford, and many
others did not follow parental experience, and most of the self-
made men of this type, have made huge successes. How can
the two be rhymed together? The answer here is simple. A
man can always be taught to do a certain thing, and whether
that man is the son, of another man in the same business makes
very little difference. The question is, "Could not the son be
much better at something else?" And here the answer is "Yes."

As a matter of fact, in most cases investigated, it is found that
if the young man is allowed to follow his own inclination, the
chances are that he will be vastly more successful than if he
takes up something in which he is not
primarily interested, but does so only
from' a sense of duty.

The world today is full of misfits and
we find them in all walks of life. We
find a famous lawyer whose hobby is
lode' building. In this casé he became
a famous lawyer in spite of the handicap
but the chances are that in some me-
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chanical line he would have tared much better and moreover
it can also be demonstrated that the outstanding successes of
our country are those men who followed their own inclinations,
their own hobbies, and did what they were best fitted for.

In talking to young men, it has often puzzled me to find
that they do not seem to have a definite inclination, and it
does not seem to make much difference to them if they are asked
to study for law, to go into the wholesale business, or to become
interested in some factory. The reason here is that they are
still too immature, and have as yet not found out what they are
really best fitted for. But it is surprising, even with these im-
mature young men, how quickly you -can find out what they are
adapted for. All that is necessary is to ask them what they
like best, or what they would like to do best. You will get the
most surprising answers. One will tell you that he likes to
write stories, the next one has a flair for toy airplanes. Another
one has a hankering to take machinery apart and put it together
again. Still another one wants to roam the seas, and so on.
From such answers the careful vocational expert, and even a
father with intelligence, should have little trouble in finding
out what the subject is best fitted for.

The simple question asked of a young man, "What would you
like to do best?", will probably bring out a hidden clue that
will show the father how the wind blows. I personally believe
that a young man, when he reaches the age of 16,. in many
cases, should know in his own mind what he is best fitted for.
And no matter how strange the liking the young man may have,
he should by all means be allowed to follow his real calling,
because there is nothing more tragic and more useless than fit-
ting a young man into a position which he detests. Under such
conditions it will never be quite possible for him to give
his best, and in most cases he will make a failure of it, only to
turn to his real calling sooner or later. In such cases, I am
sorry to say, it is usually too late, as the man has often ad-
vanced so much in age that he can not fit himself into new con-
ditions as readily as he could when he was twenty-one.

There are, as a rule, roughly speaking, two classes of boys or
youths, the one class being the studious, (mental) type, the
other the manual, (mechanical) type, that is, the type that
loves to fashion things by hand. The studious -mental type, as
a rule, develops into the business (clerical) type, the lawyer,

or professional, whereas the other type is
usually best fitted for mechanical, elec-
trical, and machinery work. There are,
of course, exceptions to all of these. The
mental type may sometimes revert to the
other type, and vice versa, but it would in
all cases perhaps be best to let each type
follow its own inclinations, without curb-
ing it too much. "Follow your calling."

Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Monday at 9 P. M. from Station WRNY on various scientific and radio subjects.
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New Submarine Has Startling Features

r`lE''CRUISER 20 YRS. AGO --
PRESENT SUBMARINE 350 FEET
LONG S COST MORE THAN A -

BATTLESHIP OF 20 YRS. AGO

Above: The new British submarine X1 is
350 feet long and is shown compared
with an average size battle cruiser of 20

years ago.

SANE
CISCO

;;iDERN 5118. CANl CROSS PACIFIC REiURN- VnittOUTREFUELING

Carrying a large crew, modern submarines can
be supplied with sufficient fuel to navigate the
entire width of the Pacific Ocean and return
without the necessity of stopping for taking on

any further supplies.

CORONA
SCREEN

lok
. RUN4JAY

SEAPLANE
HOUSING

MODERN SUB. CARRIES OWN
SEAPLANE &12" GUNr

Some of the latest submarines are
equipped with large guns and with
housings for carrying sea planes.
The planes can be launched from

the deck as shown.

Electrified Air Disperses Fog

AIRPLANE \
ENGINE AND
"O PELLE
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Depth bombs will have
no effect on the latest
types of submarines.
Furthermore, such an
undersea vessel can stay
under water for two and
one-half days, carrying
a crew of 121 men and
supplies for all of them
such as food, water, and
oxygen for breathing.

FOR dissipating fog over airplane landing -
fields and so rendering aerial navigation

possible during foggy weather, a system has
just been devised by U. S. Government ex-
perts which will clear from fog a path 2000
feet wide and 1000 feet high along an air-
plane landing field. The system is shown in
the drawing. It embodies the blast of air,
drawn in by a large propeller and blown out
through a series of corona screens. Here the
air is electrically charged and blown out over
the field, causing the precipitation of the
fog and clearing the air for the operation of
airplanes. As long as this device is in op-
eration, masses of fog drifting or blowing
across the field will be instantly dispersed
and caused to precipitate. This system is
an interesting variation of the one using
electrified sand for the same purpose and
described previously in the pages of this

magazi-c.
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White Ants Destroy Buildings
By HELEN HOFFMAN

Scientific men of all other countries have failed to combat the. white
ant, but the U. S. Government hopes to do so by present plans,

Part of this nation-wide program includes the erection
of an ant -proof building in the Panama Canal Zone

Left: Showing the appearance of a white
ant.

UNDER the direction of T. E. Snyder,
an authority on the subject of the
termite, the name applied by biolo-
gists to the u/hite ant, the govern-

ment is erecting, at Ancon, in the Canal Zone,
what it hopes may prove to be an ant -proof
building. This is intended to serve as a
model of construction to the unhappy Pana-
manians. Unable to cope with the pest, resi-
dents of the Panama Canal Zone, who have
suffered damage to home and, other property,
have appealed to the government.

In the erection of this building the Bureau
of Entomology has taken into consideration
the well known -habits and appetites of this
wood eating insect. It believes the only
effective permanent preventive remedy lies
in proper building construction, and the
tested specific that is most certain to elimi-
nate them. This specific is "insulation" of
all untreated woodwork from contact with
the ground; it can be accomplished by the
use of stone or concrete for foundations
and for the lower flooring or the use of
foundation timbers impregnated with coal -
tar creosote. It points out to the afflicted
ones that "practically all the termites which
damage buildings in the United States are of
subterranean habit; "if they can be kept from
reaching woodwork from the ground they
cannot survive in the building. Also, if pres-
ent in a building, after all untreated wood,
such as joists, wooden floors, sills, etc., has
been removed from contact with the ground,
they will die out, i.e., dry up, even if the
termites have penetrated to the height of sev-
eral stories in the building. They have been
cut off from their moisture supply in the
ground which is necessary for their life.

The general belief that the termite is a
product and habitant of the tropics scientists
say is untrue. Proof that they infest the
states to a great extent is shown by the
records of the Bureau of Agriculture. For
example, complaints of their destructive
work in almost every state in the Union
have come to the attention of the Bureau.

A year ago more than eighty complaints
were received from the city of Burlington,
Iowa. Complaints of destruction to crops
and homes continue to register from many
Southern districts and even as far north as
the New England states.

In Washington recently the attention of

q11

the Bureau was called to the discovery of
the white ant's work, practically at its own
doorstep. If there is anything the termite
enjoys more than wood it is paper. An army

(Continued on page 166)

91900-0.
Right: Another view of this destructive

insect

Above: This illustration shows the tre-
mendous size that termite mound nests
often reach. Sometimes a whole prairie is
dotted with the homes of these pests.
They often reach a height of 15 to 18 feet.
Note the relative height of the man in the

above illustration.«E
Left: Two views of lead sheathed and

rubber insulated cables that have been
stripped of their coverings by termites.
These are examples of the destructive work
of these little creatures such as is so often
in evidence. These cables were located in

the Panama Canal Zone.

Right: The sale of a new shoe hast)041.-10.

attacked by white ants or termites and the
resulting destruction of the leather is
graphically shown. The insects have suc-
ceeded in boring numerous holes directly
through the material and have completely

ruined it for its proper purpose.

Improper flooring allowed the en-
trance of termites to some of the
government buildings in Washing-
ton, D. C., and the result was many
destroyed pamphlets and documents
as shown in the two photos above.

Left: An example of a piece of wood
that was completely destroyed by the

action of white ants.
->

Right: Government specifications
that have been evolved for the con-
struction of buildings in termite in-
fested territory. Note the concrete
foundations which raise all wooden
parts from contact with the ground.
To protect timbers from termites,

coal tar creosote is most effective.
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A Visit to a Movie Studio
By A. P. PECK and M. ESS i N

Some of the Mysteries of Moviedom Which Make Great Pictures Possible
Are Brought to Light in This Article

JN the past few years we have published
a good many articles in this magazine
dealing with various phases of trick
motion -picture photography and hun-

dreds of our readers have written us ex-
pressing their appreciation of these articles.
Furthermore, they have asked queries re-
garding various phases of motion -picture
work and in response to these, we recently
made a personal visit to the studios of
Famous Players -Lasky at Long Island City.
Reaching there we were welcomed and shown
through the great studios occupied by the
Eastern branch of this large producing com-
pany. There were a good many interesting
things to see there and there were some
sets erected that showed graphically how it
was possible to take
scenes, which on the
screen appear to have
been taken out of
doors in the great
"wide open spaces."

The first thing that
caught our attention
even before we entered
the building was a
crew of cameramen,
directors and assistants
grouped around the
outside of one of the
studio buildings. Nat-
urally we lingered a
while to see what was
going on. The taxi
in which we arrived
was brusquely ordered
away as it was in the
way of the scene that
was just about to be
taken. Standing in the
offing, we watched the
cameramen focus on
one of the studio doors.
Then up the street
came a lumbering ice
wagon. Driving the
horse was someone who
seemed to be vaguely
familiar but whose plebian clothes for a few
minutes concealed his identity. The "ice-
man" turned out to be none ' other than
Richard Dix. Driving up to the main en-
trance of the studio, with the cameras in-
dustriously grinding away, he jumped from
the driver's seat, ran around to the back of
the wagon, clamped a piece of ice securely
in the tongs and toted it off on his back.
Returning to the wagon, he was met by an-
other man, well dressed and with an air of
prosperity. A short discussion followed and
then the action stopped. All this time the
cameras had been working. Also, even
though the day was comparatively bright,
there were two great electric spotlights di-'
rected on the scene so as to assist old Sol
in his work. This just gives an example of
how scenes are taken at places where you
would least expect to find a part of a motion
picture being filmed.

We then proceeded into the studio, met
one of the publicity directors, who, by the
way, is a very charming young lady, and
were conducted to the upper stage. Here
everything seemed to be in a confusion. Elec-
tricians were running to and fro carrying
rolls of cables and pushing spotlights equip-
ped with roller bases. Off in one corner was
a complete theatre -setting incorporating a full
sized stage with its various drops and foot-
lights. A little further on was a street

Above: Taking a cl
ination and an electri
the scene -clerk in the

scene complete to the very minutest detail.
Show windows and plate glass were there,
decorated in the usual manner and even the
window spaces were trimmed just the same
as you might see them in any store on the
street. This entire scene at the time, of our
arrival was completely illuminated with a
radiance equal to that of a bright, sunshiny
day. This light was furnished by a. series
of mercury arcs and carbon arc spotlights
that were judiciously placed so as to avoid
any glare and reflection.

Off on another side of the studio was what
appeared to be half of the library of a mil-
lionaire's home. Luxurious draperies cov-
ered one of the walls and the others were
lined with huge bookcases filled with rare

ase -up "Shot" in the studio, using tubular mercury arc lights fcr general ilium -
c spotlight for bringing out the features of the actress in sharp detail. Note

left foreground. Her work is most important and is mentioned in the ac-
companying text.

volumes. Directly in back of this library
and reached, oddly enough, by passing
through the library door was the setting of a
tiny restaurant of the lower class equipped
with bare wooden tables and a bar. Further
back on this same stage, the floor space being
several hundred feet long, was a setting for
an outdoor scene. Rocks and trees were
there and every one of them looked just as
real as could possibly be. Closer investiga-
tion disclosed that the rocks were made of
painted canvas and that the trees were arti-
ficial. Still when you see this scene in the
movies you will swear that the film was
taken in the outdoors with nature as a back-
ground.

All of this goes to show just what a
variety of scenes can be laid in one com-
paratively small studio. Another feature of
the upper stage was the so-called gridiron
which comprises a sort of sub -ceiling. This
is a network of iron bars from which lights
can be hung on their cords and moved from
place to place. according to the position
in which it is desired to locate them.

Just as we were leaving the upper stage,
we noticed a peculiar sort of carriage ar-
rangement equipped with large rubber tires.
It was a platform about 6 feet square. Ask-
ing what this was for we were informed that
it was the platform that made it possible
for the camera to follow a person when

walking. The camera is to be placed on the
platform and focused upon the person who is
in action. Then, as the person moves around,
this small platform can be made to follow
him and keep the camera at the same dis-
tance at all times.

We then were conducted to what is known
as the lower stage, more or less a duplicate
of the upper one and upon Which there were
still more large sets. One of them in par-
ticular attracted our attention. It was an-
other outdoor scene made up of painted can-
vas and artificial trees but it did not seem
to be complete. However, further investiga-
tion showed that this scene was to be filmed
from a distance of about 60 feet and inter-
posed between the camera and the large set

was a miniature set
that was so perfectly
constructed and so ac-
curately aligned with
the large set that when
the camera took the
picture, the miniature
would blend into the
large scene and give
the appearance of a
complete setting. By
doing this, the expense
of constructing a com-
plete large scene is
avoided as the minia-
ture is very much
easier to make anal
complete quickly and
at less expense than if
the entire large scene
were to be built.

If anything, t h e
lower stage seemed to
be more cluttered up
with "props" and other
paraphernalia than the
upper stage. "Props"
is the word that is
used to designate vari-
ous standard materials
that can be used in dif-
ferent scenes. Includ-
ed among the props of

any movie studio are hundreds of household
articles such as chairs and tables of various
sizes and descriptions, vases, electric light-
ing fixtures, artificial flowers, curtains, drap-
eries, and other like materials. The husiness
of taking care of these props is a science in
itself and the property man is a busy one,
particularly when several sets are being con-
structed at the same time.

Over in one corner of the lower stage
there seemed to be some activity and so
naturally we drifted over in that direction.
The camera, however, was unattended and
there was no director present, so obviously,
no action was being "shot." This set was
disclosed as the stage door of a cheap bur-
lesque house and sitting around, waiting for
the director to return and to start the action
were several actors and actresses completely
made up. Under the glare of the lighting
illustrated, they were almost hideous to look
at. Various colored grease paints and
powders are used by motion picture actors
and actresses in order to offset the color
effects obtained by the powerful lights. If
a motion picture were to be made of an ac-
tress made up in the usual manner with reds
and shades of red on her face, it would,
if photographed under the lights of a studio,
appear most unnatural. These reds would

(Continued on page 181)
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Possibilities of New Phonograph
(How It Would Appear Installed in Ho:el Astor, New York City)
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A new electrically operated phonograph that has recently been developed to rooms and reception hall. By means of control -boards located at each of

a practical point can be employed for providing entertainment over vast these points, the music furnished by thr phonograph at some remote point can

areas. Our artist's illustration above shows the use of this new phonograph be controlled as to volume and also can be shut off or turned on at any time

in a hotel for providing entertainment to all of the various ballrooms, dining desired. Furthermore, the operator can be instructed from various points.
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Super -Phonograph Gives Great Volume
Perfect Tone Control Possible

By H. WINFIELD SECOR, E. E.

T T P to the present time the great diffi-
culties with phonographs have been
the inability of the operator to con-
trol the volume properly, the fact

that the entire tone range cannot be satis-
factorily covered and the lack of adequate
volume for use in large auditoriums and
other places where the volume of produced
sound is desired to be as great as that of
the original orchestra or other recording
medium. In the new orthophonic phono-
graph developed by the Bell Laboratories of
the American Telegraph and Telephone Co.,
the Western Electric Co. and the Victor
Talking Machine Co., all of these troubles
have been overcome.

The new machine uses a horn 242 inches
long with an opening 80 inches high and
91 inches wide. It uses standard records
of the type with which we are all familiar
yet by means of an electrical pick-up, the
sounds can be amplified to any desired de-
gree so that the volume and quality of or-
chestral tones can be faithfully reproduced.
The frequency range has been greatly in-
creased with this new type of talking ma-
chine. With the former ones, the range was
from 250 cycles to 4,000 cycles. All of the
drums, the real beauty of the bass notes of
practically all instruments and the true qual-
ity of the lower register of the bass voice,
being in the region below 250 cycles were
entirely lost in the early type of machine.
At the other end of the scale, the high notes
suffered due to distortion and blasting and
often were lost. Although authorities vary
somewhat, it is safe to say, that about the
lowest note which the human voice is capable
of producing is one of 64 cycles. The tuba
produces a 40 -cycle
note, while the pipe
organ goes as low as
16, which is little
more than an air vi-
bration that is felt
rather than hear d.
With the new ortho-
p h o n i c phonograph,
practically all of these
low notes can be faith-
fully reproduced. Fur-
thermore, the highest
notes of the piccolo in
the neighborhood of
4,600 cycles can be as
distinctly heard when
reproduced by the or -

Above: The orthophonic phonograph complete
with electrical pick-up and large horn.

Above: An orthophonic phonograph installed in a small church, taking the place of the usual pipe
organ and rendering excellent resifts. Note the signalling system.

`1?EW
ORTHOPHON-
IC HORN EX-
PANDED

thophonic instrument as if the auditor were
listening to the piccolo itself.

In regard to the reproduction of piano
music, it may be said that the former talk-
ing machine could not reproduce fundamental
notes below middle C. However, the hu-
man ear has the capacity to "manufacture"
the lower notes from such overtones of notes
below middle C as were reproduced and it
was only this faculty that made former
types of talking machines agreeable to listen
to.

The new orthophonic talking machine in its
present form was only produced after a good
many years of research. It has been known
for some time that phonograph records have
much more engraved upon their surfaces
than the old type of reproducing instruments
could get out of them. Work was then
started on methods for reproducing these
heretofore unobtainable sounds and improved
pick-up devices, sound boxes and horns were
tested and experimented with to a very great
extent. The horns were found to have a
great effect on tone quality and volume and
eventually the horn 242 inches long was de-
cided upon as being the most practical.

If the folded horn used
in the new orthophonic
phonograph were to be
extended, it would as-
sume the size and com-
parative bulk shown in
the illustration at left.

A short consideration of the subject will
show that this newly developed electrically
operated phonograph will have many appli-
cations. For instance, as pictured on the
opposite page, all of the ballrooms and other
points of entertainment of a large hotel
could be provided with music at all times
from a single phonograph located at some
convenient point. Thus, the employment of
several orchestras could be done away with
and ordinary phonograph records could re-
place them with just as artistic an effect.
Then again, the pipe organ of a church could
be replaced by one of the new electric phono-
graphs with its accompanying control board
and enormous loud speaker horn. The abil-
ity of the instrument to reproduce faithfully
all of the organ tones would make this en-
tirely possible and in fact very practical par-
ticularly in small churches where the instal-
lation of a large organ is impossible due to
its great cost.

Other applications of this very flexible
and adaptable phonograph will immediately
suggest themselves. For the rendition of or-
chestral pieces on any occasion, the phono-
graph will be useful.
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In the above drawing, it is shown how these new aerial torpedoes can be
employed for attacking costal cities by enemy landing parties. The
torpedoes are launched from any one of several types of platforms

and are so set that they will fall and detonate at a predetermined point.
Surprising accuracy can be obtained by careful setting of the compara-
tively simple mechanism that controls them as the article discloses..

Aerial Torpedo Latest Terror
Crew -less Aerial Torpedo Controlled by Gyrosopes and Carrying 250 Pounds of TNT Flies 200 Miles at a

Speed of 100 Miles Per Hour
By F. E. LOUDY, Aeronautical Engineer

IMAGINE, if you can, the demoral-
izing effect upon a body of troops
of seeing a small airplane emerge
from the smoke of battle and, un-

cannily directed by machinery, approach
their territory at a speed of 100 miles
an hour, suddenly drop at a strategic
point and wreak havoc. Such a scene
would have been a common one during
the late World War if hostilities had
continued for a year or so longer. A
new aerial torpedo of great destructive
powers had been designed by govern-
ment officials and, if the war ,had con-
tinued, would have speedily been placed
in service. Information has just been
released relative to this engine of war
and the illustrations on the proceeding
page show many of the details.

The pertinent details of this auto-
matically directed torpede are as fol-
lows. The cost of it, exclusive of the
explosive used is only $350, whereas the
well known Whitehead torpedo for use
by submarines and other vessels costs
$13,000. Furthermore, the Whitehead
torpedo had an effective range of only
20 miles, whereas this new aerial tor-
pedo will travel a distance of 200 miles
at an average speed of 100 miles per
hour. It carries 250 pounds of TNT
and can be started from a small special car-
riage at any desirable or available point.

The motive power that actuates the pro -

Aerial torpedoes can be released from dirigibles hovering
over hostile cities when far out of reach of anti-aircraft

guns. Tremendous destruction is thus realized.

peller of this torpedo is of a four cylinder
V -block type of gasoline engine. It is sup-
plied with ignition current by a storage bat-
tery which in turn is controlled by a mile-
age counter that short circuits the engine
ignition when a certain predetermined dis-

tance has been covered by the torpedo.
The direction and tilt of the small

airplane, the body of which carries the
explosive is controlled by means of two
gyroscopes. The elevator and rudder
controls which operate to keep the ma-
chine on a true course are actuated by
means of a vacuum system provided
with its operating supply by the engine.
Altitude and distance of operation are
controlled through solenoids supplied
with current by a generator attached
to the rear end of the engine -crankshaft.

These aerial torpedoes are easily
transported from place to place and take
up very little room. They can be
launched from a very small platform
that can be quickly set up or if neces-
sity so demands, they can take off from
a reasonably level field. All of the me-
chanism that controls the flight of the
plane is set before the torpedo starts on
its flight. The controlling gyroscope
has to run at a speed of 18,000 R.P.M.
and of course it takes several minutes
to attain this speed. It will furthermore
run for a period of 30 minutes after the
ignition current to the engine is cut off
and therefore, the gyroscopic control
is active long enough to guide the tor-
pedo safely to the ground at the desired

landing point.
The uses of such a torpedo in future

warfare can at the present time only be im-
agined. While the cruising radius of the
torpedo in its present form is rated at 200
miles, further refinements and improvements

The utilization of aerial torpedoes in connection with
coast -guard guns of large calibre and with scouting air-
planes is graphically depicted here. Specially designed
projection platforms can be employed for starting these
engines of destruction on their journey of death. The
man -carrying airplanes can be used for reconnoissance

duty for directing the torpedoes.
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The new aerial torpedo compared as to size with the Whitehead submarine
torpedo. In many ways, the aerial torpedo is preferable to the Whitehead.
It is cheaper to construct, has a greater range and is far more versatile

in its war time uses.

in design may increase this radius consid-
erably and so add to the ultimate destructive
effect. It is quite possible that the torpedoes
may be constructed in larger sizes so

Al CREW SPUN BYFOP41RRD FLIGHT OF -
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The drawing above shows the mechanical
the engine, the ignition circuit

and the mileage counter of this new aerial
torpedo.

The insert above shows a special launching platform for this aerial tor-
pedo mounted on the rear of a motor truck. The other part of the draw-
ing shows a torpedo being launched from a railroad track. It is carried

on a small truck which it leaves upon attaining speed.

as to increase their effectiveness, but
even in its present comparatively small
size, several can be released at about
the same time and thus obtain the ef-
fect of one or two very much larger
torpedoes. At the present stage of de-
velopment, the exact direction which the
torpedo is to pursue must be determined
beforehand and the control so set. If,
however, radio control is incorporated,
it will be entirely possible to direct the
torpedo towards a rapidly moving ob-
ject and score a great majority of ef-
fetive hits. The high speed at which
this torpedo can travel will make it a
potential weapon for combating enemy
aircraft. If its speed can be increased,
and there is no reason why this should
not be done, and radio control is em-
ployed, the fighting flyer of the future
may find himself relentlessly pursued by
a mechanical demon that cannot be sha-
ken off. The surface of the subject of
aerial torpedoes has only been scratched.

The of an aerial torpedo from the deck
of a vessel is illustrated above. The special pro-

jection platform is of quite small size.

How to Know the Value of Patents
pATENTS are property. That has

been decided on numerous occasions
by the U. S. Courts. The value of a
patent, however, is another matter. It

is true some patents are worth many thou-
sands of dollars and that other patents are
not worth a single dime. Now the important
thing is to know how to logically determine
whether a patent is worth anything and if
so how much.

The value of a patent depends upon sev-
eral things. These things are not so difficult
to correctly judge when once an individual
understands the simple methods of arriving
at a conclusion. First and most important
is the length of the unexpired term of the
patent. For instance, the term of a U. S.
patent is 17 years, and if seven years have
passed since it was issued, then the remain-
ing term is ten years. The reason why it is
stated that the unexpired term of a patent is
niost important is that if it is almost ex-
pired. the patent's value probably may not
justify the trouble, time and expense of in-
vestigating its validity with intentions of pur-
chase or of acceptance as security for a loan.
If the length of the unexpired term justifies
further investigations then it is advisable to
request from the patentee or owner of the
patent, a complete Statement relative to
whether or not the patent is already adjudi-
cated in the Courts of the United States.
Adjudication means that the patent has pas-
sed through one or more courts in infringe-
ment proceedings and that its validity has
been passed upon.

As a matter of fact the value of a patent
is considerably increased, .or -rather estab-
lished, if it is adjudged valid in the court
proceedings.

By LEO T. PARKER

While many persons are of the opinion that
a patent automatically becomes valid when
issued by the Patent Office nevertheless the
Patent Office assumes no responsibility and
gives any assurance that an issued patent is
valid. During the prosecution of an applica-
tion for a patent, the Patent Office makes as
thorough search of the Patent records as is
practical, to determine whether or not other
patents on similar inventions have previously
been issued in this or other countries. If
other similar inventions are found, the claims
of the patent being prosecuted are required
to be limited by the inventor in accordance
with the prior patent. Quite naturally the
Examiners in the Patent Office are not im-
mune to mistakes and therefore patents are
occasionally issued with stronger or broader
claims than are justifiable.

Right at this point it perhaps is advisable
to explain, far the benefit of those who are un-
familiar with patents, that although the speci-
fication or descriptive matter t f a patent may
thoroughly and completely explain an inven-
tion and the drawings may disclose a very
complex end unique device, the invention
actually patented is defined in the claims,
which may limit it to only a small part of
what is shown and described in the specifi-
cation. A patent may be granted on minute
and unimportant details. When reading the
claims of a patent it is well to remember
the following simple and certain method or
rule of determining whether a claim is effec-
tively broad. .If any important element can
be eliminated from a claim the remainder of
the parts may be built without infringing
that particular claim. That is the reason a

strong claim, usually, is short and brief in
its language and contains few elements.

Now to get back to adjudication of a pat-
ent. As was previously explained the Pat-
ent Office in issuing a patent is not concerned
in the matter whether or not other previously
issued patents may have claims sufficiently
broad to cover the later patents. Moreover,
there is no doubt but many patents are issued
tin similar devices that are mere improve-
ments of the basic patent. And although
these many improvement patents may be is-
sued, none of their inventors are privileged
to manufacture the improvements without
paying a license to the patentee or assignee
of the original or basic patent. Of course,
the patentee of the basic patent is not privil-
eged to make and sell the improvements
which ere patented by other persons, but
the patentees of the improvement patents are
et the mercy of the basic patentee until his
patent is expired.

Now when a suit for infringement of a
patent is filed against an individual or firm
who is believed to be making, .using or sell-
ing an infringing device or product, there are
only two important things for the sued party
to do to avoid losing the suit. One is to
prove that the claims of the patent do not
cover the article he is making, and the other
is to invalidate the patent by showing that
other devices or articles were in public use
err described in a printed publication, etc., be-
fore the party bringing the suit actually in-
vented or discovered the device which he pat-
ented. In this country no person can obtain
or possess a valid patent unless he actually
is the first inventor or discoverer of it. Just
-what the word" "inventor" really means re -

(Continued on page 179)
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At the left is illustrat-
ed a chair made en-
tirely of 'the lumber
which can be found in
a board four feet long,
twelve inches wide and

one inch thick.

HERE is a brand new prize contest for
those who like to build things in their

spare time. It is a contest for those handy
with tools, and for those who wish to build
useful things that can be used about the
house, in the office, in the factory, and so on.

The editors have selected a wood board
or plank, 4 feet long, 12 inches wide, and one
inch thick, and the readers of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION are asked to fashion from this
single board "USEFUL" objects. It should
be remembered throughout this contest that
the word "useful" is most important, be-
cause only articles that are of practical use
and can be actually used will be considered
in this contest.

Why not build a
radio cabinet of
this same piece of
lumber, stain it
and polish it to

suit?

We have shown on this page a few samples
of articles fashioned from the board, which.
of course, does not by any means exhaust
the list, as there must be hundreds and
thousands of useful articles that can thus
be fashioned. We have selected the 4 -foot
size of board because it is easily obtainable
in any carpenter shop and is of standard
width and thickness. The board can be ob-
tained at a cost of about $1.00 at almost any
such place.

A file for letters
can be construct-
ed of but very
little lumber, and
inasmuch as the
conditions in this
contest do not
specify the par-
ticular kind o f
lumber you must
employ, you can
make a letter file
of oak or mahog-
any to match

your desk.

It is suggested that the board used be of
good hard white wood. The board used by
us was White Pine. To be sure, any other
wood can be used, such as Oak or Mahogany,
but for most purposes, the wood mentioned
above will prove satisfactory, because it can
be easily worked with ordinary tools, cuts
easily, can be sandpapered nicely, and will
take almost any finish.

In the shoe blacking
stand illustrated at the
left the footrest is ar-
ranged on a hinge and
rises into position as
soon as the lid is raised.
The stand is made of
wood and holds brush-
es, shoe paste, and any
other accessories de-

sired.

In this prize contest it should be remem-
bered that the board can be cut up into any
desired shape, not only cut sideways and
lengthwise, but, if necessary, the board can

$300.00 In Prizes
What Can You Do With a Wooden Board 4 Ft. Long, 12" Wide, 1" Thick P

also be split into quarter inch thicknesses
by sawing it parallel to its smallest dimen-
sion, namely, its thickness, in order to fash-
ion the various articles that are to be made
from the board.

A small utility lad-
der is made of a
piece of this four
foot board. Such a
utility ladder will
find its way into the
homes of everyone
who needs to climb
around to hang cur-
tains, arrange pic-

tures, etc.

$300.00 IN PRIZES
Conditions and Rules of

the Board Contest
1. This contest is freely open to all,

whether subscribers or not. From the con-
test are excluded employees of the Experi-
menter Publishing Company and their
families.

2. Models of the prize entries are not to
he sent in unless the contestant is requested
to do so by the editors, in writing.

3. An entry consists of three photographs,
not smaller than 5 by 7 inches, printed en
glossy paper, one complete pen -and -ink
drawing, giving full dimensions of the article,
and a description of the article in 500 words
or less.

4. Photographs, drawings, and manu-
scripts must all be sent in flat. Rolled en-
tries will be rejected.

5. Penciled matter can not be considered.
Use ink or typewriter.

6. As many entries as desired can be sent
in to the contest. There is no limit to the
number of entries accepted from each con-
testant. -

7. From this contest are excluded mere
ideas and designs only, for the reason that
this contest was inaugurated to stimulate the
building of the actual models. Entries with-
out photographs of the constructed articles
are, therefore, not eligible.

8. The prizes will go to those who sub-
mit the most practical and useful ideas of
how to build various "useful" articles from
the wooden board. The editors reserve the
right to send for any one of the entries by
paying transportation charges both ways.

9. This contest closes at noon, July 10th,
1926, at which time all entries must be in
the hands of the judges in order to qualify.

10. Should two or more contestants sub-
mit the same prize-winning idea, a prize
identical to that offered will be given to each
of those contestants so tying.

11. Address all entries to Editor,
WOODEN BOARD CONTEST, c/o
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, 53 Park
Place, New York City.

$300.00 IN PRIZES
First Prize - $75.00
Second Prize 50.00
Third Prize 35.00
Fourth Prize 25.00
Fifth Prize 20.00
Sixth Prize 15.00
Seventh Prize 10.00
Eighth to 21st Prizes, inclusive

$5.00 each. 70.00
$300.00

Who would not find an
umbrella stand a service-
able addition to any
home? The bottom of
the umbrella stand can be
made to a size to accomo-
date a milk bottle or a
can, so flue: the drippings
from the wet umbrellas
need not wet the floor.

If the four foot plank
is sawed up and as-
sembled in the man-
ner illustrated above,
it will form a very
useful waste basket.
The idea uppermost
in this contest is to
produce something

useful.

A very ingenious sewing
table can be constructed as
illustrated in the drawing at
the right. This provides a
space for two drawers in
which the various para-
phernalia necessary for sew-
ing and darning can be
put. The bottom of the
table is provided with a
shelf on which magazines
may be kept. The table
lamp could also be made of
the same piece of board.

It is most important to note that not more
wood than that contained in the 4 ft. board
may be used ; that is, two or more boards
can not be used, ONLY A SINGLE
BOARD. The board can be used in con-
junction with anything else, such as hard-
ware, other metal pieces, etc., but at least 80
per cent. of the material in the final article
should be the board itself.

To the left is illustrat-
ed a very serviceable
footstool which may
be covered with need-
lepoint to harmonize
with the other fur-
nishings in the room.

Nor is it necessary to use all of the wood.
For instance, it you use only two feet of
the board, this will still make you eligible for
a prize, but if you can use up all of the wood,
so much the better.

Note particularly, and we repeat it once
more, that the judges will award prizes only
for USEFUL articles that can be used by
everybody or that are put to everyday use.
Novelties that are of little use in our every-
day lives, will not be entitled to a prize.

And what
would be more

appropriate
than to con-
struct a tool
box of the four
foot piece of

wood?

It is not necessary to send models to the
editors, or to the judges in connection with
this prize contest. What is wanted is good
photographs showing at least three views of
the article, which means three separate
photographs. In addition to this, a pen -and -
ink drawing, skeleton fashion, giving the
dimensions of the article, must be submitted.
These photographs and drawing as well as a
description in not more than 500 words, con-
stitute a complete entry for this prize con-
test.

A useful com-
modity is the
screw cabinet
illustrated a t
the left. Such
a cabinet can
also be made to
contain herbs
and cereals for

kitchen use.
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AGAS has been discovered on a faint

star, known as a "white dwarf" that
has been found revolving around Sirius.
This gas, contrary to most matter, is com-
posed of atoms that have no electrons but
consist only of protons or nuclei. The re-
sult of this is that the gas is extraordinarily
heavy and one quart of it weighs 22 tons.
Let us liken one atom of a gas to a large
cathedral populated by bees. In this new
gas, the effect would he to have the cathe-
dral closely packed with these small insects.

THE newly discovered "white dwarf" star
is about the size of the planet Uranus

which weighs one quadrillion tons or about
one twenty -thousandth as much as the sun.
The "white dwarf" star, however, composed
of an extraordinarily heavy gas, weighs a
total of about 15,000 quadrillion tons or
about three-quarters as much as the sun.
From these figures and knowing that the sun
is about 15,000 times as large in volume as
Uranus, we find that the glowing gas of the
"white dwarf" star weighs 21,600 times as
much as water. Suppose that a cupful of
this gas was available. If dropped from
only a few feet above the surface of the
earth it would plunge deep into the ground.

Quart of New
Gas Weighs

22 Tons
A Gas Recently Discovered on a

New Star Exhibits Unusual
Properties

By ERNEST BRENNECKE

PLANET URANUS°°--.,
(WEIGHT) 1 QUADRILLION (1023)TONS

20,1000 TN OF THE SUN

MASS(WEIGHT) OF EARTH -
6Q000 TRILLION (6021) TONS

THE WHITIDWARf STAROFSIRIUS
COMPOSED OF THE NEW GAS MASS (WEIGHT}

15,000 QUADRILLION (1527) TONS

3/4 THE MASS OF THE SUN
15,000 TIMES THE MASS OF URANUS
250,000 TIMES THE MASS OF THE

EARTH

4-«E
The "white dwarf" companion

star of Sirius, revolving around
that heavenly body is made up of a
whirling mass of intensely hot gas,
which gas exhibits the most peculiar
properties of weight that are de-
scribed on this page. The illustra-
tion at the immediate left gives ell
of the data on this newly discov-
ered inhabitant of our solar sys-
tem. Imagine the terrific force Of
gravity that would be present on a
body such as this. If, for instance,
the earth were made up of the same
material as the "white dwarf," the
force of gravity would give an or-
dinary man a weight of approxi-
mately 500 tons. With the muscu-
lar structure of the ordinary hu-
man being, he would be unable to
lift himself or stand upright. Ly-
ing flat on his back, he could not
even lift a finger for each finger
would weigh about 1,600 pounds.

At the right is shown the sun, with
its physical properties of weight
indicated. The comparative size of
the earth is also shown and by com-
paring the figures given with those
quoted in relation to the "white
dwarf," the wonders of this newly
found heavenly body can be readily
seen.

ORDINARY ATOM OF CARBON

ELECTRONS
(VERY LIGHT)/

5T.PAUCS CATHEDRAL

I
T0 illustrate graphically the difference in

tie construction of the atoms of this
newly discovered gas and that of ordinary
substances, we show the above diagram.
Again assuming an atom to be the size of St.
Paul's Cathedral, we find that the nucleus or
proton, containing all the weight of the atoms
is about the size, relatively speaking, of a bee
as compared to the cathedral. This shows
how much heavier the newly discovered gas
must be when we consider that it has thous-
ands of nuclei or protons packed into the
same space that is usually occupied by one
entire atom with its many revolving elec-
trons and one tiny nucleus that makes up
practically its entire weight. In this new
star, the atoms of the gas composing it have
lost their revolving electrons.
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NUCLEUS,
OR PROTON.

CONTAINING
ALL THE
WEIGHT
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The picture shows a rather famous punishment
to which we often see allusions in literature.
It is even found in classical traditions of olden
times. The victim is put into a barrel lined
with spikes, and when the barrel is headed up,
it is rolled about, the unhappy victim suffering
indescribable agony until death relieves him.
imagine the barrel rolled down along a de-

clivity as it has been sometimes described.

Above are shown how criminals were drowned
by immersing them in a barrel of water, or it
is said sometimes of wine. On the floor they
are placing a victim in a sack, so that he can

do little to resist them.

There is a satisfaction in seeing the infamous
Titus Oates exposed in the pillory. In the court
of the equally infamous Judge Jeffreys his false
testimony had sent many innocent victims to
death. As a part of his punishment he was
flogged through the streets of London, receiv-

ing thousands of stripes.

How ANCIENTS
Gave

"THIRD
DEGREE"
This picture represents the fam-
ous iron virgin. There were
hinges towards the back, so that
it opened like two doors, and from
its interior a multitude of spikes
projected. The victim was stood
up within it and the case was
closed on him, we may suppose
with no gentle hand, the spikes
mercilessly entering his body.
This is a restoration by the ar-
tist. The original is somewhat

ruined, and is in Nuremberg.

- .,
_: .

_..

On the right is seen an
attack on a town. The
battering ram is mount-
ed to attack the wall and
make a breach therein to
admit the attackers, but
they have made a pris-
oner and threaten the
townspeople with the first
blow upon the wall to an-
nihilate the victim. This
was in hopes that the
threat would make the
townspeople throw open

the gates.

Imagine two women who have been fighting,
yoked together as shown above, their rage and
anger futile and the pair an object of utmost

derision to the public at large.

On the right is seen the victim stretched on a St.
Andrew's cross, while his bones are methodic-
ally broken one by one. One of the bars with
which the breaking was done is preserved in
Nuremberg. In the background is seen a wheel.
Sometimes the victim was fastened on such a
wheel for the process and was said to be

"broken on the wheel."

This shows the ruined instru-
ment as now in the Nuremberg
Museum, suggestive even in
its present state of dreadful
possibilities for the infliction of

torture.
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Ancient Torture Methods
By PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE, Ph.D., LL.D.

IN the daily papers in the month of Jan.
1926, we are told that in one of the
southern states, seventeen masked women
went to a house, took a woman out, car-

ried her off to a distance of about three miles,
beat her with rods cut from the trees, and
went away leaving her there senseless. Dur-
ing the last decade it is not too much to say
that scores of people have been burned alive
by lynch law in this country.

The history of the murderers, Leopold and
Loeb, as it came out in
the Chicago court
falls into line with
what was stated above,
showing how ready or
even anxious human
beings are to persecute
and all this is in the
twentieth century, and
in America, of t e n
called "God's Country,"
we fear without entire
correctness. The de-
sire which seems inher-
ent in the human or-
ganization to torture
other people, receives
almost daily illustra-
tions. Our papers sup-
ply the literature of the
twentieth century tor-
turing and murdering.

Today, many promi-
nent lawyers, and lay-
men too, are fighting
capital punishment. To
them it seems inhu-
mane and entirely out
of keeping with our
present civilization to
employ electrocution,
or even hanging-both
instruments of speedy
death and almost with-
out pain. And these
measures are taken
only after the criminal
is legally tried in a
court of Justice and
convicted by a jury
which has heard all the
evidence' pro and con.
A distinction can be
drawn between the
ways of a thousand
years ago and the pres-
ent time. In olden
times, a certain amount
of ingenuity was lav-
ished on instruments
and processes of tor-
ture, while now, mur
der, burning alive, and
flogging are about all
that are used. After
the middle of the 19th
century, the adminis-
tration of torture for the purpose of extract-
ing confessions from suspected criminals and
witnesses was abandoned, if not in actual ap-
plication, then at least in form.

Torture even in the dark ages, was not ad-
ministered entirely without a decided feeling
of righteousness, though that may sound
contradictory. We find that while there
seemed no vestige of conscience or mercy in
the infliction of torture for confession or pun-
ishment, the judges appeared to have, never-
theless, ,a profound conscientious scruple or
definite legal provision that no one be exe-
euted-or sentenced-until he had been proved
guilty. And the only conclusive evidence was
a confession from the lips of the suspected
criminal himself. Practically this confession
was considered essential, and torture was ap-
plied to obtain it.

The practice of torture dates back to an-
cient times, and the literature on this subject
is surprisingly extensive. We find that for
many centuries this practice was regulated by
exact statutes of law, varying in the different
countries. Several hundred years ago, it was.
treated by law students in their theses and
was generally accepted as the best method to
insure a just punishment for the alleged crim-
inal. For the old law designated specifically
that no one could be executed without abso-

telligence. It is said that the double length
whip was used in order that the long lash
might encircle the body and so inflict its blow
on the front, while the shorter lashes strike
the back. Every blow was counted as three
stripes; thirteen blows therefore resulted in
39 stripes. Since it was strictly against the
code to exceed the stipulated 40 stripes, 39
remained the number to be administered. To
insure the proper number of blows being
given, a certain .verse from the Psalm was

read. This contained
13 words in the He -

The above illustration shows the Museum of instruments of torture at Nuremberg, Germany.
The reader can spend some time studying over the exhibits. To the right in the back of the room
is seen the Virgin, a case lined with great spikes which was opened, the victim placed within
it, and then closed upon him, the spikes piercing the body in many places. In the foreground
a wheel is lying on the floor. On this a victim was sometimes stretched while his limbs were
broken one by one by a heavy iron maze or club. The axe for beheading the victim is seen in
the right foreground. It is a dreary exhibit of what the poet called, "man's inhumanity to man."

lute proof of guilt. A confession was con-
clusive evidence and it was reasoned that the
rack, or some other form of torture, had
therefore to be applied.

It is interesting to follow the history of
"Torture." About the oldest reference is
found in the Old Testament, wherein is de-
scribed flagellation-or beating-punishment
by stripes. As it originated, it was merciful,
in a degree, for it is definitely stipulated that
no more than 40 stripes shall be administered
to any one person.

The whip adapted by the Jews consisted of
three lashes-one long and two short. In a
curious old Latin book is given this descrip-
tion of the whip: the two shorter lashes were
made of calf -skin and the long one out of
asses' hide, and in the Scriptures, the ass and
the ox are both referred to as examples of in -

brew, and for each
word one blow was
given.

And the curious fact
about this law is that
it was carried out and
adhered to for many
generations, wherever
and whenever flagella-
tion was resorted to.
Even in modern times,
we read about the Am-
erican sea captains
beating unhappy sail-
ors on board his ship
with the stipulated 39
lashes. On merchant
ships and whalers his
method otherwise was
far less merciful than
the original. He not
only beat his sailors,
but tied their hands,
extended upwards, to
the shroud of the ves-
sel and beat them un-
til they were insensible
from - agony, without
counting the .blciws. -

Flagellation.wás not
the only form of, tor-
ture used by the anc-
ient Jews. When death'
was desired, Lapida-
tion was employed.
Lapidation - or the
killing by throwing
stones-was also ex-
actly regulated. The
first stone was thrown
by a witness and was
to strike the victim be-
low the waist. If this
proved ineffective, an-
other witness threw a
stone, aiming to strike
above the waist. If
this did not prove fatal
either, a community
stone -throwing contest
ensued, in which the
general throng gath-
ered there for such
amusement partook.
This was kept up until

the victim was overcome and died.
"Burning," another system of torture was

used somewhat later. Here the victim is
choked until he gasped for breath, when
molten lead was poured into the unfortunate
man's mouth.

In Roman days, torture, which was pro-
vided for by law, was supposed to have been
restricted to slaves. Theirs was a very ex-
tensive system of slavery.. Many of these
were highly educated, doing secretarial and
other high-grade work, but so long as they
were of the slave class, they were subject to:
the tortures inflicted under the Roman admin-
istration.

The distinction between punitive torture
and torture applied for the purpose of elicit-
ing testimony or confession is quite clear, and

(Continued on page 177)
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The Origin of the Moon
By DONALD H. MENZEL, Ph.D., Ohio State University

WHENCE came our moon? Was it
born from the virgin fire, did it
grow by. degrees or did it spring
suddenly into existence full-grown,

like Minerva from the head of Jove?

MOON ` ,ípO0

ce/PRESENT CONDITION OF i
OUR SOLAR SYSTEM r

...,r--7,0°

`ES

EARTII

Fig. 1. The relative positions and sizes of the
earth and moon are shown in the above illus-

tration.

That the moon is ancient, no one will deny
and it is no small tribute to the genius of man
that he is able, with the help of mathematics,
to bridge over the gap in time and
decide the question. For the pres-
ent condition of the moon forms
one term in a gigantic equation
which represents the life history of
the moon. Our only assumption,
and entirely a legitimate one, both
practically and philosophically, is
that the science of mathematics is
eternal and unalterable in its
nature.

The first of the three theories
mentioned above is easily dismissed
along with the entire nebular hy-
pothesis, for the moon never could
have originated in that manner. As
for the second, it is a part of the
Chamberlain and Moulton plane-
tesimál hypothesis-that the earth and planets
were all built up from fragmentary matter
-planetesimals-and that the moon, along
with these, grew by accretion. Owing to the
doubt recently cast upon some of the main
features of this theory, however, it does not
appear as advantageous as that put forth
many years ago by Darwin-not the Darwin
associated immortally with organic evolution.

Fig. 3. Right:
The friction be-
tween the earth's
surface and the
water is analog-
ous to that be-
tween a rapidly
revolving wheel
and a loose leath-

er belt.

FRICTION HERE

RAPIDLY
REVOLVING

WHEEL

LEATHER
BELT
HELD

MOTIONLE55,

This Darwin began by examining the pres-
ent condition of the Earth -moon system: the
Earth, rotating in 24 hours, and 8000 miles
in diameter, and the moon, a quarter of a
million miles distant, a fourth the earth's
diameter, and its rotation time equal to 27
days, exactly the time it takes for it to re-
volve about the earth. This last is certainly
no mere chance and Darwin examined the
possible causes for its occurrence.

In the first place, the immediate conse-

-_EARTM u
"- MOON

WATER

Fig. 4. Left :
Friction between
the earth and the
waters of t h e
earth is more
plainly illustrat-
ed by this draw-

ing.

quence of the moon's presence is felt in the
tides, for as shown in Fig. 2, there is one
bulge pointing toward the moon where it
pulls the water away from the earth and
a corresponding bulge on the opposite side
where it pulls the earth away from the
water. As a result of the tides and the rota-
tion of the earth, there is ever a tendency
to cause a friction between the water and the
solid earth just as there is friction between
a wheel and a leather belt (Fig. 3). The
result is that the earth's rotation is slowing
down ever so gradually. The effect of the
tidal friction is shown better in Fig. 4 than
in Fig. 2. Due to the friction between the
water and the earth, there is a tendency of
the tidal bulge to move ahead of the moon.
The attraction of the moon on bulge, A, will
be in an opposite direction to the earth's
rotation and tend to slow it down, while the
attraction on bulge, B, will be in the opposite
direction and tend to counterbalance the ef-
fect. The moon is, however, nearer to A
than to B, and the slowing -down force would
predominate. At the present time the rate

Fig. 2 One of the effects of the
moon on the earth is the raising
of tides and this, illustrated in the
above drawing, is referred to in

detail in this article.

a1,ICAL 0.51G'.
10,000 MI

Fig. 6. It must be taken into con-
sideration, when discussing the origin
of the moon, that gravity would break
up that body if it approached too

close to the earth.

is very small, the day having lengthened by
a second in the last 120,000 years.

If tidal effect's take place upon the earth,
they would also occur upon the moon and of
greater magnitude, for the earth has about
80 times the gravitational attraction of its
companion. It is not necessary that the
moon possess water, for there would be a
certain amount of plasticity even in the solid
parts of the moon and earth, accomplishing
the same result. Thus the moon has been
slowed down by tidal friction to that point
where it keeps the same face toward the
earth and it is obvious that eventually the
same condition will prevail for the earth.

Whence goes this energy of rotation?
Common sense tells us that it cannot be de-
stroyed, owing to the well-known law of its
conservation. As is evident from general
principles, the moon will absorb the energy
into its orbit; as a result it will move further
and further away from the earth, spiraling
outward as shown in Fig. 5 which is, of
course, greatly exaggerated. The heavy line
indicates the present tendency of the moon's
motion and, extending the same backwards
along the dotted line, it is probable that some
4,000,000,000 years ago or less the earth and
moon were nearly in contact, the earth rotat-
ing in about four hours instead of twenty-
four. The question naturally is asked
whether or not the two objects ever were
a part of each other. Roche proved about
1850 that the moon could not have existed
in its present form at any distance less than
ten thousand miles from the earth's center.
If it approached any nearer the gravitational
attraction of the earth for the one side of
the moon would be so many times greater
than for the other that the moon would break
in pieces as shown in Fig. 6.

Any theory of the moon's origin must take

the above into account. In the Jeans -Jeffries
theory of the origin of the earth, discussed
in detail in the May number of SCIENCE
AND INVENTION, it was shown how the near
approach of the sun to a star caused the
ejection of a filament of matter from the sun,

Fig. S. Right:
The spiral course
that the moon
must have taken
after leaving the
earth and travel-
ing to its present
position. T h e
drawing is of
course greatly
exaggerated for
the sake of clar-

ity.
./

which filament finally condensed into the
planets. Since the earth would have be-
come solid within 15,000 years after its ejec-
tion, the moon probably would have been

cast off from it before that time.
To return to Darwin's theory; he

examined the various possible
causes which might pull the moon
away from the earth which, at that
time, would have rotated in four
hours as shown before. The tides
of the sun would tend to do this,
but of themselves would be as in-
sufficient as they are today. Small
forces, however, under favorable
circumstances, can be made to per-
form large amounts of work.

To illustrate, (Fig. 7) a swing
has a natural period of vibration.
A man giving it a single push
cannot push it very far, but by re-
peating the applied force at inter-

vals exactly in tune with the natural period
the amplitude of the swing can be almost
indefinitely increased.

The tendency of the fluid earth would have
been to contract to a spherical shape or
rather a spheroidal shape due to the rapid

SINGLE PUSH i
CAPABLE OF

THIS SMALLi 1
FORMING ONLY

ARC

- v

SWING IN A BIG ARC.

Fig. 7. Although one push on a . swing will
move it only a short distance, the cumulative
effect of several properly timed pushes will

swing it through a large arc.

rotation. Any force applied to it would dis-
tort it and on the release of the force, the
earth would oscillate about the mean posi-
tion. Now the period of vibration of the
fluid earth has been computed to be about
two hours-just half of the time of one
revolution on its axis. As a result, while
any given solar tide is insufficient to produce
a large distortion, the force would be so
applied at regular intervals that an increas-
ingly large protuberance would be formed

NATURAL SHAPE
OF EART'.1

VIBRATION
ANO DISTORT.,

AROTV9ERANe

DIRECTION
OF SUN

Fig. 8. Because of vibration and distortion, a
protuberance may have formed.
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Fig. 9. The protuberance illustrated in Fig.
8 may have broken off as shown above.

(Fig. 8) stretched out until' it reached be-
yond Roche's limit, finally breaking off and
forming the moon. (Fig. 9.)

The suggestion of William H. Pickering
is not without interest. He suggested that
the disruption took place when the earth was
in a semi -plastic condition, perhaps just
after the formation of some of the crust.
It is possible that the Pacific Ocean is the
cavity from which the moon was torn. There
is also the chance that the resulting disturb-
ance of equilibrium caused a huge crack to
form in the midst of the remaining portion,

Fig. 11. ThePickering
theory, discussed
in the text, places
the formation of
continents as be-
ing due to the
cracking of the
earth's surface.

part sliding one way and part the other, thus
forming the Eastern and Western continents.
(Fig. 10.) This view is somewhat strength-
ened by the similarity of the Eastern coast
of the Americas and the Western coast of
the old world. They appear to fit into each
other nearly like a jig -saw puzzle. There
are, .however, some objections to this theory.

Thus we have tracked the moon back to its
starting point. How about the future? It
is obvious that the moon will continue to
slow up the earth and to spiral outward
until the length of the day and the month
are equal and each of value 47 days. So
slowly will this occur that only until some 50
billions of years have passed will we find the
state mentioned where the earth and the
moon keep the same face toward each other,
instead of only the moon doing it, as at
present.

Even this will not be an end of affairs, for
solar tides will gradually cause the earth
to start rotating again in the opposite direc-
tion. The sun will rise in the west instead
of in the east and the resulting lunar tides
will now tend to accelerate the earth's rota-
tion. Thus the moon will begin to spiral
inwards until it reaches Roche's limit when
it will break into fragments. (Fig. 6.) These
fragments will continue to encircle the earth
in the form of a ring, such as that of Saturn,
only more massive and more extended. The
length of the terrestrial day at that time
will he, as in the beginning, about four hours.

And so it can be seen that those of us
who are alive today need not fear any sud-
den change in the earth or in its relative
position in regard to the moon during our
periods of existence. Changes in the solar
system do not happen suddenly, measuring

CAVITY REMAINING

r
:RACk MERE

k
a

SLIDING EAST AND WEST
FRODUCEC CONTINENTS

Fig. 10. According to one theory, after the
portion that was to become the moon broke
away from the earth, the resulting stresses
cracked the opposite side, sliding took place, and

continents formed.

time according to our standards. but take
place over long periods of thousands ór mil-
lions of years. As mentioned above, many
billions of years will pass before the rota-
tion of the earth has decreased to a point
where it will always present the same face
to the moon.

Just how many years later it will be after
the above mentioned event takes place and
until the moon spirals inwardly toward the
earth and reaches Roche's limit and breaks
up to form a ring around the earth is entirely
problematical. Probably by the tinte this
event takes place, the inhabitants of this
earth will be in an entirely different form
than they are today.

If the moon
should ap-
proach the
earth as in Fig.
6, the frag -
ments m i g h t
form a c in g
similar to Sa-
turn's. Fig. 12.

Travelling Electric Kitchen
THE London and Northeastern Railway,

England, operates a train called the
"Flying Scotsman" between London and
Scotland. We illustrate views from photo-
graphs of its electrically -equipped kitchen.

There is a complete cooking apparatus for
supplying the restaurant on the train, and
the photographs show how complete the in-
stallation is and suggests, also, at least the
idea of great cleanliness. .

The current is produced by one or more
generators mounted under the car. From
the standpoint of safety, it is incomparably
superior to the ordinary kitchen operated with
kerosene or other fuel, and certainly shows
that our British cousins are, well up to date.

pr
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ii1111114.

Two views are given of
an electric kitchen upon
the famous Flying
Scotsman train on the
London and N.E. Rail-
road. Below to the right
is shown the dyr.amo
which supplies the cur-

rent.

Cooking by electricity is not only for the house and boat, for our English railroads. The current is developed from a dynamo driven by a belt pass -
railroad friends have here shown us how to fry steaks and boil eggs on ing over a pulley fastened to the car axle. Dynamo requires little attention.
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Quick -Acting Parachute

A new parachute that can be successfully used at an altitude of less than 100
feet and that needs no skillful packing has recently been invented by J. M.
Russell of Dayton, Ohio. Even if the ropes are tangled, this parachute will
operate. It is shown in the various photographs above. In the one at the
left, the inventor is dropping from an altitude of 100 feet, after having pur-

posely tangled the lines.

I METER

SHORT RADIO WAVES
ONE WAVE PER METER

1...,.1 Iiil ull,,i L,I ii ,I

LIGHT WAVES
2,000.000 WAVES PER METER

FIG.I

Light, as we know it today, consists of a ser-
ies of electro -magnetic waves or in other words,
light is similar to radio except that the wave-
lengths of light are extremely short. Fig. 1
above, shows an imperfect comparison be-
tween an extremely short radio wave and a
train of waves at light frequency. Although
both of the wave forms shown take up the
same space in the ether, still there is shown
one radio wave to a meter whereas there may
be two million light waves per meter. Red
light has the longest wave -length, violet the
shortest and ordinary white light has almost

all wave -lengths found between these two.

The usual type of short-wave radio transmit-
ter is shown above. If this could be designed
to emit waves as short as those of light, cold
light could be produced of any color with
high efficiency. The electrical way is the
logical way to produce cold light. The best
light producers we have are only about 2%

efficient.

What Is Cold Light ?
An Explanation of Just What Con-
stitutes This Desirable Illuminating

Effect
By PROF. CHARLES T. DAHAMA,

Ph. D.

WHITE
LIGHT

PRISM TO
SPLIT UP
COLORS)

117
SLIT

FIG.3

RED
-----ft

VIOLET I
I

SLIT HERE TO SELECT
DESIRED COLOR

Although waves of only one length can be
obtained in actual radio practice, the only
method of obtaining light of only one wave-
length and color is to filter out all others
but the desired one by means of a spectroscope
such as is shown in the diagrammatical form
above in Fig. 3. The glass prism splits up
the white light and the slit in the back of the

glass plate passes the desired color.

MAGNIFIED
1,000, 000.000

TIMES
FIG.4

The oscillations of electrons in a coil of wire
as shown above produce radio waves. In
an unexplained way, these oscillating elec-
trons also give off waves but owing to the
small traversed path, the wave -length is very
short. Possibly cold light will some day

be evolved from this source.

TO HIGH VOLTAGE

'.1..1111,11111111. 5.

GEISSLER TUBE

GAS ELECTRIC LIGHT
Heat causes atoms to strike against each
other and so excites them to oscillation and
produce light, as in a gas flame or electric
light. In a Geissler tube, atoms are bom-
barded with electrons giving an illuminating

effect.

SAME ENERGY

130 CANDLE- 6000 CANDLE POWER COLD
POWER LIGHT SEARCHLIGHT
LIGHT

FIG.6
A 100 -watt bulb of the present-day type gives
130 candle power of light. If the same energy
were employed for producing cold light,
6,000 candle power could be realized. This
is because of the inefficiency of present-day
methods and the high efficiency of light

without heat.
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What Causes Earthquakes?
100 -TONS

Fig.' - FOR HEAT PRODUCED

TABLESPOON

I oz. of rddium

Prof. J. Joly, a well known English geologist, has recently advanced a theory which will assign the
cause of earth tremors to radio -activity. The disintegration of the elements uranium and radium is
accompanied by the liberation of a huge quantity of heat. 'Radium, ai shown above in Fig. 1, liber-
ates about 132,000 times as much heat as an equal amount of coal, or one tablespoonful of radium
equals 100 tons of coal in heat delivered. Although there are only small quantities of uranium and
radium in the earth's crust, the total energy evolved is so great, that possibly the earth is hotter at
the end of a year than at the beginning of that same period of time. Possibly such heat aids the

production of earthquakes.

WHAT CAUSES EARTHQUAKES?
UPHEAVAL °F MOUNTAIN RANGES

Fig.4

PRESSURE UPLIFTS
CONTINENTS

As crystal basalt is increased in temperature
and finally melts, it also increases in volume
until when it is finally melted, it is 10%- larger
than its original size. When we consider that
a basalt structure underlies the entire earth's
surface, it can readily be realized that ,such
an expansion will have disastrous results. As
shown above, the pressure exerted by this
basaltic layer, when melted is amply sufficient
to cause the upheaval of mountain ranges and
to cause great cracks between continents and
ocean beds. All such changes in the topo-
-graphical features of the earth cause tremors
that can be felt for hundreds of miles and that
are known as earthquakes. Sometimes they
create great havoc but often are slight and

barely perceptible.

AIR

There is a fish
that is a native of
tropical America
and which at first

H glance appears to
have 4 separate and
distinct eyes. How-

WATERever, upon analy-
sis, it is found to

A, have two eyes,
each of them be-
ing divided into
halves. One of
these halves is for

sight in air and the other for seeing when in
water. Because of the different refractive
properties of light in its passage from air or
water into the eye, it is necessary that the
sections of each eye be differently designed
in order to see properly in both mediums.
The diagram above shows a cross-section of
one of these unusual eyes. There are two
distinct lenses and each of them has its own
retina, indicated at the ends of lines Al and
A2. This reminds us of bi-focal spectacles
used for seeing both near and distant objects.

Fig. 3 above shows how basalt, the under-
lying structural layer of the earth, increases
in volume as it is heated and finally melted.

The increase is on the order of 10%.

A "Four -Eyed" Fish

jig GRANITIC
----INN CONTINENTS

( WATER

UNDERLYING

BASALT

LOWER AND
DENSER
LAYERS

Fig. 2 shows a diagramatic representation of the
earth's structure. The radio -active materials
in the granitic continents and in the under-
lying basalt structure are constantly giving off
sufficient heat to cause the basalt layer to melt
and hence, to eventually force its way through
the earth's crust and cause earthquakes. The
tremblors are a direct result of upheavals in
the earth's surface such as would be pro-

duced by this heat.

FORCES OF CONTINENTMOON FLOATING ON
CAUSE r LIQUID

CONTINENT BASALT
TO DRIFT

tqTOTHI
POSITION

+'% REVOLVING
C ,K EARTH

It is calculated that in thirty million years the
layer of basalt will be completely liquefied
and solid continents will be left floating free
on the surface. These continents will then
respond to tidal forces and, the liquid basalt
being relieved of its insulating cover, the con-
tinent, will crystallize and the complete cycle
will start over again. One cycle is now in the
process of completion and is occasionally shown
by earthquakes and other unusual upheavals.
No complete change may be expected for mil-
lions of years.-Prof. Charles T. Dahama,

Ph.D.

Fig 5

The so-called "four-eyed" fish has a habit of swimming through the water with the "air" half of
its eye above the surface and the "water" half below the surface, as shown above. Thus, this

fish has perfect vision in either of the two elements mentioned.
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Petroleum the Versatile
The Ramifications of the "Family Tree" of Crude Petroleum Are Varied

The crude oil, obtained from wells
is refined and many , by-products

of widely different uses result.

By J. BRONT

CANDLES KEROSEÑE

MATCH WAX

Various types of illuminants are obtained from crude oil. Different waxes,
applicable to the making of candles and matches as well as kerosene oil

are three of the best known examples.

THAT chewing gum, gear wheels,
TNT and lipstick could emanate
from the same source is highly in-
teresting. Further, that these prod-

ucts could originate from crude petroleum,
is rather startling, yet the ramifications of
crude petroleum refining and processing are
endless. The total number of chief products
that may be evolved from the black contents
of crude oil approaches the half of a thous-
and mark. There is further promise of the i
production of many other products with the
application of the proper "cracking," dis-
tilling and refining methods.

As another instance of the contrast in the
products evolved from crude oil, consider
the production of alcohol, pharmaceutical

CARBON BLACK

.lead the house wires 'to the electric fan com-
mutator, the black paint on your iron fence,
the wax on your match sticks, the fuel for
the vessel which tools you abroad, . the pen-
tane which gauged the candlepower of your
electric light globes, or the coke in your
heater, niay have all come from the original
substance: crude petroleum. The versatility
of this precious mixture of hydrocarbons is
readily obvious. There is hardly a moment
of modern existence which is not, in any way
or another, affected by petroleum. The ac-'
tual products emanating from crude pe-
troleum depend upon the processes inyolved,
and the physical properties of the -"crude."

Crude oils vary in physical properties,
generally respectively with the definite

PHARMACEUTICAL
"WHITE"

OILS

Pure carbon, useful in a  hundred - Many oils adapted to the prepara -
different ways is the ultimate resi- tion of medicines are products of
due of the distillation of crude oil. certain distillation processes.

oils, roofing, and electrical insulation from
the same source. Or consider the fact that
coke, candles, sulphuric acid and welding
gases are available from crude oil under
process of distillation and "cracking" of the
various residues obtained. Imagine the
production of axle grease, automobile tires,
and soap from petroleum-or ink oils, arc
carbons, drug solvents, dust -mop oils, and
cosmetics from the same source. Would one
imagine that railway and signal oils, flow-
ers of sulphur, disinfectants, petroleum
jelly and alcohol could possibly proceed

 from the source? The fact is obvious if
the methods of the modern oil refinery are
studied and understood.

The sealing compound which seals the top
of your radio dry cells, the brushes which

The roofs of houses are protected
by crude oil. One by-product is
made into an effective roof cover-

ing material.

"base" oil, there will be inevitably some
trace at least of one of the other bases,
more or less.

Fig. 3. gives an idea of the constituents
of the crude oil as delivered to the refinery
from the field of production. At the re-
finery the process of separating the various
components would be a highly difficult
matter were it not for the fact that each
group (or hydrocarbons which make up the
bulk of the crude petroleum) possesses a
different boiling point. This latter fact is
of great value in the processing of the raw
petroleum.

The "crude," as it is popularly referred
to, is placed in large containers and heat ap-
plied. The most volatile group of hydrocar-

PAVING

Compounds used for paving street
surfaces are obtained at one stage

of the treatment of crude oil.

"fields" from which they are produced. Dif-
ferent localities produce petroleum of dif-
ferent constituents, but in all petroleum,
the main body is simply a mingled variety
of hydrocarbons. The latter are in varying
degree and therefore various substances ap-
pear in the final analysis, however, except
for traces of sulphur, oxygen, nitrogen and
compounds of the same, the actual sub-
stance of crude oil is covered in the cap-
tion: Hydrocarbons. Necessarily in the nat-
ural state there is a mixture of soil and
water, along with quantities of gas.

The main classifications of crude oils are
given as the paraffin base, napthenic base
and the asphaltic base. There are mixtures
also of the three main classes, and it is al-
most certain that even in any given isolated

"DRY" CLEANER'S
BENZINE

COSMETICS

Beauty also owes something to
crude oil. Various cosmetics are

made with its aid.

bons may boil at a temperature so low that
the heat will not harm the skin and the hand
might be thrust into the contents of the con-
tainers without risk of injury. The degree
of heat necessary for the vaporization of the
first group is maintained at a steady figure
until all the members of that group have
evaporated, being subsequently condensed in
cooling coils or led off to storage in the
form of gas. The fact is that little or no
boiling is sometimes necessary for the pro-
duction of this gas. Fuel gas, petroleum
ether, and natural gasoline are some of the
derivatives from this product.

When the last of this group of hydrocar-
bons has passed from the contents of the
"boiler," it is then necessary to raise the
temperature of the remaining contents, so as

SEALING WAX

Benzine,
Varnish and paint vehicles as well cleaners,
as black pigments are by-products.

usually used by dry
comes from the petroleum

refining stills.

Soaps of all kinds and for various
purposes use products of certain

fractional distillation.

Seating compound used for sealing
dry and storage batteries, is a

product of petroleum.
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LAMP
BLACK

19

MOTOR BOAT
FUELS

_
- _- --- -t_- 

Lamp black, used in many ways Naphtha, a popular fuel for motor boats as well as gasoline and other
such as in the preparation of inks engine fuels are all obtained from the stills through which crude oil

is another product. passes during its complicated refining process.

to reach the "boiling" point of the next
group of hydrocarbons. From the latter
group is derived naptha, which is the basis
for gasoline, cleaner's and dyer's naptha,
airplane petrol, and the various substances
used in the paint and varnish manufactures.
When this group has ceased to vaporize
from the residual "crude" remaining in the
"boiler," the temperature is again raised to
meet the point of vaporization of the next
group of hydrocarbons. Refined oil is the
result of 'this step. From refined oil, all
"signal" oils and kerosene are made.

With a subsequent raise in the boiling
temperature applied to the distilling appara-
tus, this next step produces a product with
which probably not one person in a thousand
is familiar, as it is produced, yet in all prob-
ability has used it for a life time, more or
less. The product is "gas oil" and is used
for raising the qualities of "city" gas.

Paraffin distillate is another class cover-
ing an additional group also vaporized by an -

J111,11111,11 l i l;
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INSULAT ION

One of the solids obtained from
crude oil is made into insulations

of various , kinds.

products, beside being used as fuel, making
electrical motor "brushes," battery elec-
trodes, and one instance is even known
where a company is using the finely ground
carbon (coke) to manufacture gears.

During the refining process, if any resi-
due, from any step of the whole manipula-
tion, appears to be worthy of a re -run, it is
rehandled and with the result that the whole
original list of individual hydrocarbon
groups is represented in the succeeding sub-
stances evolved. Further, each individual
product is re -run and "cracked" as many
times as is practicable or desirable. The re -
salt from distilling and cracking shows that
more than 500 different individual items may
be evolved from the original "crude" as it
emanates, from the well and is delivered to
the refinery. The illustrations show only a
very few of the products possible from the
refining process.

In cracking of heavy "gas oil," the latter
is broken up in boilers under pressure and

Lacquers are made with different
materials that are obtained from

oiL

other step in the upward trend of the
treating temperature, at the boiler. All pe-
troleum waxes, as a general rule, are derived
from this step in the process. With the ex-
traction of the wax by chilling, there is a
residue left from which lubricating oils are
evolved.

Further, paraffin "slop" is again run
through the still, breaking up into lesser
volumes of each of the classes already men-
tioned. The same re -run process is accorded
to the gas oil mentioned in a former para-
graph, a good grade of gasoline being ob-
tained, as well as less valuable products.
The re -run process is, however, a duplicate,
practically, of the original process, with the
exception of a difference in manipulation.

"Wax 'Tailings" are used in roofing man-
ufacture and similar work.

The ultimate residue in the still approxi-
mates to pure carbon in the form of coke.
The latter is made into a hundred different

ETC.HER'S
WAX

MOTOR
GASOLINE

Gasoline for all forms of internal
combustion engines passes off from

the stills.

waxes of all kinds: candle wax, laundry
wax, etcher's wax, roofing wax, paper filler,
chewing gum and match wax. The heavy
distillates also produce: lubricating oils of
all kinds, ink oils and transformer oils, be-
side many other substances of similar ap-
plication. Residues from the distilling pro-
cess produce vaseline or petroleum jelly,
various medical applications, cup grease,
boiler fuel, floor oils, salves, creams, roof-
ing filler, paving material, and a host of
other products. Coke is evolved from the
residue, and is made into electrodes, brushes,
gear wheels and the like after being ground
fine and moulded or otherwise treated, in
addition to the coke being used in a score of
other ways. Sulphuric acid, sulphonic acid,
dyes, and pitches are obtained by extraction
or elimination in like manner.

From "oil shale" is obtained a good por-
tion of the variegated chemical items in-
volved in distillation. One substance, pyri-
dine, is used in the denaturing of alcohol so

FUEL AND
ILLUMINATING

A, GAS

LUBRICATING
OILS

Gas for fuel and illuminating pur-
poses as well as lubricating oils

come from petroleum.

at a temperature of about 700° F. Condensa-
tion and separation of the evolved constitu-
ents is deferred until a desired time, when
the pressure is relieved, and the vapors then
rapidly escape in volume, at the same time
leaving a deposit of. carbon (coke). The
vapors are condensed and led to proper
storage tanks. The process is akin to the
original crude distillation.

From hydrocarbon gases and light dis-
tillates, are produced fuel gas, gas black,
rubber tire filler, inks and paints. Alcohols,
-isopropyl, butyl, amyl, hexyl. Lacquers,
essential oils and soaps. Welding gases, na-
tural gasoline, various forms of napthas,
pentane, airplane petrol, drug solvents, mo-
tor car gasoline, rubber solvents, dyer's and
cleaner's benzine, railroad and signal oils,
lighthouse oil, stove and tractor oils.

Medium distillates are the source of : gas
oil (mentioned heretofore), and other
products. Thick distillates are the base for

WELDING AND
CUTTING GASES

ARC CARBONS

A carbon by-product is one that is
often used for compressing into arc

carbons.

that it may be sold tax free. Dyes, disin-
fectants, icthyol, and ammonia are among
the products obtained.

It is obvious that the modern oil refinery
is in truth an enormous chemical factory
which separates the natural content of crude
petroleum into a half a thousand constitu-
ents, and it must be prepared to be able to
handle a number of products probably un-
equalled by any other industry under the
sun. It is only by the extraction of the
individual components of the original pe-
troleum, subsequent refining, and finding of
a proper use and market for each, that the
work of the modern refinery is fulfilled.
Every available process and machine of
chemical, electrical and mechanical proper-
ties is utilized in this work. The actual
benefit of the modern refinery to our present-
day existence is tremendous.

Without coal tar and petroleum the indus-
trial world would come to a stand -still.

An especially refined wax for use
by etchers is a product of petroleum

by fractional distillation.

Gases for welding and cutting pur-
poses are obtained and compressed

into tanks.

One of the many wax products of
crude oil is eventually made into

chewing gum.

Oils used for dusting and polishing
purposes in the home are also prod-

ucts of crude oil distillation.
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The Evolution of the Spring

ARCHERS BOW EARLIEST EXAMPLE
OF WOODEN SPRING

SPRINGS IN
UPHOLSTERED

WOVEN SPRING BED

By GEORGE ARTHUR LUERs

The development of the spring from the archer's bow to the present
air -sprung motor tire, extends backwards over thousands of years.
During this period the classification of springs is divided into four
stages of development dependent upon the means and material which
the human race possessed. The first stage is that embodying wood.
The archer's bow is the foremost example. The catapult developed
from this. Today the same name is applied to huge and powerful
mechanisms which propel airplanes from the deck of ships. The
caveman used a bent tree to spring a snare to trap wild animals.
Later long ash members were placed between the axles and body of
wooden chariots to effect greater speed. The second age occurred
when bronze came into use, and the knowledge of hardening this by
hammering was devised. The hammering treatment added elasticity
to the metal, and made it more suitable for a spring. Most of our
present-day spring shapes, such as spiral, helical, laminated leaf and
torsional, originated in bronze. The third stage occurred with the
advent of steel, which surpassed bronze for elasticity, hardness and
strength. The tiniest spring used in a miniature wrist watch to the
heavy springs capable of handling the entire weight of a locomotive.
or the entire trainload of cars, are now made of steel.. Laminated
leaf springs for automobiles, springs for beds, chairs, typewriters and

doors, are likewise made of the same product.
BRONZE USED

FOR SPRINGS IN
ANCIENT CLOCKS

STEEL HELICAL SPRINGS
IN TOWING LINE

_ltttt++lrt'j
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AND DOOR SWING

LIGHT AND COMPACT WRITING
MACHINES

POSSIBLE

USE OF

LAMINATED LEAF AUTOMOBILE SPRiNG,WITH
OIL PROTECTING COVER

PNEUMATIC
DOOR

STEEL SPRINGS MAKE
POSSIBLE CONSTRUCT-i
ION OF ACCURATE
MINIATURE
WATCH

ARE ONLY MADE

THROUGH

SPRINGS

COMBINATION STEEL
SPRING, AIR a OIL IN
MODERN AUTOMOBILE

SHOCK ABSORBER

FACILITY OF AIR SPRING
TIRE EQUIPMENT TO

ABSORB AN IMPACT---- LOAD

For cushioning purposes, the extreme flexibility of air is now being to lessen the recoil of big guns. It seems that at the present time we
used. This will be found in the automobile tire, airplane wheels, shock are entering into an era of air springs. The possibility of replacing
absorber and pneumatic door silencers, as well as on heavy artillery steel springs as they have replaced wood and bronze seems near.
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A Giant Among Microscopes

The photograph above shows this new giant microscope compared with
a standard size of compound instrument which is located in the lower

right-hand corner of the photo.

RECENTLY a well-known criminologist,
Luke S. May, found his eyesight be-

coming overtaxed by the constant use of the
microscope and, therefore, he immediately
ceased all wcrk of this nature, and set to
work to design the enormous microscope
shown in the photographs above. By means

Top photo above shows a magnified view of the breech of a gun, the
surface of which is defective. The resulting markings were impressed

upon a shell, lower photo, by the force of the explosion.

of this instrument, the magnified images of
objects can be brought up to such a size that
they can be viewed without the least bit
of eye strain. This instrument stands eight
feet high when set at its greatest height,
weighs nearly 500 pounds, and is shown
c mpared with a standard microscope. It is

Safety Crossings

Mrs. Elsie M. Wrightson has designed and pat-
ented the safety crossing system shown. Raised
ridges in the roadway force vehicles to slow up

at crossings.

so large that reflecting mirrors have to be
placed :;o that the magnified image can be
viewed from the side, rather than from above
the microscope. A micrometer scale is in-
cluded :n the instrument, so that it is pos-
sible to measure objects less than one -
hundred -thousandth of an inch in diameter.
The entire microscope is mounted on a spe-
cially designed air cushion, so as to elimi-
nate vibration and make photo -micrography
possible. Magnification of from two to five
thousand diameters is possible, and, with
special lenses, one hundred thousand di-
ameters can be reached.

This instrument is constantly used in
criminology, and one example of its work is
shown in the two photographs directly above.
The breech of a gun taken from a murder
suspect was photographed, as in the upper
illustration. Shells used in this gun showed
distinctive markings, as indicated by the
numerals. A shell found near the scene of
the murder also had these markings, and
guilt was established.

Since this instrument is so arranged that
any part of the 18 -inch stage can he brought
under the lens for examination, textiles and
other large objects can be quickly and easily
viewed hn their entirety.

-GARY E. WILLIAMS.
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Continuous Music for Parades
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POWER AMPLIFIER

A. BATTERY

SPRING SUSPENSION
FOR MICROPHONE

SPRING REEL

B' BATTERY

OFTEN much of the effect of parades is de-
stroyed because of the lack of music at

certain portions of the line. Bands are expen-
sive and often there are not enough of them,
so that everyone along the line of march can
hear the music at all times. It is quite pos-
sible to make one band furnish sufficient music
for even a very long parade if the suggestion
illustrated above is followed. Their music is
picked up by a microphone, fed through a
power amplifier and then out to loud speakers,
one being located on each float. The floats
are connected together by flexible wires or
chains covered with decorations. Spring reels
at each end allow for the inevitable changing
intervals between the floats and separable plugs
will pull apart if one float should stop and the
one ahead of it should proceed.

-James McEvoy, Rep. No. 8096.

Luminous Top
A NEW top that is amusing to children and which gives a very

pretty effect because of its luminous feature has recently
appeared on the market. The photograph above shows it in use,
the drawing to the right of the photograph gives an interior view
of the same, and the photo at the immediate right shows the com-
ponent parts of the top. It is spun in the usual manner by means
of a spring contained in the cylindrical detachable top portion and
when it hits a flat surface a switch is closed causing a small elec-
tric light bulb to light. This casts light through a colored cellu-
ldid window.

LOUD SPEAKERS ON FLOATS

LOUD
SPEAKER

Colored
Ce//u/oid
Sheet
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Boomerang Shield for Use in Warfare
SURFACE POLISHED 8 LUBRICATED

CONCAVE

RIFLE
PORT

WIDE TREAD WHEELS

SOLDIER FIRING RIFLE
OR MACHINE GUN

MASSACHUSETTS steel manufacturer and
- inventor has devised a steel shield of the

nature shown in the illustrations on this page which
appliance he calls the "Boomerang Shield." It is
so formed that it not only protects the soldier op-
erating it, but sends most of the bullets back to
the enemy's lines. The peculiar shape of the de-
vice, as can be seen at the left and right, make
this possible. The paths of bullets as deflected
by this shield a,e indicated below. The entire
shield is mounted on small trucks so that it can
be pushed forward as the infantry or machine gun
squad advances. While the bullets which return
tc the enemy may be spent, still the peculiar re-
sults would aid in destroying their morale.

-L. B. Robbins.

BULLETPROOF STEEL

EXTRA
THICK--;-'

RIFLE
PORT -

SWING
JOINT

5'

TUBULAR' FRAME

-- -`.. RETURN PATH OF DEFLECTED `---' -
BULLET

-4----- PATH OF tMY'S BULLET ----

Automobile Glare Preventer

DRIVI\G against a strong sun early in the
morning or late in the afternoon or against

blinding headlights of approaching cars often
results in automobile accidents if some method
of eliminating the glare thus produced is not
used. Various state laws attempt to aid this
situation by making the use of glare -preventing
lenses on headlights imperative. This, however.
sloes not always cure the trouble and in any
event has no effect on the glare produced by
the sun. The well known roller shade is called
upon to help the autoist.

?

The glare -preventing roller shade illustrated
in detail at the left and in use in the upper left-
hand photograph meets all the requirements of
safe driving. It can be rolled up out of the way
in the same manner as an ordinary window
shade, or can be pulled down to any distance de-
sired and fastened in place. The hook which
holds it is attached to the glass of the wind-
shield by means of a suction cup, as shown at
the left. The shade is composed of a trans-
parent green flexible material that allows per-
fect vision, but prevents glare.
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THE Parthenon has been justly called
"the finest edifice on the finest site
in the world, hallowed by the noblest
recollections that can stimulate the

human heart."
In recent years it has been discovere(

that there is scarcely a single straight lint
in this magnificent temple, yet its genera'
effect is that of absolute symmetry every-
where. The Greeks recognized the fact that
a straight line does not always appear
straight, and they were the first to seek to
correct this optical illusion.

Absolute perfection
of beauty was at-
tained in the Doric
order of the Parthe-
non. The shaft of
the column diminish-
es notably as it ap-
proaches the capital.
It has, also, a slight
convexity. This lat-
ter optical correction
is scarcely noticeable,
yet completely satis-
fies the eye, and must have been meas-
ured to a hair's breadth. Without this cur-
vature the shaft would appear concave. In
later architecture the true purpose of this
correction has evidently been misunderstood
and the curvature greatly intensified, pro-
ducing barrel distortion, a hideous bulbous
effect displeasing to the eye.

Then too, all horizontal lines were arcs
having their centers at a common point some-
where beneath the structure. All vertical
axes inclined toward an imaginary point,
located a mile above the temple.

The Greeks also discovered that white
columns against a dark background looked
sturdier than dark columns against a light
background. Therefore, to correct this op-
tical illusion, the corner columns which
would appear dark against a light sky were
made sturdier and were placed closer to-
gether than those columns which would ap-
pear light against the dark background of
the temple wall.

By looking at some of our public build-
ings in this country where an attempt has
been made to imitate the Gothic style, we
are led to believe that the ancient Greeks
were probably a little more adept in the
art of pleasing the eye in architectural work
by recourse to what must be termed "optical
illusions."

The illustrations in the center of this
page show how optical corrections in build-
ing design overcome certain tendencies. The
first one of the illustrations, that is the one
on the left in the center. shows the effect
of exaggerating the inclined vertical axes
and of too much curvature of the horizontal
lines. The center drawing shows the appear-
ance when corrections have been made and
that at the right shows how the building
would look without corrections.
arNow that we ' have learned. something

Had The Old Greeks
Better Architectural

Sense Than We Moderns?

about the scientific end of the construction
of the Parthenon, it would not be amiss here
to say a few words relative to its history.
It was originally built as a temple to the
virgin goddess Athena, and is situated ol.

the Acropolis of Athens, Greece. Tht.
building is 101 feet wide by 228 feet long
and its extreme height is about 59 feet
The temple was originally started in con-
struction about 447 B. C. It was used con-
tinually from the time of its completion up
to about the beginning of the fifth century
of the Christian era. It was then taken

11d
The effect o exaggerating
inclined vertical axes and

curved horizontal lines.

the
the
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Th's shows the temple as it ap-
pears with the optical corrections
giving the effect of straight lines.

The Parthenon would look as
above if curved corrections were
not used to give a straight effect.

over and used as a shrine for the worship of
Christ, and although it was first dedicated
to the Divine Wisdom, it was later dedi-
cated to the Virgin. When Athens was
captured by the Turks in 1458 A. D., the
Parthenon became a mosque and a few
changes were made, the most notable of
them being the building of a minaret in the
southwest corner. In 1687, the Turks used

®1rmnmmm,mI®

T h e complete
column at the
left of the illus-i
tration shows the
concave appear-
ance of a pillar
whose sides are
absolutely

straight.
Right, lower cen-
ter, shows that
white columns
appear sturdier
than black ones,
a n d therefore
black columns
are placed closer
together to effect

sturdiness.
The column at
the extreme
right has slightly
convex sides and
appears to be

most sturdy.

By ARTHUR T. BROWN
..5111111111111111111111111111111.11.11111111r1111111111

It is most surprising to note that the vertical and
horizontal lines of that famous old Greek building,
the Parthenon, were not straight as they appear
to be, but were slightly curved so as to produce an
optical effect of straightness. This is explained

below.

it as a powder store house and during a
battle with the Venitians, an enemy bomb
fell through the roof causing an explosion
which completely destroyed the central part.
In the early part of the last century, per-
mission was granted to remove the sculp-
tures from the Parthenon to London. These
latter works of art represent the greatest
ever produced by the Greeks in the history
of their country. They included pictorial
representations of historical battles and a
long frieze running entirely around the outer
wall, wrought in a low relief style. The

battle representations
showed at the east-
ern end of the temple
,a mythological strug-
gle between the Gods
and the Giants, while
at the western end
the battle was that
between the Atheni-
ans and the Amazons.
On the southern side
was depicted the bat-
tle between the Cen-

taurs and the Lapitha:, while on the opposite
side the victory over the Persians and the
capture of Troy was shown.

The sculptures did not entirely depend
upon the artist's chisel for their beauty but
colors and metals were skilfully worked into
the design so that, while the result was one
of severe simplicity, still they were vigorous
in their animation.

Above: The utter simplicity of the capital of a
Greek Doric column is shown. The fluting was
so planned as to cast the shadow which tends to
relieve the utter simplicity and add to the charm
of line without taking away from the ruggedness

of the design.

11111111
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Rotary Illuminated Advertising Sign
ELEC.LIGHT BULBS (OR REFLECTORS RECEIVING LIGHT FROM

JOINTS PROJECTORS

PROJECTOR

BALL BEARING

STEEL
ARMS

REFLECTORS
WHITE

CANVAS
STRIPS

STFEL ARMS

PROJECTOR

ROOF
SHAFT TO MOTOR

The details of this sign are shown in the variou,
drawings above. White canvas strips are attached by
one edge, to the spokes of the rotating wheel. Cen-
trifugal force flattens them out so that the sign pro-
jected from below by means of one or more projectors
is visible upon the flat surface so formed. A curious
fluttering yet distinct outline of the letters is a feature
of this sign. The two lower drawings above show the
circular "screen" at rest and in action at night with a
sign projected upon its surface.-P. C. VAN PETEGEM,
Rep. No. 13992.

The Sun an Engine of Destruction

The terrific power than can be exerted by the blazing
desert sun is shown vividly in the photograph at the
right. The picture shows the remains of a mechanical
plant which a few years ago was in operation in a Cali-
fornia desert. It was abandoned and the continual in-
tense heat played upon it by the sun's rays tore wood
and iron apart almost as effectually as if done with a
sledge hammer. Many other monuments to the destruc-
tive powers of the sun are to be found throughout the
various hot parts of the globe.

25,000 Lines to the Inch
In technical design work, it is often necessary to

draw a series of lines numbering hundreds or even thou-
sands to the inch. Heretofore, this work had to be
done by hand and the results were not at all accurate.
Dr. Wilmer Souder, a physicist of the U. S. Bureau
of Standards has solved this problem by constructing a
machine which can draw up to 25,000 lines to the inch
with the greatest possible accuracy. The machine will
be of assistance to many phases of engineering design
work.

-- ----_
The illustration above shows the appearance of this rotary electric sign when in opera-tion at night. The bulbs or reflectors on the outer edge of the circular frame provide
the luminous border. If properly arranged, a sign of this nature is a most attractive

night display.

The photograph at the
right shows Dr. Wil-
mer Souder with his
newly developed me-
chanical line drawing
machine which, used
in technical designing
can draw 25,000 lines
to the inch. Resemb-
ling a small bench
lathe in construction,
it does the work faster
a n d more accurately
than any human
draftsman could do.

Left: The ruins of
this Californian desert
machine shop should
warn everyone in tor-
rid countries of the
danger attendant t o
the neglect of machin-
ery exposed to the di-
rect sunlight. Under
such conditions, mech-
anisms should always

be kept in repair.
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Electrically operated mach'n-
ery is used for the task of

peeling potatoes.

Hotel Kitchen Science
in the Home

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK

Founder Applecroft Home Experiment Station, Greenlawn, Long Island, N. Y.
Author "Household Engineering"

THE modern hotel kitchen, since the
day of the new type skyscraper hotel,
is a housewife's museum of marvels.
Many large new hotels make a show-

place of it, and guides take visiting people
and guests through it.

For the reason that in a great hotel
kitchen, the average home kitchen tasks are
multiplied many times, but still remain the
same in principle, every live housewife can
profit by what science, invention and manage-
ment can do to lighten and speed up kitchen
work. I suggest that every woman who
can do so, visit some large modern hotel
or restaurant and ask to see the kitchen. This
is more than a sight-seeing trip, and more
even than a trip to get pointers. It is also
a civic duty. Women are the natural guar-
dians of personal health, and specialists in
food and food preparation. If women will
take more interest in our public kitchens,
they may aid in holding up higher standards
of health and diet. More and more are we
becoming a nation of restaurant patrons; in
some western cities women are ceasing to
cook much at home and are going to
cafeterias.

But solely for their own special benefit
women can learn much from the hotel
kitchen. Personally, I am convinced that
soon we are going to see a forward move-
ment, to bring home kitchens more up-to-
date. It is a crying scandal today how home
kitchens are 100 or more years behind the
times. A business man who prides himself
on his modern office comes home and dines
on food prepared in a kitchen whose stand-
ards would astonish him if he really knew
them. Not that they are unclean or untidy,
so far as constant cleaning can make them.
But nowadays modern standards start with
the material a place is built of. Who, nowa-
days, cares to go into a hotel or restaurant
built of the old-fashioned, Clark unsanitary
materials? We look for tile or linoleum
or "composition" floors in hotel and restau-
rant kitchens, and sanitary walls and equip-
ment. This is the first thing which build-
ers of home kitchens need to learn from
hotels-to build kitchens which are sanitary
to start with. We have gone a very long
way in home bath room sanitation; but why
neglect kitchens where our food is prepared?

-¿
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Heat for
cooking c a n
be accurately
a n d easilyregulat-
ed with t h emoderntypes of
electr i c

ranges.

Wall paper in a kitchen is an unsanitary
abomination. So is carpet. So are all cur-
tains except easily washable light material.
So are all bare wooden surfaces, except bread
cutting boards, etc. Germs and food particles
too easily lodge in them. You do not see
them in modern hotel kitchens, where the
very latest metallurgical science supplies
them with Monel metal for work surfaces.

But quite naturally, our interest centers
considerably on the mechanical equipment in
hotel kitchens, and certainly there are "eye-
openers" here. Take the matter of the
"stove." Great numbers of women still use

coal stoves in their kitchens, winter and
summer. Contrast this with the latest in
electric stoves. There are homes with electric
ranges, but only in recent years has a thor-
oughly practical one been evolved. A "heavy
duty" electric range is now used in hotels and
restaurants since a heating stand has been
developed for heavy duty heating. It makes
the old -type hotel or restaurant kitchen, with
its high temperature and sweltering cooks,
rather obsolete. These electric ranges come
in four -foot units, so that a kitchen is
expansible on the principle seen in sec-
tional book cases or filing cabinets. There
are many homes with enough people to cook
for to warrant one of these 4 -foot range
units.

The old method of peeling potatoes need not
be resorted to in the up-to-date kitchen.

Naturally electricity is the greatest single
revolutionizing agent in modern kitchens ;
and one of the most labor-saving of all
electrical contrivances is a device, now ex-
tensively used in hotels and restaurants, in
many sizes and kinds. It is what is col-
loquially termed a "mixer." There are now
three or four makes which are built in
home size. These "mixers," occupying
scarcely one square foot of space, will do
all these tasks:

Beat eggs or any other ingredient.
Mince, whip, beat, stir, crumble, strain,

mash, rice.
Knead bread.
Churn butter.
Make ice cream.
Mix or stir at various speeds.
Boil and mix at the same time-by a

gas burner underneath bowl.
This one device eliminates a very con-

siderable amount of ordinary kitchen hand
labor. It's astonishing, if you have one
of these devices in your kitchen, as I have,
how little time and energy it requires to
make some of the things women have hither-
to spent long hours in producing.

Several other very novel electrical devices
are the automatic electric toaster, which
browns the toast just right and then stops.
These come in a size for from 3 large
slices up to 12 large slices at a time. Then
there is the electric waffle iron, which cer-
tainly is an improvement over the old family
iron, used only a few times a year be-
cause it was so outrageously hard to clean.
The electric waffle iron is greaseless. and
made of aluminum, and is such a joy. It
has a cute little electric light signal on it.

Then there are bread and meat slicing

Dish washing is no longer
laborious when machinery is

employed.

machines, electric juice extractors, for
lemons and oranges ; machines which cut
vegetables and potatoes; machines which
pare hard root vegetables solely by friction;
machines to open cans; even machines to
automatically form Hamburger steak cakes
without human touch.

The ovens of such hotels and restaurants
as do their own baking are revelations.
What would grandmother, whose pies are
justly famous, say after looking at one of
the pie machines, into which pies are fed
on a conveyor and come out baked at the
other end!

Last, but not least, dishwashing-that
dreaded drudgery of the home! But it doesn't
daunt the hotel kitchen management, even
when there are 1000 people's dishes to wash.
The dishes are fed into a dishwasher, where
they are cleaned by a marvelous, powerful
spray system, and come out of the machine
practically dry. It saves 60 per cent. in
dish breakage and cuts labor cost in half.
Incidentally it cleans silver as well as dishes.

The working surfaces in hotel kitchens
are up-to-date too. They are often of the
new Monet metal, which doesn't rust or
corrode, nor chip, as enamel does.

Of course one might go on indefinitely
and tell of the coffee -making machines, the
ice -making machines, the utensils, and the
scheme of management. But it is not the
purpose of this article to merely describe
hotel kitchens ; rather to draw useful lessons
from them for home use.

The scarcity of servants is making it
each year more certain that the kitchen of
the future must be mechanically as near
up-to-date as possible, if women are not
to be kitchen drudges as of old: Our modern
food and sanitation standards are much
higher than in grandmother's day, so that
there is twice as much work as grand-
mother had to do, unless women get me-
chanical aid. I have proved it to my own
satisfaction that with a really up-to-date
kitchen a woman can do her own house-
work and still have lots of leisure. But she
will need a very alert intelligence. She
will need to get persuaded-and so will her
husband-that it is worth the price to have

,1111111111111111111111,111111111,

Machinery is
now employed
f o r mashing
potatoes a n d
for doing other
kitchen duties
of similar

nature.

up-to-date kitchen equipment, just as it is
worthwhile to have up-to-date office equip-
ment. If women are to be content to stay
in the home and not scrap the home for
hotel and cafeteria, they will have to be
provided with the means of minimizing home
drudgery. Slowly but surely this is hap-
pening. Architects are beginning to plan
more correct kitchens ; a "bride's equip-
ment" is now no longer a matter of some
aluminum pots and pans and a coffee perco-
lator, but a battery of kitchen equipment
tnore extensive and also more expensive.
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Electric Demonstrating Skeleton
nowlimmar

A skeleton for demonstrating the effect of dis-
placement of the osseous structure of a human
being upon the nerves; displacing the joints
opens the electric circuit and puts out lamps,

or weakens them by reducing the current.

ALOS ANGELES chiropractor has sus-
pended a skeleton by a metal support

and installed electric globes at various points
along the spine and in the eye sockets to
demonstrate the principles of chiropracty.

When all the nerves are functioning prop-
erly, nervous energy is presumed to be sent
to all the vital organs, this condition being
likened to the electric lights burning bright-

ly. But when one or more nerves become
pinched, the stream of nerve energy is partly
shut off, this being shown by the chiropractor
by dimming the electric lights on the skele-
ton. When one or more nerves are totally
cut off, the organs do not function at all,
this condition being demonstrated by cutting
off the electric current to the lights.

This is a fine idea for schools.

New Lens Absorbs Heat
A new lens, composed of a liquid enclosed in a
container of a concave shape has the property
of absorbing heat rays and so producing a
nearly cold light that is admirably suited to the
treatment of tuberculosis and to the projection
of motion pictures. The photographs at the
right and below show tests being made of the
lens and in the lower illustration the inventor,
E. W. Boerstler, is seen in the center of the
group. The lens will control powerful beams of

light. ail

New Corona Lamps Are Nearly Wattless
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Some details of a new corona discharge lamp developed by the Edison
Lamp Works of the General Electric Co. are shown in the above illus-
tration. Two types are made, the large one consuming approximately .024

watts and the small one .006 watts. Extremely high resistance coils are
connected in series with the discharge elements. The uses of such economical
lamps are multitudinous and only a dew general suggestions are illustrated.
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Odd Science Photos

An odd effect has been produced in a green house by using ok glass X -say
negatives as shown at the right. These negatives, obtained from a hos-

pital, cast shadows of various parts of the human anatomy.

N.bove: A new method of planting and growing strawberries
makes it possible to 'obtain three times the ordinary yield frcm a
liven size of garden. The strawberries are plantee in soil filled
foxes and then stacked in tiers, thus conserving space, yet al-

lowing full growth.

A specially equipped airplane has recently been placed into service by the U. S.
Weather Bureau for the purpose of studying the conditions of the upper air. This
plane is shown in the photograph above, with some of the special apparatus visible.

It makes daily flights in all kinds of weather.

4-444
The leaves of the trees turn red and yellow in the fall due to the
presence of almhol. In the photo at the left, experts are shown meas-
uring the amount of light re lected by leaves at different stages of their
life cycle. During the summer months, leaves absorb 90% of the sun-
light, but in the fall, they reflect most of it and their growth is re-
tarded. The leaves ferment, alcohol is formed and the green pigment
is absorbed, leaving the red and yellow colors well known to all of us.

A new dental combination, shown in the photo below, injects cocaine
into the tooth being drilled at the same time that the operator works

fon that tooth with the ¿rill. This instrument, of German origin, is
said tc be very effective in producing painless dental work.

The illustration above shows a very remarkable astronomical watch.
This watch is so arranged as to perform many functions and in order
to accomplish this, the movements are built in three tiers, jeweled
throughout. This watch strikes the hours and also indicates when it

is run down.
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The Month's Scientific News Illustrated

The city of London has been Sc
long in fog and smoke that an
aviator is making considerable
money by taking up passengers
above the obscuring mists and
allowing them to bask in the sun-

light.

INFLATED
WITH AIR

The disfiguring effects
cf boxing matches
may soon be eliminat-
ed if a new boxing
glove, shown in sec-
tion above, comes into
use. It consists of a
thin yet strong rubber
casing adapted to fit
the hand and equipped
with a valve so that
it can be inflated with

air.

By GEORGE WALL

In order to reach a fur store and rob it of its valuable
stock, robbers recently tunneled through 60 feet of ground
from a near -by cellar to that of the fur store. Details of

their feat are shown in the above illustration

A A n astronomical
expedition to Sum-

-- f atra to study an
eclipse of the sun

recently returned with some excellent photographs and
a story of the natives' terror at witnessing the phenon-.-
enon. They fired off guns and performed other antics
in an attempt to bring back the sun which they

thought was being taken away by a devil.

Mr'

Although the motion pictures are famed for
the using of artificial sets to produce certain
results, still one company recently made use of
a natural ice jam in the Allegheny River for
the filming of one of the scenes of the famous
play of Uncle Tom's Cabin wherein Eliza is
pursued across the ice by a pack of blood-
hounds. Taking advantage of this natural jam

saved much time and money.

PUMPING
SALT WATER;

FROM I r
INTO TANK _...

r1t.,v
.rt

The water found in
gas pipes may freeze.
One man attempted
to thaw out such a
pipe with a match.
The freezing had
burst the pipe and

the gas ignited.

A new method of
purchasing "dope"
is shown at the
right. The buyer
thrusts his arm
through a slot,
carrying the pay-
ment in his hand
and a "'shot" is ad-

ministered.

A 12 -ton flywheel 20 feet in diameter recently
burst while traveling at a high rate of speed
and completely wrecked the engine room and
two adjoining buildings. The damage done was

estimated at $3,500.

In crder to provide fish in a Chicago a.quariumJ,I:
with the required salt water, a special train of
tank cars is to be employed to transport the t-O;,L

water from a suitable source of supply to a
reservoir from which it will be pumped as re-

quired into the fish tanks.

Twin canary birds
w e r e recently
hatched from a
single egg at a
Texas bird farm.
Both birds were
perfectly normal in

all ways.

Out of three eggs in a setting, twa were broken
while the third produced twin canaries.

IWhile cleaning out the rear compartment of
a divided truck body designed for carrying
coal, a helper was recently buried by the
coal in the forward compartment working
loose and sliding backward, effectually pin-
ning him in place so that he could hardly
move. The fire department had to be called
out before he could be released from his un-
usual predicament. The accident resulted
in severe contusions of the body, necessitat-

ing hospital treatment.
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Tarrano the Conqueror
TWELFTH INSTALLMENT

By RAY CUMMINGS

First American and Canadian Serial Rights
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" Get up, I tell you. Put on those garments you wore when we arrived. We are going travelling again." He stood waiting; and beneath his gaze
she shrank back, drawing the fur rug over her.

SYNOPSIS
IN the spring of the year 2325, all of the

rulers of the various countries of the earth
are mysteriously murdered. Jac and Gray-
son, employees of a large news organisation,
find that the murders are the result of a plot
on the part of the inhabitants of Venus. Tar -
rano, an erstwhile lower official of the Cold
Country of Venus is found to be at the head
of a plot to rule the universe.

Dr. Brende, a friend of Jac's, has discov-
ered a medical method whereby human be-
ings may be kept from growing old. The
Doctor is killed by a group of "Venus -Men"
and Jac, Elsa, the Doctor's daughter and
Georg, the Doctor's son, are captured and
taken to Venia, a city on the earth inhabited
by people of Venus.

The next day, i arrano offers to return the
papers and models of the invention made by
Georg's father, which he has confiscated and
brands young Brende as an impostor. To
offset this accusation, Georg is to tell his
story to the earth as well as to Venus and
Mars by radio and helio. He and Princess
Maida go to the station but there they dis-
appear.

Jac, Wolfgar and Elsa, still captives, are
removed from their prison and taken to the
top of an enormous tower. Here, in the in-
strument room, where communication with
the various planets is held, they view the
disappearance of the Princess Maida and
Georg by television. The abduction has
been done by Tarrano's agents. On Mars,
Tarrano's followers are attacking the ruling
class and Tarrano offers Dr. Brende's secret
to the public if they will surrender to his
cohorts. They agree. Tarrano then an-
nounces to the Earth people, that he will not
give them the Brende secret and declares
war upon them.

The air war vessels of the Earth govern-
ment start to attack Venia, but Tarrano
sends up a bomb of surrender and then,
with Elsa, Jac and Wolfgar, he escapes
through an underground passageway to a
space -flyer. They go on board and are taken
to Venus to where Georg and the Princess
Maida have previously been transported.
They are royally welcomed and go to the
palace of the Princess Maida. Here they
are attacked by Argo, one of Tarrano's
men, who shoots a violet -colored beam of
light across the room, separating Maida
front the rest of the party. He threatens
to kill her, when suddenly Wolfgar throws
himself into and through the violet beam.

Wolf gar dies soon after he confesses to
Maida that he loves her and Maida has
made a similar declaration.

The evening after the burial of Wolfgar,
Jae chances to be alone in a small boat near
the palace and he is warned br a "slaan."
a Venus man, to guard himself well. He
also sees below the surface of the water and

encased in a diver's cap, the face of an
Earth man. Later that evening, prepara-
tions are rushed through for the great
Water Carnival of Venus and to it proceed
Georg and Maida; Elsa and Tarrano; and
Jac without a partner.

At the carnival all of the inhabitants of
the planet are seemingly given over to the
pursuit of pleasure and love. However,
there is a vicious undercurrent of events
noticeable to Jac but which does not seem to
claim the attention of Tarrano. At one
place there is a swimming pool in which girls
are constantly sporting themselves. Watch-
ing them, Jac sees one of them drag a Tar -
rano guard to the edge and with him grasp-
ed in her arms, plunge into the pool. A few
seconds later the girl comes to the surface
but the man is never seen again.

Toward the climax of the celebration, a
notorious Venus character, the Red Woman,
performs a dance particularly for the benefit
of Tarrano. In the midst of it, the large
hall in which it is being held, suddenly is
darkened and rays of death shoot out over
the place. Jac, forewarned, drops to the
floor out of their range and throughout the
entire assembly, "slaans" in the employ of
Princess Maida wreak havoc with their long
knives. The cry goes up, "Down with Tar -
rano. Loyalty, everyone, to your Princess
Maida." The Venus people, followers of
Maida, have revolted; the Red Woman is
deo . but Tarrano-f

Tarrano escapes. Taking Elsa with him
he travels via aircraft to the Cold Country,

In the meantime, at the Water Festival,
other terrifying events are transpiring. The
"slaans," thinking that they have been down-
trodden, suddenly rise against their own
Princess Maida. Maida and Georg attempt to
stop them from an attack on the palace but
they proceed. Georg turns a cold ray cyl-
inder toward them but sweeps it upward
into the tree tops and suddenly, groups of
"slaans" who have been hiding in the trees
drop to earth, killed by the ray. Snow
starts to fall due to the condensation effect
of the ray.

Elsa and Tarrano reach the City of
Ice in the Cold Country and there they
found that some of Tarrano's men have
been using the Brende instrument for mak-
ing people immortal. Tarrano refuses to
use it.

Back at Maida's palace, the tide has
been turfed against the "slaans." Maida
and Georg are married and rule a section
of Venus. Jac suddenly receives a tele-
pathic message from Elsa who warns him
of danger and rushing to the top of one of
the buildings they behold a huge black

cloud rolling toward the city. Elza's mes-
sage to Jac says:

"Death, Jac! Death to all the city!
The black cloud of death!"

CHAPTER XVII
TARRANO THE MAN

TAKE up, Lady Elza."
A silence. His hand touched
her white shoulder. "Wake up,
Lady Elza. It is I-Tarrano."

Elza opened her eyes, struggling to con-
fused wakefulness. The white walls of her
sleeping room in Tarrano's palace of the City
of Ice were stained with the dim red radi-
ance of her night light. She opened her
eyes to meet Tarrano's inscrutable face as
he bent over her couch; became conscious of
his low, insistent, "Wake up, Lady Elza ;"
and his fingers half caressing the filmy scarf
that covered her shoulders.

Terror flooded Elza; that time she had
always feared, liad come. Yet she had the
presence of mind to smile, drawing away
from him and sitting up, with the fur bed -
covering pulled to her chin.

"Tarrano? Why-"
He straightened, and into his expression

came apology.
I frightened you, Lady Elza? I'm sorry.

I would not do that for all the worlds."
Her terror receded. The old Tarrano,

over whom she still held sway. She sum-
moned a look of haughty questioning.

"You are bold, Tarrano-"
His gesture was deprecating; he seated

himself on the edge of her couch. She saw
now that he was fully dressed and armed
with a belt of many dangling instruments.

At this time Elza had been in the City of
Ice for a considerable period. Irksome, wor-
ried days of semi -imprisonment; and through
them, Tarrano's attitude toward her was un-
changed. She saw little of him; he seemed
very busy, though to what end, and what his
activities, she could not learn.

Within the palace, half as guard, half as
maid -servant, Tara was generally Elza's
only companion. And then, one evening
when Tara's smouldering jealousy broke
forth in Tarrano's presence and Elza uttered
an involuntary cry of fear, Tara was sum-
marily removed.

Elza was left practically alone; until at
length came this night when invading the
privacy of her sleeping room, Tarrano awak-
ened her. He sat now upon the edge of her
couch.
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"I have a confession to make to you, Lady
Elza." He smiled slightly. "As you know,
there is no one else in our habitable Universe
to whom I would speak thus frankly."

"I am honored, Tarrano. But here, at
this hour of sleep-"

He waved away the words. "I have asked
your pardon for that. My confession-as
once before, Lady Elza, I come to you most
humbly, confessing that my affairs are not
going as I would like. You do not know,
of course, that Mars-"

"I know nothing," she interrupted. "You
have kept me from the News -mirrors, if in-
deed there are any here-"

"Mars revolted against me," he went on
imperturbably. "The Little People are again
in control. Fools ! They do not realize,
those Governors of Mars, that their public
ultimately will demand this Everlasting Life
of mine-the Brende secret-"

She frowned. "No one knows better than
you, Tarrano, that my father's secret does
not bestow immortality. To cure disease, in
a measure-"

He checked her ; his smile was ironical.
"You and I know that, Lady Elza. We know
that on this plane we would not want ever-
lasting life if we could have it. But the
public does not know that-Let us not dis-
cuss it. I was telling you-confessing to you
-I have lost Mars. Temporarily, of course.
Meanwhile, I have been preparing to invade
the Earth." His gesture was expansive. "I
have been planning, from here in the Cold
Country, to send armies to your Earth."

He paused an instant. "I think now I
shall wait until the next opposition-we are
far from Earth now, but all in good time
we shall be closer ... Strange is it not,
that I should like to tell you my plans?"

She did not answer; she watched his smile
fading into a look of grimness. "In the
Great City, here on Venus, they are getting
ready to attack me. Did you know that?"

"No," she said.
"You supposed they were? Your brother,

and that Jac Hallen?"
"Yes."
"And you hoped they were, of course?"

"Yes," she repeated.
He frowned. "You are disconcertingly

frank, Lady Elza. Well, let me tell you this
-it would come to nothing. The Rhaals
are with them-all the resources of the Cen-
tral States are to be thrown against me. Yet
it will come to nothing."

Her heart leaped. Tarrano was making
his last stand. Beyond the logical sense of
his words, she could see it in his eyes. He
knew he was making his last stand. He
knew too that she was now aware of it; and
that behind the confidence of his words-that
was the confession he was making.

Tarrano's last stand! There seemed to
her then something illogically pathetic in it
all. This man of genius-so short a time
ago all but the Emperor of three worlds.
And now, with them slipping from his grasp,
reduced to this last stronghold in the bleak
fastnesses of the Cold Country, awaiting the
inevitable attack upon him. Something
pathetic ... .

"I'm sorry, Tarrano."
As though mirrored from her own expres-

sion, a wistful look had come to him. Her
words drove it away.

"Sorry? There is nothing to be sorry
about. Their attack will come to nothing

yet-" He stopped short, and then as
though deciding to say what he had begun,
he added:

"Yet, Lady Elza, I am no fool to discard
possibilities. I may be defeated." He laugh-
ed harshly. "To what depths has Tarrano
fallen that he can voice such a possibility!"

He leaned toward her and into his tone
came a greater earnestness than she ever
heard in it before.

"Lady Elza, if they should be successful,
they would not capture me-for I would die
fighting. You understand that, don't you?"

She met his eyes ; the gleam in them held
her. Forgetful of herself, she had allowed
the fur to drop from her: she sat bolt up-
right, the dim red light tinting the scarf that
lay like gossamer around her white should-
ers. His hand came out and touched her
arm, slipped up to her shoulder and rested
there, but she did not feel it.
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"I will die fighting," he repeated. "You
understand that?"

"Yes," she breathed.
"And you would be sorry?"
"Oh-
"Would you?"
"Yes, I-"
He did not relax. His eyes burned her:

but deep in them she saw that quality of
wistfulness, of pleading.

"You, my Elza, they would rescue-un-
less I killed you."

She did not move, but within her was a
shudder.

"You know I would kill you, my Elza,
rather than give you up?"

"Yes," she murmured.
"I-wonder. Sometimes I think I would."

Suddenly he cast aside all restraint. "Oh,
my Elza-that we should have to plan such
things as these! You, sitting there-you are
so beautiful! Your eyes-limpid pools with
terror lurking in them when I would have
them misty with love ! My Elza-"

The woman in her responded. A wave
of color flooded her throat and face. But
she drew away from him.

"My Elza 1 Can you not tell me that even
in defeat I may be victorious? It is you
more than all else that I desire."

Without warning his arms were around
her, holding her fiercely to him, his face
close to hers.

"Elza! With you, defeat would be vic-
tory. And with you-now--if you would
but say the word together we will surmount
every obstacle.-"

He was kissing her, bending back her head,
and his grip upon her shoulder was bruising
the flesh. No longer Tarrano, Conqueror of
the Universe, just Tarrano the man. Terror
surged within Elza.

"Tarrano!"
"Elza dear-my Elza-"
"Tarrano I" She fought with him. "Tar -

rano, do you dare-I tell you-"
The frightened pleading of a woman at

bay. And then abruptly he cast her off. His.
laugh was grim.

"What a fool I am! Tarrano the weak-
ling!" He leaped from the couch and began

(Continued on page 170)

Like a tiny volcano, at their feet, lava from it was flowing
down. A little stream of melted rock, viscous, bubbling a
trifle; red at the edges, white within, and with wisps of smoke

curling up from it.
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The X-ray Eye

A n interesting
stunt performed
with the aid of
three wooden
blocks numbered
as shown is here
illustrated. One
of the blocks is
put into the box
and the perform-
er without open-
ing the box tells
the number o f

the block.

IN performing this stunt the magician
passes an empty box and cover and three

wooden slabs for examination. During his
absence from the room, one of the spectators
places one of the slabs into the box, and the
other two are secreted in his pocket. The
wizard enters and demonstrates that his
X-ray eye can "see through the cover of the
box," by correctly calling the number of the
slab contained in the receptacle. The secret
lies in the fact that the blocks are weighted
as indicated by the dotted lines. The string
which is used to tie the cover in place really
acts as a pivot, and by holding the box be-
tween the fingers at the knot, it tips cor-
rectly indicating the slab which it contains.

It will be noted that the weighted blocks
of wood can only be put in the box with the
tops facing one end. In this way it is im-
possible to fool the performer inasmuch as
the box will be heavier at the top for block
No. 1 regardless of whether or not it is
placed upside down.

TOY
BALLOON

SPRING

SHARP
NEEDLE I STRING

OFF
WATCH STAGE

CATCH

THE MAN WHO
MYSTIFIED
Pres. Coolidge

Prince of Wales. Ex -President
Harding, Tat t, Roosevelt,

and other celebrities
Writes Exclusively for

SCIENCE FIND INVENTION
NO. 39 OF A SERIES

Card Mind Reading
Extraordinary

THE most unusual and extraordinary
method of apparent mind reading is de-

scribed. A young lady psychic is introduced
when she comes forth in a costume of ori-
ental splendor. She sits herself upon a
chair in the middle of the platform facing
the audience. The magician walks down
amongst the audience, exhibits a package of
cards and has them freely shuffled. On re-
turning to the stage, he blindfolds the lady,
and then stepping considerably toward the
rear, she reads the exact order of the cards.
This effect is accomplished by substituting the
shuffled deck for a prearranged deck under
cover of the blindfolding operation. The
lady has memorized the prearranged order
of cards.

POCKET0
DUPLICATE
OR PRE-
ARRANGED
DECK

The diagram above shows the position of the
prearranged deck and the position assumed by

the magician in performing this trick.

EFFECTS of an unusual nature are scarce in conjuring, but the readers
will agree that this one is an item of unusual interest. A tray of toy

rubber balloons is offered for inspection and one is selected which is blown
up to its fullest extent, and the air valve is tied. The balloon is then rested
on a nickel stand. .A borrowed watch is apparently smashed and its demol-

Dunninger Will Attempt
To Hypnotize'Patient,
10 Mlles Auny, by Radio

Mind Reading Calculator

T h e illustration
here shows posi-
tion of the magi-
cian and his as-
sistant and  also
the location chos-
en by his invis-
ible assistant be-
hind a gauze
screen for pro.
ducing an inter-
esting, yet simple
effect in mind

reading.

STRING'

THE simplest and yet one of the most
mystifying methods of producing a mind

reading act has been originated by the writer,
and is herewith offered for publication for
the first time. A blindfolded mind reader
seated upon a stage calls totals aloud of
a series of numbers on the blackboard in back
of her. She also describes objects picked
by the magician in his journey through the
audience. The secret lies in the fact that
an assistant behind a gauze screen manipu-
lates a string attached to her ankle and codes
the message to her. Field glasses are used
for auditorium observation. If the unseen
assistant is located in back of a screen with
no light behind him, his position will not be
observed by the audience, yet he himself can
look out from in back of the screen without
very much difficulty.

A series of coded messages should be ar-
ranged, so that it will not be necessary to jerk
ten times upon the string for the number
10. A short sharp jerk could indicate the
figure 5.

ished pieces placed into a magician's pistol, and fired at the balloon. The
balloon bursts and the watch is found hanging from a thin wire on the
pedestaL The secret lies in substituting a duplicate watch for the borrowed
watch, smashing the duplicate and fastening the borrowed watch to a spring.

A sharp needlepoint pierces the balloon breaking it.
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Awards In $5,000.00 Matchcraft Contest
Grant's Tomb Wins First Prize- $100.00.

FOR several months Andrew Tevington of New York City worked
upon a model of Grant's Tomb which he was building for the

matchcraft contest in SCIENCE & INVENTION Magazine. Of
course Mr. Tevington did not work upon the model constantly, but
assembled the 19,800 matches required in this construction during his
spare time. Spare time to him meant when he was not busy driving
his taxi -cab. In other words he was making hay while the sun shone,
and the hay in this particular instance is a neat check to the value of

$100.00, which the judges awarded this construction.

Grant's Tomb il-
lustrated in t h e
photo on the left is
also shown from its
under side in the
photo at the right.
An idea of the
amount of work
necessary in build-
ing this structure,
is apparent from
this latter photo-

graph -
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THE photograph at the left shows the external appearance of this
model which is two feet high. The entire structure is self-supporting,

the columns being built of a double layer of matches, Le Pages' glue

being used to hold the matches together. The replica is quite accurate.
The information about the structure was obtained from sketches made

by Mr. Tevington on some of his many trips along Riverside Drive.

Note in the photograph 'above the great amount of work required in
building the structural foundation of the tomb, and note with what care
the matches were laid in place to form the various floors. The two
figures on either side of the tablet were whittled out of a block of

matches. The dome of the structure is made of the heads of matches,

the rest of the match body being used to strengthen the foundation and

for building the support for the dome.

55.000.00 Prize "Matchcraft" Contest
FOR the present year, SCIENCE AND

INVENTION magazine will award a to-
tal of $5,000 in prizes, in a new contest.

You are asked to make models, fashioning the
same entirely from safety matches. Please ob-
serve the following simple rules:

(1) Models submitted must contain at least
90 per cent. safety matches in their construc-
tion.

(2) Models made of toothpicks, paper
matches, or non -safety matches, are not elig-
ible in this contest.

(3) Models can not be built around boxes
or other supporting articles. Walls, roofs,
etc., must all be self-supporting and made of
matches.

(4) All liquid adhesives, such as glue, shel-
lac, cements, etc., are permissible.

Water Glass makes a good glue and may he
used to coat the model giving it a glasslike
appearance.

(5) Models may be painted, gilded or sil-
vered.

(6) Models may be of any size.
(7) In order to win a prize, it is necessary

that either models be submitted, or, if this is
not practical, owing to their size, a 5"x7" pho-
tograph of the model may be sent in lieu

WATCH FOR PRIZES IN JULY ISSUE

of the model itself. The best models submit-
ted each month will be awarded the prizes
scheduled herewith.

16 Monthly Prizes
First Prize $100.00
Second Prize 75.00
Third Prize 50.00
Fourth Prize 35.00
Fifth Prize 25.00
Sixth Prize 20.00
Seventh Prize 15.00
Eighth Prize 12.50
9th to 16th Prizes of $10.00

each $80.00

(8) All models submitted to SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine will be prompt-
ly returned to the builder, who will prepay all
charges.

(9) Where SCIENCE AND INVENTION
has any doubts as to the model (where photos
only are submitted) complying with all the
regulations, the judges may, at their discre-
tion, request that the actual model be sent in
for inspection, paying transportation charges
both ways.

(10) This is a monthly contest, lasting for
twelve months, each monthly contest closing
on the first of the month following date of
issue. This contest for the month of June
will close July 1, 1926, and prize winning
announcements will be made in the September,
1926, issue. The July issue will contain April
prize winning entries.

(11) Models must be shipped in a strong
wooden box, never in a cardboard box, as
SCIENCE AND INVENTION can not be
held responsible for breakage in transit due to
models having been improperly packed.

(12) When models are sent, be sure to affix
tag, giving your name and address, to the
model itself. In addition, put name and ad-
dress on outside wrapper of package.

113) Address all letters, packages, etc., to
Editor, "Matchcraft" Contest, care SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine 53 Park Place
New York.

Caution-Soak or cut heads from matches before building your model so that the models may
be expressed or mailed.

This contest started Dec. 1, 1925, and will terminate Dec. 1, 1926.

E.EMEMBERF- This is a monthly contest offering sixteen prizes every
month. Don't hesitate, send in your model now !
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Awards in
this Month's

The seaplane shown
here wins the second

prize-$75.00.

Second Prize-$75.00. The second priz_ was
awarded to Howard M. Strobel, of Allegany,
N. Y., who built a model of an Albatros
seaplane, as indicated in the photo above.
This seaplane measures three and a half
feet across the upper wing from tip to tip.
There are four motors made of matches con-
nected with four propellers. The internal
structure of this seaplane presents a mass
of cross braces and structural work seldomly
seen in matchcraft articles. The wings them-
selves are hollow, the elevating rudders and

tail move on match hinges.

$5,000.00 Matchcraft
The construction was built by an
Allegany, N. Y. youth eighteen
years of age. The framework took

the greatest amount of time.

Fourth Prize-$35.00. A very unusual piece of work
is that built by Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Kohler of Los
Gatos, Calif., shown in photograph No. 4 above. This
is a replica of a Roman war galleon, in which the
construction is entirely of safety matches with the ex-
ception of the flags and ropes. Even the sails of this
excellent vessel are made of matches, and they are
curved while they are bring built un. The entire model was cue -
fully painted and serves as an ornament for a bookcase or for the den.
There are ten sets of oars on this galleon also made of matches, glued

teethe-. shaned and ther painted

The photo below
shows the under side
of matchcraft steam

engine model.

Sixth Prizc-$20.00. The model of the roll top desk illustrated
in photo 6 contains 11,280 matches. This model is only eight and
a half inches long, almost six inches high and five inches deep. It
is absolutely complete in every detail, with the exception of a
binding strip around the edge which was purposely omitted in
order to show the three ply construction of the desk top. All of
the drawers work and the top rolls down simulating the large piece
of furniture which it resembles. The small insert at the right
shows the top in a half rolled down position and the drawers off
the desk closed. Besides glue, ninety-six bank pins also entered
the construction of this desk. This won one of the prizes in "The
Evening World" contest. The winner is Mr. George DeGall,

Highbridge, N. Y.

Third Prize-$50.00. One of the
prettiest examples in matchcraft
engineering is illustrated in photo
3 above. The model of the steam
engine, twin cylinder marine type,
was made by Mr. Charles Peebles,
of Yonkers, N. Y. This won first
prize in "The Evening World" con-

test. It actually works.

Eighth Prize-$12.50. The Japanese war junk illus-
trated above was made by Mrs. J. E. McGovern of
Brooklyn, N. Y. Even the sails of this construction are
made of matches glued end to end and wired together to

resemble the bamboo sails on these vessels.

Top View-Right piston up.
Square center opening houses

valves.

Ninth Prize-$10.00. Mr.
Warren J. Waverly, of
New York City, was
awarded the ninth prize
for the construction of a
model house illustrated in
photo 5, and also immedi-
ately above, which view
shows the rafter construc-
tion for the roof of the
house. The roof is made
of shingles which shingles
are made of matches.

Fifth Prize-$25.00, was won
by Oscar Solow, also of New
York City. Mr. Solow is a
high school student and
when not studying he built
the bicycle. The frame is of
matches in the form of a
tube. The spokes are split
matches, tire, chain and
sprocket wheel being made of
the same material. The handle-
bars were built up of matches
and then cut to the shape
shown, and the seat is also
composed of the same mate-
rial. Both the front and rear
wheels turn. In order to make
the holes in the match blocks
for the axles, wires of different
sizes were heated to redness
and the holes were burned

through.
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Contest $5,000.00 Enter Models for
July Contest W
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Twelfth Prize-$10.00, was won by Mr. Harry Erno of Ogdens.
burg, N. Y., for his model of an electric locomotive illustrated
in the photograph above. Seventh Prize-$15.00 was won by
Mr. Walter T. Plunkett, of New York City, for a smoking
stand made entirely of matches. This stand is more than
two feet high, and is built entirely of matches. The top con-
tains a removable five grooved receptacle for cigars, cigarettes

and ashes made of brass.

Associating
matches
with a
smoking stand
is unique.

A four and half foot model of
a suspension bridge is il-
lustrated in photo 12 below.

Thirteenth Prize-$10.00, was won
by Mr. Thomas Gervasio of Newark,
N. J., for his model of a captive air-
plane amusement device. A small
watch motor rotates the airplanes at

a fair speed.

Eleventh Prize-$10.00, was won by Mr. Peter Schano of Unton
City, N. J., who entered a four and a half foot model of a sus-
pension bridge equipped with walks, tracks and signals. The sus-
pension cables are also of matches, nothing else but glue enter-

ing the construction. The model stands two feet high.

All of the trees and grass above are con-
structed of matches, sawdust being sprink-
led on wet glue to form the tree leaves.

Fifteenth Prize $10.00 was awarded to Mr. Leon E.
Goodwin, of Portsmouth, N. H., for this very beautiful
landscape. The judges decided that such a construction

was more trickery than matchcraft.

Fourteenth Prize$10.00, won by
Mrs. E. V. DeSchepper of Astoria,

L. I., who constructed the replica of Belgian town hall shown in photo-
graph 13 above. Although this construction was originally entered in
"The Evening World" contest, where it won a prize, it was subsequently

entered in the SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine contest.

,.

Sixteenth Prize - $10.00. The
last of the group of prizes for this
month was won by Mr. William
Ryan, of New York City for the
lighthouse, illustrated above.

Tenth Prize -410.00, was won by Mr. W. J. Nacht-
wey, of Iron Mountain, Michigan, for his model

of automobile truck here shown.
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Model
Engineering

Unique
ON this page are found two very

unique models. Neither of these
models were awarded the cup from the
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine con-
test, but they are certainly worthy of
more than passing interest. Both models
represent some excellent examples of
watchmaker's art and skill. The model
in the two upper photographs on this page
contains jeweled bearings throughout,
whereas that on the lower three photo-
graphs is a little more rugged. They are
both working models, but were ruled out
of the contest because they did not meet
the conditions. The builders are however
being paid for this article.

" 2
.,. __._

THE photograph at the left shows
another view of the electric power

plant. The two clutches in the fore-
ground throw in the revolution coun-
ter or the generator. The binding
posts on the left mounted upon the
base may be connected to a battery
and the generator can be caused to
run as a motor. The commutator
and brushes of the motor are of gold.t -E

THE mechanism above is provided with a meter to register the
temperature of the flame of the ether burner. The next meter to

the right is a revolution counter. To the right of this a meter
mounted on top of the governor registers revolutions per minute of
the steam engine, and still further to the right we have a milli -
voltmeter to indicate whether the generator is actually developing

current. In front of this a meter registers the cylinder pressure.

HOW the eight -cylinder poppet valve
steam engine made in imitation of a

regulation type of aircraft engine, compares
in size with a man's hand. The pencil is
pointing to an imitation generator. At
thirty pounds steam pressure per square
irch, the engine turns the propeller over

2,500 R.P.M.

Science and Invention for June, 1926

HE photo here illustrates a com-
plete power plant easily held in

the hands. All of the meters register
accurately. When the motor turns
over at a speed of 5,000 revolutions
per minute, you cannot hear it, and so
true does it run that it is impossible
to see it moving. The model was
built by Mr. Frank Maca, of Ridge-
wood, N. J., and it took him five
years to complete it, working on

spare time.

Two views of the aircraft engine are indicated in the photos
above. The models have both been worked out in great

detail. Every bit of the engine is hand -made. There was
no machine work on it at all. The entire construction con-
sists of copper, brass and steel, which is formed and shaped
by hand. There is an oil pump in the crank case which
pumps oil to the working parts, lubricating them constantly.
It took approximately 800 hours to build this model. The
engine was built by Mr. Dominic Sala of New York City,
who is a watch -maker by trade. and this work of course is

monumental in comparison with his regular profession.
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i'MODEL DEPARTMENT'_
J7===-i

ND now folks let us introduce you to
the prize winner for the June
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
Trophy Contest. He is Mr. George

Bridge of Plainfield, N. J., who won the
cup awarded in this issue for the model of a
twin cylinder steam engine. In this particu-
lar model the cylinders of the engine oscil-
late back and forth, and both strokes on each
cylinder are power strokes. Although in the
photograph two pipes are seen projecting
from the edge of the baseboard, in the actual
model, the drawings of which may be found

The photo-
graphs at
the right
show two
views of
the model
steam en-
gine which

won the
cup for
the June
issue of
SCIENCE
AND IN-
VEN -
Ti ON
Magazine.
The boiler
is riveted.
Notice the
peculiar
construe-
tion of the
safety
valves.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

will
win
the

next,
cup ?

7 7 7 7 72 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

on the accompanying page, only one pipe
need be employed. These pipes are for an
external supply of steam, in event that the
boiler is not to be used. The blueprints,
however, make no provision for this ex-
ternal source of steam pressure, inasmuch as
most builders will want to fire the boiler
directly. On the following two pages, all
the details for the construction of such a
steam engine are given, and the amateur
will find them exceedingly clear.

The silver cup and its accompanying certificate,
which was awarded to George Bridge for his model

of the steam engine.

Rulesu

E

1. A handsome trophy cup engraved
with your name, will be awarded as the
prize for the best model submitted during
the month. The decision of the judges will
be final and will be based upon, A-novelty
of construction; B-workmanship; C-oper-
ating efficiency of the model as related to the
efficiency of the device which the model sim-
ulates, and D-the care exercised in design
and in submitting to us sketches and other
details covering the model.
2. Models of all kinds may be entered.
They may be working models or not, ac-
cording to the subject that is being handled.
3. Models may be made of any available
material, preferably something that is cheap
and easily obtainable. Models made of
matches should not be submitted to this de-
partment but should go to our Matchcraft
Contest Editor.
4. Models must be submitted in all cases.
Good photographs are also highly desirable
and where the maker does not desire the
model to be taken apart, legible drawings
with all dimensions covering parts that are
not accessible must be submitted.
5. Models should be securely crated and
protected against damage in shipment and
sent to us by parcel post, express or freight,
prepaid. Models will be returned when re-
quested.
6. Models for entry in any particular con-
test must reach this office on or before the
25th of the third month preceding date of
publication. For instance, models for the
July contest must reach us on or before the
25th of April.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model De-
partment, c/o Science and Invention Mal.
azine. 53 Park Place, New York City.

Rules for Model Contest

Blueprints of this model may be secured front Model Department at $1.00 for the complete set.
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Drawings of this month's
Cup Winner

-MODEL OF-
-TWIN CYLINDER -

STEAM ENGINE
WITH

OSCILLATING CYLINDERS

-BOILER--
COPPER OR
BRASS TUBE
4" DIA- X 51/i CG
X !/ WALL

CYLI N DER
MAKE TWO

BRASS

3/32 DRILL
2 HOLES

m-
,to 11311.MN

MANOMETER
FOR CONSTRUCTION-
AL DETAILS SEE

-4-"APRIL ISSUE

Nº.2-56 TAP
6 HOLES

EQUALLY
SPACED

i6

THROTTLE

3/32 DRILL -6 HOLES
EQUALLY SPACED

Little need be said about the particular blueprints or sketches above. On
this and the accompanying page all the details for the construction of the
twin cylinder steam engine with oscillating type of cylinder construction,
will be found. It is quite a simple matter to construct the various parts

Twin Cylinder

for which these prints call and to assemble them in accordance with the
drawings. If the pieces are well machined, this engine will travel at a high
speed and develop a surprising amount of power for its size. The engine

of course has no dead center, and can be started from any position.

Your model may win a cup. Send it in now !
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Steam Engine With oscillating type of
cylinder construction
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It is cf course understood that in the construction of a model of this
nature, any of the optional methods of firing illustrated on blueprint No. 4,
shown in the April issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine,
may be used. The boiler can be fired by alcohol, gasoline, gas or electricity.

Blueprints for the construction of all of these models can be secured from
the Model Department of this publication at a very nominal fee. We have
received a great many compliments on the clarity of these blueprints.

Photos of cup winning model may be found on page 139.

Science and Invention awards a trophy cup a month
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Making a Closet Bed
By WILLIAM M. BUTTERFIELD

IF you have a spare closet at
least 934" deep by 4' 6" wide, it
can be used for housing a fold-

ing bed. The partitions are cut as
shown, for the purpose of inserting
or removing the bed. The partitions
are also reinforced and, with the
metal socket plates, form the bear-
ings upon which the bed hangs and
is operated. The legs drop auto-
matically as the bed is lowered.
Springs of at least 5/32" diameter
wire carry the weight of the bed as
it is lowered or raised. Four slats
are shown with catches to hook over
the nail of spring frame thus keep-
ing slats and bed spring in place.
The mattress is kept in place by
sewing tape strings about a foot
apart along its lower edge and ty-
ing these tape supporters to the top
rail of the bed spring.

To make this closet bed a durable
and satisfactory one, it will be ad-
visable to make a pattern and have
castings made for the hinge post
support and the balance spring de-
vice. The same pattern will answer
for both. The proportions are:
Base 6" by 21/4" by %", center ele-
vation 11/4" including %" for base.
Posts for the spring holder are
turned from 1" steel with thread to
extend entirely through casting.
The hinge posts are turned from
1%" steel, leaving head as shown in
drawing, 1" bearing and ?/" thread.
To keep the posts in either case
from working loose, bore a 3/16"
hole through casting and post after
they are firmly screwed together
and then drive in a tight fitting pin.

AUTOMATIC
DOOR AriD LEG

PARTS
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EXPERMENTAL CUEMISTRY
s

Artificial Frost
THERE is described here a very spec-

tacular way of imitating frost scenes,
with which you can amuse a lot of people,
and which does not require much apparatus.
First of all, procure a sheet of copper or of
some similar metal in which you can make

-55077 _Z02.

A very pretty experiment is that of he pro-
duction of artificial frost by the vaporization

and condensation of benzoic acid.

a shallow depression. Then get a glass bell
jar which will fit over the metal, and in
which are arranged groups of leaves, ferns,
etc., supported by small stones at their base,
so as to form a miniature picturesque scene.

Finally, in the depression in the copper
sheet under the bell glass place a little ben-
zoic acid.

When you have arranged all this, take a
candle, and support it underneath the cop-
per sheet and light it.

Allow the heating to go on very slowly
and, in time, you will find that the acid will
have passed off into vapor, and will have
condensed on the leaves, etc.

Calcium Carbide -- Laboratory
Preparation and Use

By EUGENE D. LIEBER
ACHEMICAL industry of large eco-

nomic standing is the manufacture of
calcium carbide by the electric furnace The
finished product is subjected to a great many
practical uses of which the most important

INSULATED HANDLE

An apparatus for making calcium carbide on a
small scale; a graphite crucible forms one of

the electrodes of the arc.

is the making of cyanamide. The produc-
tion of calcium carbide from coke and quick-
lime requires great heat, which in commer-
cial work is supplied by an electric furnace;

for experimental purposes a direct E.M.F.
of about 60 to 100 volts may be used.

A powdered mixture of about 5 parts by
weight of quicklime and 3 parts of coke is
prepared. A graphite crucible is in electric
connection to the metal of a ring stand,
which is connected with the negative -poles
of the source of current. The positive -
pole as shown (Fig. 1) is an arc light car-
bon which is clamped to the stand and in-
sulated therefrom: all of which must rest
upon some insulating material as asbestos.
The carbon rod is allowed to touch the bot-
tom of the crucible and withdrawn by the
insulated handle on the carbon rod. An arc
is thus struck, and the mixture of coke and
quicklime gradually added as the action con-
tinues with ensuing shrinkage. The appa-
ratus should be carefully manipulated, as the
heat produced is quite high; the eyes should
be protected from the sputtering mixture in
the crucible. The mixture should be perfect-
ly melted before the action is allowed to
stop, and if successfully carried out a hard,
brittle, dark gray or bronze substance will
have been obtained. Let it cool before using
in the following experiment.

A 500 cc. reagent bottle (Fig. 2) fitted
with a single hole stopper carrying a piece
of straight glass tubing ending flush with
the lower side of the stopper is next re -

GLASS
TUBING

RUBBER
STOPPER

500 CC.
REAGENT
BOTTLE

ACETYLENE
FLAME

PREPARED
CALCIUM

CARBIDE

FIG. 2 -
An exceedingly simple apparatus for burning
acetylene gas produced from the home-made

calcium carbide.

quired. It is then filled within 3 cm. of the
top with water; a few pieces of the pre-
pared calcium carbide are dropped into it,
replace the stopper and after a few moments
light the gas issuing from the glass tubing.
The gas is acetylene, a gas of wide com-
mercial use.

Acetylene Gas Generator
By WAYNE B. GRIEVE

EXPERIMENTERS often need acetylene
gas in moderate quantities. To meet

this need the generator here described will
be greatly welcomed. Calcium carbide
(common carbide) is an inorganic compound
of a gray crystalline nature. It is composed
of the elements "calcium" and "carbon,"
formulated as CaCz. Carbide, acted on by

water (HDO) causes two atoms of hydrogen
to unite with two atoms of carbon, forming
acetylene gas (H2C2). Acetylene is an in-
flamable gas, explosive when mixed with
oxygen in proper proportion.

A wide -mouthed glass jar, C, is required,

Thiis is an apparatus of a more advanced type
for generating acetylene. There is a finger -
valve for dropping the powdered carbide into

the water as fast or slowly as required.

and a rubber cork of sufficient size to snugly
close the top is needed. Fill a Florence flask
and invert it as shown, passing the neck
through the cork. Bend a No. 9 wire in the
shape shown and snugly fit it in the cork
so that gas cannot escape. Let the wire be
long enough to regulate the supply of car-
bide coming through the flask at A. Fit a
glass tube of 4 -inch diameter into the cork
at B, to which a hose is fitted. An inch of
water is put in the jar to act upon the car-
bide. All the joints must be shellacked air
tight Do not shellac the wire in but keep
it air tight. If the apparatus is set up as
shown, turn the wire by the bent handle so
that several pieces of carbide fall into the
water. Do not allow too much carbide to
fall or the pressure will blow out the cork
or possibly burst the glass jar. Keep the
water cool. If the generator is regulated,

properly, it will give excellent results.

Liquefying Chlorine
Immerse a strong, heavy glass tube

shaped as shown at A in a freezing solu-
tion. Then pass moist chlorine gas into
it and seal off the open end. When the tube

A simple method of liquefying chlorine gas, a
liquefaction first done by the great Faraday.

is allowed to become warm, the pressure
exerted within the tube will be sufficient
to liguefy the chlorine which will float on
the water which is present in the tube.

Contributed by JAMES R. WRIGBT.
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Experimental Spinthariscopes
THE disintegration of all of the radio-

active elements is apparently the re-
sult of the emission of one or more
of three "radiations," i.e., the alpha

and beta particles and the gamma rays. Of
these three radiations only the alpha par-
ticles can be detected by the so-called "scin-
tillation method." This method is based on
the fact that when alpha particles ejected
from disintegrating radio -active elements are
allowed to bombard certain materials of
which a modified form of zinc sulphide, gen-
erally known as phosphorescent zinc sulphide,
is the one most commonly used, each alpha
particle as it strikes the sulphide produces a
faint scintillation or flash of light. The
amount of light produced by each impact is
very small, but by magnification can be rend-
ered plainly visible; the phenomenon afford-
ing a very sensitive means of detecting and
studying the actions of alpha particles.

ZINC
SLIDING RADIO -ACTIVE SULPHIDE

CAPS MATERIAL SCREEN

E ' --

LENS BAKELITE TUBE/
AND CAPS 

FIG.I
The new developments of chemistry involve
study of radio activity. Above is the simplest
form of spinthariscope for showing such action.

A number of years ago, Sir William
Crookes devised a simple instrument called
a spinthariscope to demonstrate the fluor-
escence of zinc sulphide under the bombard-
ment of alpha particles. The essential parts
of the instrument, a modified form of which
is shown in Fig. 1, are a short tube fitted
at one end with a screen coated with zinc
sulphide and at the other with a lens ar-
ranged so that it can be focused on the zinc
sulphide screen. Inside the tube a short dis-
tance from the screen is placed a short wire
or pin, the end of which is tipped with a
radio -active substance, usually a salt of
radium C. The alpha particles ejected from
the radio -active element strike the screen
producing faint flashes of light which are
visible when the lens is focused on the
screen. The observations should be made
in a dark room, and only after the eyes have
been thoroughly rested by remaining in a
dark room for ten or fifteen minutes.

A spinthariscope of this type is easily
made, providing the experimenter can obtain
the zinc sulphide for coating the screen and
the radio -active substance to furnish the
alpha radiation. The zinc sulphide required
is usually sold as phosphorescent zinc sul-
phide, special grade, and costs about seventy-
five cents a gram. The radio -active element
is generally rather hard to obtain ; crude sul-
phate or bromide of radium C, or a salt of
polonium being commonly used for this pur-
pose. If nothing else can be obtained, the
substance that is used in the so-called perma-
nently luminous buttons or pendants that are
sold for switch markers, etc., is often rich
enough in radio -active emanations to fur-
nish the alpha radiation for an experimental
spinthariscope.

For those who wish to construct a spin-
thariscope of the type shown in Fig. 1, the
following information may be of interest.
The tube or body of the instrument can be

By CHARLES K. FULGHUM

of brass, bakelite, or hard rubber; the caps
being turned from the same material. The
lens used should be as large as possible, 1
cm. or more in diameter preferably, in order
to gather all the light possible, and should
magnify to at least ten diameters. The
screen can be made by painting a thin slip of
glass with a thin paste of zinc sulphide, or
the glass can be painted with shellac and
the zinc sulphide powdered and sprinkled over
it, so that a thick film of the sulphide adheres
to the glass. The mounting shown in the
illustration for the wire carrying the radio-
active element provides an easy means of ad-
justing the distance. between the screen and
the source of alpha particles. Only a very
tiny bit of the radio -active substance, if
radium C or polonium is used, is required
on the wire.

The only precautions to be observed in
using the spinthariscope have already been
stated, i.e., the eyes must be thoroughly rested
before observations are attempted, the lens
must be accurately focused on: the screen,
and the observations must be made in a
dark place.

A much simpler form of spinthariscope is
shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a short length
of the same tubing, 2 or 3 cms. in diameter,
and fitted at each end with a cap. One of
the caps is fitted with a lens similar to the
one used in the previously described instru-
ment, and is arranged so that it can be
focused on the end of the tube. The other
cap serves merely to close the end of the
tube. Through the tube, near the closed end,
are bored two holes about 1 cm. in diameter.
A piece of glass tubing about 5 cm. long
and of such diameter that it will fit snugly
in the holes bored in the bakelite tube is ob-
tained. A small cork should then be forced
into one end of the glass tube and cemented
into place with sealing wax or shellac. A
small quantity of the phosphorescent powder
from a "permanently luminous" . switch

M ETAL
SCREW
TOP

BRASS
ANGLE

ZINC SULPHIDE
SCREEN

GLASS
JAR

WATER

ORE TO BE TESTED
FIG. 3

An apparatus for testing ores for radio activity
which can be applied in the analytical labora-
tory, as a method of qualitative examination.

marker or pendant . is to be placed in the
glass tube and the other end sealed with a
cork and sealing wax. The glass tube is
then fitted into the holes in the larger tube
as shown in the illustration, and the instru-
ment is ready for use.

To use the spinthariscope, the lens is
focused on the wall of the glass tube that
is nearest the lens, and the glass tube is ro-
tated slowly so that the powder in the tube
has a tendency to be carried up the side of
the tube that is toward the observer. The

powder that is used in the tube is really
zinc sulphide to which has been added a
very small quantity of radio -active material.
As the tube is rotated, tiny particles of the
zinc sulphide adhere to the walls of the tube
and are carried into the field of the lens.
To the observer, the walls of the tube ap-
pear to be cuvered with hundreds of tiny
scintillations, each one representing the im-
pact of an alpha particle with a molecule
of zinc sulphide. It will be observed that
the flashes appear to last but a fraction of a
second; probably the actual time the flash
lasts is just during the time the impact takes
place, an almost infinitely short time; There-
fore, properly speaking, the light given out
by the zinc sulphide is not due to phos-
phorescence but is due to fluorescence. The
sulphide is, however, . phosphorescent. If the
cap at the end of the' tube is removed and
the sulphide in the tube is exposed to strong

PHOSPHORESCENT GLASS
POWDER _ ~ TUBE

VOsiiii.:: :tio..su.ahs usdiñ.

/Jo

írm ::: lnIAIAaN~
SEALING WAX

LENS

FIG. 2

aWM

COR K
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A very interesting variation of the spinthari-
scope, using a phosphorescent powder. The
powder may be procured from a luminous
switch indicator. The large tube must be

verticaL

sunlight or ultra -violet rays, and the instru-
ment is then taken into a dark room and ex-
amined, the sulphide will be found to be
glowing very brightly; so brightly in fact
that it will be found impossible to distingu-
ish the scintillations produced by the alpha
particles. If the spinthariscope is kept in
the dark for a time, the phosphorescence
caused by the action of the sunlight or ul-
tra -violet light will gradually die out and
the scintillations will become visible.

Some people have considerable difficulty in
seeing the almost molecular light spots pro-
duced in this interesting instrument.

There is on the market an instrument
called a radioscope that is a rather interest-
ing modification of the spinthariscope. This
instrument, which is illustrated in Fig. 3, is
used to detect radio -activity in ores and
mineral waters by the scintillation method.
The construction of a radioscope is very
simple, providing the constructor can obtain
a small quantity of phosphorescent zinc sul-
phide. A rather squat, wide -mouthed glass
jar having a tightly fitting metal screw top
forms the body of the instrument. In the
metal top a hole is cut and a short piece
of brass tubing is soldered over the hole.
The brass tube should be provided with a
sliding cap fitted with a lens such as is
used in the spinthariscope previously de-
scribed. To the under side of the metal
top a short brass angle piece is soldered,
long enough so that it extends into the jar
about 1 cm. when the top is in place. On
the end of this angle piece a glass screen
about 1' cm. in diameter coated with phos-
phorescent zinc sulphide is fastened. The
method of preparing the screen is the same
as that described for the spinthariscope shown
in Fig. 1. When the top with the eye -piece

(Continued on page 166)
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Everyday Chemistry
By RAYMOND B. WAILES
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The device shown indicates, by driving the
mercury drop along the tube that sunlight is

capable of affecting rubber.

Certain copper salts can be added to rubber
that will do away with the deleterious effect

of sunlight on auto tires.

Some nail glosses contain the same materials
as found in radio coil cements, namely celluloid

dissolved in acetone.
V
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Usually they are nothing more or less than
Epsom salts, highly perfumed and sometimes

colored for the sake of effect.

It is similar to "boiler scale" and is formed
from the minerals in the water that has been
boiled and which minerals collect in the kettle.

Not esually. Bacteria cause most of the gc,
but they are not carried about by it. Sewer

gas is unfit to breathe.

KEEP DOWN THE FLIES
WITH BORAX .

'

A WELL KNOWN % OF 170
PRESERVATIVE RECOMMENDED

FOR REMOVING TARTAR
FROM TEETH
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Borax is a safe and mild antiseptic as well as
a cheap one. It can be advantageously em-

ployed to prevent the laying of fly larvae.

Sodium benzoate will react chemically with tar-
ter on the teeth, removing it. Rinse the mouth

with water after use.

A copper chemical dissolved in an organic
liquid is finding very widespread use for rid-

ding pets of fleas and other vermin.

EVER NOTICE THE WHITE SPOTS
ON BRICK OR CONCRETE WALLS?
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These spots are caused by using too much lime
in manufacturing the cement or when mixing
the mortar. The spots are not necessarily weak.

Red and blue flowers have been found to have
their coloring due to the same dye stuff, in one

case being acid and the other alkaline.

The ratural acid found is citric acid and is
usually neutralized by the addition of soda. The
same zcid is found in lemons and citrus fruits.
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A High Vacuum Mercury Pump
THE biggest cost in this equipment

will be the mercury, of which it will
take approximately twelve pounds,
although the more mercury that is

used the higher the vacuum that can be ob-
tained. Of course, more mercury will re-
quire larger containers 13 and 14, than speci-
fied here.

By HARRY J. COLEMAN

leads into vessel 11, and should have a
couple of small bulbs blown on the end
where the rubber tubing from the vessel to
be evacuated will fit. Tube 9, leading from
the opposite side of the stop cock, also runs
into vessel 12, which has two small bulbs on
the end like 18; a rubber tubing 8, is con-
nected here, and is connected with a glass

GLASS TUBING 16' 16a

INTERNAL DIA.

BRACED TO WALL

,s n
PULLEYS

HEAVY IRON
WIRE

PICTURE BRASS
WIRE i STRIP

.SHOWING HOW
TO SUSPEND

13 AND 14

HEAVY
PICTURE

WIRE

TIN CAN
FULL OF

/LEAD

All of the constructional details of the high vacuum mercury pump described in the text are shown
in the above illustration. The suspension of the mercury vessels is shown.

This pump is suitable for experimenting
with Audion tubes, Geissler tubes, X-ray
bulbs, electric light globes, and any such
tubes that require a high degree of vacuum,
and also in chemical experiments, etc. First
you will have to purchase a separatory fun-
nel equipped with a glass stop cock and a
long stem of small diameter, and a glass tube
about 3/ inches long and 4 of an inch in
diameter, this tube should be drawn out at
C, and a smaller tube the diameter of tube
E, and about four inches long should be
sealed on at C. A rubber cork F, with a
hole through it to admit E, should fit into
D, the small tube which leads to the glass
stop cock 6, should be sealed at C. This
completes the first part of the lower evacuat-
ing system.

The stop cock 6, which is of glass can be
bought at any chemical supply house, and it
can be had with about a foot of straight
tubing connected to it. this tubing should
have as small internal diameter as possible;
this tube should be bent as shown in the dia-
gram to fit beaker 5, this beaker should be
just large enough to admit stop cock 6, and
the tubing, as this will save mercury. 3 and
4 is a wooden handle rigged to the handle of
stop cock 6, so as to permit turning it with-
out getting the fingers in the mercury. After
the stop cock is set into the beaker, the
beaker should be filled with mercury until
the stop cock is covered, this insures a per-
fect air tight valve.

Tube 10 leads into beaker 12. constructed
the same as 5. There is a tube 7, which

tube which runs through rubber stopper 15.
This rubber stopper fits into a bottle which
should be about eight ounces in capacity and
having a hole drilled in the bottom, this hole
can be drilled by applying turpentine and
camphor to a good drill and turning slowly
until the hole is complete. The hole will
have to be large enough to admit rubber
stopper 15, which will be about / inch in
diameter.

The mouth of the bottle 14, should be fit-
ted with a rubber stopper and has a glass
tube running through it about two inches
long, on which rubber tube 17 is connected,
the other end of tube 17 is connected to a
glass tube the same as 16, and runs to vessel
13, this vessel can be a bottle preferably
larger than 14, with the bottom cut off ; cut-
ting the bottom off of a bottle was explained
in the December Experimenter. Now we
have completed our apparatus, and vessels 14
and 13 should be suspended on a strong pic-
ture wire, with weight attached as shown in
the diagram. Vessel 12 can be placed next
to vessel 11, which can also be a beaker, or
if the experimenter desires one vessel can
serve the place of 11 and 12, as these vessels
are only to assure perfect air tight joints
which are very essential in this kind of appa-
ratus.

After once understood, the operation of
this apparatus is very easy, vessel 13 is to be
raised to its highest level, which should be
about three feet above vessel 14. Mercury
is to he poured into vessel 13, until vessel
14 is filled and also the glass tubing leading

to stop cock 20; all stop cocks should be
opened while doing this, but after we have
poured in sufficient mercury to fill vessel 14,
and the tube, stop cock 20 should be closed
and the vessel to be evacuated is connected
by rubber tubing to 18, stop cock 6, should be
left open and the separatory funnel A
should be filled with mercury and the stop
cock attached to it so regulated as to cause
a steady stream of mercury to pass through
D, of course; this mercury must fill the
tube, D, so that no air will re-enter the appa-
ratus.

A vessel should be kept under tube D, to
catch the mercury as it comes out, and should
be large enough to dip the used mercury out
to pour back into A, and A should be kept
almost full as long as this operation con-
tinues, and it should be continued until no
more mercury will run through D, then
while A is still full stop cock 6 should be
closed, and stop cock 20 should be opened.

Now vessel 13 must be slowly lowered un-
til it has filled with mercury, then stop cock
20 should be closed again and vessel 13
hoisted back again to its previous level. This
must be done very slowly. As the mercury
goes back into 14, it pushes the air which is
now in vessel 14, up and out through tube
8. When vessel 14, and the tube leading to
stop cock 20, has again completely filled
with mercury, stop cock 20 can be opened
and the same operation is repeated. Never
should stop cock 6 be opened except in the
first operation as stated. The lowering and
raising of 13 can be carried on a number of
times, or until the vacuum that is needed is
obtained. Then the vessel that is being
evacuated is sealed off in the usual way,
which is usually known to the experimenter,
or he can refer to the columns of SCIENCE
AND INVENTION.

Polarity Test Paper
By GEORGE L. HEYER

AVERY good polarity indicator can be
made as follows : Get some red litmus

paper and soak it in a solution of salt, one
teaspoon to about 200 c.c. of water. Let

RED LITMUS PAPER DRY CELL

SALT
SOLUTION

Red litmus paper, when prepared as shown,
may be readily used as a polarity test paper by
moistening with water and applying the

terminals. The result is shown.

this dry very thoroughly. When ready to
use moisten slightly with water and place
the ends of the wire about 4" apart on the
paper. A blue spot will appear at the neg-
ative wire and a red spot at the positive
wire. The red spot will be stronger in color
than the rest of the paper.
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Sensitive Practical Galvanometer
THE galvanometer illustrated in the figure

is one of the most efficient types for the
experimenter to build. If carefully construct-
ed the sensitivity will be highly gratifying,
and the device may be used for innumerable
purposes.

Note should be taken of the arrangement
of the magnetic gap. Here, triangular pieces
of soft iron are secured to the inner face of
the magnet poles. The triangular sections
serve to concentrate the magnetic force
within a thin plane.- Within the moving coil,
an armature piece is likewise tapered at
either end, providing a reduction of air gap,
and at the same time aiding in the concen-
tration of the magnetic lines of forces in
such a manner that they must almost in-
evitably pass through the coil. This latter
effect further increases the sensitivity of the
device. The fixed armature is secured to a
magnetic -insulator block, fastened between
the legs of the magnet.

For best results, it may be found that two
or more magnets may be used, instead of
the single one shown in the figure. In this
case, the shape of the coil will be somewhat
changed, as it will then be elongated, so as
to fully "cover" the magnetic force in the
air gaps. The central armature piece will
of course be elongated in the same propor-
tion as the coil.

As to the coil itself, a suitable form for
winding must be found. For improvised con-
struction the form may be made up of a
strip of paper wound around a wooden
block, to give the required shape, at the
same time applying good, clear shellac, so as
to bind the layers of paper together and
to provide sufficient strength in the com-
plete coil form.

The coil itself may be wound of as many
turns of wire as it is practicable to place on
the form. The smallest size of wire ob-
tainable should be used, or at least the small-
est wire which the experimenter may find it
feasible to work with. The manipulation of
the finer diameter wire is no easy task, but
must be done carefully and patiently. How-
ever, the more pains taken, the better the
resulting product.

The suspension of the coil may he accom-
plished in a manner similar to that shown
in the figure. A thread running over an
adjusting screw supports the coil from the
top. Note is to be taken here that, as shown
in the illustration, a wire runs from a damper
at the side, attached to the suspending thread,
and turns off at an angle to form a pointer.
As the instrument exactly as represented
was used in connection with relay circuits,
for telegraphic purposes, nevertheless, if de-
sired, the damper may be dispensed with,

THE illustration shows a
unique switchboard panel in

which permanent - magnets and
soft iron keepers are used in
place of the usual knife blade
switches and binding posts or
terminals.

The permanent magnets are im-
bedded in the panel with the pole
tips sticking slightly out from the
face of the panel or exactly flush
therewith, so that the iron keep-
er, when placed on the magnets,
will remain in place and make
electrical contact with the mag-
nets. For use as a switch, wires
are connected to the bar magnets
which form part of the electric
circuit which is closed by placing
the soft iron armature across the
two bar magnets. The horseshoe

By J. BRUNT

although some form of pointer must be em-
ployed if the device is used as a simple
indicating instrument. The addition of a
scale is a simple matter. The damper in the
relay work was added to prevent "chatter-
ing" of the pointer, the latter having been
used as a contactor for a local circuit out-
side of the device itself. The tank of the
damper was filled with castor oil-this is
the same as with the galvanometers used in

purl the coil has not sufficient "spring" to
return the pointer to a zero reading, a spring
may be made by forming two or three turns
in a very light wire and securing this to the
hook support shown in the figure immedi-
ately under the lower side of the coil.

In calibrating the scale, it may be desired
to gain some idea of the forces to be meas-
ured by the galvanometer in a comparative
manner, showing the relation between the

The illustration at the immediate left shows the
relative positions of the magnet pole pieces and
the moving coil. Note how the edges of the arma-
ture piece are tapered so that when the moving
coil is lined up, a single line will join the points of
the pole pieces and pass through the points of the

armature piece.

EVERY experimenter has use
for a good galvanometer and

if that instrument is made at home,
its value is considerably enhanced.
The details of an instrument that
will give great satisfaction are giv-
en in the text and illustrated here.
If carefully constructed, an instru-
ment of this nature can be made
very accurate.

trans -Atlantic cables-in fact the device be-
ing described is practically the same as the
"siphon printer" used in cable work.

Used as a galvanometer, the contactor
shown at the outer end of the pointer, will
he eliminated.

In the event that the thread used to sup -

Magnetic Switches

The galvanometer il-
lustrated here is de-
scribed in complete
detail in the text. Pay
particular attention to
the construction of the

damper.

distance over the scale the pointer will travel,
and the given applied force required to effect
it. This is a highly delicate task, but may
be accomplished if carefully carried out.
Make a very high resistance potentiometer
in any suitable manner which may be found
convenient. Using a small flashlight battery
as a source of voltage, find and mark the
galvanometer deflections for given adjust-
ments of the potentiometer. Care should be
taken that the voltage applied is not such as
to cause a comparatively high current, suffi-
cient to burn out the wiring, or wreck the
device. If the calibration is found to he
feasible, you will then have a very sensitive
calibrated instrument which may be made to
read in volts-a voltmeter in every sense.

A thousand and one uses are found for any
gal vanometer, and the construction of a good
device of the kind repays the experimenter
to ibis highest satisfaction.

Magnetic switches are quite a novelty but will be found to give excellent
satisfaction in the experimental laboratory. There are two main types and
they are shown in complete detail in the illustration above. Be sure that

the magnet faces project slightly from the switchboard.

magnets are used when it is de-
sired to make connections to dif-
ferent circuits with a pair of test
leads. In this case the iron keep-
er is attached to the ends of the
long flexible test leads, so that
they may be quickly changed
from one voltage connection to
another.

There are a number of circuits
in which the magnetic switch
might be applicable, the illustra-
tion is merely a suggestion, to
show how the magnetic switch
can be used.

Two systems are shown: the
horseshoe magnet provides for a
single circuit through connection.
For simple circuit closing the
pair of bar magnets are used
with a simple bar of iron.
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An Automatic Tea Maker
By J. HART
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This very nice tea -making arrangement is based upon one principal feature-the hole in the lid
of the kettle. This hole must be extremely small. All it has to do is to let out air. The min-
ute steam is generated, pressure will be produced simply because the hole is so small that steam

cannot get out except slowly.

THE object of this apparatus is to pro-
duce a cup of tea or similar beverage

at any pre -arranged time.
A kettle was first made just big enough to

hold a cup of water. It was fitted with a
screwed lid and a false bottom, into which
the heating elements were fixed. The spout
reached almost to the bottom, about 1 -32nd -
in. clearance being allowed. The heating ele-
ments consisted of two pieces of mica wound
with a suitable resistance. This resistance
was found by trial. Six yards of resistance
wire were hung up from two supports and
connected to the electric light socket. It was
found that although the wire became hot it
did not reach red heat, so it was shortened

THE illustration shows an arrangement
for having a very small flashlight bulb

mounted in a ring, the bulb to be supplied
with current from a flashlight battery; the
latter is secured to the wrist or arm by means
of a strap, with snap catches or a buckle.
The drawing tells the story. It may be well
to have a switch, although the drawing shows
a plug. The removal and replacement of
the plug, however, is rather awkward.

In order to make the connection perfectly
clear, the wire is shown running over the
back of the hand, where it would be too
readily seen. There are several ways of con-
cealing the wire. A glove may be worn
with a ring over it or a very odd effect-
and not a bad one-may be produced by
wearing a thin, silk glove, and letting the
light show through the interstices of the

until this state was attained. The length suit-
able for the voltage used (100 volts) was
found to be just under 14 ft.

Care must be taken to have the wire clear,
as when it becomes hot it expands, and the
sag so caused is considerable.

This varies, of course, with the voltage to
be used. It is very essential that the false
bottom is well insulated with mica before the
elements are put in place. The ends of the
elements were connected to the terminals of
an ordinary electric light holder, and then a
covering of paste made of asbestos millboard
was put over them. A similar piece of cop-
per was then soldered into place and a hole
was cut to allow the ends to protrude.

Luminous Finger Ring
By A. LINCOLN GOODYEAR

A very pretty experiment for our younger
readers, in which a flash -light is mounted on a

finger -ring.

R!
I 1 ?I III 11,1_.

A piece of wire was then soldered near the
back of the kettle to act as a fulcrum. The
use of this will be seen later.

The kettle was then placed on a baseboard
so that the fulcrum rested in a piece of brass
shaped to receive it, and the ends rested
upon two brass contact studs. A spring was
then fixed to the board under the kettle, and
it lifted the plungers off the two contact
studs about 3 -32nd in. Two guide pieces
were screwed into position just to keep the
kettle in place.

An alarm clock was then taken, the two
feet removed, and a strip of brass screwed in
place, so that the clock could be firmly
screwed down on to the baseboard. An ex-
tension piece with a handle and a cam fitted
was then soldered to the boss of the original
alarm spring key.

A bell crank lever was pivoted in such a
position that when the alarm was released
the cam revolving worked it backward and
forwards. A fibre knob was screwed to the
end of the lever not in contact with the cam.

Two springy pieces of brass were then
screwed to a piece of wood, and the whole
fixed to the baseboard in such a position that
when the alarm cam moved, it pushed the
top part of the bell crank lever between the
two pieces of brass. This gave a knife
switch operated by the alarm.

On top of the block of wood a small catch
was screwed, so placed as to stop the alarm
directly the latter had moved the bell crank
lever. If desired, the alarm could continue
to ring until the spring was exhausted. This
catch engages with the_ cam, and is not shown
in the sketch plan.

To finish the job a fuse was fitted and con-
nection piece screwed to the baseboard.

To prepare the apparatus the kettle is filled
with water, the weight of which forces down
the spring, and makes the plungers rest on
the contact studs. If tea is required it is
placed in a tea ball, and then put, with milk
and sugar, into a cup which stands under the
spout of the kettle. The alarm is then set
for the time required.

When the alarm goes off, the cam revolves,
closes the knife switch and the heating ele-
ments begin to heat the water. Hot air is
allowed to escape from the kettle through a
very small hole drilled in the lid, but when
the kettle boils all the steam cannot escape
through this hole, and the resulting pressure
forces the water up the spout into the cup.
The water having gone, the spring lifts the
kettle, and the current is thus cut off.

fabric. Another system which can be per-
fectly well applied, is to carry the wire
under the palm of the hand, and for better
concealment of the battery it may be strap-
ped upon the upper arm, so as to be abso-
lutely concealed by the coat. In this case,
especially, a switch should be used, because it
would be very awkward to use a battery
plug, when the battery is so inaccessible.

A lamp of the smallest size should be
secured and when not lighted, it will pass
for some kind of a natural stone. Various
effects may be produced by coating it with
very thin, transparent colors, or with the
regular lamp dips.

With a little ingenuity, several rings may
be used on the different fingers, or on one
finger, and by proper switching system vari-
ous effects can be produced.
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Window Display
By JOHN BALAZS

A Toy Monkey on a String That Will Travel Up and
Down as Long as the Current Is Turned on Makes an

Exeedingly Novel and Attention Attracting Display

HERE is another attractive window dis-
play or may be made just for the sake

of experimenting.
It consists of the following parts, the

dancing spiral or the automatic circuit
breaker, a solenoid that attracts the plunger
which in return pulls the string to which
is attached a cardboard monkey can be kept
climbing up and down the string. A fair
sized wooden box contains everything in the
way of mechanism, including the dry cells.
The back of the box may be put on hinges,
to give access for renewing the batteries.
Also another good plan is to fix a switch
in some convenient place away from view,
to shut off the current when not in use.

The connection is as follows: connect a
piece of wire from "A" to "B," then "C" to
"D," "E" to the switch "I," and "J" to
"F," "G" to "H."

And for further explanation, the drawing
will help to show the appearance of the ap-
paratus when assembled, or if anything
puzzles the maker just glance at the illus-
tration.

We are all familiar with
the so-called "monkey
on a string" that can be
made to travel up and
down by manipulating
the string. At the right
is shown a similar de-
vice that is electrically
operated and that when
properly constructed can
be used as an effective
window display. A danc-
ing spiral making con-
tact with mercury at A
makes and breaks the
circuit intermittently,
turning on and off the
current in the solenoid
and causing the plunger
to move up and down.
This causes the monkey
to travel up the string.
If a clockwork mechan-
ism is placed in the cir-
cuit instead of switch, it
can be timed to open the
circuit intermittently, al-
lowing the monkey to

descend.
GALENA CUP
AND MERCURY

SMALL RUBBER
BAND

CARDBOARD
MONKEY

10 PENNY NAIL
PLUNGER

SOLENOID WOUND
WITH N° 20

Electric Cigar Lighter
ELECTRIC lighters connected across a

110 -volt circuit must have a resistance be-
tween the bars and the circuit, between which
bars the short-circuit is made for lighting.

It is easy to make an apparatus of this
kind, using as resistance either an incan-
descent lamp or a liquid resistance; the con-
nection of the lamp is familiar to all. It is

The details of the water resistors used in con-
nection with this electric cigar lighter are
shown in the above drawing. Any available
insulating container may be used for holding

the liquid and supporting the contacts.

put in circuit with one of the bars. Special
precautions r.-.ust be taken to insulate the
conductors, if a lamp is used for the resist-
ance, but if on the contrary, a liquid re-
sistance is used, a mustard pot will ans-
wer to hold the liquid. The cork is
preferably heated in melted paraffin wax.
This cork is pierced with two holes, through
which two iron wires pass, fitting tightly.

The vessel is filled pretty well up to the
neck with a solution of salt water, a tea-
spoonful of salt to 6 cubic inches of water.
The iron wires dip into this solution and

This shows the layout of the apparatus used
in this electric cigar lighter. The benzine

container will be noted at the right.

this constitutes the liquid resistance, which is
connected as shown in the drawing.

The two bars are cut out of brass, one or
both of which have saw teeth filed on one
edge. They are attached parallel to each
other on a wooden base, to which also the
liquid resistance is strapped. It is well
enough to have a fuse in circuit also. A
test tube or equivalent tube contains benzine

and into it a copper tube dips, which passes
tightly through a hole in the cork fitting
the tube. At its lower end, the tube is pro-
vided with a wick which is best made of
asbestos.

To use the apparatus the copper tube is
withdrawn from the benzine tube and is
rubbed across the gap between the two plates.

The benzine container is merely a small pill
bottle, test tube or other similar vessel. The
wick is held in the small copper tube which in
turn is placed through a one -hole cork that
fits in the mouth of the benzine container.

This produces a lot of sparking, and the
wick is lighted. The strength of the spark
is regulated by varying the depth of immer-
sion of the iron rods.

This is probably one of the simplest types
of electric cigar lighters that can be de-
signed for use on house current. It will ope-
rate equally as well on either A.C. or D.C.
without any changes.
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Above: One of the perforated strips used in
this designing method.
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AVERY successful and simple method of producing unique
designs is by preparing several strips of black paper or

exposed and developed photographic negative with a series of
circular holes as shown in the upper left-hand illustration on
this page. These strips are then placed one over the other and
moved to different positions, giving rise to some most unique
effects. In order to capture these designs and preserve them
for future reference, the method illustrated in the photograph
in the upper center of this page can be employed. The super-
imposed strips are placed on a sheet of photographic paper and
exposed under a strong light. The positive print so made is
developed, fixed and filed for future reference.

THE various illustrations accompanying this article show
1 some of the designs that can be produced with perforated

strips. For instance those in the strip directly below were
made by laying strips of material with double perforated rows
of holes over each other, but overlapping only about halfway.
The different designs are produced by moving one or the other
of the strips slightly to the left. From this procedure it will
be simple to discover ways for producing more complicated or
simpler designs, merely by various arrangements of the strips
and of their relative placements. Try also using strips per-
forated with more than two rows of holes in combination with
other oddly made strips.-DR. ERNEST BADE.
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SMALL Is BOLT THROUGH CARBON PLATE

1 - _-CONNECTING WIRES

----KNURLED NUT

"NUT OR WASHER

------CARBON PLATE

------ZINC PLATE

Note how the cell
is sealed with a
black sealing com-

pound.

CHROMIC
ACID --

_CHROMIC
ACID

Left: A cross-section
of this chromic acid
battery, indicating
all of the component
parts and showing
how the chromic
acid is out of con-
tact with the plates
when the cell is up-

right.

GLASS JAR

'CARBON

POSITION OF JAR
WHEN IN USE

Above: The battery in operating position, the
chromic acid covering both of the electrodes
and starting the electrolytic action. This bat-
tery is practically non -spillable due to con-

struction of the vent.
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HERE powerful currents are desirable
and storage batteries are not available,

chromic acid batteries shown here will be
found most desirable. The cells are bolted to
a baseboard as shown above and are stood on
end when not in actual operation. Laying the
battery on its side starts the action. All of
the constructural details are shown in the
drawings at the left. The vent tubing and
the electrodes are held in position by a piece
of wood, the cell is filled to within one inch
of the top with water and a layer of paraffin
wax poured in. This is then covered with a
thicker layer of melted sealing wax which is
allowed to solidify. The water is then re-
moved through the vent hole and the chrom-
ic acid electrolytic solution is introduced.

W
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Scientific Fun with Toy Balloons
Gas Lens

IMAGINARY LINES OF FOCUS
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I END

1TOZr HOLE

-- WATC H

By RAYMOND B. WAILES

It is possible to concentrate sound by means
of a gas lens, just as light is concentrated by
a glass lens. This can be demonstrated by
means of a balloon inflated with carbonic acid
gas and held b the manner shown at the left.
A watch is held on the opposite side of the bal-
loon from the ear and by varying the distances
A and B, the sound of the watch ticks can be

made much louder.

Using a piece of thin rubber, the phenomenon
of osmosis can be shown. Stretch the rubber
across the large end of a thistle tube as at
the right and fill the tube with a strong solu-
tion of sugar and water. Place in a con-
tainer of water and the latter mentioned
liquid will pass through the rubber and dilute
the sugar solution, causing it to rise in the

stem after several days. .1
Vortex Rings

\\\\\\\\h

'

RED
BALLOON

BALLOON RUBBER
STRETCHED OVER

END

Balloon Color Changing Trick

GREEN
BALLOON

Stretch a piece of
balloon rubber
over the end of a
cardboard tube
and a sheet of
paper over the
other. Cut a hole
in the paper end
and fill the tube
with smoke. Snap
the rubber e n d
with the finger and
a pronounced ring
of smoke will issue A
from the hole in
the opposite end

of the tube.

GREEN
BALLOON

INSIDE
To perform this startling trick, place a green balloon inside a red one, inflate the green balloon
and tie it. Inflate the red one slightly larger and exhibit. Cover with a handkerchief, break the

outer balloon with a pin and-bang-the color of the balloon appears to change.

Inflating Balloons

FOOTBALL
BLADDER

GAS JETS

BALLOON TO BE
FILLED WITH GAS

Balloons can be filled with illuminating gas by first
filling a football bladder .from the source as at A, and
then forcing the gas from the bladder into the balloon

as at B.

By setting up a gas generator as at right, placing sul-
phuric acid and zinc in the bottle, balloons can be filled
with hydrogen. Let generator run for several minutes

before filling the balloons.

Hydrogen Balloons
BALLOON TO
BE FILLED
WITH GAS

CORK --
TUBE
CORK ^-

LAMP CHIMNEY-
DRY CALCIUM

CHLORIDE /-
TUBE/

,BOTTLE

Osmosis Demonstration
EW

OLD LEVELLEVEL

BALLOON
RUBBER

Simple Telephone
CARDBOARD TUBES

,- 0R LAMP CHIMNEYS

STRING

BALLOON RUBBER'
STRETCHED OVER ENDS

simple telephone may be constructed as illustrated
above. The connecting string must be kept taut.

Cartesian Diver

BALLOON
RUBBER

RUBBER --
BANDS

AIR ---
VIAL OR

SMALL BOTTLE

WATER --

VASE, BOTTLE
HYDROMETER
JAR, GRADUAT

ETC.

PRESS

The principle of the Cartesian diver can he
demonstrated as above. The amount of water
in the vial is varied until pressure on the bal-
loon diaphragm causes it to sink. This action
is brought about by the pressing of the rub-
ber diaphragm Doing this makes displacement
of the vial smaller and consequently increases
the combined weight of the vial and contents.
Better results are obtained with an inverted

uncorked vial.

Hot Dogs
A AIRSHIP

I!H

Ani,

mmrr...,
Y // Í1.,H.!.

WIRE RINGS
By using large balloons that can be inflated
into elongated shapes as at A, model dirigibles
can be built. Using several small balloons con-
nected by wire rings as at B, imitation frank-

furters are made.
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Bath Tub Photographer's Table
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Photographers not fortunate enough to have a
room set aside for their developing and printing,
will find this new table a great aid to good and
quick work. Apart from its convenience, the lay-
out prevents developing solution from coming in
contact with the bath itself even if a great deal of
solution is spilled. Many developers are poisonous.
It will be noted in the diagram above that a
tray set into a wooden frame communicates directly
with the drain pipe of the tub. The developing
tray itself is placed in the larger tray. The layout

.3 easily and quickly removable.

The photograph
at the left shows
the arrangement
of the frame and
the dry table at

the back.

Although in this particular layout round curtain
poles were used to build the framework for the dry
table and tray, there is no objection to the use of
square wooden laths. Cross pieces are arranged to
fit the bath tub and they hold the frame securely in
place preventing it from sliding off the edge of the

tub. The drawing makes this clear.

Lawn Sprinkler
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Details and an assembly view of a simple lawn
sprinkler are given above. The conical shaped piece
over the funnel serves to spread the water outward.

-Dale R. Van Horn.

The photo at the
right shows the
developing table
and the tub brok-
en away to show
the hose connec-

tion.

It is obvious tha with the table shown here, spilled
developer is carried away directly into the main
drain pipe of the bath tub, for all developing is car-
ried on the large enameled steel dish into which
developing dishes are placed. The steel dish should
be large, at least eight to ten inches across. The
drain pipe is a short piece of brass tube soldered to
the under side of the dish after the enamel has been
chipped away in this part. After the brass tube is
soldered in place, a hole is drilled through the dish,
and then several coats of enamel are applied to re-
new the surface.-C. A. Oldroyd, Reporter No.

4433.

Drying Rack

An old umbrella frame fastened to a piece of plank
as a base makes an excellent indoor drying rack as
shown. The ends of the ribs should be bent upward
slightly so as to prevent the pieces from slipping off.

-Arthur Flinner.

FLY ! !

Build your own Sport Plane
Full details and working drawings
of a successful man -carrying air-
plane, capable of 90 miles per
hour, in the July number. Any of
the parts and different styles of en-
gines can be purchased if desired.
Plane is a beautiful speed type of
proven flying qualities. Need cost
no more than cheap automobile.

GREATEST HOW -TO -MAKE -
IT ARTICLE EVER PUB-

LISHED!
RESERVE YOUR JULY ISSUE

NOW!

Photo Diffuser
For diffusing the lower half of a portrait or group t
photograph, an excellent home-made diffuser such
as that shown can be employed. It is mounted on
an extension base that projects outwardly from the
camera and consists of a piece of cardboard cut out
to the desired shape, with the edges serrated as
shown. By employing different sizes and by regulat-

ing the position of the diffuser in relationship to
the lens of the camera, varying effects can be ob-
tained. It is quite necessary that the diffuser be not
too close or too far away from the lens and the best
of results can be determined only by experimenting.
A diffuser of this nature lends a very artistic touch

to photos, particularly portraits.

The details of
the diffuser sup-
port and of vari-
ous shapes of
diffusers a r e
shown at the
right. - Ricardo

Ludeke.

Winged Whirler
A winged whirl-
er that will rise
to great heights
when properly
constructed c a n
be easily made.
First a disk is
cut from tin 8
inches in diam-
ter and then a
circle is in-
scribed on this
disk 7 inches in
diameter. Twelve
radii are drawn
and cut part way
to the center as
shown. Alter-
nate ones are
bent up and the
remainder ben t
down. A square
hole is cut in the
center. A spool

's then obtained and a peg forced halfway into
it, the top of the peg being square as shown. This
square peg is to fit loosely in the hole in the disk. If
necessary, glue the peg into the spool. Now provide
a handle which may be a piece of broomstick and
drive a nail in the center as shown, cutting off the
nail head. Attach a piece of string to the spool by
means of a tack, place the spool on the nail in the
handle and wind up the string on the spool. Place
the tin disk on the square peg, grasp the handle in
one hand and string in the other and pull quickly.
The disk will spin and rise to a great height.-L. B.

Robbins.

,_F
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WRINKLES
RECIPES &, FORMULAS

Holding Tubes

CORK

1

CLAMP

1Ui3E

Edited by S. Gernsback

Ordinary laboratory clamps are frequently of
little use for holding small tubes. If, however,
a tube is placed in a one hole cork, it can be
readily held in a clamp as shown in the above

1 illustration. -F. R. Moore, Rep. No. 1993.

Protecting PIugs

SEALING
WAX

Short circuits often occur at the terminals of
plugs but if the depression shown is filled with
melted sealing wax, it will be found impossible
for such short circuits to take place.

-Adolph F. Lonk.

Glass Stand
MAGNIFYING GLASS

\ fI

PIECE OF
CLOCK
SPRING

\ SCREWS

BOARD 3' WIDE X 5. LONG

For use when
working on

watches or other
small objects,
the magnifying

glass stand
shown at the

left will be found
of great value.
A n y ordinary
magnifying glass
is supported by a

strip of clock
spring or other
metal at the re-
quired height.-

J. A. Mahan,
kep. No. 26,609

TANG

Garden Tool
PIPE COUPLING BROONIHANDLE

TEN PENNY__
NAILS -

A versatile garden tool can be made by follow -
lowing the details given in the above drawing.
A handle is equipped with a tang and several
different shaped tools are cut from sheet steel
and punched with square holes to fit the tang.
A rake is also made. -F. J. Wilhelm.

Punching Bag

An excellent punching bag is made by wrap-
ping a football in several layers of cloth, en-
casing the bundle as shown and suspending by
means of a stout cord and a length of old in-
ner tubes. -Frank Morella.

Oiler

FOUNTAIN
PEN

A self -filling
fountain pen

from which the

"'removed
point has been
removed make
an excellent

oiler for use on
small machin-
ery and in dif-
ficult places.
The pen is

flied with oil
which is then
conducted to

required place
and ejected by
operating the

self -filler in the
usual way. -
Arthur Moyer.

Starter Button

STARTER
BUTTON
The small starter buttons on cars can be en-
larged so as to give ample surface for the heel
by placing a cap as shown. A large disk is
soldered or welded to the cap which is made
with a gas pipe nipple. -F. J. Wilhelm.

GAS PIPE SLOTTED
AND PRESSED OVER
STARTER SUTTON

Barometer

-OiL FLASK

FRUIT JAR

FAIR

UNSETTLED.
STORMY

Set up the apparatus as shown above, using
any flask that may be at hand and fill the jar
half full of water. The higher the level of water
in the neck of the flask, the clearer weather
may be expected. -K. M. Rice.

Removing Stains

HOT WATER

LINEN

Tea, coffee and
fruit stains may
be removed by

placing the
stained portion
over a bowl as
shown above and
pouriiig boiling
water over the

stain from quite
a height. Con-

tinue pouring
until the stain
disappears. If
stubborn, use
Javelle water.

-Nina Jeffers.
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MODEL DEPARTMENT
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

I have been a happy reader of SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine for some time.
I just purchased my March copy from
the news dealer and was agreeably sur-
prised to note that you have started a
Model Department. This is what quite a
few of your readers have been waiting
for.

I am very anxious to start building a
model electric railway for 2% -inch gauge,
but not having much experience I am
somewhat handicapped. Would appreci-
ate iit'very much if you would publish
some information in your Model Depart-
ment in your magazine. Quite a few men
in Great Britain have given model rail-
ways a lot of attention and have produced
some fine models. In fact, I understand
that there are two firms in England that
manufacture model railway material ex-
clusively. Shall we let our English cous-
ins beat us at the model railway game?
I'll say not. Hoping to see something real
soon in your excellent magazine.

GEORGE H. GASSER,
Pittsburgh, Penna.

(If some of our readers will now send in their
locomotives or model electric railways which they
have built and enter those models in the SCIENCE
AND INVENTION trophy cup contest, we would be
glad to give the details of the construction and
print them in SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine.
This magazine also has a Blueprint Department
and furnishes the blueprints of all the models il-
lustrated in the pages of the magazine.

The fact of the matter is that model snaking
interests our many British friends to a greater ex-
tent, it would seem, than it does the American
populace. We find, however, that there are ogreat many model makers in the United States;
that massy of them find model making a wonderful
hobby, but inasmuch as they have no official organ
there have been no means heretofore for expressing
their opinions in books or magazines or giving
the details of the models of their construction in
any of our publications. It is now up to the read-
ers to demonstrate that the editor's opinion is well
founded and that there are model makers in the
United States.-EDITOR.)

THE MOON ON THE HORIZON
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

I beg to call your attention to the article found
in the February number of SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine, page 942, concerning the size of the
moon. The writer of that article tried to explain
why the moon appears larger to us when seen
on the horizon than when seen at the zenith. He
claims that it is an optical illusion due to an un-
conscious comparison made by the observer, be-
cause when we see the moon along the horizon we
can compare it with other objects, whilst such
comparison is out of the question when the moon
is seen poised in mid-air. I have met this ex-
planation also in several textbooks on physics, e. g.,
Black and Davis, but I must say that it has never
satisfied Inc.

I have lived for several years out on the West-
ern plains, where I had every opportunity of wit-
nessing the rise of the moon, along a horizon
which appeared to be a narrow, bleak line not
offset by the smallest object, and yet the moon
seemed to be larger. Then again I have seen
the moon in cities with their towering skyscrapers.
Now although the moon was seen just along the
side of a tower or some other huge office building,
still it appeared smaller. Although there was
every opportunity of making a comparison, the
mind obviously did not make it. About a year
ago I came across an explanation found in the
works of an old Greek Astronomer of two thousand
year ago, which seemed far more satisfactory. His
name is Posidonius and he lived in the last century
before Christ. He explains the optical illusion-
because it cannot be anything else-in this way:
The so-called dome of the heavens does not appear
to us in the form of a perfect hemisphere but as
a semispheroid, i. e., the part directly above us
seems much nearer to us than parts' along the
horizon. Now it is a matter of experience that
if two objects are seen at the same angle hut
under the impression that one is farther away, the
latter will invariably appear the larger to us.
Paradoxical as this may sound, it is perfectly
correct. I have tried it out many a time and
have found it uniformly correct. Another proof
of how far the old Greeks were ahead of us not
only in the theoretical principles of the exact
sciences but also in their practical application.

SALESIUS SCHNEWEIS,
Teacher of Physics,
St. Lawrence College.

Mt. Calvary, Wis.
(This interesting bit of logic is printed because

many of us _are very much interested in the ap-
parent increase in size of the moon at the horizon.
We wish to thank Mr. Schneweis for his interesting
letter.-EDITOR.)

A MODEL CLUB
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

I have been very much interested in your Model
Department and want to compliment you on the
exceptionally well detailed blueprints which this
deportment is furnishing, as well as try to tell you
in these few words about the advantages your
lance sized prints have. Although I have secured
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires to hear from its readers. It
solicits comments of general scientific interest, and will appreciate
opinions on science subjects. The arguments pro and con will be aired
on this page. This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will present
them in both palatable and unpalatable forms. So if you have anything
to say, this is the place to say it. Please limit your letters to 500
words and address your letters to Editor-The Readers Forum, cfo
Science and Invention Magazine, 53 Park Place, New York City.

blueprints from many concerns which furnish them,
I have never seen blueprints as sharp and clear
as yours are. Your prints leave nothing to the
imagination.

Now that SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
has started a Model Department, why not start
an International Model Engineering Society? I
for one would become an active member. This so-
ciety should have as one of its requirements a
condition that makes it necessary for everyone to
build at least one model of any kind whatever, and
to submit photographs at least of that particular

THE new scientific fic-
tion magazine,

AMAZING STORIES,
will be on the newsstands
May 10th. Here is a
magazine after your own

heart. Readers of this magazine who have
read the scientific fiction stories for years
will welcome AMAZING STORIES with
open arms.

The new magazine contains only scientific
type fiction stories and in the very first issue
there is a story, "Off on a Comet," by the
immortal Jules Verne, stories by H. G.
Wells, George Allen England, G. Peyton
Wertenbaker, and others from the pens
of the foremost scientific fiction writers.

AMAZING STORIES has secured the
sole rights to all of Jules Verne's stories,
written by this, the greatest of all scientific
fiction writers. All of these stories will ap-
pear in AMAZING STORIES.

Be sure to get your copy today.
The magazine is edited by Hugo Gems-

back.
PRICE 25c PER COPY.

model, to the society, and on those photographs
give the complete details and descriptions, such asstroke and bore of a cylinder, if it happens to be
a locomotive, the particular type of locomotivewhich it represents, and the particular outstand-
ing features which the model may have. The so-
ciety, for a small fee of let us say, $1.00 to $2.00,
could furnish all members with a pin and a cer-tificate of membership. It should be the mouth-
piece of the model makers and by means of pub-
lishing a small article, questions arising in the
mind of one of the members could be answered by
the other members who may have overcome the
difficulties in a unique way. Such an organiza-
tion is possible when one considers the circulation
of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine. With this
publication as its mouthpiece, an International
Model Engineering Society would be known
throughout the world. I am ready to send myname in immediately, provided that the member-
ship fee including the button and certificate will
not cost more than the amounts specified. Who
else is with me?

ROBERT J. MALLEY,
Chicago, Ill.

Dr. Hackensaw Is Back
THE Clement Fezandié "Hacken-

saw" stories which have run for
a long time in SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION will now be found in
AMAZING STORIES.

The first will be published in the
June issue of that magazine, now
on all newsstands.

(Now here is an interesting thought,
and certainly worthy of further con-
sideration. It would depend entirely up-
on the appeal a model engineering society
of this nature would have as to whether
such an organization could be started.
The expense of the membership could
be very low; the advantages many, and
the conditions of the membership should
be arranged by the model makers.

Now how many model makers are
there who would be interested in such
an organization? Let us hear from you.

Let us also have suggestions for the
conditions of membership. We think
that those conditions outlined in Mr.
Ma/lcy's letter arc very good. They can
undoubtedly be improved upon, but in-
asmuch as more heads are better than
one, we shall await information.

By the way, fellow model makers,
don't forget the silver cup which is be-
ing awarded every month for the best
model submitted. The model may be
an airplane, a submarine, a steam en-
gine, a locomotive, either electric or
steam, a generator, a ship, or what net.
-EDITOR.)

OBJECTS TO "READER'S FORUM'.'
POLICY

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
About a year ago, I got into an argument in

your Readers Forum about Evolution. You
wrote an editorial, with which I did not agree,
and I wrote you about it, telling you of my opin-
ion. You published this letter of mine and it
called forth several answers from various people
about the country which you also published. The
last one of these in the Editor's note, was a direct
challenge to me to have something further to
say about it. I gladly accepted the challenge,
but it seems that you did not have the nerve
to publish what I wrote. I highlyapprove of
your magazine from the scientific standpoint,and think that it is one of the best publish-
ed, but I do not approve of your Readers
Forum, if it is to be run that way. I started the
argument by writing you in answer to your edi-
torial, and you gave it a 'boost by publishing my
letter. Then when arguments against me came
back in answer to my letter, you published them,
and challenged me to have something more tosay, but when I said it, you would not give it
space. You won the argument, did you not? Of
course, you did, by the simple means of publishing
your side of it, and refusing space to my side.
That shows what kind of a penny scientist you
are. Your theory of evolution is correct simply
because you will not listen to the other side. That
is exactly what I said in my first letter, and you
have admitted it by backing down right at thetime when the argument began to get a good
start, and you realized that you might have a
little proving to do on the side if the readers of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine were to think
that I got the best of the argument.

Another little matter I would like to remark on.
In the last issue of your magazine you wrote an
editorial about souls getting together after death.
I suppose that you would argue that because
you cannot fully explain why grass grows, that itan fact does not grow. That is exactly the way
you argue in this article. If you would keep to
your science and let things like that alone, you
would not make yourself so absurd in the eyes
of the public. You are like the dentist that trys
to tell me what is wrong with my kidneys or the
doctor who tells me about my radio set. You are
talking of things that you know nothing about
when you get into things like evolution and what
happens to souls after death, and you are making
a straight monkey of yourself. If you would
stick to the things that you know, such as radio,
electricity, or in fact, any mechanical science you
would be a whiz, as you are apparently well up
on those things and know unusually well what you
are talking about, but when you get into specula-
tive science and philosophy, you are absurd.

I do not care whether or not you publish this,
as it is evident that a fair argument cannot be
conducted through the pages of your Readers
Forum, so why start one. However, if you have
anything to say about what I have said, you will
find me more than willing to argue, and to prove
anything that I have said.

A. M. RIORDAN.
Flagstaff, Arizona.

(We have printed Mr. Riordan's letter in its
entirety. At the top of this page will be found
a box stating that this magazine relishes criticisms
and will present them in palatable and unpalatable
forms. We do not know which particular form
of criticism the above letter represents. Mr.
Riordan is correct when he states that we did not
publish his answers to the arguments which arose
as a result of his letter. There are several rea-
sons for our not publishing them. Many have been
answered in textbooks and nothing more remains to
be said about those questions if the reader of those
textbooks has a knowledge of science.

This department is entirely too small to permit
discussion of one subject for a period of a year or
more.

Some of our writers probably do not know that
an argument can never he won by reflecting on a
person's knowledge about a certain subject. The
second part of Mr. Riordan's letter presents no
argument whatever and consequently requires no
answer. -EDITOR) .
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The Future of Radio Broadcasting
THE Radio Department of this

magazine has frequently received
queries from various interested
parties regarding the future of

radio broadcasting, and in this article we
will outline our idea of just what may
take place in the future. Of course, we
realize that the system suggested here is
of a radical nature and will require many

TELEPHONi

revolutionary changes in various phases
of radio before it can possibly be put into
use. As stated in an article appearing in
the October, 1925, issue of this publica-
tion, super -power is undoubtedly going
to be one of the solutions of the radio
broadcasting problems of the day. When
such stations are in use, we will be one
step nearer to the universal establishment
of a system such as is outlined in this
article and illustrated here.

In this discussion of the future of radio -

By A. P. PECK, Assoc. I.R.E.

phone transmission, we have disregarded
the use of radio television. There are
so many obstacles to this at the present
time that, although we believe that tele-
vision will eventually become an estab-
lished fact, still we do not believe that it
is worthy of consideration as yet in con-
nection with our entertainment. Radio-
phone broadcasting has now advanced to

DISTRIBUTING
BOARD

TUNED RADIO
RECEIVING SETS

will any two superpower stations be close
enough to each other to cause serious in-
terference. With the advent of the crys-
tal control for broadcasting stations, these
stations can be kept to their assigned
wave -lengths with such accuracy, that
there need be no fear of their straying
off their assigned frequencies and so caus-
ing trouble. This careful tuning of a

3 a b $ y s
.i 1 1 2

The future ci
radio illus-

trated.

The composite drawing directly above shows the author's concep-
tion of a system of world-wide radio broadcasting that may become
a reality in the near future. A complete description of this sys-
tem which has several novel points will be found in the accom-
panying text. Note that the subscriber does not have to personally

use or maintain any radio apparatus.

such a point that it is an accepted part of
the everyday life of millions of people
throughout the world. Therefore, we
shall deal only with radiophone and will
leave the discussion of television to some
future date.

When we consider the problem of
super -power transmission, it at once be-
comes obvious that when such stations
are erected, this work must be carried
through front judiciously selected points
throughout the country, so that in no case

transmitter will be an important factor
in any such system as the one we speak
of.

Although as a general thing monopolies
and trusts are considered to be rather bad
for industries, still we only have to refer
to the excellent record of the telephone
companies throughout the world in order
to show that a large, powerful and
wealthy company can give us the kind
of service that we need at a reasonable

(Continued on page 182)
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A Typical Month at WRNY
By CHARLES D. ISAACSON, Program Director

RUTH CONNE
Authority on fash-
ions and decora-
tions, who speaks
in WRNY's Wo-

men's Hour.

OSCAR SAENGER
One of the fore-
most of the world's
music masters, hag

a series at
WRNY.

EMMA
BURKHARDT

Contralto, broad -
c a s t from the
Charles D. Isaac-
son concert over

WRNY

SARA BAIR
Fine young Amer.
ican soprano who
appears frequently
on WRNY's pro-

grames.

YANG MAO YANG
Flutist, who gave
us the spirit of a
Chinese wedding
ritual at WRNY.

Lucille Collette
French violinist,
who has returned
to WRNY after a
tour of America.

Magdeleine Brard
Pianiste, now en
route to France,
who broadcast ex-
clusively through

WRNY here.
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EACH number on a WRNY pro-
gram is part of a carefully -balanced

whole of cultural and educational
values; the continuity being kept tip
through the year's courses in music,
science, sports, body building, the arts,
literature, religion, and many other
subjects, all dealt with in a compre-
hensive and systematized manner.
Should you leave your receiver tuned in
to WRNY, you would find a complete
and interesting series of broadcast pro-
grams; both entertaining and instruc-
tive, in such regular order that your
calendar and clock would inform you
what to expect. The sane artists and
lecturers of whom you are told in this
article reappear on corresponding eve-
nings each month, or are replaced by
others who give later numbers of the
sane series; for this reason the review
of a month at WRNY tells you what is
in store for you during the current and
coming month.-EDITOR.

t1 1: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 111111 11 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1::11 1 1: 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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N this article I am going to review the
activities of a recent month and tell you
some of the outstanding events. The
first Sunday included, of course, Dr.

Christian F. Reisner, in his "Hour of Re-
ligion," who brought with him the Girls'
Chorus from the Chelsea Methodist Church,
of which he is the pastor; Frederick Huls-
mann in one of his "Body Fit" talks; and
vocal and instrumental music by the Huls-
mann Trio, continuing thereby the ambitions
of a program that seeks to supply not only
the needs of the soul, but the body as well.

In the evening came one of the greatest of
concerts which New York has heard in many
a day-the Charles D. Isaacson concert
which was given free to the public at De
Witt Clinton Hall, and which was broadcast
over WRNY. At this concert the master
pianist of South America, Juan Reyes was
heard, as well as Alberto Terrasi, the opera -

(Continued on page 183)

ALEXIS KUUttsun QUARTETTE
Mr. Kudisch, Edward Goorno, Joachim Chass-
man and Rudolph Simonwitch, who give weekly

morning recitals at WRNY. (Left).
GEORGETTE NYRIELLE

WRNY'S ambassador to France, who broadcast
songs and an address, from the Eiffel Tower.

ALBERTO TER RASI
Baritone, w e 1 1
known throughout
the world, as Fig -
aro. He sings op-
eratic selections at

W RN Y.

Virginia Columbati
Coloratura of Eur-
o p e a n operatic
fame, conducts a
fortnightly series

at WRNY.

GLOSS EDWARDS
WRNY's new
press representa-
tive, who will also
conduct radio in-
terviews with ce-

lebrities.

Estelle W inweod
Famous actress,
now with "Taming
of the Shrew,"
who appears fre-
quently atWRNY.

ROCK FERRIIB
WRNY's official
organist; gives
Wednesday night
recitals f r o in
Temple Emanu-

El's organ..

THOMAS FRANCO
Directs violin en-
sembles of his pu-
pils at WRNY,
sometimes to the
number of twenty-

five.
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New "B" Eliminator Apparatus
Simplified Parts and Protective Device

STD. B
ELIMINATOR TRANS

Aid Construction

THERE are several different types of transformers and choke
coils on the market today that are applicable to "B" eliminator

use and one type is shown at the right, whereas others are shown
elsewhere on this page. In the illustration at the right, the trans-
former is shown in the center with flexible leads for input and out-
put. Choke coils are shown on either side of the transformer. Each
has sufficient inductance for use in a "B" eliminator and this set of
parts will be found quite satisfactory when properly connected with
the necessary rectifier tube, filter condensers, and controlling re-
sistors. These units are of small size, yet efficient and lend them-
selves readily to arrangement in a compact eliminator.-Photo

courtesy Dongan Electric Mfg. Co. E1i

IN order to show our readers what a compact layout of a "B"
eliminator can be obtained by using up-to-date apparatus, the

photo shown at the right is reproduced. It will be immediately
noted that the wiring is much simplified over the arrangements
used in some of the original "B" eliminators. There are only six
terminals on the condenser block and these are very quickly and
easily connected to the rest of the circuit. In the older types of
instruments, each connection had to be soldered to the condenser
lugs. With the block condenser, all of this trouble is done away
with and each wire can be tightly clamped in a binding post. Time
and trouble are both saved by employing a block condenser of this
type and the resul:ing "B" eliminator unit can be made more com-
pact than with the old style condensers of many separate units. In
the complete assembly of the "B" eliminator shown, two separate
choke coils are employed and they are housed in separate casings
These are the two 30 -henry chokes shown on the diagram at the

top of this page. Photo courtesy Acme Apparatus Co.+

I

RIGHT: All of the nec-
essary fixed condensers

for the filter circuit of a
"B" eliminator are incorpor-
ated in a single unit with the
necessary terminals as shown.
- Photo courtesy Tobe

Deutschmann Co.

THE drawing at the left shows how the new block of
fixed condensers for a "B" eliminator filter circuit is to

be hooked up with any standard apparatus. Note that while
the condenser block contains all the filter condensers, two
other fixed units with a capacity of .1 m.f. each must be em-
ployed for connection across the transformer secondary as
shown in the illustration. These take care of surges in the
E -ME secondary when the circuit is closed.

IT must be remembered that a "B" eliminator is a power device
and is to be operated on a source of current where a short cir-

cuit may prove disastrous. For this reason, a circuit breaker such
as that shown at the left should be employed. This device is not
only a circuit breaker for use in the 110 volt A.C. lines, but it is
also a manually operated switch. Two buttons are placed on it, one
for closing the circuit and the other for opening. The electro-
magnet in this instrument is so designed that if the "B" eliminator
is overloaded, the magnet will attract the armature and the switch
will snap open, breaking the A.C. circuit. When the trouble is
rectified, the circuit breaker can be reset by pressing the red but-
ton that rests on the armature. Photo courtesy Precise _lffg. Corp.<

WHERE "B" Eliminator units are used in which the choke
coils are placed in one casing, the wiring of the complete as-

sembly is still further simplified and the eliminator can be placed
in about the smallest possible space. In the illustration at the left,
it appears that only a single choke coil is employed, but this is not
the case as two choke coils are incorporated in the single case shown
directly back of the special rectifier tube. This eliminator shown
is of exactly the same type as that described ill detail in the April,
1926 issue of this magazine. The only difference between this unit
and the one heretofore described is that a block condenser is used in
the filter circuit and a slightly different arrangement of apparatus
is employed. In its technical aspects, however, the eliminator is
exactly the same and the choke coils and transformer are of the
same make as used ill the other eliminator. Ally reader desiring
further information on the apparatus described on this page may
obtain same upon request to the Radio Editor, inclosing a stamped
self-addressed envelope for a reply. Photo at left courtesy General
E -4/E Radio Co.-A.P.P.
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The Radio Constructor
Adding Another Stage of Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification to the

Ever Popular Browning -Drake Receiver

THE Browning -Drake receiver of ex-
actly the same type as that described
in the September, 1925, issue of this
magazine has been the writer's favor-

ite for a good many months. However, there
was just one objection to the original re-
ceiver that detracted from its other good
qualities. This was caused by the fact that

By WILLIAM A. VOORHEES

is no tickler coil in the instrument located
between the first and second R. F. tubes.

After the apparatus was all selected and
brought to hand, it was laid out according
to the drawing given in Fig. 2. The reason
that no photographs are available regarding
this set is because the finished receiver did
not lend itself very well to photographic

The complete circuit diagram of the augmented Browning -Drake receiver
is shown in Fig. 1 above. The letters assigned to the various instruments
are used for reference in the text and also in the instrument layout shown

it was not quite as selective as it might be,
particularly in the location in which it was.
used. Only a few miles from WJZ's new
super -power station, that station was received
on a number of points on the dial and
this was annoying to a certain extent. There -
f ore, the writer conceived the idea of plac-
ing an additional stage of tuned radio fre-
quency amplification in this set and so by
introducing another tuned filter circuit, in-
creasing the selectivity to a point where
there would be absolutely no interference
from WJZ and where "DX" stations could
be tuned in with greater volume than was
possible before.

In the original receiver upon which work
was started, manufactured coils and con-
densers of the same type as shown in the
above mentioned article were used, and,
therefore, another one of the same kind of
detector coils and of condensers was ob-

tained. The tickler coil was removed to-
gether with its shaft and supporting brackets.
The remaining coil and its condenser was
then employed for tuning the grid circuit of
the second stage of radio frequency ampli-
fication and it was hooked up as shown in
the circuit diagram given in Fig. 1 here.
You will note that the coils indicated by PI
and SI are exactly the same as those let-
tered PD and SD. The only difference is
that the coils in the detector circuit are
equipped with a third coil indicated by T
and operating as a tickler coil, whereas there

ó
+8 +B +B +C
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SI-Secondary of intermediate T. R.
F. coil.

PD-Primary of detector tuning coil.
SD-Secondary of detector tuning coil.
T-Tickler coil.
AFTI-3 to 1 ratio audio frequency

transformer.
AFT2--2 to 1 ratio audio frequency

in Fig. 2. By following the directions given and by careful adjustment of
the neutralization and of the tuning controls, some excellent and unusual

results can be obtained from this two stage tuned R.F. receiver.

purposes. It was hooked up in a hurry so
as to quickly find the results that could be
obtained with the arrangement.

PARTS USED
For the construction of the coils to be

used in a receiver of this nature, we would
refer the readers to the September, 1925,
issue of this publication. All the necessary
data are contained therein and it is only
necessary to make an addifional detector coil,
less the usual tickler for use in tuning be-
tween the first and second stages of radio
frequency amplification. In case the reader
does not desire to make his own coils, these
can be obtained ready-made and a letter ad-
dressed to the Radio Editor will bring in-
formation as to where they can be pur-
chased.

The following parts were used in the con-
struction of this set and the letters given

Left: Fig. 2 shows the
general layout of the re-
ceiver described on this
and the following page.
The layout of the coils has
been determined so as to
produce the least amount
of interstage coupling
and therefore to reduce
the possibility of uncon-
trollable self -oscillation in

the R.F. stages.

refer to those shown on the drawing in Figs.
1 and 2.

PARTS
C-.0001 mf. fixed condenser.
C1-.0005 mf. variable condenser.
C2 and C3-.00035 mf. variable con-

denser.
C4-.00025 mf. grid condenser.
C5-.001 mf. blocking condenser.
C6-.0005 mf. fixed condenser.
A-Antenna coil.
PI-Primary of intermediate T. R. F.

coil.

transformer.
CN-Neutralizing condensers.
R, Rl, R4 and R5-Fixed filament

control resistors.
R2-Variable grid leak.
R3-Standard rheostat.
J-Double circuit jack.
J1-Single circuit filament

jack.
S-Filament switch.
CB -4/2- to 6 -volt "C" battery.

R.F. AMPLIFIERS
It is generally conceded that the small dry

cell types of tubes such as UX-199 make
excellent radio frequency amplifiers. If such
tubes are employed, they can be used in
connection with a 6 -volt storage battery by
using the correct type of automatic fila-
ment -control resistors. In this way the fila-
ment current consumption is cut down and
very good radio frequency amplification is
obtained.

All of the filaments in this receiver can
he controlled by automatic resistors with
the exception of the detector tube which
should have a good type of rheostat in the
filament circuit. It is advisable to use stor-
age battery tubes of the UX-201A type for
the detector and audio frequency amplifiers
as they will invariably give the best satis-
faction. However, if it is desired to do so.
the smaller tubes of the UX-199 type can
be used throughout.

OPERATION
After the set has been completely wired

up as shown in Fig. 1 and you have checked
every connection for correctness, you are
ready to try out this receiver. Turn on the
filaments by closing switch S and advance
the tickler coil T. The set will invariably
squeal. Probably the R. F. tube circuits
will also oscillate and this must be con-
trolled by very careful and minute adjust-
ment of the neutralizing condensers, CN.
The usual method of neutralization can then
be carried through. To do this, remove the
resistor, R, from its clip after a fairly loud
signal has been tuned in, and you will
undoubtedly still be able to hear the station.

control
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Then change the position of the movable part
of the first neutralizing condenser until the
signal disappears or is heard at its lowest
intensity. Then replace the resistor, R, and
remove Rl. Adjust the second neutralizing
condenser for lowest signal intensity and
then the set is ready for operation. You
can tune in stations on the squeal by ad-
vancing the tickler T, until the detector cir-
cuit oscillates and then rotating the dials of

voltages until the very best of results are
obtained. This will often clear up much
trouble found with self -oscillation of the
circuits and will make the set much quieter
in operation and easier to handle. In case
you cannot obtain satisfactory results due
to oscillation in the R. F. circuits, it is a
very good idea to insert a 100- to 1,000 -ohm
resistance in series with the radio frequency
"B" battery lead as indicated by X in Fig.

If a greater degree of electivity is desired than is usually obtained with
the Browning -Drake receiver, it is quite possible to couple the antenna
circuit inductively as shown in the above perspective and schematic

diagrams.

condensers Cl, C2 and C3 simultaneously.
If the set is correctly constructed you will
find that these three dials will read very
nearly alike and, therefore, logging of sta-
tions will be an easy matter and the tuning
should not be difficult.

"B" BATTERY VOLTAGES
When using a set of this nature, it is

Often found that the "B" battery voltages,
particularly for the R. F. amplifier and
detector are very critical. It is absolutely
necessary that you carefully adjust these

The construction of an an-
tenna coil for use in in-
ductive coupling as shown
in the diagram in Fig. 3
is a very simple matter
and the exact method of
doing this is shown in the
diagram at the right. The
data are given in the text.
The finished coil should
be of such a size that it
will fit snugly within the
standard Browning -Drake
antenna coil and so re-
quire no additional sup-

port.

1. Changing the value of this resistance
will enable you to control very critically the
plate voltage applied to the radio frequency
tubes.

If after you hook up this receiver you do
not obtain perfect results the first time you
try it, do not condemn it immediately. It
has wonderful possibility for "DX" reception
and for sharpness of tuning. It is quite
possible that you may not be able to com-
pletely neutralize it with the condenser CN.
If such is found to occur, you can reduce
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the possibility of radiation and the conse-
quent interference with nearby receivers by
introducing an untuned primary coil in the
antenna circuit as shown in Fig. 3. This
coil can be constructed as in Fig. 4 and
placed within the present antenna coil indi-
cated by A in Fig. 1. This coil may be
wound on a smaller tube than that employed
by coil A and may consist of about 10 turns
of No. 20 D.C.C. wire.

RESISTANCE NEUTRALIZATION
Another system that aids considerably in

controlling a receiver of this nature which
is inherently unstable and unsatisfactory in
operation unless very carefully handled is to
use the resistance method of neutralization.
There are losses to be found when using this
system, but these losses are often compen-
sated for by increased ease of handling and
quietness of operation. The method consists
of placing a resistance, variable from 100 to

(Continued on page 189)

New Device Prevents Radiation

Above: Radiation preventer for use with any
regenerative receiver.

Photo courtesy DeForest Radio Co.

EVEN though the battle has been waged for
several years against radiation from re-

generative receivers still there is a lot of this
nuisance still to be found in congested radio
districts. It is a very simple matter to pre-
vent radiation to a very great degree and at
the same time to increase the range and
selectivity of your receiver by employing the
little instrument described here. Consisting
of an R.F. choke and a small fixed conden-

MM

RADIATION PREVENT ER

PjmnfeKSID_

R.E CHOKE

FIXED CONDENSER

+221V.

_illii iIiII2
The radiation preventer, hooked to a receiver
in the proper manner is shown in the above

diagram schematic circuit

ser the device, when connected to a standard
regenerative receiver as shown, transforms
that receiver into one employing an effective
stage of radio -frequency amplification in
addition to the regular receiver. This is
done without the use of any additional tubes
by employing a very simple reflex circuit.
Furthermore, no radical circuit changes on
your regenerative receiver are necessary.

Three binding posts are provided on the
top of the radiation preventer as shown and
these are connected to the plate of the first
A.F. tube, to the grid of the detector and
to the phones or second A.F. transformer as
the case may be. The ground ís connected
to the filament circuit in the usual manner.

The photograph at the right shows the internal
construction of the radiation preventer. The
tube over the extreme left-hand machine -screw
forms, in connection with that screw, the fixed

condenser.

+67z -90V.
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It is acknowledged that one of the most
efficient forms of coils is that which does not
have any solid material for supporting it. The
various photographs on this page show how
self-supporting coils of the type illustrated
directly above can be readily made on a form
that is constructed from heavy paper. For
the experimenter who is always trying out
different circuits, this system is particularly
interesting. If you make up two or three
different sizes of winding forms, you will al-
ways be ready to make a coil that will suit
any particular purpose. By making a long
form, any number of turns within reason can
be wound.

To make the winding form, rule a sheet
of heavy paper as shown above, making the
lines about one inch apart. If a larger form
is desired, draw these parallel lines at a
greater distance front each other. Draw the
lines fairly heavily so that they can be easily
followed. The length of the winding form
will depend upon the coils that the reader de-
sires to make. Make it long enough to af-
ford a good grip while winding.

After the paper has been carefully ruled,
crease it along each of the ruled lines. After
this has been done, the form can be made up
with any desired number of sides. The one
shown in the other illustrations is of hexa-
gonal shape, although any number of sides
from five to ten could just as well be em-
ployed. For all around purposes, six or
eight sides will be found a most convenient
number. After the number of sides has been
decided upon, proceed to fasten the form.

Simple Pickle Bottle Coils
An Easy Method of Making Self -Supporting Coils

By HERBERT E. HAYDEN

The start of the
winding on a home-
made six -sided
form is shown at
the right. A strip
of adhesive tape in-
dicated by the pen-
cil is first laid on
the form, sticky
side up. This strip
of tape is to be
twice as long as the
finished winding.
The winding should
start about one -
third of the dis-
tance from one end
of the tape and pro-
ceed toward t h e
other end. 3.0-*

After removing the coil, a thin strip of col-
lodion should be painted lengthwise of the
coil at each corner. The application of the
collodian with a small brush is shown at the
right. Although the coil that is illustrated
is quite narrow, still the sizes that can be
made are almost unlimited, providing the
winding is smooth and even throughout its
length. For coils of this nature, the wire
used should not be larger than No. 20 D.C.C.
or smaller than No. 26 D.C.C. Probably No.
22 D.C.C. will be found to be about the best
all around size.

Ordinary surgeon's adhesive tape is em-
ployed for fastening the winding form to-
gether and making it sufficiently rigid to
withstand the st-csses of winding. The illus-
tration at the immediate left shows the ap-
plication of the tape .to a six -sided form.
Be sure that the form is quite strong before
you start windirg wire upon it.

E-4l(
In order to make the

finished winding quite
strong, at least two
pieces of adhesive tape
should be used and
they should be placed
upon opposite faces of
the form. The winding
should be performed
very smoothly in order
to present a neat ap-
pearance and after it is
finished, one end of the
strip of tape is folded
back over the winding.
Then the other end is
folded over ill the same
way so that it overlaps
the first mentioned end.
The result will appear
as shown in the illus-
tration at the left.
After both adhesive
tape strips have been
fastened in this way,
the winding can be
carefully slipped off of
the form.
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RADIO ORACLE
In this Department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this department cannot be answered free. A charge of 50c. is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.

FENWAY SUPER -HET
(468) Q. 1. Samuel Croslev, Memphis, Tenn.,

asks: Kindly give a circuit diagram and special
coil specifications for the so-called Fenway Super-
heterodyne, showing how to connect the switch for
changing over from four tubes to nine by eliminat-
ing the intermediate frequency amplifiers and the
second detector.

A. 1. The Fenway Super -heterodyne, the dia-
gram of which is reproduced in these columns

CAM -
SWITCH

.00035
MF.

6 OR 10--""
OHM RHEO.

00035

.00035.
MF .00025 MF.

, uf

L5

and the oscillator condenser can be grounded to
their respective shields, but the first detector tun-
ing condenser must be carefully insulated from the
metallic parts. The reason for this can be readily
seen by referring to the connections given in the
diagram. In all cases,- keep inductances that are
enclosed within shields at least 1/ inches away
from the metallic shield. This should be observed
not only in connection with this particular set,
but in all radio receivers.

He asks us to give him some advice on this elimina-
tor.

A. 1. We have communicated with the au-
thor of the article you mention in your letter
of recent date and he has offered several sug-
gestions which may aid you in making your "B"
battery eliminator work correctly. In the first
place, your "B" eliminator unit may be positioned
too close to the receiving set. It should be at
least 4 or 5 feet distant therefrom. It is also 
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The Fenway Super -Heterodyne is the latest set that has captured the
attention of radio fans throughout the country and in answer to numer-
ous inquiries received relative to this set, we are showing the complete
circuit diagram of it directly above. It is possible to obtain complete

consists of a single stage of tuned radio frequency
amplification, placed ahead of an ordinary eight -
tube Super -heterodyne employing a local oscillator,
two detectors, three intermediate frequency ampli-
fiers and two audio frequency amplifiers. In the
diagram given it will be noted that a cam switch
is employed for changing over from a four -tube
to a nine -tube set, eliminating the intermediate fre-
quency amplifier and the second detector. With
this Super -heterodyne, any standard type of inter.
mediate frequency transformers can be employed.
The input coil should be the one designed
for use with the particular transformers.

The coils L and Ll consist of 84 turns of No.
32 D.C.C. wire on a 2 -inch form. This can be
tapped at sonic point along its length, which may
be best determined by experimentation, for the
ground connection, giving the effect of an auto -
transformer as indicated in the diagram. A
standard three -circuit tuner with the tickler re-
moved or not used may be connected as the an-
tenna coil. The parallel tuning condenser should
then be of the size required for the particular
coupler employed.

The coupling coil that is placed between the
radio frequency amplifier and the first detector
has two parts, a stator and a rotor. The stator is
234 incites in diameter and is wound with 63 turns
of No. 32 D.C.C. wire. This winding is split
in the middle so as to allow the passage of the
rotor shaft. The rotor comprises a coil 1yy
inches in diameter by 1 7/16th inches long wound
with 24 turns of No. 32 D.C.C. wire. These two
coils, the rotor and stator coils, are indicated by
L2 and L3 respectively in our diagram.

The oscillator coils are wound as follows. Coil
L5 is first wound on a 2% -inch form and consists
of 84 turns of No. 32 D.C.C. wire. L6 is wound
directly alongside of L5 and is started 14th of an
inch distant. It consists of 25 turns of No. 32
D!C.C. wire. Directly over the end of L5 that
is furthest away from L6, place a strip of empire
cloth and over this cloth wind coil L4 which con-
sists of 10 turns of No. 32 D.C.C. wire. All of
these coils are wound in the same direction.

It is often found necessary in order to obtain
good operation to shield parts of this set. This
is accomplished by placing the parts to be pro-
tected in 1/32 -inch thick copper boxes. The reader
can design his own type of boxes with very little
trouble. Three of them will be necessary. The
first one encloses the first R.F. tube, the antenna
coupler, a .5 mf. condenser which may he con-
nected in series with the ground and which is
optional and the variable condenser that tunes the
antepna coil secondary. The second box shields

M the first detector tube, its grid leak and condenser,
tlfe .5 mf. condenser connected across part of the
poteniometer and the tuning condenser for the
input circuit of the first detector. The third and
last metal box encloses the oscillator tube, the
oscillator coils, the .5 mf. condenser connected
tram + 135 volts to ground and the oscillator
tuning condenser. The antenna tuning condenser

blue prints covering this receiver at a nominal charge and all of the nec-
essary parts can also be purchased. A letter addressed to the Radio
Editor will bring complete information relative to the obtaining of the

blue prints and of the parts, including the necessary shields.

GENERATOR FOR TRANSMITTER
(469) Q. 1. H. C. Davidson, Montreal, Canada,

asks how a generator may be connected to the
transmitter described in the December, 1925, issue
of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine, said genera-
tor to take the place of the rectified A.C. current
supply shown.

A. 1. It is merely necessary to connect the ter-
minals of the generator in place of the output of
the rectified and filtered A.C. circuit. Connect
the positive pole of the generator to the plate
through the R.F. choke and connect the negative
,,ole to the filament circuit.

SHARP TUNING WITH CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

(470) Q. 1. Lester Delaney, -New York City, has
a crystal detector set using a fixed coupler for the
tuning arrangement. The antenna circuit is un -
tuned, while the secondary is tuned by means of
a variable condenser. He asks: Can you tell me
how to increase the selectivity of this set?

A. 1. Crystal detector types of receiving sets
are inherently broad in tuning, although in some
cases it is possible to produce a semblance of sharp-
ness. In your particular instance, we would advise
you to increase the coupling between the primary
and secondary coils. This will, of course, result
in slightly decreased volume, but you will notice
an over-all increase in selectivity. This is of
particular value in congested districts and will
undoubtedly solve your interference problems.

ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER
(471) Q. 1. Robert K. Jones, Chicago, Ill., is

contemplating the construction of a complete trans-,
mitting set using rectified A.C. for supplying the
plate voltage to a UX-210 tube. He asks how many
cells should be used in his electrolytic rectifier,
since this is the type that he desires to use for
changing the current from A.C. to pulsating D.C.

A. 1. It is safe to figure about fifty volts per
cell in an electrolytic rectifier for transmitting
purposes. Presupposing that you use a transformer
with the secondary tapped in the center and deliv-
ering 550 volts on either side of the center tap,
use 11 jars in each of the outside secondary leads
or a total of 22 jars in all. The method of connect-
ing an electrolytic rectifier with this type of trans-
former was clearly shown in The Radio Constructor
article appearing in the December, 1925, issue of
this magazine. We would suggest that anyone
interested in transmitting refer to this article for
further information.

"B" ELIMINATOR
(472) Q. 1. Frank Wiesuski, Los Angeles,

Calif., built the "B" eliminator described by Max
Ruhne in the September, 1925, issue of SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine and says that he has
liad some trouble with it due to a reproduced hum.

true that if a perfect ground connection is not
employed, a hum will be present. Be sure that
your ground wire is securely clamped or soldered
to a cold water pipe or to a 7- or 8 -foot length of
1 -inch iron pipe driven in the ground. Still an-
other suggestion is that you connect another
capacity from the positive detector post to the
negative "B." Use a %- or 54-mfd. condenser
between these two points. If there is a by-pass
condenser from the negative "A" to the positive
"B" binding post in the receiving set itself, take
it out as it is not necessary and may be causing
sonic trouble. Then again, if there is no connec-
tion between your filament circuit and the ground,
one should be placed in the circuit for otherwise
the eliminator will not operate correctly. We are
quite sure that one of these points will be the so-
lution to your trouble.

FOUR TUBE SET
(473) Q. 1. Horace Potter, East Orange,

N. J., says that his radio set gives plenty of
volume but the reproduced tones are not clear. He
lists the apparatus employed and asks us to help
him in locating his troubles.

A. 1. Probably the addition of a 3- to 4% -volt
"C" battery to your radio set would aid in clear-
ing up your trouble. Also. there is a possibility
that one or another of your tubes is poor and does
not function properly. Changing tubes around in
the set might help you out as might also the ad-
dition of a good variable grid leak, properly ad-
justed.

T. R. F.
(474) Q. 1. George Rayner, Newark, N. J.,

wants to know: Do you consider a variometer
to be superior to an inductance coil and variable
condenser for use in a tuned radio frequency re-
ceiver, where one or the other of the instruments
are to be used as the tuned radio frequency trans-
former?

A. 1. No, we do not. A tuned radio frequency
receiver employing single layer inductance coils
and variable condensers for tuning them will usu-
ally be found far superior in many ways to a
similar type of receiver using variometers for the
variable tuning units. The variometer set will he
found to be much broader in tuning than the other
type.

RESISTANCE VERSUS TRANSFORMER
($75) Q. 1. F. G. Nicholas, McCleary, Wash.,

asks us to compare a three -stage resistance coupled
audio frequency amplifier with a two -stage trans-
former coupled unit.

A. 1. While a three -stage resistance coupled
amplifier will give clarity far excelling the ordin-
ary two -stage transformer coupled audio frequency
amplifier. their volumes will be about equal one
to the other.
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HEATED ARGUMENT
"Mandy, why don' y'u gib me mo' 'lectrical

treatment fo' mah rheumatics?"
"Go 'long, Niggah, Ah done offe'ed to gib

y'u mo" 'lectrics, an' y' 'fused."
"Listen heals, Mandy, y'u made me hot;

coa'se ah 'fused !"-(Miss) Ruth E. Millard.

FOR LIGHT-HEADED STUDENTS
READER: "Have you some good light read-

ing?"
LIBRARIAN : "We have several books on

the gas industry and some on ballooning.
Which would you prefer?"-John H. Spicer.

DON'T LIKE THE PESKY THINGS
VISITOR: "Ah, this is the place for book-

worms."
"LIBRARY JANITOR: "Well, you'll not find

any here. We fumigate regularly."-John
H. Spicer.

USE A SPIKE AS A NEEDLE
M A GI STRATE'

"Are you sure he
was drunk?"

MINION OF THE
LAW : "Well, his
wife said he
brought home a
manhole co v e r
and tried to play
it on the Gramo-
phone. -Herman
Splett.

I WANNA KNOW
RADIO EXPERT (just awakened by loud

noise from telephone) : "Radio Shop."
"Hello, we're holding a dance to radio

music on that set I bought of you last week."
"Well ?"
"I want to know which dial to turn to

make it play faster."
"Ding -a -ling! ! ! !"-J. G. Villepigue, Rep.

No. 23127.

USE THEM FOR LOUD SPEAKERS
"Gimme a shoehorn."
"Ya don't need a shoehorn, anyone can

hear your shoes coming."-Clement Don-
nelly, Rep. No. 25786.

THE SIXTH SENSE
I
FIGURE IT
1 OUT!
rr

A dog can bark
and a rooster
crow

Because they are
built that way,
you know.

My set can't see,
smell, taste or
feel

So why in thun-
der does it

squeal ?-Normal I. Schiller.

DOES HE WANT TO RECOVER
THE PRICE?

FARMER (who had bought a tire cover a
few days before) : " Looky har! I want
my money back."

SALESMAN: "What is wrong with the
tire cover?"

FARMER: "Why, I hadn't driv more than
twenty miles on it before it wore out. And
another thing, it didn't pertect that thar tire
a bit."-Billy Runyon.

IT IS DONE FOR TIDINESS
A little boy standing on the beach watch-

ing the tide go out exclaimed to his mother
who was beside him, "Oh, mama, who pulls
the plug out of the ocean?"-Miss Gladys
Rose.

Scientific Humor
First, Prize $3.00

YES, THEY BROADCAST
EVERYTHING

A young
/ boy, who has

1)-
- J A been forbidden

to smoke, is
"listening in"
('to station
WRNY a n d
smoking a cig-
arette. Hear-
ing his father
coming, he

quickly throws the cigarette in the
loud speaker.

FATHER: "Son,'look! the radio is on
fire!"

SON: "Oh, no, father, don't worry.
That's Station WRNY broadcasting a
big fire in New York."-Gerald
Douglass.

,E receive daily from one to
r fr two hundred contributions to

this department. Of these only
one or two are available. We desire to
publish only scientific humor and all
contributions should be original if pos-
sible. Do not copy jokes from old_
books or other publications as they
have little or no chance here. By
scientific humor we mean only such
jokes as contain something of a scien-
tific nature. Note our prize winners.
Write each" joke ón a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only on one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please
do not enclose return postage.

All jokes published here are paid
for at the rate of one dollar each, be-
sides the first prize of three dollars
for the best joke submitted each
mouth. In the event that two people
send in the same joke so as to tie for
the prize, then the sum of three dollars
in cash will be paid to each one.

WHERE CHEMISTRY IS NEEDED
PROFESSOR: "1'd like to know the names

of a few good reducing agents."
Six CO-EDS (in chorus) : "So would we!"

-Julius Schreiber.

ARE THEY CELIBATES?
"How do bees dispose of their honey?"
"They cell it."-H. E. Hudec, Rep. No.

23475.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE

"I am begin-
ning to get a lot
out of chemistry,"
said the student,
as he walked out
of the laboratory
with ten dollars
worth of labora-
tory apparatus.-
Hymen Bushlo-
witz.

BUY A STERILIZER
Gossip : "My husband thinks kissing trans-

mits germs. Does yours?"
NEIGHBOR: "No, my husband thinks that

germs are mostly transmitted by money, and
he's very careful not to hand me any."-
Alice Bushlowitz.

WHY NOT?
PROFESSOR: "I take pleasure in giving you

81 in mathematics."
STUDENT: "Make it 100, sir, and thorough-

ly enjoy yourself."-Elwyn Hudec.

IT WILL BE WOUND DOWN
WHEN HE GETS IT

SISTER: "Jim, go upstairs and get my
watch."

JIM : "Aw wait awhile and it'll run down
itself."

SISTER: "Yes, but you know ours is a
winding staircase."-Richard Buchanan.

BAD MANNERS
SCIENCE: "I see you sold your car."
RA -D -o -NEWS : "Yes, it smoked every time

I used tobacco'r (to back her). F. J. Wil-
helm.

MAYBE HE ATE IT,
DAFFY: "Talk

about nightmares.
Last night I
dreamed I was
eating Shreaded
Wheat  Biscuits
and when I woke
up about half of
the mattress was
gone.-Lee. War-
ren, Rep. N o .
25986.

NOT SUN -SPOTS
TEACHER: "Where else is iron found,

James?"
JAMES : "Well, I know there is some iron

in our bodies."
WILLIE (out loud) : "Now I know what

those things are on Johnny's face. He must
have forgotten to wipe his face dry and the
iron rusted."-H. Feinstein.

SOME ARE AS INTELLIGENT
1ST RADIO BUG: "I thought I had China on

my radio last night but I was mistaken."
2ND RADIO BUG: "How so?"
1sT RADIO BUG: "I found out it was my

son practicing some new college yells."-
Chester Kennedy.

DONE ON THE
WHITE: "Smith

was as mad as
hops last night!"

BLACK : "How
come?"

WHITE: "He
slept in one of
those new -(angled
beds that wash
your face, comb
your hair, shine
your shoes, and give you a cup of hot coffee."

BLACK: "What of it?"
WHITE : "He got in the wrong way; and

it poured the coffee down his pants, washed
and combed his shoes, and blacked his face."
-Henry Huff.

READY FOR THE BLOW OFF
DUPLEX: "How do you know he intends to

get you lit up tonight?"
BUNGALOW: "He wired me today."

James Clyde Bailey.

A BACK BREAKER
A man walking along a highway was over-

taken by a storm and sought refuge under a
bridge. While under the bridge the storm
wrecked it killing the man. After the body
was removed the coroner viewed it and sent
in this report: "Death due to fallen arches."
-Frederick Schneider.
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LATEST PATENT

NEW GAME INVOLVES SKILL AND CHANCE
IlWEIGHTED

k__FIGURE

No. 1,576,515 issued to Robert L. Kinney protects a game that consists of
three essential parts, namely a target, a weighted figure of a man and a
projecting device. The purpose of the game is to throw the weighted figure
from the spring -actuated catapult toward the target placed some distance

MEMO PAD

CLAMP

PENCIL
HOLDER

MEMO PAD

No. 1,570,430 issued to Clyde L.
Bowers describes the telephone mem-
orandum equipment illustrated. The
memo pad is fastened to a metallic
support which in turn is clamped to
the telephone stand. A pencil re-
ceptacle is provided for that easily

lost implement.

STAMP
SPACE

FOR
FINGERS

RUBBER
STAMPS

/

No. 1,576,778 issued to Harold P.
Morton relates to the mounting of as
multiplicity of rubber stamps on a
single member so that each stamp
will be available for instant use. The
details of the system will be easily
grasped by reference to the above il-

lustration.

CUFF LINK

No. 1,574,431 issued to Walter E.
Lena was allowed on the elastic cuff
link shown above. The essential part
of this invention lies in the method of
fastening the elastic strip to the end
buttons by means of a folded metallic
member that grips the elastic band
tightly and prevents it from being

pulled out of the button.

PHONOGRAPH TONE
ARM

OPENINGS

CLOSURE PLATE

No. 1,570,308 issued to John Koranek
relates to a head for a phonograph
tone arm that enables the user to
employ the phonograph horn for
both radio and phonograph record
reproduction. This is accomplished
by means of a system such as that
shown above wherein a rotatable
closure plate opens the tone arm into
the curved arm connecting to the
sound box or into the radio repro-
ducing unit. This is accomplished
merely by turning the radio repro-
ducing unit through 180° in the de-

sired direction.

away, whereupon the player scores according to the number assigned to
the depression in which the man lands upright. The success of the system
depends upon the weight placed in the base of the figure which keeps it in

an upright position at all times.

KEY CARRIER

COVER KEYS

No. 1,577,367 issued to Leroy L
Salfisberg protects the type of key
carrier shown above wherein the keys
are fastened to a metallic strip by
means of a removable machine screw,
the strip protecting the keys and the
entire assembly providing ready ac-

cess to any one of the keys.

SYNCHRONIZING
DEVICE

REVOLVING
DISK

Í

BRAKE
CONTROL

No. 1,566,124 issued to Robert H.
Rogers protects a small portable de-
vice by means of which it is possible
to examine any desired part of a
rapidly moving object. Light is
thrown upon the object by means of
the projection lamp and the revolving
disk is driven by the motor, its speed
being regulated by the brake. When
the revolving disk is traveling at the
correct speed, observation of the
moving object along the line of sight
shown will reveal the moving object
as apparently standing still. Valu-

able records can thus be made.

CHAIR

No. 1,570,096 issued to S. Stransky
describes a novel type of tilting chair
wherein the front part is pivoted on
a hinge and the tilting is controlled
by a coil spring. Other controlling
methods are described in more de-
tail in the patent specifications. The
essential idea is shown in the above

illustration.

TOY GUN

RUBBER BANDS

FLAT SPRING

No. 1,572,350 issued to Fred C.
Ecker presents a novel repeating toy
gun for shooting elastic bands. The
bands are held by the notches as
shown and by pulling on the lower
projection as on a trigger, the band
is released and projected. The re-

peating feature is obvious.

NOTICE TO READERS. The above illustrated and described
devices have recently been issued patent protection but are not
as yet to our knowledge available on the market. We regret
to advise that it is impossible to supply the names and addresses
of inventors of the above devices to any of our readers. The
only records available, and they are at the Patent Office at

Washington, D. C., give only the addresses of the inventors
at the time of application for a patent. Many months have
elapsed since that time, and those records are necessarily inac-
curate. Therefore, kindly do not request such information.

-EDITOR.
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!THE,,
The "Oracle' is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions

will be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of su cient in-
terest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten

or else written in ink; no penciled matter considered.

3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions
addressed to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.

4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 50 cents is
made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work
or intricate calculations, a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will
be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

SCREW THREADS
(2055) Q. 1. Leonard Abelson, Bronx, N. Y.,

asks us to show in an illustration the various terms
applied to screw threads.

A. 1. The drawing in these columns shows all
the required information. This screw thread is a
U. S. standard known as the sharp V -thread. As
will be noticed, the original diameter indicates the
size of the stock upon which the thread is cut,
the basic diameter is the outside diameter of the
threads, and the root diameter is that measured
between the bases of the threads.

ORIGINAL
DIA

1

ANGLE 60°

"/1111/i//I

Y

írmii I1111ri13

PITCH

BASIC

Ir

ROOT
DIA.

The various essential parts of screw threads are
indicated by their names in the drawing above.

This is a U. S. standard V thread.

CAUSES OF HALITOSIS
(2056) Q. 1. R. B. Marcy, Los Angeles, Calif.,

asks: What may halitosis be due to?
A. 1. The Reference Handbook of Medical Sci-

ences gives the following possible causes for hali-
tosis:
Transient-

Mental disturbance. Various ingesta, medicinal
and alimentary. The menstrual period.

Systemic-
Fevers. Diabetes mellitus. Uremia. Pyemia.
Glaucoma (?). Burns. Migraine. Tuberculosis.
Pernicious anemia. Pseudoleucemia. Interstitial
nephritis.

Toxin-
Antimony. Arsenic. Lead. Mercury. Phos-
phorus. Sulphur. Alcohol. Tobacco.

Digestive --
Gastritis. Dyspepsia. Cancer of stomach or
liver. Constipation. Hepatic disorders. Enter-
itis. Intestinal worms, particularly ascarides in
children. Dental caries.

Buccal-
Gingivitis. Stomatitis. Pyorrhea alveolaris.
Lingual catarrh. Necrosis of jaw. Carcinoma of
tongue and other parts. Cancrum oris. Lack
of cleanliness.

Nasal-
Polypi. Ozena.

Faucial-
Fellicular tonsillitis. Follicular pharyngitis.
Syphilitic ulceration. Diphtheria. Putrid sore
throat.

Laryngeal-
Carcinoma. Ulceration.

Pulmonary-
Bronchiectasis. Putrid bronchitis. Tubercu-
lous ulceration, (cavities). Gangrene. Abscess.
Cacinoma.

Idiopathic-
Q. 2. How can I get rid of this condition?
A. 2. The thing to do is to find the cause and

then remove it. As is evidenced on the above list
the conditions which may produce halitosis or bad
breath are numerous. Most of them lend them-
selves to ready treatment.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
(2057) Q. 1. Edward Tyler, Pasadena, Calif.,

wants to know: What is specific gravity?
A 1. Specific gravity may he defined as the

relative density of a substance as compared with a
standard.

REMOVAL OF SCAR
(2058) Q. 1. Miss C. B. McCawley, New York

City, says: I sin twenty-one years old and con-
sidered good looking except for a scar on the side
of my neck and face produced by a burn received
in infancy. Can this be removed?

A. I. Yes.
Q. 2. What method is advisable?
A. 2. This depends entirely upon the nature of

the scar and its formation. Plastic surgery, X-rays
or radium may be used separately or in oombinaton.

Q. 3. Do you advise that I have this done?
A. 3. That depends entirely upon yourself. The

scar according to you is not giving you any distress.
Nevertheless you seem to object to its marring
your appearance and the usual procedure is to
remove an eyesore if it is in your power to do so.
We therefore suggest that you consult your phy-
sician or take the matter up with the physicians
and surgeons at your local hospital.

BRAINS
(2059) Q. 1. Benjamin Schneider, Atlanta, Ga.,

asks: What is the chief difference between the
brain of a man and that of an ape?

A. 1. The ability to reason is the chief differ-
entiation between the two species. The ape can
be taught to mimic certain actions and in some
cases to perform useful work, but he cannot be
taught the reasons for doing certain things and
cannot figure out for himself just how a certain
action must be accomplished. It is the quality of
reasoning that makes man superior to the lower
animals.

CELL CONNECTIONS
(2060) Q. 1. Rudolph Fincke, Rochester, N. Y.,

says: I have been told that there are four meth-
ods of connecting dry cells or storage cells to each
other, but I only know of two, namely series and
parallel. What are the other two methods?

Four different ways of connecting dry or other
cells together are shown here. The names of

these connections are given in the text.

A. 1. The four methods of connecting cells are
shown in these columns. Fig. 1 shows three cells
connected in series. Fig. 2 shows cells connected
in parallel. Fig. 3 shows what is known as a
parallel bank of series connected cells, whereas Fig.
4 shows a series bank of parallel connected cells.
Reference to the well known methods of determin-
ing the voltage and amperage obtainable from a
series or parallel bank of cells will quickly show

how the same units are determined for the last two
of the illustrated methods of connections.

WIRE TERMINALS
(2061) Q. 1. Milton Singer, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

asks: What is the best way to fasten stranded
wires under binding posts so that they will not
work loose?

A. 1. The illustration here shows one of the
best methods of performing this work. First, the
insulation is removed from the stranded cable and
the exposed bare wire is carefully cleaned. This

Making a firm joint depends upon the wire and
if the wire is looped as above, best results will

be obtained.

gives the result shown at A. Then the twisted
wires are separated into two groups as at B and
are twisted together as at C. A loop is then
formed as at D and well tinned with solder. The
result will make very nearly perfect connection
when placed under an ordinary binding post such
as is found on the tops of dry cells.

GNOME ENGINE
(2062) Q. 1. Victor H. Beck, Stockton, Calif.,

asks: Is the Gnome engine with radial rotating
cylinders of the two-cycle or four-cycle type?

A. 1. This engine operates on the four-cycle
principle, although it has only one valve and takes
to the charge of gas front the crankcase. The
action is as follows, starting with the ignition of
the mixture in the cylinder. The firing takes place
at about 15 degrees before top dead -center and as
the piston is moved down on the firing stroke,
the single valve opens at about 85 degrees after
top dead -center. The exhaust continues until the
piston returns to dead -center in the upper end of
the cylinder. The exhaust valve is still open and
as the piston descends, pure air enters through
the valve and continues to flow until the closing
of the valve which takes place at about 65 degrees
below top dead -center. The piston continues to
descend, forming a partial vacuum until at about
2 degrees before dead -center the piston opens the
ports to the crank case and an exceedingly rich
mixture of gas enters the cylinder, mixes with the
air and forms a combustible mixture. On the next
upward stroke, the ports are closed and compres -
son takes place. The gaseous mixture is intro-
duced into the crank case through a hollow shaft.

HYDROGEN
(2063) Q. 1. Nathan Putney, Miami, Fla.,

inquires: What is the heat developed by the
combustion of hydrogen gas?

A. 1. 34,500 calories of heat are developed by
the combustion of a gram of hydrogen gas.

REMOVING CONNECTORS
(2064) Q. 1. L. R. Simpson, Herrick, Ill.,

asks: How are the connecting strips used on
automobile storage batteries removed from their
positions?

A. 1. In general, the method is to bore into the
connector with a wood hit. Start the hole directly
over the center of the cylindrical protuberance to
which the connecting strap is fastened. Drill to a
depth of about 3/16 of an inch, whereupon by
prying upward carefully with a screw driver, the
connecting strap can be removed.
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Every Boy His Own Toy Maker
Greatest boys' book

Written. Tells how to
make a Pinhole Cam-
era, a Canoe, model

ailroad, a Telephone,
Boomerang, Telegraph
Instrument, Box Kite,

pS,
TalkingMachine,

Door Bell,
Electric heel, Electric

Raft, a pair of Sk,,, a Dog Sled
Bird House, Rabbit Yard, etc. e4pages, 150 Illustratlnns. PRICE,
SOc postpaid; 3 for 25c.
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You know how fnehienehle ItL to have gold crowns-if You

eanasord it. Thesegold-fintebea
sheD. teeter over your real teeth
and t Calook n be slip edery no sndd
off in an inetant. Oct some and
surprise your friends. PRICE
G Cants Each. 3 for 150, or
50a for 1 daa,.peslpeld.

IOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. 345 ,Racine, WIS.
It goes with real Yankee
Pep-by its own power

Most remarkable Toy ever in-
vented. By drawing the Tank
backward, either with the
hand or over the floor or table
and then placingit do
will crawl Mora'. ,vercommg
a

it
ll ohtaclee 'n thes

like pre asthe Larger
Tank that proved so deadly in
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BOYS : BOYS : BOYS
THROW YOUR VOICE

Into a trunk, under the
/I bed or anywhere. Lots of

fun fooling the teacher,
policeman or friends.

THE VENTRILO
a little instrument, fits in the
mouth out of sight, used with
above for Bird Calls, etc. Any-
one can use it.

Never Fails. A 32 -page book on ventriloquism,
and the Ventrilo, ALL FOR lOc postpaid.

MIDGET BIBLE
GREAT CURIOSITY

Smallest Bible in the world. Size of a
postage stamp. 200 Pages. Said to
bring good luck to the owner. A gen-
uine work of art. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Make good money selling
them to friends, church acquaintances.
etc. PRICE 15c each. 3 for 40c, 12
for $1.35, 100 for $7.50. Also obtainable in Leather Binding,

vtth gold edges. Price 50c each, 3 for $1.25, $4.50 per doz.
Magnifying Glass for use with Midget Bible. 15e

IEverything about the Ku Klux Klan told in a
clear, fearless manner. Book tells all- Bow It
started and was suppressed In 1871-The New Ku
Klux Klan-How organized-How members are
enrolled-Oath of the Klan-Questions for Can-
didates-Creed-Objects of the Order-Obedience
-Fidelity-Pledge of Loyalty-Ku Klux Kim:
and the Masons-The Jews-The Masons-Real

. of C. Oath-The Negro Ku Klux Klan etc.. etc. Latest and most
Complete book on the Klan published.

Klan,
35e, postpaid.

.. Ka1 .K

Female Male SEX INDICATOR
Hold the MAGIC INDICATOR
over a mane hand-instantly it
ward and forward. Hold it over
a woman's hand and it describes
Tcomplete and continuous circle

same action can be obtained
over a letter written by a man oretc. It is faaeinating; baffling. We have never been able to figure outhow it's done-but we've never aces it fail. Many novel and entertaining featsmay be performed with the Sex Indicator. For example, similar results n beobtained with animals,. cate, doge, rabbits, overids, chickens canaries, etc.

Also used to predetermine the sex of chickens an birds, etc., in fact it is sold a,e patented egg teeter in Europe. Price 25e, or 3 for GSc.postpaid.

SEX
Indicator

25c

A DeLuoe Edition N our new 1925CA TALOG
mailed on receipt of 20e. Handsome cloth
binding. Only book, of its kind. 420 popes of
all the latest tricks to magic. the newest novel-
ties puzzles, games, sporting goods,interest-
ing
101Pr laalemchare~ode and pawa etc.

Witbabuneb
of these billo,
It Is easy for
each person

of limited
means toappear
prosperous
by flashing
a roll of
these billsat theproper

time and peeling off a genuine bill
or two from the outside of the roll.
the effect created will be found to
be all that can be desired. Priers,
postpaid:40 Bills20c. 120 for 50c,
or $3.50 thousand postpaid.
Wonderful X -Ray Tube
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iistrument pro-

duringR1
ons

I O
Lillusboth

eta ActingaWith d
you can me what ' apparently the bones of
your fingers. the lead lead pencil, the in.
terior opening in a pipe stem, and many other

Jar hmions. A mystery
Me,

no one leg
been able so maidmaidnctordyy plain. Price e,
3 for25o, I down 750.1 hh Smith a Co,

Good
tow, ) t Luck

Ring
iwitr[ Quaint

and Nntel
Design

A VERY winking and uncommon ring Silver
withskull and croeebone design, two

brilliant, flashing gems sparkling[ out f the
eyes. Said by many to bring Geed Luck to the
wearer, hen.its name, Good Luck Rio&
Very liniq ue ring that you will take a pride in

rfna. ONLY 25 CENTS.

Exploding Cigaa-ettes

JUST LIKE ORDINARY CIGARETTES.
BUT SUCH REAL STARTLERS! The box

nteine urn genuine einrettee of excellent
quality. They appear so real, but when each

i.cigarette .about one-third :molted, the victim
gets aver- great surprise ae it goes off with
loud BANG I A great mirth provoker yet
entirely harmless.. Price 25c per box.

Popular Watch Charms

15c
ONLY

3 for 40c; $1.35 duL

Very pretty little curiosities and decidedly
ealI. Fitted with Magnifying lenses that

ane the picture to a very curer ins degree:
in fact, it menu alms.[ incredible that a clear
picture Id the pos,ible in buck .mall cam -
pain, and how el,arp and di.inct they show up
when you look through. Come in redjw .,L,,-Aetree., view of Panama Canal.

ord'. Prayer in type. ate.

CIGARETTE MAKER

Boll your o and a money. Make.
them better and quicker beeidee saving more
than half. Uee your favorite brand of
tobacco. Neat, withal and handy. Pocket
aim.
ekel-pplated.H Price 25a Postpaid. marl,

MAGIC FLUTE
Wonihrielly Sweet Toned and Musical

The Mario Flute, or umani
atone, is a unique andnova
musical inetrument that is
played with nose and mouth
combined. Then just a

little knack in playing
i t which. when once ac-

quired enabletoft little pram
Post one. me will you
Paid Or educe very sweet

ueio that somewhat25C. '" resembles a flute. There
is no flooring, and onro you have maidered
it you ran play all kinds of muele with facility
tod ease. When played as an arcomrmeiment

a piano or any omedial, instrument.
the steal is se charming ae it is surprising.

Novelty Badges

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL.
made sad

This well
effectivePistol la
modelled on
the pattern
of the latest
typeof Re-
volver, the
appearance
of n whichi
enough to scare a burglar. whilst. when
loaded, it will probably iorove just as
effective as a revolver with real bul-
lets, without the danB to life. It

takes the atardard .22 Calibre Blank
Cartridges. that are obtainable moat
everywhere. Even the most timid
women can use it with perf safety and frighten a thief with-
out risk to herself or anyone else. A Great Protection Against
Burglars, Tramps and Dogs. You ran have it lying about with-
out the danger attached to other rev,dvers. We cell large num-
bers around the 4th of July. Well made of solid Metal.
PRICE ONLY $1.00 Postpaid. Blank Cartridges 22-cal.s shipped by ex.
press only, 50c per 100. Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. 34,5 Racine, Win.

Sneezing Powder
emallamo ,t
of pow-
der thr e
back of yourhand and
blow it

and
none lthe room or

G ill begin
to sneese without knowln the reason
why. Iliamoat amusing torte their re-
mark., ey never mapect the real
source but think they have caught it one
front the other. Between the laughing
and meexing you yourself will be having
te ...me of your life. For parties, politi-
cal meetings, ear rides, or any place at
ell where there is a gathering of people
it le the gr Mk/Sill, P~10c0r1fe, 25c

1.11 Price
S tl 00

Post.
paid

Mystic Skeleton
A jointed figuresOC pd.of skeleton 14

in. heightt,
ed dance to

and perform vari-
ous gyrations and

to while
the rator ma)

some dietancr
from it.

Serpent's Eggs
Box contain. 12 eggs. When
lit with a match, each
zrdually hat.heslnrnte -
feet eonQ,

merle and twists about i o moat life-
like manner. Price oer box e ppd.

Microphone Transmitter Button

Yon ens easily make a highly sensitive detectophone by
mina thin Transmitter Button to collect the eouad w
You can build your own outfit without buy ng expensive
equipment. It eimDle and inexpensive. You can install
em outfit in your home and hear conversations being held all
over the house. You can connect up different rooms of a
hotel. Tine outfit was need by eecret service operel Ives dur-
rzg the war. It lie being used on the state. It se Wtra-eenei-
tive and is the greatest invention in micro -phones. You can
m sent the button almost any o.:mere--card board bore., stove
Dipee, stiff calendars, on the wall behind a picture he etc.uttone,utton ie so light and small it cannot be detected. Persons
can be overheard without suspecting it. You can listen in on
coavereatione in another room. A deaf penoa in the audience
Oa hear the gwaker. Connected to phonograph, piano or
other musical instrument be heard hundred. of
feet away. Button may be need to renew telephone trans -
mineral often makes an old line Wk -up" when nothing
else will. The dal microphone for radio use: carries, heavy

uses will mar[eetrthextremely vee. Experimenters find
radio

Button neeful four otherndrreeds
similar

experiments along the l,nee of telephones, amplifier., loud speaker., eta. Many (taxi -
e ating stunts may be devised. such as holding the button against the threat en chest
to reproduce .peach itaout sound waves. 15.00 le n to anyone who fiends in e
aim eugreet ion for the we of the Button providing thVemanufacturers find it suitable
for rue is their literature. PRICE 51.00 POSTPAID ANYWHERE.

ANARCHIST BOMBS
One of theseglass Vials
dropped in aroom full ofpeople will
cause more con-
sternation than a
limburger cheese.

a The smell en-
tiiely disap?ears in a short time.
1Oc a Box, 3 Boxes for 25c

INVISIBLE INK
The meat confidential

massages ere be writ -
tee with this Ink, for
the writing MAKES NO
MARK, Cannot be seen
unless you know the se-
cret. Invaluable for many

Keep,
a

reason..
ndothee e post-al. mem-

orandum. away from prying
eye.. Great fun for playing
Practical joke.. Only 150 Bottle

ITCHING POWDER
This is another good practical joke; the intense
discomfiture of your victims to everyone but
themselves is thoroughly enjoyable. All that
is necessary to start the ball rolling is to de-
posit a little of the powder on a persons hand
and the powder can be relied upon to do the
rest. The result is a vigorous scratch, then
some more scratch, and still some more.

1Oe box, 3 poxes for 25e or 75c per doz boxes postpaid.

Wonderful Instru-
ment. Greatest thing

yet. Nine sep-
arate articles ID
one. Everybody
delighted with it.
Odd, curious and
interesting. Lots

3 lit - r  /' of pleasure as well as
r .- - very useful. It is a double

O

o$1.00
ir..,:,,cope for examining the wonders

of nature. It is also an Opera Glass.
a Stereoscope, a Burning Lens, a Reading Glass, a Tele-
scope, a Compass, a Pocket Mirror, and a Laryngascope

-for examining eye, ear, nose and throat. It is worth all the cost
to locate even one painful cinder in the eye. Folds flat and fits the
pocket. Something great-you need one. Don't miss it. Sent bymail, postpaid. Price, only 35c or 3 for 51.00 postpaid.

RESURRECTION PLANT
One of the most wonderful
plants known. Possesses the
strange power of turning in a
few minutes from an appar-
ently lifeless, dry herb to a

_ BEAUTIFUL LIVING FERN-
- LIKE PLANT

of a dark green color. Simply place the plant
in saucer of water. it will open up and start to grow

iin 20 minutes. When taken out t will dry up and
go to sleep until placed in water again. Fine house
plant-summer or winter. 10 cent* each o
postpaid25o' Agents Wanted

JOHNSON SMITH & CO. DEPT. 345, RACINE, WIS.

Ei.Nnv Permit /de Gan Inspect Pkvery novel metal badges, nickelplated. that you can w giving you i:nout of al proporion to their trifling cot.
.10c, each badge. 3 for 250. or 750 oer

dos. p.sd.

ADDRESS ORDERS FOR ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE TO Postage
Stamps

AccOte1
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Corner of One of the Seven S. of E. Laboratories

Take This Short Cut to

Accomplish Your Ambition
The field of electrical engineering offers wonderRl

opportunities for trained men to direct and carry out
great industrial and commercial projects. Get a thor-
ough and practical training here in our course of

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
with B. S. Degree In 3 Years

A faculty of specialists is leading hundreds of ambi-
tious young men to sure success. Why not you?

If you are lacking some preparatory studies you can
make them up here. This is an exceptional opportunity
to become an electrical engineer in the shortest possible
time.

JUNIOR ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

From 1 to 2 Sous in this course makes you a com-
pletely trained Junior Electrical Engineer-prepared to
fill such positions as general plant superintendent, direc-
tor of construction, superintendent of maintenance, chief
drallsman, etc. The Junior Electrical Engineer is the
man between the Electrical Engineer and the Electrician
-a well paid position and a stepping atone to higher
executive work. A grade school diploma or equivalent
admits you without examination. New term opens every
6 aeeks.

COMMERCIAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
in 1 Year

'Unparalleled opportunities for brilliant, successful
careers in the new field of Commercial Electrical Engi-
neering. To meet the extraordinary present-day de-
mands for trained electrical business loen, consulting
and engineers. offer this thorough. con-
densed and very practical training, especially adapted
to high school graduates.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY
In this complete 6 months' Electrical Course --3

hours daily-you can leuu.h house, factory and UMeat.e
miring, testing and meter work, A.C. and D.C. Arma-
ture Winding and all necessary mathematics.

A 3 months' course in A.C. and D.C. Armature Wind-
ing, or a 3 months' Course In Light and Motor Wir-
ing and Testing 1s offered to those with limited time
and means.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY
Electrical specialists who instinctively diagnose and

locate automotive electrical troubles command high
positions and are well paid. Specialize in starting,
lighting, ignition and storage batteries and command
a big job at a big salary.

"EARN WHILE YOU LEARN"
We agree to provide for a limited number of worthy

young men, half-time jobs at good wages, and perma-
nent positions with unlimited prospects to all duly
qualified graduates. Here is the opportunity of your
life to acquire a thorough, practical training for big -
paying profession that is in urgent need for trained sett.

ESTABLISHED 21 YEARS AGO
The S. of E. stands absolutely alone in the field of

thorough, practical electrical education and In com-
mercial and electrical engineering.

NO NEED OF YOUR BEING WITH-
OUT AN S. OF E. TRAINING

It does not matter how old you are or what school-
ing you have had. Students from 15 years up to 50
are in attendance here.

Fill out the following coupon and mail it to -day.

55CHIILor ENGINEERINGof Milwaukee
Founded 1905

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
81-328, 415.17 Marshall Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Without obligating me in any way, please mail free
72 -page illustrated book. "Electricity and the One Best
Way to Learn It." and particulars regarding the course
I have marked with an X.
,,,.Electrical Engineering.
.... Electroterhnies.
....Commercial Electrical Ennineering
..,.Junior Electrical Engineering.
....Automotive Electricity.
....Armature Winding.
,,,.Light. Motor Wiring and Testing.
....Practical Electricity.
....I am interested in your "Earn While You Learn"

Plan.
Name Age

Address

City State

Education

White
Ants Destroy Buildings

By HELEN HOFFMAN
(Continued front page 105)

of the pests will eat the heart out of a book
in the course of a few days' engagement.
So to the experts who know the ways of
the alit it was not astonishing to find re-
cently in the file -room of the Congressional
Library pamphlets and records eaten through
from cover to cover.

Almost at the same time the loss of a
large number of revenue stamps was re-
ported. An investigation was started. The
culprit proved to be the fast working
termite.

In India where the ravages of this small
pest exceed the damage done in any other
country, it is plain to be seen that the tropic,
or semi -tropical countries are by their very
nature likely to be the greatest sufferers
from the termite. The moisture of the
tropical and semi -tropical countries favor
not only the reproduction of the ant in
swarms of millions and even billions, but
the climatic conditions and the soil create an
ideal state in which the white ant thrives
'on his destructive methods of living.

Photographs taken by scientists who have
made extended investigations into the de-
struction wrought by the termite in various
parts of India show the sad -eyed natives
taking leave of their bamboo homes prac-
tically ruined by this hard working army.

One of the greatest experts on the sub-
ject is the Rev. Joseph Assmuth, S. J., for
many years Professor of Biology at Bombay
University, now with St. John's University,
Fordham, New York City. He, with scientific
men of other countries, is watching the work
of the U. S. government with great interest,
due to the fact that no country as yet has
found means of coping with the problem.
In Bombay, he says, the ants boring from
within, destroyed the pipes in the great or-
gan of its finest church. Most desperate
of all, he says are the railroad owners, who
suffer tremendous losses. From Krachi to
Lahore, a distance of some 700 odd miles,
the ants destroyed in a period of about three
years something like 75,000 wooden railroad
ties.

In various parts of South Africa and
Rhodesia vast stretches of wasteland are to
be found dotted with good-sized mounds
erected by the termites. The ants bore into
the moist soil with the energy of a subway
digger, throwing up the earth as they dig.
The workers, as a certain group of the ants
are known, emit a saliva which they utilize in
fashioning the mounds. When completed
these resemble a first-class cement.

The ant, it has been found, destroys
the hardest of woods with as much ease as he
destroys rubber, leather shoes and paper.

Termites, or 7e'hite ants, as they are
known, are not, strictly speaking, the gov-
ernment points out, ants as the public knows
them. The termite, it says, is related to the
roach family. Forty-three of the 1,500
species or kinds in the world are known in
this country and on the Panama Canal Zone.
The almost incredible damage done by this
international army, is made possible by the
fine equipment furnished them by Nature
in a powerful set of saw -fashioned teeth,
set on either side of the jaw.

[Those interested in the "Biology of the Termites
of the Eastern United States. With Preventive and
Remedial Measures", can obtain a book bearing thy
above title written by Thomas E. Snyder of the U.
S. Department of Agriculture, by communicating
with the Government Printing Office at Washing-
ton, D. C. The price of this book is twenty cents,
including postage. A small booklet also edited by
the U. S. Department of Agriculture and available
from that Government Department at Washington,
D. C., is entitled. "White Ants As Pests in the
United States and Methods of Preventing Their
Damage."-Editor.]

THE SIMPLEST PRACTICAL
RADIO SET MADE

The

loo
RADIOGEM

The simplest radio outfit made-yet as practical
the most expensive. A crystal receiving set that

sou ran operate and enjoy even though you know
hsolutely nothing about radio. You receive the

ItADIOGEM unassembled, together with a clearly
,'[ten instruction book, which shows you how to

quickly and easily construct the set, using only
your hands and a scissors. The outfit comprises all
the necessary sire, contact points, detector mineral,
tube on which to wind the cell, etc.. etc. The
Instruction book explains simply and completely the
principles of radio and its graphic illustrations
make the assembling of the RADIOGEM real fun.

THE RADIOGEM CORP.
66-R W. Broadway New York City

`tt

Experimental
Spinthariscopes 1

(Continued front page 144)

and screen are assembled, it should be
screwed in place on the jar, and a mark
made on the side of the jar about 1 cm.
below the screen. The assembly of the com-
plete radioscope is shown in Fig. 3.

In using the instrument, a small quantity
of the ore to be tested is ground to a
coarser powder and placed in the jar. The
jar is then filled with water to the mark
on the side of the jar, and then corked with
a rubber cork and shaken vigorously. The
cork is then removed, and the . metal cap
placed on the jar. If scintillations are ob-
served when the lens is focused on the
screen, one can be certain that the ore in the
jar contains radio -active material. All of
the operations describe[] should be carried
on in a dark place, and the cap with the
screen should be kept in a Clark place previ-
ous to the experiment. Otherwise, under
the action of light, the screen will become
phosphorescent and the scintillations produc-
ed by the alpha particles released from the
radio -active material in the jar will not be
visible.

By CHARLES K. FULGHUM

To Readers of

"THE EXPERIMENTER"
You will find the best features of THE EX-
PERIMENTER preserved in SCIENCE &
INVENTION, besides a brand new "Model
Department". See the beautiful Silver
Trophy cup for best model each month des-
cribed elsewhere in this issue.

y 1
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"BUILD YOUR OWN" WiTH "RASCO" PARTS!
Buy from the Oldest and Original Exclusive Radio Parts House in the United States

We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS

from
er di

thisepage I NEW PRICES FOR JUNE Money refunded if
goods do not satisfy

The big little thing you
have been waiting for.
Just drill a hole in the
panel and mount the
marker above the dial.
Nickel plated and polished
V7788 Dial Marker,
three for $ 10

Patent S.L.F. Condenser
The famous Pacent SLF
Condenser. T h e lates
word in condensers. Star
dy, compact, take up les
raotn than most others.
Minimum insulation used.
V4432 .00015 mf. 17-

plaie 3.95
V4433 .0005 mf. 23 -

plate $2.95

'

,..1 .-_.....

I °. í91M'1 J
. i.soti

SLF Condensers
Lowest prices ever offered
Despite this low price
these condensers ere made
with precisicn alureinns
stampings, hard rubber
Insulation. Money back 1

not satisfactory.
V3513 .00025 13 pl. $1.06
V3517 .00035 17 pl. 1.20
V3523 .0005 23 pl. 1.35

"Guaranteed"
Vacuum Tubes

We consider the "Guar-
enteed" tube one of the
best on Ilse market. Any
tube replaced if defective,
providing filament lights.
Calibrated curve goes with
each tube.
V701A 5v. 0.25 amp. $1.25

Audio Transformer
chis is the famous Pacen
ludicformer. Nickel case
is grounded to base. Ex
tra high degree of ampli
beutian. Minimum distor

Audio Frequency Trans-
former

No better Transformer
made. Highest class ma-
terials. Impregnated culls.
Silicon steel stampingsdon and reaction. Bind Iused. Save 50 per cent byIng posts and solder lugs ssembling it yourself.Ilatio .131 to 1.

V281I Mounted type $4.50' VI 100 Ratio 4'4-1 $1.40
V2812 Unmounted .. 3.151V1150 Ratio 61/4-1 1.40

Sponge -Rubber Cushions
Get rid of tube noise
due to vibration. Softest
sponge rubber made. Size
21/1"x3", %" thick.
V8989 Sponge -rubber
cushions, each $0.12
Six for 0.60
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Universal Socket
Takes new "X" type
tubes as well as olci stan-
dard "UV" and 'C"
types. Made entirely of
l.sol:mtite. No rapacity
effect between plate and
grid. New phosphor bronze
swiping contacts. Standard
mal.nting type.
V65í4 $0.49

Rasco Vernier
Why use a vernier dial
when a vernier attachment
miff do anything and ev-
erything a vernier dial
accomplishes?
Cleverest vernier made.
Can be used with soy
dial. Soft rubber ring
engages dial. Nothing to
Nome apart.
VI450 Vernier .... $0.12

M icrºvern
THE vernier dial for ex-
tra sharp tuning. Nobock-
lasls. Special finish per
suits logging of stations
on dial. Beautiful appear-
ance. Comes in gold or
silver finish. State sshlch
wanted.
V3066 Mierove o. any

finish $1.76

Rance 180° Variocoupler
Sills wire wound on bake-
lite tubes. Six taps. Ware
length, 150 to 600 meters.
For panel mounting. 4"
shaft. Your money re-
funded if it is not all we
rl aim.
V3100 Variocoupler pre-
paid $1.05

FONEKUSH IONS
Made of sponge rubber.
Maize wearing your teceiv-
srs a pleasure. Positive-
ly exclude all noises and
make reception a pleas
tire. Sponge rubber will
Iasi for years. Light as
a feather. Sanitary.
V3550 Fonekushions, set
of two $0.35

Dial Button
Made In blue enamel and
I41d, to be worn in but-
ton hole. Every radio far.
wants one. 11'4" diameter,
!rest gold plate. Perfect
reproduction of radio dial.
V7799 Dial Button,
Forts $0.25

Copper Ribbon
.0005" thick.
V700 a/e" wide: V701 ya"
wide; V702 3-10" wide.
All sizes per foot...80.01

Copper Foil
001" thick. 4" wide.
V5025 Copper Foil, per
foot $0.10
10 -foot length 0.80

Rasco Clip Leads
Invaluable for experlmen
«nl work. Clip lead hook.
its a jiffy onto any wire
binding post or conduc
ter. Safest experiments
rrnneet!ms. ltrass clips
I foot silk wire, green o

V7887 Clip leads, ea $0.12
Aleen I, .r ... .......1.35

Vacuum Tube Shell
Nickel plated shell for the
man who builds his own.
I holes to attach to sub-
base. Each shell comes
complete with 4 phosphor
bronze socket contacts.
bee illus. 4713.

V4747 Vacuum Tube Shell
anti Contacts $0.16

Adapter

Parent Improved Adapter.
Takes 199 -type tubes. Fits
standard 201A sockets.
l'Imsphor bronze springs,
short circuits impossible.
Bakelite molded.

V6521 Adapter $0.36

Cord Tip Jack
Takes place of binding
posts. Cord tip firmly
gripped by jack. Made of
brass, nickel plated. Screw
to attach lead wire. No
soldering necessary
V1500 Cord tip jack,
Earls $0.15

PUSH-PULL
Push full Transformes
for many new circuits.
bee any radio magazine.
Blade of best materials.
Coils impregnated. Sili-
con steel laminations.
bare 50 per cent by as-
sembling yourself. Sim-
ple Inetructtona furnished.
V1159 Push -Pull Trans-
f-.rmer.ratlsr,s4 to 1 $2.95

Low Loss Tuner
Same type as used in our
O L O S EXI'LORER.

Tunes from 200 to 600
teeters. Hard rubber in -
'Mallon throughout. SI1-
ser plated primary. Sec-
ondary D. C. C. Tickler
silk insulated wire.
V2690 Tuner $5.60

Phone Plops
Sold from 50c to 65c
everywhere. Hard rubber
composition shell and pat-
ented cord upholder. Fin-
est workmanship through
out.

VI030 Rasco Telephone
Plug. Each $0.23

"T" Wire Connectors
This big little article
solves all troubles when
making "T" wire connec-
tions. Made to take 1-16"
square or round bus -bar
wire. Can be attached
with a pair of pliers.
V2975 "T" \Vire Con -
sectors. 12 for $0.10

Nosolder Lugs
Finally, a real solderless
lug Is here. Soldering
positively done assay with.
'fakes square or round bus
bar, which it holds with a
wIse-like grip. Perfect
connection. Just slide bus
bar into slip -grip.
V3727 Lssg. 2.5 for $0.20

1:1;;:,,
-;r
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Low Loss Coil
Same type as used in
Freshman and other
Tssncd Radio Frequency
sets. D.C.C. wire. 200-
550 weave -length. 3" diam-
eter, 1" wide, 5-16"
thick 4 connections,
pdmsry, 2 secondary.

2

V2629 Low l.os.o Coll $0.40

Bakelite Socket
Octagon shape. Four nick
el binding posts, phospho
bronze contact springs
Best brown baketite.
V6510 Bakelite socket $0.40
V6500 Tube Socket Made
entirely of composition.
Best made. Earls ..80.35

Binding Post Name Plates
Na. h". These styles
'hones. Ground, -, Out
put, "A" Bat. -, "It'
(tat. -, Loud Speaker
"C" Bat. -, Aerial, -}-
Input. "A" Bat. -I-, "11'
Bat. +, Loop, "C" Rat
-4-. New! "A" Bat1 "B" Bat. -
V6000 Name Plates,
Dozen $0.15

"Rasco" Posts
Made of hard rubber com-
position.
V650-51 Each $0.05
V202 Has nickel plate
bottom, each $0.05
Dozen, each style 80.50
V122 Initialed Binding
Pasts. Set of 8.
Per Set $0.26

Binding Post Strip
Made of hard rubber, gold
engraved lettering. Tuvo
nickel brackets for mount,
log. 7 hard rubber bind -
log pasts. "ANT":
,'It-,; "DET B+";
"-AMP 11-4-".
V870 Binding Post $0.35

Cord Tipi
Standard phone cord tip ,
nickeled.
V315 Earh $0.03

Separable Cord Tips
No solder required. \Vire
goes in ferrule. Shank
holds it tight. Nickel
plated.
V2900 Each $0.06

Tinned Nickel Lugs
t our lugs are tinned.
V310 Brass Lugs for No.
8 screwy, doz. $0.10
V3I 1 Copper Lugs for Nos.
6 and R screws, dnz.0.10
V309 Copper Lugs for Nos.
1. 6 and 8 screws, doz.0.10
V309 Cramper Lugs for 6-22
screw, doz. 010

3110-
3080

' ll
"Perfect" Lugs

These new and improved
lags are brass, nickel
plated, flattened on top
as shown. Made of a
single piece of metal.
Lead wire goes into tube.
V3110, V3080 "Perfect"
Lugs. Each $0.02
(Dozen lots 0.20

Battery Snap Switch
This Switch is producer
under high standards o
workmanship. Action i
positive. solderless con
tact screws used. One holemounting.

Nickel -plated
all over. Most serviceable
switch made.
V7986 $0.36

1.11i111i1i1i1üin11lti1
032

AiAUliN1A111NAhplNH1Ni11}WAA9w
6032
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1425-3616- rl
Brass Rods

Sold In 6 lengths only.
V8032 Rod, 6-32" thread
length $0.08
V6032 Rod, 6-32" thread
length $0.06
V1425 Rod. plain, 1/4"
round, length $0.10
V36I6 Rod, plain, 3-16"
round, length $0.06

Roberts Colla
Diamond weave coils, used
In standard Reberts Cir-
cuit. Tunes 200 to 570
meters. Used In 2, 3, or
4 tube circuits. These are
genuine Sickles Coils, not
Imitations. Set comprises
two units, as Illustrated.
V-9112, Roberts
Coils $5.95

ame REPE dtp cost

100 -Ampere Storage Bat
teries

Guaranteed for two years.
Only new material used
Genuine hard rubber ease
Acid - proof terminals.
Hard rubber vents. Strong
carrying handle. Written
guarantee goes with each.
V-9100, 6 -volt 100 -am-
pere hour battery ...$9.50
Shipped express collect.

i

New 1926 "Rasco" Catalog No. 16
CONTAINS 75 VACUUM TUBE HOOK-UPS,

446 ILLUSTRATIONS, 500 ARTICLES
Also Logbook of all Broad-

cast Stations
Just to name a few of the circuits

The V.T. as a detector and one-step
amplifier; all Armstrong circuits; one
step radio frequency amplifier and de
tector; three stage audio frequency
amplifier; short weave regenerative de -
cults; 4 -stage radio frequency ampli
tiers; radio and audio frequency
amplifier; inductively coupled ampli
fur; all Bert, Cirruir-.

FREE
A POSTAL

CARD
BRINGS IT

NEW
Battery Lead Tags

Latest wrinkle, made in
metal, nickel -plated, pal-
l::hed. Clamp tag on bat-
tery wire. and it won't
came off. These five styles:13 + R 4- DeL",-"-". "A +", and "A
V8030 Tags, set of 10 $0.15

Rheostats and Potentio-
meters

High heat hakelite base.
Come with tapered, knurl-
ed knob. 254" die. Com-
plete with pointer.

V4310 6 oism $0.38
V4311 :30 ohm 0.44

100
V4312 Potentiometertentlometer

Brass Nickeled Brackets
All Illustrations 1/4 size.
V1505 Bracket, each
V1507 Bracket, each
V 1509 Bracket, each
V1476 Bracket, each
V 1506 Itracket, earls
V14001iracket, each
V 1575 Bracket. each
V1568 Bracket, each

$0.05
.05
.04
.05
.05
.04
.03
.05

Hard Rubber Panels
Highest dielectric
strength as per Bureau
of Standards. Beautiful
high finish.
V7100 7x1llx3-16" $0.65
V7120 7x10x3-16" 0.79
V7140 7xi4x3-16" 0.89
V7180 7x18x3-I6" 1.15
V7210 7x21x3-16" 1.31
V7240 7x24x3-16" 1.46 `

Y'a11)

RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY, 100 Park Place, New York CityFaetones: Brooklyn, N. Y. Eldridge, Md.,
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U.S., PAT NTS
,i,"t ,

4 11' --
FORENO

_ =THIS FOFIN,'=
Don't Lose Your Rights

Before disclosing your invention to any-
one trend for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule'of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for,them,-a post
card will do.

Registered Patent Attorneys in U.S. and Canada
255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"Originators of form Evidence of Contention"

:`.^.......
. .;'::;

.,.;:,;;:-

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, experienc-
ed, efficient service for his prompt, le-
gal protection and the development of
his proposition.

Send sketch, or model and descrip-
tion, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charge.

My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to prob-
able patentability before they go to
any expense.

Booklet of valuable Information and form
for properly disclosing your idea, free on
request. write today.
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington. D. C.

4IV Park Row New York City

PATENT FOR SALE
New mechanical rat trap awarded bronze medal
by International Exposition of Inventors.
Catches from 1 to 100 rats at one setting. Uses
electricity or water. Must be seen to be appreci-
ated. Chance for big profit to manufacturer who
grasps this opportunity.
JOHN BARWICKI, 247 East 3Ist St., N. Y. C.

Edited By
A. P. PECK

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so. -

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

PIPE
(938) Q. 1. O. Bares, Wilmar, Calif., has de-

signed a tobacco pipe of the type that is shown in
the accompanying illustration, wherein A is a
standard wooden pipe bowl, B is a metal sleeve,
C is an insert provided with a spiral groove and
D is the stem. The purpose of this design is to
produce a cool smoking pipe. This is supposedly
achieved by causing the smoke to travel around the
long spiral and, becoming cool in the operation.

A. 1. The idea is very old indeed. In fact,
there has been at least one pipe similar to this
placed on the market and marketed to a very
great extent, but without really successful results.
The design of this other smoking pipe was so

-similar -to- the, one that you have forwarded to
us that we believe you would encounter interfer-
ence in attempting to obtain a patent and, there-
fore, our advice to you is to drop the matter
entirely. - -

Pipe design suggested for patent. Our advice
appears above.

TRANSMISSION
(939) Q. 1. James Noble, Jr., Mount Morris,

N. Y., has devised a transmission for automobiles
that provides continuously variable speeds and that
is designed to be placed between a conventional
automobile clutch and the rear end or differential
mechanism. He asks our advice as to the prac-
ticability of such a device.

A. 1. We do not see anything whatsoever that
could be considered as being new or novel in con-
nection with your proposed automobile transmission.
Iii the first place, the fundamental principle upon
which it operates is very old and has been known
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to the automobile world for many years. In fact,
automobiles and even motorcycles have been
placed on the market equipped with a transmis-
sion very similar to yours but there are so many
defects to be found in a system of this nature that
these vehicles have never become popular. In
view of preceding claims to the design of a
transmission of this type, we do not believe that it
would be profitable for you to proceed further
with yours.

CHIROPRACTIC DEVICE
(940) Q. 1. Thomas Gullano, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has invented a belt that has been designed with
the purpose in mind of allowing a person to give
himself chiropractic adjustments of the spinal
vertebrae. He asks our opinion upon it.

A. 1. We do not favor your device in any
way whatsoever. In the first place, chiropractic
adjustments often require the exertion of much
force and this force must be applied in a very
exact manner as otherwise harm may result. A
person unversed in the art is not certain andper-
haps incapable of producing a satisfactory adjust-
ment with a belt of the type that you have de-
signed, and we would, therefore, certainly not
advise you to proceed further in the attempt to
commercialize this device.

STOP SIGN
(941) Q. 1. Edwin M. Love, Alhambra, Calif.,

submits a design of a type of "stop" signs to be
used on automobiles or trucks not equipped with
electric lighting systems. The sign consists of a
small flap arranged with a spring and so connected
that when the brake pedal of the vehicles is de-
pressed, the flap will assume a perpendicular posi-
tion at the rear of the vehicle and will display
the word "stop." He wants to know what we
think of his idea.

A. 1. Frankly, we do not think very much of
it. In the first place, the idea is old. Similar
home-made systems have been described in the
pages of various periodicals in the past and we
believe that applications for patents have been
made upon some of them. In any event, we are
very much of the opinion that you are entirely too
late with your idea and we would not advise you -to
attempt to obtain a patent upon it. \Ve are sure
that even though such a patent might be issued,
you would have very little chance of commercializ-
ing the system.

KNIFE
(942) Q. 1. Marion R. Maybaugh, Bowling

Green. Ind., submits a design for a paring knife
to be used for removing the cores of apples and
the eyes from potatoes and the design of the same
is shown in these columns. The end of the knife
is slightly curved as indicated so as to facilitate
the work mentioned. He asks our opinion upon it.

A. 1. Your particular design for a paring knife
is not at all new and we are very much of the
opinion that it does not constitute patentable ma-
terial. If you will thoroughly search the various
department stores and others carrying_ kitchen
utensils, you will undoubtedly find several knives
constructed along lines very similar to.the one you
have designed. We do not believe that: you would
be, able to obtain a mechanical patent upon this

investand would not advise you to any
further time or money in the proposition. .

CURVED EDGE ------

Proposed paring knife. design which the inven-
tor wants to patent. Our advice is given in the

answer herewith.
f
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Tarrano the Conqueror
By RAY CUMMINGS

(Continued froto page 133)

pacing the room. "Tarrano the weakling!
To what depths has Tarrano fallen!"

He stopped before her. "I ask your par-
don, Lady Elza. This has been madness.
Forget my words-all madness."

His tone was crisp. "Human weakness
to which I did not realize I was so prone
made me talk like a fool. Desire you above
the conquest of the Universe? Absurd!
Lies that men whisper into women's ears!
All lies !"

Was he telling the real truth now? Or
was this a mood of recrimination? Bit-
terness that his love was scorned. Again
his gaze held her, but in it now she could
see nothing but a cruel inflexible purpose.

"Tarrano in defeat! That is impossible,
Lady Elza. You will very shortly realize
that, for I am going to show you how, sin -

A grotesque naked monstrosity almost in hu-
man form. A travesty-gruesome mockery of

mankind. A face, three -eyed .. .

gle-handed, I can make it impossible. Show
you with your own eyes. It was my purpose
in coming to waken you-my purpose, when
your beauty led me into weakness incredible

Get up, Lady Elza."
She stared. With folded arms he stood

emotionless regarding her.
"Get up, I tell you. Put on those gar-

ments you wore when we arrived. We are
going travelling again."

He stood waiting; and beneath his gaze
site shrank back, drawing the fur rug over
her.

A smile of contempt parted his lips. "You
hesitate? You think I am still a weakling?
You over -rate your beauty, Lady Elza .. .

Make haste, I command you. We must start
very soon."

She summoned her voice. "Start? Where?
What are you-"

"No questions, Lady Elza. Not now. Make
haste-"

He jerked from her the fur covering, flung
it across the room, and with the same ges-
ture turned away impersonally. Trembling,
she rose from the couch and donned the gar-
ments he had indicated, while he stood brood-
ing by the window, gazing through its trans-
parent pane at the glistening frozen city
which was all that remained of his Empire.

CHAPTER XXVIII
THE THING IN THE FOREST

"All in good time, Lady Elza, you will
know where we are."
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Alone, unnoticed, they had departed from
the City of Ice on a small flying platform
similar to the one they had used before.
The night had passed; day, with a new
warmth to the sun, came again. Flying low,
with Tarrano in a grim, moody silence, and
Elza staring downward.

The aural lights were overhead when at
the last Tarrano brought the platform to
rest. A thick, luxuriant forest. Huge trees
with rope -like roots and heavy vines. Others
with leaves like the ears of an elephant. And
the ground hidden by almost impenetrable
underbrush.

They had landed in a tiny glade beside a
clank marsh of water, where ferns shoulder
high were embanked. It was dark, the stars
and the tints of the auroral lights were bare-
ly distinguishable through the mass of foli-
age overhead. Elza gazed around her fear-
somely. The air was heavy, oppressive. Re-
dolent with the perfume of wild flowers and
the smell of mouldering, steaming earth.

"All in good time, Lady Elza," Tarrano
repeated. "You will know where we are
presently; we are closer to human habitation
than you would think."

Elza's heart pounded. As they were des-
cending she had noticed a glow of light in
the sky ahead. As though by intuition now,
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she seemed to realize that they were not far
from the Great City. Her thoughts leaped
to me-Jac Hallen-there in Maida's palace.
Tarrano's grim, sinister purpose was as yet
unknown to her. But she guessed that in it,
danger impended for me-for all of us in
the Great City.

"Jac! Danger! Jac! Danger!"
Her thoughts instinctively reiterated the

two words uppermost in her mind. And I
think that it was just about then when they
awakened me.

Leaving the vehicle, Tarrano commanded
Elza to follow him; and he began picking
his way through the jungle. A light was
in his hand; it penetrated but a short dis-
tance. A quivering beam of yellow light;
then Elza saw that upon occasion, as Tar -
ratio's' finger slid a lever, the beam narrow-
ed, intensified to a bright lavender. And now
where it struck, the vegetation withered.
Blackened, sometimes burst into tiny flame,
and parted thus before them as they ad-
vanced.

The jungle was silent ; yet, as Elza lis-
tened, beneath the crackle of the burning
twigs she could hear the tiny myriad voices
of insect life. Startled voices as the heat
of Tarrano's beam struck them. Rustling
leaves; breaking twigs; things scurrying and
sliding away, unseen in the darkness.

Once or twice a crashing-some monster
disturbed in his rest plunging away. Again,
a slithering bulk of something, undulating its
path through the thickets. All unseen. Save
once. Looking upward, Elza caught a gleam
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of green eyes overhead. A triangle of three
baleful spots of phosphorescent green. Her
murmur of fright caused Tarrano to glance
upward. His lavender beam, grown sud-
denly larger, swung there with a hiss. Fall-
ing from above came a pink body. A bloat-
ed body, square, with squat, twisted legs; a
thing larger than a man. A grotesque nak-
ed monstrosity almost in human form. A
travesty-gruesome mockery of mankind. A
face, three -eyed. .

The thing lay writhing in the underbrush,
mouthing, mumbling and then screaming-the
shrill scream of death agony. And the hor-
rible smell of burning flesh as Tarrano's
light played upon it .. .

"Come away, Lady Elza. I'm sorry. I
had hoped to avoid an affair such as this."

Sickened, shuddering, Elza clung close to
Tarrano as he led her onward.

An hour or more; and now Elza could see
in the distance the lights of the Great City.

"Jac! Danger! Jac! Danger!"
The idea of thought -transference had come

to her. With all the power of her mind she
was thinking her warning to me, praying
that it might reach me.

"Single-handed, Lady Elza. You shall see
now how, single-handed, I make impossible
any attack upon Tarrano."

Stumbling through a tangle of low growth-a
black thicket which tore at my garments and
scratched my flesh-I was transfixed by a wo-
man's scream. It came through the darkness

from near at hand.

In her abstraction Elza had almost forgot-
ten herself and Tarrano; his voice reached
her-his voice grim and with a gloating, sin-
ister triumph in it. He was bending to the
ground. Elza saw that they had come to
an open space-an eminence rising above the
forest. Underfoot was a stony soil; in
places, bare black rock with an outcropping
of red, like the cinnabar from which on
Earth we melt the Heavy-metal.*

Tarrano faced her. "Nature, my Lady
Elza, is fair to my purpose. I knew I would
find some such deposit as this." He turned
his face to one side attentively, and -darted
his light harmlessly yellow now-to where
a lone tree showed its great leaves begin-
ning to waver in a night breeze.

"Nature is with us! See there, my Elza!
A wind is coming-a wind from us to-
them 1"

The breeze grew-a breeze blowing di-
rectly over the forest to where in the dis-
tance the lights of the Great City showed
plainly. Tarrano added:

"I had thought to create the wind." He
tapped his belt. "Create the wind to carry
our onslaught. But you see, it is unneces-
sary. Nature is kind, and far more effica-
cious than our man-made devices."

"Jac! Danger!" She stood there in the
" Quicksilver.
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breeze, watching Tarrano-his purpose as yet
no more than guessed-praying that I might
receive her warning.

Tarrano selected his spot-a tiny little
cone of rock no bigger than his thumb. He
beckoned Elza.

"Stand close, and watch. You shall see
how from the merest spark, a conflagration
may ensue."

The cylinder in his hand darted forth a
needle -like shaft-a light of intense purple.
It touched the tiny cone of rock, and he held
it there.

"A moment. Be patient, my Elza."
The point of rock seemed presently to

melt. Like a tiny volcano, at their feet,
lava from it was flowing down. A little
stream of melted rock, viscous, bubbling a
trifle; red at the edges, white within, and
with wisps of smoke curling up from it.

Elza stared with the fascination of horror,
for now tiny tongues of flame were licking
about. Blue tongues, licking the air, van-
ishing into wisps of black smoke.

Tarrano snapped off his ray. But the
tongues of flame stayed alive. Spreading
slowly, soundlessly, their heat now melting
the ground.
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to reserve a copy for you every month.
Otherwise he will not be able to supply
your copy. For your convenience, we are
appending herewith a blank which we ask
you to be good enough to fill in and hand
to your newsdealer. He will then be in a
position to supply copies to you regularly
every month. If you are interested in
receiving your copy every month, do not
fail to sign this blank. It costs you noth-
ing to do so.

To..........._...._...._.........._..__...._...._... Newsdealer

Address ._...-_

Please reserve for me copies of
SCIENCE & INVENTION every month
until I notify you otherwise, and greatly
oblige,
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Address

A breath of the smoke touched Elza's
face. Pungent, acrid. It stopped her breath-
ing. She choked, coughed heavily to expel
it.

"Come away, Latly Elza. Let us watch
from a safer distance."

He led her from the hillock, up the wind
to where at the edge of the forest they stood
gazing.

The blue fire had spread over a distance
of several feet. A sluggish, boiling, bubbling
area of flame. Tongues now the height of a
man. And from them, rolling upward, a
heavy black cloud-deadly fumes thick,
blacker than the night, spreading out, welling
forward over the forest toward the Great
City slumbering in its falsely peaceful se-
curity.

At last Elza knew. Stood there, cold,
shuddering; thinking with all the power of
her mind and being:

"Death, Jac! Death to all the City! The
black cloud of death!"

Oblivious to Tarrano she stood until at last
the rocky eminence was one great mass of
the surging blue fire. And the black cloud,
compact as a thunder -head, rolled onward.

"You can see it conning! Death Jac!
Death to all the City!"

A sudden madness descended upon Elza.
She felt abruptly that her warning was
futile, felt an overpowering desire to run.
Run somewhere-anywhere, away from the

at
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lurid sight she was facing. Or run perhaps,
to the Great City ; to race with that black
cloud of death; to run fast and far, and
burst into our palace to warn us.

Tarrano, himself lost in triumphant con-
templation of what he had done, for the
moment was heedless of Elza's presence.
With white face upon which the blue glare
had settled like a mask of death, Elza turned
silently from him. Forgetful of that horrible
thing they had encountered-others of its
kind which might be lurking about-she
turned silently and plunged into the black
depths of the forest.

CHAPTER XXIX
A WOMAN'S SCREAM

"The Black Cloud of Death!"
We stood there at the casement of the

palace, gazing with a growing terror at the
visible evidence of the tragedy which threat-
ened. A black cloud off there in the distance,
spreading out, rolling inexorably toward us.
And then came the wind, and with it a
breath of the black monster-a choking,
horrible suggestion of the death rolling al-
ready over the city.

$5,000
for

Perpetual Motion
When SCIENCE AND INVENTION

Magazine was still in its infancy, the editors
denied the possibility of constructing a per-
petual motion machine using those forces of
nature as we now know them.

Since that time the editors have received
thousands of different designs for perpetual
motion devices, and have received hundreds
of circular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.

The editors know that if they receive these
letters, there are thousands of others in this
country who get similar letters and who fall
for the claims made in the numerous pros-
pectuses giving the earning capacities of the
various machines.

Most of the shares of stock for these per-
petual motion machines are being sold at a
rate of $1.00 per share, although some inven-
tors are trying to sell shares of stock at
$100.00 per share.

Therefore the editors of this publication
say, "Just come in and show us-merely
SHOW us-a working model of a perpetual
motion machine and we will give you $5,000.-
00. But the machine must not be made to
operate by -tides, winds, waterpower, natural
evaporation or humidity. It must be perpet-
ual motion."

We must have been fascinated at the case-
ment for some considerable time. Elza's
thought messages had ceased. Abruptly I
came to myself.

"The Black Cloud of Death!" I turned to
Georg and Maida. "Alarm the city! Arouse
them all ! Alarm-"

Maida's face was white: she flung off
Georg's arm which had been protectingly
around her. "The siren-"

Terrible moments, those that followed.
Confusion; panic; death!

The public siren in the tower by the lagoon
entrance shrilled its warning. The danger
lights blazed out. The city came to life.
Lights sprang up everywhere. People-with
the daze of sleep still upon them-appeared
at the casements; on the roof -tops; on the
canal steps they appeared, fumbling with
their boats. Panic!

A pandemonium. Aircraft, such as could
so hastily be mustered, swept overhead.
A glare of lights everywhere. The shrill
voice of the siren stilled, to malee audible the
broadcast warnings-stentorian tones scream-
ing: "The Black Cloud of Death! Escape
from the city! Escape to Industriana !"
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Warning, advice, command! But over it
all, the breath of the black cloud now lay
heavy. The lights were dimmed by it.
Everywhere-to every deepest recess of the
city-to every inner room where to escape
it many had fled-its deadly choking breath
was penetrating.

Within the palace was turmoil. We had
an air -vehicle on a landing -stage nearby; but
Georg and Maida would not leave at once.
Rulers of the Central State, as a Director
might stick to his crumbling Tower, they
stayed now in the Great City. Encouraging
the people. Maida's voice, futily attempting
to broadcast over the uproar. Georg com-
manding the official air -vessels to load with
refugees; himself struggling to direct the
jam of boats toward the embarking stages.

We were in the instrument room of the
palace. The air was pale -blue, though I had
closed every casement. Ourselves, choking
already; then gasping; and with no time or
thought to procure a mask. The chemical
room, from whence we might have secured
apparatus to purify our air, had been aban-
doned before we thought to seek it out. I
dashed into it, my breath held. Its case-
ments were open. its air thick -blue with the
fumes; its staff long since fled. I ran back
to Georg and Maida, gasping, my lungs on
fire, my head roaring.

"No use! Abandoned !"
The department of weather control where

-had we been forewarned-we might have
found means to divert the wind by another
of our own creation-was deserted by its
staff at the first alarm.

"No use! Georg-Maida-let us go !"
The mirrors all about us in the instrument

room were going dark ; the horrible scenes
of death throughout the city which they pic-
tured were vanishing. The public lights
were going out; the broadcast voices were
ceasing.

The city now was out of control. But
still the lagoon outside was packed with
boats-overloaded boats .... Screams of
terror, choked into silence .... boats with
frenzied occupants leaping into the water to
find a quicker, happier death.... a woman
with a babe in her arms on a housetop
across the lagoon-the infant already dead ;
the crazed mother flinging it down into the
water, herself following with a long, gasp-
ing scream .

At last Georg pulled at me-no longer
could we speak-pulled at me, and with
Maida between us, we fled. The air outside
was worse. In the dimness, our landing
stage seemed hcfans away. The flagged area
between us and the stage-a space of square -
cut metal flagging, bordering the lagoon-
was littered with bodies. Dead-or dying.
People even now staggering from landed
boats-staggering blindly, stumbling over
bodies, falling and lying always where they
had fallen.

With our own senses fading, we groped
our way forward. Soon we were separated.
I saw Maida fall and Georg pick her up,
but I was powerless to reach them.

The landing stage seemed so far away.
The dead and dying beneath my feet ob-
structed me as I staggered over them. A
woman, reeling toward me, flung her arms
about my neck with an iron grip of despair.
I stared into her face, purple almost with its
congested blood, her mouth gaping, her
Blood -shot eyes bulging; and even with the
terror distorting them, I saw beneath it
their look of despairing appeal .. .

Her arms clinging to me desperately; but
with a curse I flung her to the ground and
reeled onward.

Without knowing it, I had come to the
brink of the water's edge. The flagging
seemed to drop away. I fell. Dimly I
heard the splash as I struck the water; and
felt a grateful cooling sense as it closed over
me.

I am a strong, instinctive swimmer. I
did not breathe, and when I rose to the sur -

The Telephone at the Centennial

ONE hundred years after the
signing of the Declaration of
Independence, the infant tele-
phone was first exhibited at the
Philadelphia Exposition.

Since the dawn of civiliza-
tion, mankind had sought some
means of communicating over
distances which unaided hu-
man speech could not bridge.
Drums, signal fires, runners, the
pony express, and finally the
electric telegraph were means
to get the message through. It
remained for the telephone to
convey a speaker's words and

tones over thousands of miles.
"My God, it talks!" ex-

claimed the Emperor of Brazil
before a group of scientists at
the Philadelphia Exposition,
as he recognized the voice of
Alexander Graham Bell, dem-
onstrating the new invention.

Today, after a brief half -
century, the telephone lines of
the Bell System have become
the nerves of the nation. The
telephone connects citizen
with citizen, city with city,
state with state for the peace
and prosperity of all.
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man who thoughtThe
a buggy

was good enough
IN THE old days, a solid, conservative citizen might
sniff and tell you he didn't read advertising.

He didn't think so much of the horseless carriage,
either. The telephone was newfangled, and an insult
to the United States mails.

As for radio, aeroplanes, wireless photography-if
they had been born then, he probably would have
thought them a bit immoral.

But he's changed. He's been educated. His point
of view has been made broader and more modern. He
has been civilized-by the automobile, the telephone,
radio, advertising.

Every single one has opened up new paths for him,
taught him new things. Advertising, especially. Ad-
vertising tells him the newest things to wear, the best
things to eat. Advertising tells his wife how to make a
home up to date and attractive. Advertising tells him
the prices to pay for things he buys, saves him from the
old-fashioned ways of doing business-helps him live
well, keeps him modern.

Advertising can help you. The advertisements in
this magazine are here to tell you many things that
make life more comfortable, more interesting, happier.
Read them faithfully. They'll keep you abreast of the
times. They'll prevent you from becoming the type of
old fogy who-sniff !-doesn't read advertising.

tg

Advertising is the key to modernity
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you on road to success. You do the manufacturing and
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want to handle big 1926 wholesale orders now being
placed. Strictly a business proposition. Catalog and
information mailed on request.
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face, the single swift breath I took was
purer: than any I had had for half an hour
past.. My head cleared a little; swimming
instinctively, and with cautious breaths, I
found that I was able to go on.

I know now that by some vagary of
chance-of fate if you will-I had struck a
surface area where breathable air still re-
mained. I swam, striving to plan, to think
where I might be swimming. Yet it was
all a phantasmagoria, with only the strength
of my muscles and the instinct to preserve
my life remaining to direct me. : Swim-
ming endlessly ... swimming ... taking a
half -gasp of breath ... swimming ....try-
ing to think ... or dreaming ... was it all,
a dream? .. .

When I came to myself I was lying upon a
hank' of ferns in the outskirts of the city.
It was still night ; the black cloud of death
had passed on; the air was pure. Like a man
for days bereft of water, I lay and drank
in the air, pure at last, as the Almighty dis-
tills it for us.

Bodies were lying around me on the bank.
A Clark, silent house stood nearby; and a de-
serted boat. All darkness and silence-the
brooding silence of death. I was still dazed.

Station

WRNY
NEW YORK

258.5 Meters -1160 kilocycles
ís owned and operated by the
publishers of this maga,íne

Our Editors will talc to you
several times every week -

See your Newspaper
for details

TUNE IN ON
WRNY

Maida-Georg; they seemed like people in a
dream long faded. Industriana! They were
going to the Rhaal City of Industriana. 1
had been trying to get there. I must get
there now-join them. I climbed to my feet ;
the edge of a forest was nearby and with
wavering steps I started toward it.

Looking back on it now I realize that I
was even then half crazed. In a daze I
must llave stumbled through the forest for
hours. Unreasoning, with only that one idea
-to get to Industriana; and in the back-
ground of my consciousness the vague belief
that Elza would be there to greet me. Into
the depths of the untrameled forest with un-
guided steps I wandered.

At last I found myself wondering if the
dawn were coming; the tri-night hour was
long since passed; the auroral lights as I
could sometimes see them through the tangle
of vegetation overhead, were low in the sky.
Insects-and sometimes larger beings-leaped
and slithered unseen before my advance. But
I did not heed them. Eyes may have peered
at me as I stumbled through the blackness
of the undergrowth; but if they did, I did
not notice them.

And then at last I was brought abruptly
to full rationality and consciousness. Stuv',
ling through a tangle of low growth -a black
thicket which tore at my garments and
scratched my flesh-I was transfixed by a
woman's scream. It came through the dark-
ness from near at hand. A crashing of the
underbrush, and a woman's scream of terror.
It stopped my breath, turned me cold.

Elza!
(COntinited in nest issue)
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Ancient Torture Methods
By T. O'CONOR SLOANE, Ph. D. LL.D

(Continued from page 115)

we find that torture was most generally ap-
plied for the purpose of making witnesses
testify, or for extracting confession to de-
termine guilt, rather than as a mode of pun-
ishment.

Here a victim is exposed in a circular cage
mounted on pivots so as to be readily rotated.

It seems rather a hard fate for an unfort-
unate slave to be used as a witness against
his will, in a lawsuit, and be put upon the
rack in order to be made to give the re-
quired testimony. There is no doubt, judging
from the accounts of the law and its admin-
istration from the earliest day, that testi-
mony thus secured was considered most re-
liable. A Roman citizen, though he might be
decidedly inferior to the slave in learning and
culture, was exempt from torture. But that
rule did not always hold. St. Paul, a Roman
citizen, claimed the exemption and was
granted his claim. But, Cicero tells us in one
of his orations, of Verreas submitting a Ro-
man citizen to torture despite his affirmation
of Roman citizenry.

In the sweep -gallows illustrated above the rope
is released for ten feet or more and fetched up
suddenly. A jerk causes extreme torture. The

fire is also applied.

Most of the 17,000,000 spindles
of the new South are now elec-
trically driven. The tall smoke-
stacks are rapidly disappearing.

How long will
a G -E motor last?

After 44 years three
Edison dynamos
are still lighting a
textile mill at New
Bedford, Mass. At
Tonawanda, N. Y.,
16 G -E motors have
worked steadily
since 1895. General
Electric Company
records contain
many similar in-
stances. What work
have you to do?
There is a G -E mo-
tor that will do it
faithfully for many
long years.

Nobody knows. But, after
thirty years of service, the
first electric motors ever
installed in a textile mill are
still capable of a full day's
work.
It is interesting to think how
many million yards of good
cloth these faithful servants
have helped to produce and
how much they have saved
consumers by doing their
work at so low a cost.

GENERAL ELECT " IC

Makes Pumping Up
Tires Unnecessary

CHICAGO, /LL.-F. E. Hughes, Suite
226-E, 424 N. Homan Ave., of this city has
perfected a new air -tight valve cap that en-
ables auto owners to pump up their tires once
and never touch them again until punctured
or worn out. Leading tire manufacturers,
after thorough tests, have approved Mr.
Hughes' invention and banished the old
theory that air escapes through rubber. One
inflation lasts the life of a tire, and tire
mileage is doubled. These caps retail for
$1.25 for set of five. The inventor wants
agentsand will send proof and sample Free.
Write him today.-Adv.
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How to Make Your Own

SPEECH AMPLIFIER

MICROPHONE Transmitter Buttons
have been used for a number of years

to make powerful sound transmitting ele-
ments. These very sensitive amplifiers offer
every "Radio Fan" the means of building his
own powerful speech amplifier. We offer
herewith to the constructor these special
Amplifier Units.
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Fig. 1 shows the amplifier unit.
Fig. 2 shows how the unit is attached to a

telephone receiver. The first procedure is to
mount the unit on the diaphragm of a telephone
receiver, which usually is a high resistance tele-
phone, either 1,000 or 1,500 ohms.

Next we select the loud speaking telephone.
If a low resistance telephone is available, it should
have for maximum efficiency an impedance equal
to the resistance of the amplifier unit, or about 10
ohms; it is connected up as shown in Figure 3.
A 5 ohm telephone receiver is used in this circuit
with a 6 -volt storage battery.

Two telephones taken from a good double head-
set of 2,000 to 3,000 ohms which do not rattle on
strong currents, are employed in Fig. 4, one at
the receiving end, the other as loud talker. In this
hook-up there is one instrument which must abso-
lutely be used with this combination, the trans-
former. As stated before in connection with Fig.
3, the impedance of the telephone, if used in
direct connection, should equal the resistance of
the unit. But as the impedance of the telephone
in Fig. 4 is much higher than the resistance of the
unit, it may be 200 times as great, a transformer
having a step-up ratio is used to match up the
resistance of the unit with the impedance of the
loud speaking telephone. In other words, the
primary coil of the transformer should have an
impedance (which is sometimes called "A. C.
resistance") equal to the resistance of the unit, or
about 10 ohms, and the secondary coil should have
an impedance equal to the impedance of the high
resistance telephone. This transformer may be
purchased in any Radio Store and is called a
microphone transformer or modulation trans-
former, designed primarily to use in radio trans-
mitting sets. A 6 -volt battery gives the best re-
sults. The current passing through the unit will
var from .1 to .25 ampere.

Fig. 5 shows a circuit for further increasing
the volume of sound. This is simply two of the
circuits, such as shown in Fig. 4, linked together.
This arrangement is highly sensitive and the tele-
phones on which the units are mounted should be
packed in a box of cotton, as the slightest vibra-
tion or sound in the room will be picked up and
heard in the loud talker. Any sensitive radio
loud talker may be used in this particular circuit.

THESE and innumerable other interest-
ing experiments are possible with these

amplifiers. Every amateur should have at
least one or two in his "Lab" or workshop.
A four -page instruction pamphlet is sent
with every unit.

SPECIALLY PRICED
-

C
While they last Per Unit

OR TWO FOR $1.75

PRESS GUILD,
66-S W. Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

Enclosed find 95c-$1.75 for which send me
postpaid one-two amplifier units as advertised.

Name

Address

Town State

Thumb -screws, a well-known instrument
of torture, were used by the English. It is
told that one of the English kings had the
instrument applied to his own thumbs. At
the first suggestion of pain, he ordered the
tightening to be stopped and admitted that
another turn of the screw would make him

Here we see two women, one with a wooden
and one with a metal collar, a variation on the
pillory and standing on the penitential stone.

confess anything. It seems perfectly obvious
. that the vast majority of "confessions" thus
obtained were confessions made by innocent
people who could stand no more of the partic-
ular form of torture applied.

Illustrations of some instruments of tor-
ture are given with this article. In the fol-
lowing articles, more will be said of the vari-
ous innovations and new inventions of in-
struments of torture-each more painful than
the other-which showed a, certain degree of
ingenuity of what may be termed, the diaboli-
cal order; and something will be said of the
evolution of torture to our own methods now
employed to open the mouths of the silent and
to gain admissions-our famous "third de-
gree."

This illustrates the strappado. The victim was
drawn up by the wrists which were tied be-
hind the body. Varying weights were applied
to his feet to increase the torture. Part of the
torture was to raise him up and then drop him
a certain distance without letting him touch
the ground so as to jerk the arms out of the

sockets.
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GALACITEMakerYar

PUNCTIJRE'PROOF
ONEminute

Tires hammered full of nails, leak no
air. This startling new invention
banishes tire trouble forever. Repairs
punctures without taking the tire
off the rim. Actually makes any tire
puncture -proof for life. Seals instantly
all punctures, slow leaks and porous
places, often Increases the mileage
from 10,000 to 12,000 miles by pre-
serving rubber and keeping tires prop-
erly

1
COS

inflated. Positive money back

14 E

.i, guarantee meanswill.GALACITE* must
make good-or we will.

Flt RTIft,, AGENTS $10,000aYear
IMMEDIATE -Tremendous profits sell -

'11 O
ing this revolutionary invention to car

owners,Garages,Service 5tations,etc. Earn
up to $10,000 a year with exclusive ter-

ritory. Your name and address brings par-
ticulars by return mail. Send Today before

someone else gets territory you want.
C.F.IOHNSON & CO., 19W.lackson Blvd.,Dept 161 Chicago,U.S.A,

ti Aviation
Take a
W. A. C. Course
In Applied Airplane
Engineering. Many
men earn $2000 to $10,000 a year. Big Free
outfit of airplane parts. write for Free catalog.

WESTERN AIRPLANE CORPORATION
"Dept. S-6" Monadnock Blg., Chicago, 111.
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500 TRICKS
Be Popular - Learn to Entertain!
Fool your friends. Earn money at Clubs
sed Parties. Easy to learn. No skill re-
oired. Write today for Free 64 -page

Illustrated Book that explains 33 Tricks
ycu can do, together with Catalog of Son
Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes and European Nov -
cities at lowest prices. Enclose 4c postage.
LYLE DOUGLAS. Sta. A-3. Dallas. Tex.
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How to Know the Value
of Patents

By LEO T. PARKER
(Continued from page 111)

quires an explanation entirely too lengthy for
this space, but suffice it to say that it means
practically what the average person might be-
lieve the word expresses.

During the court proceedings or litigation
in which infringement of a patent is involved,
the defendant's attorney in making every ef-
fort to invalidate the patent simply strength-
ens it, provided, of course, its validity is up-
held and an adverse decision is rend-
ered against the party being sued for the in-
fringement. The validity of a patent during
the infringement litigations may be passed
upon first, by the District United States
Court, then by the Circuit Court of Appeals
of the United States, and later, under certain
conditions, by the Supreme Court of the
United States.

So, therefore, if a patent is adjudicated in

$11,000
for Spirits

More than two years ago SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine offered a
prize of $11,000.00 to anyone who could
demonstrate his or her ability to communi-
cate with the spirits or to give some definite
form of a psychical demonstration which in
itself was not trickery.

The result has been that mediums and
spiritual organizations have been afraid to
place proofs before us. Those weak at-
tempts which have been made to demon-
strate psychical phenomena were almost in-
stantly proven fraudulent, and no medium
has dared to contradict our findings.

In view of these facts, should we not con-
sider all mediums fraudulent? Should we
not consider every psychical manifestation
as being trickery pure and simple, intended
primarily to fleece those who visit the circl_
and who find solace in the words from the
worst forms of charlatans, namely those who
are being permitted to practise upon the
poor, seeking words from loved ones?

We have $11,000.00 offered by this pub-
lication and Joseph F. Rinn which will be
awarded wholly or in part to the one produc-
ing a phenomenon devoid of trickery.

all three of these courts its validity is as-
sured. If, however, its validity is upheld
only in a District Court of the United States,
there is a chance that the decision may later
be reversed in either the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals or the Supreme Court.

For these reasons the value of a patent is
determined to a great extent, by the number
of courts through which it has passed.

But if a patent is not adjudicated and has
not passed through court litigation, then its
value may not be so accurately determined.
In other words an unadjudicated patent may
be worth thousands of dollars or it may
prove a liability. For example, if after an
infringement suit is instituted on a patent and
during the litigation the patent is declared
invalid, then of course, the patent is valueless
and the money spent in prosecuting it is lost.

It is true that some investments are much
safer than others. And so it is with patent
investments. If a patent is not adjudicated,
it is advisable to place it in the hands of a
reliable patent attorney to receive his opinion
of the broadness of its scope or strength. By
this plan a person may be reasonably certain
whether or not a patent is sufficiently strong

Ithout question
BECAUSE it costs us more to make Fatima

the retail. price is likewise higher. But would

men continue to pay more, do you. think,
except (4Dr genuinely increased enjoyment?

The fac1cannot be denied - they do continue

11
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What a whale of a .difference just a few cents make

CHOOL
A special technical school,

with concise but compre-
hensive course.

Electrical men with training are -
in demand. For more
than 30 years this school

has been training men of ambition and limited
time, for the electrical industries. Condensed
course in Electrical

Engineering uatesto
secure good positions and promotions. Theoretical
and Practical Electricity. Mathematics and Me-
chanical Drawing. Students construct motors, in-stall wiring and test electrical machinery. Com-
plete course

In One Year
Over 9000 men trained. Thoroughly
equipped fireproof dormitories, din-ing hall, laboratories, shops. Pre-
pare for your profession in the most
interesting city in the world. School
established 1093. Send for catalog.

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
446 Takoma Ave., Washington, D. C.
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Learn
atHorae

to Make CteYer

NOW C
A Profitable Business of Your Own
for full or spare time. Earn $25 to
$50 a week in spare time. Double
your pay. Practical method of home
instruction makes learning easy.

Why work for low -pay? Clever "sales -
increasing" display material is always needed
by progressive business enterprises of every
description. $10 to $20 is often paid for a
single attractive show card. Skilled Show
Card Writers command high salaries-right
from the start.

Prepare now. No special ability needed. Learn
at home in your spare time through a most com-
plete and practical method. We develop your orig-
inality and teach you how to make attractive show
cards, just like a professional. We give all of your
work personal attention through the mail. Hun-
dreds have learned Show Card Writing this quick,
easy way and are now making more and more
money each week. SO CAN YOU.

Take advantage of the wide range of money -mak-
ing opportunities always open in the Show Card
field. Make original Show Cards for your own em-
ployer or work for several merchants at the same
time. Establish a profitable business of your own.
Earn up to $110 a week-and more if you're am-
bitious.

Send for FREE Book
Get busy. Boost your pay. Don't delay your

preparation for this uncrowded, lucrative profession.
Write today for our big Free Book, full of illustra-
tions. Gives complete details of our practical home -
study course. Mail coupon now!

WASHINGTON SHOW CARD SCHOOL, Dept. 266-D
1119.15th Street. N. W. Washington. D. C.

Washington Show Card School, Dept. 266-D
1115 -15th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Please send me FREE and without obligation, a
copy of the new 32 -page book, "Quick Success In
Show Card Making."

Name

Address
I

City State

This is the JN4 0.2
Training Plane; built with

an Ideal Construction
Outfit

BLUEBIRD
Racing Aeroplane

[Pictured Below)
A graceful. swift, 22 -inch
racer, guaranteed to fly.
Will rise to 100 ft. and
fly 300 ft. and more.
Just the thing for real
fun this summer. Com-
plete outfit, ready to fly:
including wind- QP1 G'
er, postpaid for .49iiae.77

Be a
JUNIOR

AVIATORS
Build and Fly Year Own

8 -it. 8IODZL AEROPLANES
and have the 'Inset sport

la the world.
IDEAL Seale Drawings and
Building- Flying Instructions
show you bow to build and fly
thfns 8 -ft. models ofp anye oe
Completwnpgane fool any one
sent postpaid for 25 cantal
Cortina J N4 0.2 TralnlngPlane DaHavllland"Roanrl-ld" Flyer NC -4Naval Seaplane Mleriot,
Nleuport or Taube Mono-
plane; or Cecil Paull Racer.

(Set of 7. $1.25 peatpald)
Complete 48pp. Catalog of
Models, Parts, Suppltes,5c.

FREE Deecriptiya Clr-
Model Áeropleneeli and

Flying Toy.. mailed free
upon request.
Ideal Aeroplane & Supply Co.

165.169 Spring St., New York

to prevent other persons or firms from manu-
facturing a competing product. Also, fairly
reliable information can be had as to the
likelihood of other previously issued patents
being so broad in scope as to cover the pat-
ent in question. All of this information can
be had from a reliable patent attorney who
may base his opinion on data gained from
the patent application, searches of the Patent
Office records, etc. If the opinion is to the
effect that the patent is valid and strong,
then, of course, the odds are in favor of the
inventor, providing the patented article meets
with popular public demand.

The likelihood of an article proving a
popular and profitable selling item may be
based, to a great extent, upon the past suc-
cess of other articles which are used for the
same purpose. If the patented product is al-
ready marketed, the available records may
be resorted to for the purpose of determining
the average selling cost, average profit, sales
distribution, etc.

A particular advantage of having an ar-
ticle patented is that the inventor is given
17 years in which to exclusively make, sell
and use the invention. The inventor, there-
fore, has an absolute monopoly on the pat-
ented product and is privileged to set any
selling price on it as he may see fit.

The real value of a patent lies in the fact
that the manufacturer may sell articles at a
much higher price, and thereby earn con-
siderably increased profits, than when the
same articles are manufactured and sold by
competing firms. A striking example of the
price control advantage of manufacturing a
patented article is offered by a very popular
and universally used safety razor which sold
throughout the country at a standard price
of $5.00, during the entire life of the patent.
However, within two months after the patent
expired, and at the present time, competing
firms offer the same type of safety razor as
low as thirty-nine cents each. It is, there-
fore, apparent that in consideration of the
abnormal profit at which a patented article
may be sold, the actual value of a patent can
be figured as being the difference between
the patented article's selling price less the
price which may be necessary to establish in
the face of competition, and then multiply
the remainder by the approximate number of
sales. While it is true a greater number of
the manufactured articles may be sold if they
are offered to the public at a cheap selling
price, yet when there is competition many
firms share in the distribution of sales,
whereas a firm that is manufacturing a
patented article has the privilege of its ex-
clusive sale, as well as the opportunity of
large profits.

Not so long ago a certain firm in the
United States secured the exclusive license
to manufacture and sell a well known article
which was patented by an English inventor.
At the time and previous to receiving the ex-
clusive right of the sale and manufacture of
this article, the firm was barely earning ex-
penses, because all of its products were being
sold on a keen competitive basis, at small
profit. But at this date this firm is paying
big dividends and has discontinued making
many of the articles which it made formerly,
so that more space and the sales organization
are available to manufacture and sell the
more profitable licensed article.

The country is full of manufacturing con-
cerns of great wealth, that owe their success
primarily to the manufacture and sale of a
patented popular selling article. Of that
there can be no question.

All of these things are important for in-
ventors as well as business managers to
know. A man's knowledge of a business
may mean its success or failure, so also may
an understanding of the inventive business
(for anyone who obtains a patent, is in the
inventive business) result in a patentee's suc-
cess. -
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The value of a patent cannot be accurately
estimated. That is certain. But at the same
time, its points of advantage can be fully un-
derstood by the inventor who should be able
to convincingly explain these advantages to
a prospective purchaser. Generally speaking,
almost all big things did not just happen.
That is to say their occurrence may easily
have been avoided by an accidental circum-
stance. The same principle is true of men-
the difference between the efficient man who
earns ten million dollars in a life time, and
the men who consistently earns $75 per week
or $120,000 in a life time, is so the scientists
say, less than 5 per cent. Yet the difference
in actual results in dollars .and cents is almost
99 per cent.

The writer realizes "efficiency of men"
appears not to be directly concerned with the
value of patents; yet no one can deny that
many valuable inventions have not become
dividend earners simply because the patentees
or inventors almost but did not quite convince
some manufacturing concern of the value of
the invention. Perhaps, a knowledge of the
ways to know the value of patents might
have assisted the inventor to give the addi-
tional "punch" needed to consummate the
deal which was almost, but not quite com-
pleted.

(Don't fail to read Mr. Parker's article in
Jelly issue, "Important Things Inventors
Should Know.")

A Visit to a Movie Studio ;

By A. P. PECK and M. ESSMAN. ;

(Continued front page 107) ;

photograph black and ordinary rouge would
give a cadaverous effect to the cheeks.
Therefore, other colors must be employed
and it is no unusual thing to see an actress
made up with vivid green or yellow cheeks
when working in a studio. It is this sort of
make-up that the "burlesque queens" in the
particular set referred to employed. Natur-
ally, since there was no photography being
done at this location we soon lost interest
but found in another part of the studio that
a picture was being taken. Here in a sur-
prisingly small space was set the interior of
an attic room. The whole setting together
with the space necessary for the cameraman
and the director occupied no more than an
area 20 feet square. However, the effects that
can be obtained in such a small space are sur-
prising and the pictures very realistic.

The large illustration used in connection
with this article will give the reader some
idea of how various sets are placed close
together in a small area, yet when filmed,
give the effect of great distances. Also
you can see some of the complicated appa-
ratus that is required for the making of mo-
tion pictures, particularly the large arcs bf
the upright tubular type and .the spotlights.
Our other illustration shows the taking of a
close-up. The young lady equipped with a
notebook is the scene clerk referred to in the
article entitled, "How Movie Films Are
Edited," appearing in the May, 1926, issue.

It was with the greatest regret that we
found that there was no trick photography
being done at the studio at he time of our
visit, but we were promised that we would
soon be shown some work of this nature and
so our readers may rest assured that in the
very near future we will present the details
of more trick photography.

Our visit to the studio encompassed a
period of only about two hours and probably
at the time we did not see all that is to be
seen. However, with the promise of an early
return, we reluctantly left. In the near
future the reader may hope to hear of more
trips to the various motion picture studios
and we can certainly promise some very
interesting reading.

Make Marriage
a Success.

Marriage always means
misery to the unfit. What
you are your children are
bound to be, and your
weaknesses will be in-
creased as you pass them
along to your childrer.
who may live to curse you
for their inheritance of
woe. This is the inflexible
law of heredity. You can-
not avoid it. You dart
not overlook it. THINK
now before it is too late

MAKE YOURSELF
FIT FOR LIFE

You are not fit if you are
weak, sickly and under-
developed. You dare not
marry and ruin some
trusting girl's life if dissi-
pation and excesses have
sapped your vitality and
left you a mere apology
for a real man. Don't
think you can save your-
self with dope and drugs.

STRONGFORT Such unnatural materials
Builder of Men can never remove the

cause of your weaknesses and will surely
harm you. The only way you can be re-
stored is through Nature's basic law. She
will never fail you if you sit at her feet and
learn her ways.

I RESTORE MEN
My entire life has been dedicated to a study
of Nature's Laws. 1 have applied her won-
derfully effective principles to my own per-
son and gained the world's award as the
most perfect specimen of physical and health
attainment. These are the same marvelous,
restorative, uplifting elements that I want to
apply in your case and fit you for the re-
sponsibilities of marriage and parenthood. I
want to help you-I can help you with

STRONGFORTIS1l;
SCIENCE OF HEALTH PROMOTION
S'TRONGFORTISM-Nature's first assistant
-has lifted thousands of weak, ailing, dis-
couraged men out of the bog of despair, and
placed them on the straight road to health,
happiness, and prosperity.
STRONGFORTISM has restored the man-
hood they thought lost forever and has given
them renewed confidence, vitality, success,
asad fitted them for the joys of life. You can
follow my instructions for repairing your
health and strength in the privacy of your
home, ridding yourself of weakness, nervous-
ness, catarrh, constipation, indigestion, rheu-
matism and other ailments, and start a new
lease of life.

WRITE ME TODAY
SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK

The experience and research of a lifetime are contained'
in my wonderfully instructive book, "PROMOTION
AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH
AND MENTAL ENERGY." It will tell you frankly
how you can make yourself over into a vigorous speci-
men of vital manhood. Just mark the subjects on the
free consultation coupon on which you want special con-'
fidential information and send to me. Send for my free I
book. RIGHT NOW-TODAY.

lIONEL STRONGFORTRON13FORT
physical and Health Specialist for over 25 Years

Dept 167 Newark, N. J.. U. 8. A.

FREE CONSULTATION
Clip and Send This Coupon

ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL
Mr. Lionel Strongfort,
Strengfort Institute, Dept. 167, Newark, N. J.

Please send me absolutely free my copy of your book.
"PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH.
STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY." I enclose a
ter cent piece (a dime) to help cover mailing expensr
and have marked (x) before the subjects in which I

ant most interested.
..Colds ..Weak Eyes ..Vital Losses
..Catarrh .. Flat Chest .. Lung Troubles
..Asthma ..Despondency ..Poor Circulation
..Headache ..Emaciation ..Round Shoulders
..Rupture ,.Rheumatism ..Youthful Errors
..Thinness ..Nervousness ..Manhood Restored
..Pimples ..Constipation ..Skin Troubles
...Insomnia ..Night Losses ..Stomach Disorders
..Impotency ..Short Breath .. Increased Height
.,Overweight ..Weak Heart ..Muscular..Week Back-Great Strength Development

Name

Age Occupation

Street w
City State
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,44 Dept. FX5

National
7 4.. Radio In.titute

Washington, D. C.
J. E. Smith, Pre..

`,Dear Mr. Smith: With -

FREE BO'
out obligating me in anyway. nandree

telling all aboutmetheyour Rafdio fibookd,el
also all information on your practical,

home -study Radio Course.

Name

$SOro'250aWeek
aS a RADIO EXPERT
Get into great new Big -Pay Industry-
Radiol If you earn a penny less than Sto
a week, Clip Coupon Now. Be a Radio

Expert-draw down big money for easi-
est, most fascinating work in the world.

Trained men in big demand. Free
Book airmail fact.. Every day,

men I've trained taking good places
n the Radio field!

LEARN AT SOME
Ill teach you Quickly easily, at home
in spare time to qualify for Radio's
fine sobs. Big lay -out of instruments
free of extra cost tohelp you learn. I
guarantee to train you successfully.
Lack of education no drawback, I'll
train you from start to finish. Free
Employment Service. Send coupon
now for Free Book and proof, also

limited special offer.
No obligation.

Tremendous, big opportunities
are open for ambitious men in Mod-
ern Photography. This is the picture
age. Magazine and newspaper Publish-
ers buy thousands of photographs each
year. Every manufacturer sends wt
high priced pictures of his products.
Every home wants portraits. Photog-

raphy is a business running into
millions of dollars each year.
And there is a great shortage of
ti kilned photographers.

Earn $3,000 to $10,000 a Year
Hundreds of men are earning
big money and establishing their
own businesses. Even during
spare time, while training, you
can make $75 a week easily-
no matter where you live!

Amazing New Easy Method
I show you at home, how to do
the kind of work turned out by
the big studios in New York
and Chicago! I show you how to
make big money within 30 days!
C. M. Cole bought a home with
money he had made when only
half way through his training.
So well do I know what I can
do for you that I guarantee

under bond to return every cent of your tuition if you
are not thoroughly satisfied.

Professional View Camera FREE!
Write at once for Free Camera Offer
-I give you, free. a splendid pro-
fessional view camera. You will he
astonished and delighted. This offer
open for short time only - so act
quick! No obligation.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS. Inc.

Dept. I42A
3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Got $100 for
Flood Pictures

"I took pictures
of a Hoed andsold them for
non. I have
been able to buy
thy house and lot
rrrot the sale of
Pictures."

C. 31. Cole.
washington.

$97 In 2 Days!
I made $28., in

December. went
at two days last
week o n home
Portrait w o r k
and made $07."

A. G. Hughes,
Kentucky.

$7.50

Magnified 225 Diameters
This is what the tip of a fly's leg
is like when seen through the

ULTRALENS
MICROSCOPE
At last a high
powered micro-
scope is within
the means of all
who wish to
study, observe
a n d experiment
with the vast
world of minute
objects invisible
to the naked eye.
Such fun it is,
as well as educa-

tional. No technical training required, yet hundreds of
scientists and teachers are using this instrument. Gives
enormous magnification and perfect definition. Send $7.50
for complete outfit. Send for descriptive literature.

Scientific Apparatus Corp., Dept. 203, Milton, Pa.

for Complete Outfit Prepaid

The Future of Radio
Broadcasting

By A. P. PECK
(Continued from page 155)

price. So it will undoubtedly be with
radio broadcasting. Eventually the com-
pany that undertakes to commercialize
this project will be the one that will be
patronized and will be the one that will
reap the benefits of successful broadcast-
ing.

Our picture shows a central radiophone ex-
change connected by means of a switch-
board with thousands of subscribers
throughout the city. There will undoubt-
edly be such a central distributing receiv-
ing station in every city throughout the
country just as today there are central
telephone offices serving a multitude of
people. At the central radiophone office
there will be a series of broadcast receiv-
ers tuned to various wave -lengths and un-
der careful and constant check. It is en-
tirely possible to use a multi -tuned cir-
cuit to receive from several different
transmitters simultaneously and this sys-
tem may be used. In any event, one
single reception antenna can be employed
for receiving from a good many different
stations. With super -power transmitters
distributed throughout the world it will
become an easy matter for . many radio
receiving sets to be connected to the same
antenna and for each set to receive from
some certain broadcasting station. The
powers of the receiving set may of course
be graduated according to the stations
which they are designed to bring in. Tlie
outputs of all of the receivers are to be
connected to a distributing switchboard
and the switchboard in turn is connected
to the homes of the various subscribers.
III the subscriber's home is located a loud
speaker of some sort. Undoubtedly it
will be small and unobstrusive and can be
decorated to correspond with the furnish-
ings of the house. On the same base as
is supplied to support the loud speaker
will be found a bracket for a hand tele-
phone. This telephone and the loutl
speaker will be connected to the distrib-
uting switchboard.

Let us visualize a scene in a modern
home equipped with such a radio instal-
lation of the not distant future. Glancing
over a newspaper, it is found that a cer-
tain program of great interest to the par-
ticular 'home under discussion is to be
broadcast at 7:00 o'clock that evening
from Melbourne, Australia. It is then
only necessary to pick up the hand tele-
phone placed. on the loud speaker stand,
and tell the exchange operator that you
desire to listen to that particular program
beginning at 7:00 o'clock. The operator
will make note of it and promptly on time
you will hear the transmission from the
Melbourne station being reproduced by
your loud speaker. All this without any
radio apparatus whatsoever in your home
and with no trouble to you other than the
ordering of the program. Could any-
thing be simpler and more convenient?

Of course, we realize that all this will
cost money. Today your telephone costs
money. It could not have been developed
to its present stage of perfection if a
certain tax were not placed upon each
and every individual who uses the tele-
phone. So it will be with the radio dis-
tributing system of the nature described.
A certain toll will be exacted from each
subscriber to the system and this toll will
pay for the installaton of central distrib-
uting stations and for the construction
and maintenance of the super -power sta-
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New Lathe
Catalog Free!

rtey Shows 96 styles and sizes from
ere, the smallest Bench Lathe to

the largest Factory Production
Lathe. Describes-

TheNewSouthBendLathe
a heavier, stronger Lathe ofRreater belt pow-
er-equal in accuracy and precision to any
other Lathe made. The New South Bend
Lathe sells at attractive prices-each one a
remarkable value. Write for Free Catalog.

Easy Payments if Desired
South Bend Lathe Works

507 East Madison St South Bend, Ind. _
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Make Your Own
ó JulYSp rIclels/

Cl.ET ine St you R O
FIT. With it you can make GO

dandy big red and golden sparki-
ors. It's lots of fun making your
own, and they will be the best you
ever had. Complete outfit contain-
ing everything needed to make 30
red sparklers and 30 golden
sparklers; postpaid for 50e.
FREE. If you send at once. we will
include a copy of the 4th of July
Chemeraft Chemist Magazine tell-
ing about fireworks, and hose made,
THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.,

105 Summit Avenue,
Hagerstown, Md.

Food asTo ols
BRAIN 8 NERVES

BRAINY MEALS make brain
work easy, produce strong
nerves strong eyes, presence
of min,I moral force :ambition.
MUSCLE MEALS build firm
tissue. OTHER FOODS aro
cleansing and radiate clear
complexion and vivacity.

WRONG FOODS produce
dullness, nervousness, shyness,
low spirits constipation heart

complaints sex troubles, DISEASE, old! age, death. Student
writes "Ifave been making f our times the money traveling.
No strength to do this before." "Tonsils saved, joints re-
duced, tumor dissolved, eyesight restored."
Educational Booklet 10c. BRINICLER SCHOOL OF
EATING, Dept 61 131 West 72nd St.. New York,

Agents
Wanted

Use and in-
'Oduce MELLINGER CORD TIRES

15,0001%11,V.;
'1t

Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer-
ica. Shipped prepaid on approval. Make
big money tiller part time. No capital or
experience. Sample sections furnished.
YOUR TIRES FREE!
Simoii send name today for FREE BOOK, MI le
how taoue.nde do big business. special Amite
Offer. Wholesale Prices and FREE Sample alt.
MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Dept. 411. Iiansas City. Mo.
Dept, 411, Phiadelphia, Pa.
Dept. 4 t 1, Oakland. Calif.

Moll III IW

WRITE
NEAREST

OFFICE

READ
AMAZING STORIES

Sold On All Newsstands
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12 -Cell -- 24 -Volt
Storage`B'Battery
t'Oeitively given free with each
purchase of a WORLD "A"
Storage Battery. Yon must
send this ad with your order,
WORLD Batteries are famous
for their guaranteed quality
and service. Backed by years
of successful manufacture and
thousands of satisfied users.
anan ignoranced withagaini

Solid
acidRubber leaCasek-

age. You save Giver cent and gate

their friends."Thou our Dent proof
of performance.Send your order in today.
Solid Rubber Casa Radio Batteries
6 -Volt, 100 -Amperes . . $11.25
6-Volt, 120-Amperes.Ó Ames - .Ó6-kper . 14Ó
Solid Rubber Case Auto Batteries
6 -Volt, 11 -Pious $11.25
12 -Volt.

13-Plate
7Platte 16.ÓÓ

Send No Money ism tw:n ,rib i
we will shill_day order ie received, by Ex-
pr

F

Ex-
press C. O. .ILE bje

b
rt toyat examination

arrival. S b" tery fn,uded.
Extra Offer: 6 per cent dioceses for cash to me nom,In full with order. Buy now and get a guar-T and Lots:, Inenteed battery at 60 per cent easing to you. c.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
1219 Se. Wabash Ave., Dept. 10 CHICAGO, ILL.

Set your Radio Dial at

o r1 d 210 meters for thenew
w. world Stange

Battery Station, WSBC,
1000

STORAGE BATTERIES Chi eéonen
etch for al`

ÍI WEAF5WfitL nce: - i

2 -Year Guarantee
Bond in Writing "OLD lam- j,Approved

and Listed
as Standard
by Leading
Authorties
includingInboLabora-
tories., Popular
Science re d-
tute of Stand -

Rde,
Po oler

ada laboro-
toriee, Radio
Broadcast Lab-
oratories Radio

Only Conn
Gives You these Features,

FOR quick success and
lasting satisfaction

choose aConn saxophone.
Its exclusive features en-
able you to win both
pleasure and profit play-
ing the music you like
best. Remember only
with a Conn you get the
improved key system,
patented tuning device,
integral sockets with

rolled edges, straight mouthpipe and
above all, the new Conn -foil pads;
features which make Conn the choice
of world-famous artists.

Free Trial-Easy Payments
Conn is the only maker of every instrument
for the bald. Send now for free book describing
Conn features in detail; mention instrument.
C.G.Conn,Ltd., 656 ConnBldg.,Elkhart,lnd.

You can build hundreds of useful
things at home

Buy

"HOW TO MAKE IT"
The big 116 page book prepared by

the staff of Science & Invention
See advertisement Page 192

tions throughout the world. One com-
pany, or a combination of various com-
panies, will finance a system of this type
and will carry through the various phases
to a successful completion, for the radio
entertainment of the future is going to
take some such form as this.

It may not do so for another twenty-
five or fifty years but some system of this
nature is bound to come. It will not
mean the death of experimental work in
the home nor will it mean the death of
the home-made radio receiver. In fact,
such a system will give a greater impetus
to this work. With radio broadcasting
stations operating on high power
throughout the world, listening in to any
part of the globe will be a comparatively
simple matter. Although there are a
good many experimenters in this country
and in the world who desire to do this,
still there are a multitude more who
would like to llave radio entertainment in
their homes but who do not desire to be
bothered with the up -keep and care of a
radio receiving set. The controlling corn -
panics will take care of this phase of
the situation and will supply the benefits
of radio to those who do not want the
troubles incident to maintaining a set.

When such a system as that outlined
above comes into general use, it is en-
tirely possible that every owner of a radio
receiving set who is not a "line" sub-
scriber will be taxed a nominal amount.
Who among you would not be willing to
pay a dollar or more a year toward the
upkeep of radio broadcasting stations?
Up to the present time we are receiving
our radio entertainment free of charge,
but if it could be improved, would you
not be willing to pay a small amount for
such improvement? Undoubtedly the in-
stallation of super -power stations broad-
casting programs by paid artists will give
us better entertainment than any that we
receive today. So let us look forward to
the future of radio broadcasting and to-
ward the betterment of it, and last, but
not least, the editors would like to hear
your opinion on the future of radiophone
broadcasting as here suggested.

A Typical Month at WRNY:
By CHARLES D. ISAACSON

Program Director
(Continued from page 156)

tic baritone who had just returned from a
triumphant tour in South American cities.

On Monday morning, Ruth Conne, adviser
of wealthy women in many cities, talked on
the trend of fashions; and H. O. Osgood,
of Musical Courier, about concerts in the
forthcoming weeks; and Walter Gueninger,
of Harper's Magazine, about the best books.
WRNY, broadcasting about the only noon -
hour program, poured forth its entertain-
ment to hundreds of homes, restaurants and
radio shops with jazz piano work, singing,
etc. With the evening, the Poetry Post
brought Baroness Posse, famous writer of
Sweden, who told of the literary activities
of her own country, and shortly afterwards,
Kathryn Behnke, the original "Lullaby
Lady" sang many thousands of children to
sleep with her lullabies.

On Tuesday the women's clubs of New
York broadcast, through their presidents, to
thousands of club members throughout the
country, as well as to the other women list-
eners. That afternoon, the Grand Ball Room
of The Roosevelt was packed for a dinner
given by the Consumptive Jewish Aid So-
ciety; VVRNY broadcast the music and
speeches.

In the evening, Joan Lowell sang ditties of

BINOCULARS

SPOT GAME AWAT

SEND
NO

MONEY

10DAYS'
TRIAL

POWERFUL
IMPORTED Jib 8

POWER

CONQUER Distance! Follow flight of fowl high In sky!
Observe movements of deer, bear, birds, ships, people off

In the distance. Autos roaring 'round the track! Horses tearing
cown the turf I Make your eyes 8 times stronger! Bring objects
right to your feet/ Keep a pair in your car! Motoring will
become a Joy! New Worlds will open for YOU! When off fora
Like sling a pair over your shoulder (they add that smart mili-
tary air) and enjoy glorious vistas as never before. These Bin-
oculars will prove a never-ending lifetime Joy! Indispen-
eable for camping, hunting, hiking, yachting, races,motoring,
shut-ins, oboervation, bird and nature studies, etc.

Hundreds Supplied to Army and Navy Officers
LIMITED importation received! French and German Army
Officers' S -POWER Prism Billie u. a rs ; famous PREMIERE

f2UALITE; brand new. perfect. Brilliant illumination, ex-
quisite definition; remarkable light -gathering Dower. Wide
field of vision-many times area of field glasses. Central
focusing with individual eye -strength and width adjustments.
Superbly constructed, handsomely finished rich grain leather.
Beat and moisture proof. Usually sell for $40.00 to
Our Price (while limited Importation lasts) corn- 2
plete with leather case, neck and shoulder straps..

Rant
We ask for NO Money -
NOTHING on Delivery! .Dust
the

YY

FBI priCU ARlege o[ sending
DAYS'R FINOCULARS on 10 DAIS'.jhFREE TRIAL. (We have

confidence in our goods.) See,
Try, Test, Use Binoculars for 10 Days Absolutely Free! If
pleased with BINOCULARS you may pay on Budget Plan:

$5.00 MONTHLY
or, if you wish to pay "Cash at end
of 10 DAYS, deduct $1.75 and 4121.75
x+end Check or Money Order for
521.75 in FULL SETTLEMENT.
Send NO

I

Pay NOTHING Mail Coupon
Money on Delivery I only - NOW!

SEAVER-WILLIAMS CO.
OPTICAL DIVISION

2 Generations of Honorable Dealings
Importers, Exporters, National Mail Order Hotels

365WashingtonStreet, Boston,Mass.
Largest Distributors o f Binoculars in the United States

Gentlemen:-Send me 8 -Power Binoculars ($23.50) for
10 Days' FREE Trial. If pleased. within 10 days I have the
privilege of paying $5.00 monthly or of deducting $1.75
and sending $21.75 in FULL SETTLEMENT. Other-
wise, I shall return them.
NAME__.... .. _ ._....__.. ..._...,--
ADDRESS
Tear out and mail this coupon NOWI If you wish to
tell us something about yourself, it will beappreciated-
simplywriteOgg separate slip of paper. S. I.6-26 I
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LEARN DRAFTING
AT HOME IN SPARE TIM E.,....21~,

Become an expert Draftsman-earn
$50 to $200 per week. Learn Me-
chanical. Machine, Architectural or
Structural Drafting at home in spare
time. Personal Instruction. Easy
monthly payments. We furnish corn-
plete set of drawing instruments. Free
Book explains all-write for it.

THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC
Dept. 105. South Haven. Mich.
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Cabinet
Shop Special

No. 10

$290
AS ILLUSTRATED &

WITH MOTOR
THE MOST POPULAR MACHINE PARKS
EVER BUILT! A winner from the start. A real
machine, yet convenient size for the small shop.
Does everything in woodworking. Has circular rip
 nd cut-off sow, 6 -inch jointer, 16 -inch handsaw.
Lathe and shaper attached If desired at small cost.
Operates from any light socket. Just plug in and
go to work!

Write for interesting circular
The Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.

1553 Knowlton St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Canadian Fac: 200 Notre Dame East, Montreal, Can.
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WOODWORKING MACHINES'

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S PLAPAO

PADS are different from
the truss, being meebanico-
chemlco applicators made
self-adhesive purposely to
hold the distended muscles
securely in place. No straps.
buckles attached-cannot slip, so cannot
Chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have

Reduced successfully treated them-
ReducedFac-Simile selves at home without Fac-S'mile

Gold Medal hindrance from work-most
Grand Prixile

Soft as Velvet-easy
obstinatet

apply-Inexpensive. AwardedGold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery is
natural, so afterwards no further use for trusses. We
prove it by sending Trial of Plapao absolutely FREE

Write name on Coupon and send TODAY.
Plapao Co., 924 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo
Name
Address
Return mall will bring Free Trial Plapao

LATEST "COAST TO COAST" FULLY GUARANTEED

RAD' 'S-lO DAYS FREE TRIAm)
SAVE 1/310', ,may

Ueerseverywheeo report Miraco Radios get 005
programs coast to coast on loud speaker;
outperform sets three times an costly.
Many hearaz oreign countries. Radio's
most a ing values In unconditionally

f
distance

ete-let testimony of users convince you.

»JRACQ
RADIO

GETS'EM
COAST 213

COAST

PowerfulNewMuki.
tube Ia1tlraco gets
ion' distance oniota'speaker. Set. $ 35
ONLY

FREE! ,iteiatpre on latest
imp t bemol-

ala. w 1 price" 1Mgr. of
and SPECNI. bFFER, WrlLO:

MIDWEST RADIO CORP'N
Pioneer Builder. of Seta

409 W E.Bth St. Cincinnatl.O.

AGENT
USERS

WANTED
Write for
discount".- FLY

Young man, learn aviati n,
Build this classy plane and
learn to construct and op r-

te aircraft. Use your motorcycle
engine or our "Meteor" 20 h p.
motor. We furnish Parts very r a-

snnable to build this wonderful
little "11leteorplane" the World's
first successful Light Plane.
Send $3.50 for complete set of
blue prints and parts price

list of this latest Model M -T-2.
IRWIN AIRCRAFT COMPANY
130 -0 -Street, Sacramento Calif.

a or 6"
Or..... ---Y\ iBarrel .~p7

6 -Shot Finest :
Long Range Revolver
This gun "free' if you i"..1,--,-;",-', t,,
can beat our price any-
where --4 or 61n. barrel, / r t

blue or nickel -32, 38 -or 22 ,',
caliber. Powerful,accurate,hard -ti
bitting. Money hnetrguarnrn,.-..
Pay on delivery $5.95. Federal Mail Order, \
419 Broadway, New York, Dept. X80.

Cut to

.95

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION-$2.50 a
gear. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N Y. C.

the sea. She was born on the sea ; her
mother died while she was a baby, and for
fifteen years Miss Lowell never saw a white
woman. Her father was captain of a ship
which ranged the South Seas. When she
came back to America, the stage drew her,
and today she is one of the most interesting
figures amongst the younger actresses.

On Wednesday evening, Robert William
Courtney represented the Protestant Circle.
Rock Ferris, former organist at Princeton
University chapel, sits at the console before
the pipe organ of Temple Emanu-El and
WRNY broadcasts its strains through Am-
erica.

Back in the studio, Ida Nachmanowitz and
Max Wellerson played a two -piano recital.
Jane Tuttle, contralto, sang, and Josephine
Bryant played the harp.

Out of San Antonio came Bernice Hardy,
who talks to the children during the Wo-
men's Hour. With her is Rose V. S. Berry,
the foremost club woman in arts in America,
telling the people how to appreciate painting.
The next night the Jewish Circle, of which
I)r. Isaac Landman is the director, brought
Dr. Louis Anspacher, the playwright of
"The Unchastened Woman."

You remember the man who offered to
put a wrist watch on the Statue of Liberty?
He was here and told us all about it.

Ben Bernie, the Maestro, as they call him,
down in the Grill Room, conducts his or-
chestra for the merry dancers, and this
music is sent out by WRNY.

On Friday Dr. Harry Finkel spoke on
"Diet." Miss Margaret Hayden Rorke ap-
peared in the series of the "Leading Women
in Business," which is under the directorship
of Miss Marion McCarroll, and Bob Mac-
Donald with his ukelele sang popular songs.
In -the evening the Jewish Sabbath service
was broadcast from Temple Emanu-El.
Probably there is no choir quite equal to this,
which includes in its membership operatic
stars, composers-there are thirty singers,
stars of the first rank. The services are ex-
tremely beautiful and practically entirely mu-
sical-the ritual being chanted by the cantor.

The Czecho-Slovak Novelty Orchestra
played exactly as they might in Prague.
They even came in costume.

On Tuesday our staff travelled over to the
Engineering Society Building and there, in
the beautiful auditorium, the Moses Monte-
fiore Society held its annual dance and en-
tertainment; but instead of the usual pro-
cedure of broadcasting the artists of the
stage, this time we brought the artists of
the radio to the stage. We gave the effect
of the WRNY studio, and before the audi-
ence we introduced the Union City Four,
June Lee, Bob McDonald, Hotsy Totsy Boys
and Alice Heller. So the week went by.

Dabus, the Mohammedan, chanted the
songs of .Islam on Sunday ; Milton Johnson
and his quartette sang the great songs of the
Christian church. Dr. Reisner gave an-
other of his interesting sermons; and ill the
evening, in another splendid Charles D.
Isaacson concert was heard Magdeleine
Brard, the famous young French pianist,
who won first prize at the Paris Conserva-
tory, the highest honor that can be awarded
any musician, Grace Divine, American
mezzo -Soprano sang, and the program went
merrily on to its close.

Monday evening Catherine Cronin read
poetry; and then The Royal Aces Orchestra,
Ferrucci's Orchestra, Florence Gerringer
and Judith Roth all brought popular music.
J. Van Cleft Cooper gave another of his
musical travelogues; and the Irvine Players
presented the second RADIO NEWS prize play,
"The Fugitive." Tuesday, again, and
Charles A. Vilas spoke on "Law"; Wolfe
Kaufman played his musical saw; Kather-
ine McMillan sang and then we enjoyed more
of Orlando's Roosevelt Concert Orchestra.
Emilio Roxas, Italian musical conductor,

60 -page

Reference

Book
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Catalogi
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Get Business by Mail
60 pages of Vital business facts and
figures. Who, where and how many
your prospects are.
8,000 lines of business covered. Com-
piled by the Largest Directory Publish-
ers In the world, thru information ob-
tained by actual door-to-door canvass.

Write for your FREE copy.
R. L. POLK & CO., Detroit, Mich.

880 POLK DIRECTORY BLDG.
Branches In principal cities of II. S.

NEW SIDE SWING 1/95
BONE-ITE HANDLES-1,
NEW improved 1926 model with Value

genuinewhite bone-Ite handles,
6 -shot awing -out cylinder, nickel or
brabland long or short barrel. Every rit \v,1fTL

Hued news
short

barrel tested. Writ- Ye,

ten guarantee with each gun. Specially 1\ %
priced to introduce this new model 32, 4t'
32-20, 38 or 44 calibre .
All same price - S11.95. SEND NO v.MONEY. PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY.
ORDER NOW. Buy a good gun - few left

Money back promptly If not satisfied.
CONSUMERS CO., Dept. XAE 34W. 28th St., N. Y. City

The Famous KON-VER-TER Slide Rule
Instantly adds, subtracts, divides.
multiplies, converts tractions or
decimals of an inch. Gives sines.
co -sines, versed sines, co -versed
sines, tangents, co -tangents. se-
cants co -secants of angles direct-
ly. Gives square roots, squares,
cube roots, cubes and fifth roots
and pavers of all numbers. Log-
arithms. co -logarithms, anti -log-
arithms. Instructions with rule.
DeLuse Model $3. Cash or C.O.O
New England Novelty Company

Wakefield. Mass.

Learn Y^zAdvej at HOME
Some of the highest paid men in the world are advertising
men. You can learn easily and quickly at home during your
spare time. Bigger opportunities now in advertising than
ever before. Constant demand for our graduates at big pay.
Send for FREE Beak. Giving interesting information and
vital facts-just what you want to know about advertising.
Write today! PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
Dept. 142A 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago. U. S. A.

"Bow Legs and Knock -
Knees" Unsightly

Send for booklet showing
photos of men with and without
THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO.
140 N. Mayfield Ave.. Dept. 50, Chicago, III.

of fhese discount

Send spas and address for BARGAIN Ca
TALOG-listing hundreds of phonograph rec-
ords. We will also send you absolutely free 24 of these dis-
count stamps, which will enable you to purchase all latest
records as low as 23 cents. You do not obligate yourself in
any stay by sending for these stamps. MUTUAL MUSIC
CLUB, Dept. 8126, 16 Macallen Street, Boston. Mass.

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; corrects
yyourweiting in few days. Big improvement in three
hours.- Nofailures. Complete outline FREE.
Write C. J. Oament, Dept. 44 St. Louis, Mo.
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GERMAN ARMY OFFICERS'

FIELD GLASSES
Exactly As Used In

The Great World War
POST-PAID-ONLY

8 -Power
40 MM.
Objectives

Manufactured by most prominent of German op-
tical factories. Many were received direct from the
Allied Reparations Commission. Conservative $20.00
value.

Finest achromatic day and night lenses, 40 m.m.
objectives. Dust and moisture proof. Papillary ad-
justment. Built for service regardless of cost ac-
cording to strictest military standards. All glasses
guaranteed to be in perfect condition.

They meet the most exacting optical tests, and
for sportsmen, autoists, hunters, tourists, and boat
ounces cannot be excelled. A RARE BARGAIN.

Enclose Check, Money Order, or order C. O. D.
A very limited quantity. Dv not delay.

Absolute
Satisfaction
or Money

Back

VALUE

Genuine Sole Leather Carrying Case extra, $1.75

THE NEWMAN-STERN COMPANY
Ohio's Greatest Sporting Goods Store

Newman -Stern Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Rare Gases and High
Vacuum Products
NEON - HELIUM - ARGON, ETC.

We specialize in construction, repair and
development of all types of special thermio-
nic valves, Neon glow lamps, Neon are
lamps, Mercury arc lamps, hot cathode ann
gas filled rectifiers, tubes utilizing the alkali
and alkaline earth metals, and photo sensi
tive apparatus.

Also, high vacuum pumps, manifolds, etc.,
made of lead, lime pyrex or quartz glass.
Special high frequency apparatus for elec-
tronic bombardment.

Neon flash lamps for oscillographs, wave -
meters, etc. Price $3.50.

We are the makers of Hyvo-the really
safe high voltage indicator.

We manufacture a highly sensitive photo-
electric cell. Price $15.00.

Complete equipment for high vacuum work
installed, also complete installation for the
manufacture of vacuum tubes and incandes-
cent lamp plants.

Electric furnaces for gas purifying and
degasifying of metal.

RADIO ELECTRICAL WORKS
Research Division

23 W. UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Earn Money This Easy Way
Start now, send 40e in stamps for
trial box. Can be sold for $1.00.

NÍandeedb°rtid engravedH dayGeeng
Cards with envelopee,exelueive designs.
packed to a decorative box.
Over $8.00 profit on each dozen boxes.
Very easy to Bell-You can not fail.

`JONES ART GREETING CARDS
2224 N. RacineA ,Chicago

Insure your copy reaching you each month.
Subscribe to Science & Invention $2.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl., N.Y.C.

with his artists gave a fine program, while
Julian Huarte, one of the greatest living
Spanish composers, played his own musical
compositions and introduced the Mexican
Nightingale, Anita Calberone, and Giovanni
Gurreri.

Another theatre company comes after the
show-"Not Herbert"-and the leading
members o i the show put on a program that
is unforgettable.

The Allied Theatre Interests hurriedly
summoned their leaders to the dinner at The
Roosevelt to present to Captain George
Fried, of the President Roosevelt, the pro-
ceeds of the Hippodrome fund benefit. Over
$15,000 was given over to the crew, who,
to the last stoker, came to the dinner. Aug-
ustus Thomas was toastmaster ; Frank Kee -
non of the Players spoke there, and Thomas
Meighan, who is president of the Lambs
Club. There was much music. All of this
went over WRNY.

A new series of noon organ recitals from
the West Side Unitarian Church, in which
Frank Stewart Adams, of the Rivoli Thea-
tre, is the organist, have begun. There are
now regular Tuesday and Saturday noon
organ recitals at WRNY. The Catholic
Circle brought John G. Coyle; Clinton
Woodbridge Parker spoke on Philosophy
and Lorna Lea sang love songs.

Dr. George Walton King began a series
called "Lite Leads Hour", with a fine in-
spirational message and much music. Clara
Woolworth, electrical expert, told the ladies,
at the women's hour, of the opportunities
for women in electrical fields.

A new series began at night. Ferruccio
Corradetti, who has sung with Caruso, Tet-
razzini, and Melba, appeared with some of
his artists and gave the high spots of the
popular operas such as Rigoletto, Traviata
and Carmen.

Sonya Radina sings the songs of the Uk-
raine; whose music has an appeal not only
for those who remember them from their
childhood days, but for all people.

Nick Cambourakis, a splendid young vio-
linist, was heard. On this Friday night
came an all -Irish program. Think of this-
exclusively, through WRNY-William Cos -
grave, the President of Ireland, sent his
greetings to America. Vice -President Kevin
O'Higgins cabled his greetings, as did Lord
Glenavy, chairman of the Irish Senate, and
the former Lord Mayor O'Neill of Dublin.
Cardinal O'Donnell, Archbishop of Armagh
and Primate of Ireland John McCormack
and many others were in the group. In
person came Howard Harrington of Dun -
low Castle, Killarney and Lindsay Craw-
ford, Irish representative to America.

Saturday night brought a group of little
girls and boys under twelve, associated with
the National Stage Children's Association,
many of whom have appeared in the White
House before the President. There were
tiny tots who had to stand on a chair to
reach the microphone, broadcasting popular
music, and sometimes tragic.

As a special novelty, we introduced Viola
Gentry, daring aviatrix, who flew under the
East River bridges.

Sunday morning the Knights of Columbus
packed the Astor ball room at their Com-
munion Breakfast. Famous Catholics spoke,
and WRNY carried the speeches to a great
crowd listening in. Down in the Roosevelt
foyer, the Cultural Circle met; The Theatre
Club over at the Astor. The speeches were
broadcast through WRNY.

Edwin S. Friendly, business manager of
the Sun, told us about the newspaper world.
A real minstrel show went on, with the in-
'terlocutor, the end men and all the other
belongings and trappings.

Then there was the night that Gregory
Kelly, the Duncan sisters and the cast of
"The Butter and Egg Man" came over, and
so on all through the thirty days.

I will see you again next month.

Z \/A IAN /AN /A\/A A\/A\/A\/i.\/A\/,¡E

SHOCK -PROOF:

Wear it
for 10 Days

at our expense!

Waltham or Elgin
66 SP ORTSM AN " StrapWatch
REMARKABLE ac hievement-designed for hunting,

camping, golfing fishing strenuous outdoor sports.
Has the wonderful "SHOCK -PROOF" movemeet.
double -strength mainspring; steel wheels, plates, escape-
ment. Impervious to weather and shocks. Sizzling sun,
freezing weather, jars. exposure do not affect its time-
keeping. DUST -PROOF, MOISTURE -PROOF case.
WE have sold hundreds to professional men, business

men, sportsmen, g I o be-trotters-theyareamazed at
its marvelous performance under most gruelling condi-
tions. CASE is gold-filled. double stock; handsome oushlen
shape that wins admiring glances. Radium numerals aad
hands tell the time vividly in pitch darkness.
Strap is genuine pigskin. Regular price $30.00. S23.á5
Our price for LIMITED time L

TVe ask for NO Money in
advance! NOTHING on
Delivery! See, Try, Test,

Qan /,rt t 
Triale

watch for Days'""" absolutely Free.

&tx Rarn.

If pleased, you may pay at the rate of
$5.00 MONTHLY

or, if you wish to pay cash within 10 $22
days, deduct $1. 75 and send Check `r
or Money Order for

Strap Watch is Here to Stay!
TE demand for strap watches Is Increasing dally.H

Shen la every walk of life are wearing them becn¢se
they are so handy. No need to unbutton coats or fumlde
in pockets. "A twist of the wrist-there's the time." Coupon
brings YOU one for so days' FREE TRIAL!

LIMITED Send NO Mail only
QUANTITY/ Maneyl coupon- NOW!

I SEAVER-WI LLIAMS CO.
Jewelry Divisi-n

Importers. Exporters, National Mail Order House
2 Generations of Honorable Dealings

365 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Largest Dieu-autors of Sportsman" Watches in the World

Gentlemen:-Send mo $23.75 "Sportsman" for 10 Days'
FREE Trial. If pleased, 'Fin 10 dove I have the privilece of

ma [dlrsntdeemeot, Other deducting$lrteturn ¡t.
eendtng $22.00

I NAME

ADDRESS
Tear out sad,aail this rn NOW! rfyos Irish to tell e. °mme-
thing about yourself. 't will he, appree,ated-write oa e. nor oho
slip of Puna,THANK YOU! SI6-26
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Quick Easy Way
to Learn

CARTOON 1 NG
YOU can now quickly' learn
to make comics, sport car-
toons, animated and seri-
ous cartoons, etc. Cartooning is lots
of fun-and fun that pays BIG
MONEY! Learn cartooning at home
in spare time this amazingly easy
way Send for Free Book

Mail postcard or letter today fro. Free
Book on Cartooning. It tells all about
this easy method perfected by one of America's most suc-
re;.sful cartoonists-also is filled with interesting forts
about cartooning. Mail card TODAY! Give Age if under
16 years.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
Room 266-D 1113 -15th St.. N. W., Washington, D. C.

Insure your copy reaching you each month.
Subscribe to Science & Invention$2.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl., N.Y.C.
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SCIENTIFICTION!
A New Kind of Magazine-
Scientific Fiction Stories
by World -famed Writers!

MARVELOUS, Amazing Stories by great men such as Jules Verne, H. C.
Wells, etc., appear in this new magazine AMAZING STORIES every

issue.
Stories of flying into space at dazzling speed on a comet; Mesmerizing the

dead, remarkable situations of all kinds. Tremendously interesting-yet
instructive.

Keeps you in touch with the writings of the men with the greatest imagin-
ations in the world.

Don't miss a single issue-ask your newsdealer for a copy. Price is 25c.
Large size magazine, 9 x 12 inches. Buy one today.

READ
A Trip to the Center of the Earth

By Jules Verne

In his immortal story, "A Trip to the
Center of the Earth", Jules Verne has
quite outdone himself. Not only was
Jules Verne a master of the imaginative
type of fiction, but he was a scientist of
high calibre. Besides this, his intimate
knowledge of geography, the customs and
peculiarities of the various races, made it
possible for him to write with authority
on any of these subjects. So when he
takes us to the center of the earth, via
the route through Iceland, we get the
feeling that, somehow, the story is real,
and this, after all, is the test of any good
story.

Instead of boring a hole into the bowels
of the earth, Jules Verne was probably
the first to think of taking the reader to
unexplored depths through the orifice of

an extinct volcano. No one has as
yet explored the very center of the earth.
for at no time have we descended deeper
than about a mile below the surface of
the planet. Who knows, therefore, but
that there may be tremendous discov-
eries ahead of the human race, once we
penetrate into the great depths of the
globe?

Even life in the interior of the earth is
not an impossibility. When our deep sea
expeditions come home with specimens
of fish that live at the bottom of the
ocean, and under what appear to be un-
endurable pressures, where logic would
assume there could be no life. Read Jules
Verné s story of "A Trip to the Center
of the Earth", in the June issue of
AMAZING STORIES, now on all news-
stands.

BIG JUNE ISSUE
NOW ON ALL NEWSSTANDS

25c the Copy

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
53 Park Place New York, N. Y.
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Loop Aerial Unit

LOOP

CABINET

BRASS STRIP

SOLDERED

COPPER

f WASHER

LOOP CONTROL BRASS BEAR NG
VERNIER ATTACHMENT PLATE

REMOVED

A loop antenna is invariably employed with
a parallel condenser and an excellent space
saving idea is to incorporate both of these
instruments in one compact unit. This is done
by employing an old type of variable condenser
in which a separate vernier attachment was
formerly used. This is removed and a small
gear attached to the end of the center shaft.
This gear meshes with another one mounted
on the loop antenna shaft as shown. One
connection to the loop is made through its
copper supporting shaft and the other by means
of a copper washer mounted on the top of the
cabinet and a brass strip acting as a brush.

-B. G. Switzer.

Coil Winder
BRASS ROD

4 IIn!I!!!;;,II,;I'`IIüÍÍ;ülli7lÍppll É

NUT

T

COIL

NUT

COLD PENCIL
SHARPENER -
For winding various types of small coils, an
old pencil sharpener may be pressed into ser-
vice. The gears and other "works" of the
sharpener are removed and the brass rod in-
serted in the bearing. Then any type of coil
form may be mounted on the brass rod. With
a little ingenuity, spider -web and honeycomb
types of coils as well as solenoids may be

wound on this little machine.-D. Epstein.

Wire Tightener

WING NUTS A

YI `o-

A

INSULATING
STRIP

BINDING
POSTS

It often happens that the wire used in a
loop aerial becomes loose after some period of
time and is unsightly. To avoid this defect,
the wire tightener illustrated in detail above
may be employed. At A is shown a slot cut
in the upright of the loop and a bakelite strip
fastened to the upright by means of two short
bolts and wing nuts. B shows a side view
of the assembly and C is a rear view. By
loosening the wing nuts and moving the in-
sulating strip downward, and tightening them
again the wire may be stretched to any de-

sired degree.-B. Switzer.
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GUARANTEE

Battery Prices
SMASHED!

To Consumers Only
Here is areal battery quality.

guaranteed to you at prices
that will astound the entire bat-

tery -buying public. Order Di-
rect From Factory. Put the

Dealer's Profit in your own pock-
et. You actually save much more

than half, and so that you can be
convinced of true quality and perform-
ance we give a Written 2 -Year Guaran-
tee. liere is your protection! No need to
take a chance. Our battery is right-and
the price is lowest ever made. Convince
yourself. Read the prices!

Auto Batteries Radio Batteries
6Volt.11 Plate, $8.50 6Volt,l00 Amp. $8.50
6Volt.18 Plate, $10.25 6Voit,120 Amp. $10.25

12Volt, ?Plate, $11.75 6Volt,l4t Amp. $11:75
Send No Money

ask noSuy Direct-Sendy wend name and ad-
dress and style wanted. Battery will be chi ped
gsame day

yo eyor receive
your Expreea C.O.D.

on
amval, Our guarantee

mss each battery.
WReallowe discount
for cashbin fan with or-
eyorrrrd aSndcannot

-NOW!
ARROW RATTER? CO.
Dept, 9 1215 So.
Wabash Ave.,Chicago

s._

One Evening's Time
devoted to "The Science of Suggestive Selling" will
enable you to sell more merchandise if you are at
present selling, teach you to sell by BASIC PRIN-
CIPLES if you have never sold a thing, enable you
to improve your present position, make a success of
a new one, take an agency and make it pay-in
fact, anything that conies under the head of selling
-an investment that will pay dividends the rest of
your life. Total cost one dollar. Send your name
and address with one dollar to The Redner Publish-
ing Co., Rochester, N. Y., Box 4, East Avenue Sta-
tion. "The will be
sent you by return mail.

BLACKHEADS-ECZEMA
PIMPLES

Your Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared of
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch, Eczema,
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FREEWrite today for my FREE BOOKLET,
A CLEAR-TONR SKIN," telling how i

cured myself after being afflicted 15 years.
51000 Cash says I can Meer your skin of the above blemishes.
E.S.GIVENS. 165 ChemiealM k, Kansas Clhr.Mo

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
instantly adds, subtracts, mul-
tiplies, divides, solves propor-
tion, gives all roots and pow-
ers. Logarithms, Sines, Cos-
ines, Tangents, Cotangents, Etc.
Also gives decimal equivalents,
lettered and numbered drill and
tan sizes.

More than 110,000 sold, more
than 2000 unsolicitated testi-
monials. The Engine -divided

scales are on white finished aluminum and are grease and
waterproof. Diameter 4". Price with Instruction Book,
$1.50. Pocket Carrying lase, 500 extra, Cash or C. O. D.
Catalogue free. Your mones back if you are not satisfied.
GILSON SLIDE RULE COMPANY, - NILES. MICH.

chrmqa
TECH
c

Engineering
Architecture
Electricity
Drafting

Enter any time. ODportuni ice
for self-support while studying.

OAY and EVENING CLASSES 2-yr. diploma;3-yr. B. S. de -
Earn White Learning gr and short courses. 23d year.

Write for copy of our 72 page "Blue Book," mailed free.
Deft. Gth2

918 East 26th St. Chicago Technical CollegeCakes*

Read
AMAZING STORIES

The Amazing Magazine of
Scientifiction

25c the 'Copy

SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS

Artificial Galena

CALCIUM
SULPHIDE

WIRE

SOLUT ON OF LEAD ACETATE
(SUGAR OF LEAD)

SULPHURIC
ACID

CARBON .

//llIllllllllllnllllllli

41 CARBON

SPRINKLE WITH
CALCIUM SULPHIDE

ACID FOR CHEMICAL REACTION
To make a synthetic crystal for use in a radio
set, place a piece of carbon in a saturated
solution of sugar of lead for several minutes
and then sprinkle the surface with calcium
sulphide. While this is still moist, add a drop
or two of sulphuric acid to the surface and a
coating will soon form on the block. Wash
the result and allow to dry. It may then be
used in a standard crystal detector with a
cat whisker contact.-Minnie Stroh, Rep. No.

13171.

CARBON WITH
SURFACE OF MINERAL

GALENA

CRYSTAL

Loud Speaker

COCOANUT
w- SHELL

HOLE
IN SHELL

ADJUSTABLE LOUD
SPEAKER UNIT

--HOLE FOR
CORD

A decorative type of loud speaker may be
easily constructed as shown above. A cocoa-
nut is obtained and the end cut off as shown.
The interior contents are removed and the
inner surface smoothed and the exterior is also
sandpapered. The shell is then mounted on a
suitable block in which is incorporated a loud
speaker unit of any available type. The en-
tire unit may be stained and polished to suit.

-Juan Estolas.

Lead -In Protectionj SMALL BOLTS

LEAD-IN
TUBE

FIBER
STRIPS

LEAD IN

FIBER
WASHER

o

FIBER WASHER
IV -a" DIA.

CUT ALONG
THIS LINE

HOLE FOR WIRE

During the rain, water often runs down the
lead-in and enters the house through the
bushing. This can be prevented by the
method shown above. A fibre washer is
drilled in the center with a small hole that
will snugly fit the lead-in wire. The washer
is then split, placed around the wire as at B
and held in place by means of two short fibre
strips and four small bolts as at A.-C. A.

Oldroyd, Rep. No. 4433.

we
Radio Association of America,
Dept. 66, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

Send me details of your Special 'Radio Association
Membership Plan.
Same
Address
City State

arlIMMIZIMMI.MMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm-I

$?5AWEEK

Join the Radio Association of America.
Learn how to build and repair sets. The
Association will train you-start you out
in business, if you wish. Be the radio
"doctor" of your community. $3 an hour
upwards easily made.

EARNS ;500 IN SPARE HOURS
"I have at last found myself," writes

Lyle Follick, Lansing, Mich. "I have al-
ready made over $500." Werner Eichler,
Rochester, N. Y., writes, ....have made
over $50 a week in my spare time." Our
members are starting radio stores, increas-
ing their salaries, securing better posi-
tions, passing radio operator examinations,
earning big money in spare time.

JOIN ASSOCIATION NOW!
Are you interested in Radio for pleasure or
profit? Join now because we have a Special
Plan whereby your membership need not cost
you a cent. Only limited number of these
memberships acceptable. Write now for de-
tains-before it is too late.

MAIL THIS COUPON

Q\
PUNC1T RES
Yet Leáks tlTo Air
Here's great news for motorists. Ride
free from punctures on the road. An amazing
Invention-the Milburn Puncture -Proof Inner
Tube-sclentifically seals all punctures up to the size of
a 20 penny spike while driving. No more changing tires
on the road-no more ruin of expensive casings by run-
ning flat. No tiresome, tedious, costly delays. No slow
leaks or valve leaks. Adds lO to 15 th d more
miles to any casing. The cheapest tube you can buy
for long service. Positively Guaranteed. A necessity
for safe driving with Balloon Tires.

AGENTS MAKE
$75 TO $100 A WEEK

Introducing, demonstrating and taking orders.
Auto ownersamased, stop, listen, buy on sight.
Tell others. You build a big business easily,
quickly. No experience needed. No compe-
tition. Business fumishescapltal. Murphy made
$178.56 first 6 days. Jervis $58.50 in 3 days.
Nothing equals It as a money maker. Pays
amazing profits. You, too, can make a big
income. Get your territory.

FREE TUBE
Write quick for special Free
Offer and complete details of

construction, Guarantee and Extraordinary
Money -Making Plan. I tlgate today.
MILBURN PUNCTURE -PROOF

TUBE COMPANY. Inc.
143 336 W. 47th ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.

NIL BU

-a

NEW METHOD Starting
POCKET LIGHTER

What Makes It Light?
No wind can blow it out.

The Wonder Light CAC
A Scientific Marvel a7

Triple Gold or Silver Plated, $1.00 Fully
Guaranteed

New Method Mfg.,Co., Dpt.SI6, Bradford.Pa.
Dealers-Ask your Jobber for this ready seller

%ESkí PEVIW

RE

ou can safely reshape your nosefb
beautiful proportions with

AC11TR t10SE ADJUSTER
-painlessly, comfortably.
Results speedy and guaran-
teed. Physicians praise it to
highly. No metal to harm i
vow Winner of Gold Medal, 1525. -

FORE FREE BOOKLET
Write for it today.

E ANITA CO. Dept. 573, ANITA Building Newark, N.J.
AFTER
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6QoOo Newalealers
are now selling the bignew

JUNE
ISSUE

If your dealer cannot supply you,
USE THIS COUPON

CONSRAD COMPANY, Inc.,
64 Church Street, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen-I am enclosing SOc. Please
send The at once one copy of "Radio Review"
as advertised above.

Name

Address

City, State

THIS
BIG ISSUE

196 PAGES
LARGE SIZE

9 by 12 inches
Hundreds of

JUST OFF THE PRESS-
Fresh and New-Containing
The finest and most up-to-date list

of Broadcast stations obtainable-list-
ed by Call Letters, Wave Length and
cities, together with the broadcast
schedule of each station for every day
of the week. The book also lists all
Canadian and Foreign Broadcast sta-
tions.

The second part of the magazine is
devoted to articles of interest to the
Radio Set Owner, giving him infor-
mation on all subjects he ought to
know, to better understand the opera-
tion of his Radio Set.

The third part contains a great
number of constructional articles to
delight the fancy of the hookup fan
on many modern receivers.

The fourth part contains a new sup-
plement of S. Gernsback's Radio En-
cyclopedia, profusely illustrated and
complete in every respect.

In all a tremendously valuable book
to have on hand by every user of a
radio receiver. The Call Book for
ready reference to stations received.
The constructional articles for data
on your new set. The Encyclopedia
for an intimate and authentic knowl-
edge of Radio and the Listeners in-
formation for first hand knowledge on
how to care for your set and operate
it properly.

This big June issue is now sold
everywhere by 60,000 newsdealers and
radio dealers. Buy a copy NOW.

For those who have no ready access
to a newsdealer or radio dealer use the

Illustrations coupon on this page for ordering.

Published and Distributed by

The Consrad Company, Inc.
64 Church Street New York, N. Y.
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YOU can play
TOM DEWING

L ,.g.&.. C4

this easy fingering Buescher Saxophone.
Most wonderful music. 3 lessons given on
request with each newBuescherTrue-Tone.
Teach yourself. Many play scales right off»
easy tunes first week. You can.

Easy to Play, Easy to Pay 326B

Try any Buescher Instrument for 6 days. Satisfaction
or no sale. Easy terms arranged. Send postal for cat.
alog and details of trial and payment plans. Mention
instrument preferred. No obligation. Send today.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
1536 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana

Read
AMAZING STORIES

The Amazing Magazine of
Scientifiction

25c the Copy NEEWSSTAN S

Begin Today -Write for My FREE BOOK. I can make
good of or borne during spare time.

Writ. f r my FREE BOOK, "How To Become a
Good Penman.' It cont,ine nperimene and tells how

.here masterrd renmenehip by the Tamblyn Sºstem.
Your name will be elegantly written on a card it you
enclozo stamp to pay poatsee. Write today for book.
F.W.TAMBLYN.a2.RidgeBldg.Kansas City, U.S.A.

STUDYAT HOM E
tirecte .y

ijt ?tdníbergitp of Chicago
Courses in English, History, Chemistry. Business,
Mathematics. Education, Psychology, and 35 other
subjects command credit toward a Bachelor degree.
Begin any time. Address 27 Ellis Hall, University of
Chicago, Chicago. Ill.

AN ORIENTAL HOROSCOPE IN-
STRUMENT THAT IS FASCINAT-

INGAND MYSTERIOUS!
It will tell your
lucky month, days,
birthstone, partner-
tibip,loge marriage.
etc. ANYBODY can /
pee It Instantly. Send
birthday date and
Cryst t Gazing Book included.

CRYSTAL BALL CO.
901 Broadway, N. Y. C. Dept. 72

CONCERTINA --Plays by Rolls
Played by

Anyone with-
out Knowledge

of Music

Pamphlets
Free

Postpaid

Latest
Music

CHARLES PITTLE & CO., New Bedford, Mass.

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
Send 10 cents for 204-nne_e hook nn Stammering nod
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tell.; hew I
cured myself after stammering 20yrs. B. N. Rogue.
8129 Rogue Bldg., 1147 N. Ill. St., Indianapolis

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION-$2.50 d
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N. Y. C.

The Radio Constructor
By WILLIAM A. VOORHEES

I
(Continued from page 159)

1,000 ohms, in series with the grid leads as
indicated by X1 and X2 in Fig. 1. Placing
these resistances in circuit and carefully ad-
justing them will usually suppress all oscilla-
tions of the R. F. circuit. If these resist-
ances are employed, the neutralization con-
densers CN are not necessary and should be
removed from the circuit.

With a receiver of this type it is seldom
necessary to use the second stage of audio
frequency amplification except on "DX" sta-
tions. However, when this second stage is
employed, it will often be found of advantage
to connect a fixed condenser C6 across the
secondary of the second audio frequency
amplifying transformer. This should have a
capacity of .0005 mf.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

Of SCIENCE AND INVENTION published monthly,
at New York, N. Y., for April 1, 1926.
State of New York
County of New York)

Before me, a notary public, in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Hugo
Gernsback, who, having been duly sworn according
to law, deposes and says that he is the editor of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, and that the following is,
to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management (and if
a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the afore-
said publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Regula-
tions, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the name and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are:

Publisher, The Experimenter Publishing Cc.,
Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Editor, Hugo Gernsback, 53 Park Place,
York, N. Y.

Managing Editor, H. Winfield Secor, 53 Park
Place, New York, N. Y.

Business Manager, R. W. Demott, 53 Park
Place, New York, N. Y.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corpora-
tion, its name and address must be stated and also
immediately thereunder the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding one per cent. or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned
by a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned by a
firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its
name and address, as well as those of each indi-
vidual member, must be given.)

The Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park
Place, New York, N. Y.

Hugo Gernsback, Sidney Gernsback, R. D. De-
mott, H. W. Secor, Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane and
Mrs. Catherine Major, all of 53 Park Place, New
York, N. Y.; M. M. Finucan, 720 Cass St., Chi-
cago, Ill.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per
cent. or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) NONE -

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also. in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is
given; also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing aflrast's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company as
trustee, hold stock and securities in a capacity
other than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any inter-
est direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of ear's
Issue of this publication sold or distributed, throucli
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during
the six months preceding the date shown above is

(This information is required from daily
publications only.)

HUGO GERNSBACK.
Editor and Plibli.vher.

[SEAL! Sworn to and subscribed before me this
26th day of March. 1926.

JOSEPH H. KRAUS.
Notary Public.

Notary Public, Queens County Register's No.
4523; New York County Registers No. 7364: New
York County Clerk's No. 481. My Commission ex-
pires March 30, 1927.
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Learn Plumbing
and Heating at Home

Former Apprentice Now Earning
$360 to $400 a Month

"When I enrolled with the I. C. S.,"
writes H. D. Dunn, "I was an appren-
tice. At the time I took the course the
boss laughed at me, but in less than two
months I could tell him things once in
a while. And a few months later he de-
cided to take up an 1. C. S. course
himself!
"I now have my own plumbing and heat-
ing business and my income is between
$360 and $400 a month."

Mr. Dunn is just one of thousands of men who have
found that the best way to earn promotion and a larger
salary is through the home -study courses of the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools.

The Plumbing, heating and Ventilation Courses are
particularly attractive right now because of the unpre-
cedented boom In building. These courses cover the en-
tire needs of the trade and they are written by men who
have spent years in doing the very work you want to do
and who know the quickest, easiest, best way to show
you how to solve every problem.

Just mark and mall the coupon and we will gladly send
you free booklets describing the I. C. S. Plumbing, Ileet-
tog and Ventilation Courses or any other course in which
you are interested.

INTERNATIONAL. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6243-1), Scranton, Penna.

The oldest and largest correspondence schools in the world
Without cost or obligation on my part. please tell me

haw I can qualify for the position or in the subject Ware
sl;hich I have marked an X:
OComplete Plumbing and

Heating Course
ClComplete Plumbing Course
ClComplete Heating Course
ClComplete Inspectors' Course
Electrical Engineering
E. Electric Lighting
O Mechanical Engineer
Cl Mechanical Draftsman
Cl Machine Shop Practice
ElRailroad Positions
Gan Engine Operating
DCivii Engineer
ElSurveying and Mapping
I iMetallurgy  Mining
COSteam Engineering  Radio
 Architect
D Architects' Blueprints
E Contractor and Builder
_Architectural Draftsman
I_ Concrete Builder
E Structural Engineer
E Chemistry Pharmacy
E Automobile Work
E airplane Engines
E Agriculture and Poultry
E Mathematics

Plumbers' and Steam
Fitters' Course

['Short Plumbing Course
OSteam Fitters' Course

Ventilation
Business Management
O Industadal Management
Personnel Organization
 Traffic Management
Business Law
['Banking and Banking Law
['Accountancy (including

C. P. A.)
D Nicholson Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
 Spanlsli  French
 Salesmanship
o Private Secretary
OBetter Letters
 Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Typing
OBusiness English
Civil Service
Itailway Mail Clerk
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
Illustrating

Name

Street
Address

t'.tty State
128 Pages: Rigger titan ever. New
catalog No. 26. 90 kinds and sizes
Steam. Gas and Gasoline Enables.
VsH. P. and DP. Toy and Motor Hat
Air Engines, Model Airplane Motors,
Steam hollers. Pumps, Lathes and

Drill Presses, Yo H. P. Marine
Engines, Locomotive Wheels and
Blue Prints, Gears. Pulleys, En-
gine Castings and Model Makers'
Supplies. Sent anywhere 25c asps.,

(Silver preferred). Refunded first order.
MODERN ENGINE & SUPPLY COMPANY

5148 W. Van Buren Street Chicago, Ill,

The LINCOLN SPORT PLANE BUILD ANDEFLY IT
YOUR100

Miles per hr. 1111íe
30 H. P. Motor - grin's

and ma-
terial

now
ready for
builders.

Send 27ie for illustrated book. It
tells you how. Lincoln Standard
Aircraft Co.. Lincoln, Nebr. Dep.I

New flying school opens June 1st. Earn your
way through.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION-$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N. Y. C.
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Opportunity Ad -lets
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made

every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.

Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 words accepted.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Adver-
tisements for the August issue must reach us not later than June 10th.

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 150,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 53 Park Place, New York City, N. Y.

Advertising Agents
Advertising in all magazines and newspapers at publishers'

lowest rates. Rate Book Free. Taylor's Advertising Service,
Dept. 6, Freeport, Il.
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Agents Wanted
Agents-Best seller; Jens Rubber Repair for tires and

tubes; supercedes vulcanization at a saving of over 800 per
cent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in two minutes and
is guaranteed to last the life of the tire or tube; sells to
every auto owner and accessory dealer. For particulars how
to make big money and free sample, address Amazon Rubber
Co., Dept. 601, Philadelphia, Pa.

Agents-Write for Free Samples. Sell Madison "Better -
Slade" Shirts for large Manufacturer direct to wearer. No
capital or experience required. Many earn $100 weekly and
bonus. Madison Company, 566 Broadway. New York.

Big mosey and fast sales. Every owner buys gold ini-
tials for his auto. You charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J.

Earn $10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing
metalware, chandeliers. bedsteads, headlights. utfits fur-
nished. N. Decie Laboratories, 1133 Broadway, New York.

$60-5200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store win-
dows. Easily applied. Free samples Liberal offer to
general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
Chicago.

$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing lamps,
reflectors, uutos, beds, chandeliers by new method. Outfits
furnished. Write Gunmetal Co.. Ave. D. Decatur, Ill.

Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Make $50.00 daily. We
start you, furnishing everything. Distributors, Dept. 171, 609
Division. Chicago.

Wash clothes the new way. Use the Torrent Automatic
Washer. You will be delighted. Special offer to one in
each locality. Storm !loyalty Co., 3602 Enright Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Make Money Silvering Mirrors, refinishing auto head-
lights, tableware, metal plating, bed steads, chandeliers.
Outfits furnished. International Laboratories, Dept. 69, 309
Fifth Ave.. New York.

At Last! Diamond Rival Discovered! Amazing blue white
Rajah Gem Astounds jewelry world and deceives experts.
Beautiful sample case free! $100 weekly! Write quick!
Rajah Diamond Co., Dept. F11, Salisbury, N. C.

Over I000/ Profit. Self Lighting Gas and Cigar Light-
ers. Everybody interested, repeat business. Sell individ-
uals, dealers. subagents. Particulars FREE. S. I. Bern-
hardt, 127 West 30th, New York.

Big Money-fast sales, every owner buys gold initials
for his auto. You charge $1.50, make $1.44. Ten orders
daily easy. Samples free. World Monogram, Dept 32.
Newark, N. J.

Newest Invention! Sells everywhere. Automatically pre-
vents telephone and iron cards from tangling and kinking.
$90 weekly. Samples for test if desired. Neverknot, Dept.
G6, McClurg Bldg., Chicago.

Marvelous Invention! Does away with phonograph needles.
Preserves records. Saves $25 in needles. Pays $90 weekly.
Sample on approval if requested. Everplay, Desk E-6. Mc-
Clurg Bldg., Chicago.

Succeed With Your Own Products. Make them yourself.
Formulas. Processes, Trade -Secrets. Modern Master methods.
Catalog tree. P. Thaxly Co.. Washington, D. C.

Agents Wanted Full or Part Time to Sell on liberal.
commission new Thermostatic Automatic Carburetor control
Attachment for Ford cars. Increases mileage 100%. No
holes to drill. Attached in 2 minutes. Does automatically
exactly what Ford Manual instructs driver do by band.
Cadillac now using Thermostatic Carburetor Control under
Blancke license. Write at once. A. C. Blancke & Co.,
Dept. 86 HX. 602 W. Lake St. Chicago.

Imported-Five color pencil; writes Red, Blue, Black,
Green-Indelible; Everyone a prospect; no competition.
Sample $1.00. Square Deal Co., N-236 West 55th St, New
York.

Mirrors Re -Silvered at Home. Crete Less 5 cents per
square foot; you charge 75 cents. Immense profits, plating
like new, brassy, worn -off autnnarts. reflectors, tableware,
stoves, eto. Outfits furnished. Details FREE. SPRINKLE,
Plater 955, Marlon, Indiana.

Agents! Stop slaving for others. Make your own products.
Formulas: Toilet Preparations, Perfumes, Flavoring Ex-
tracts, Food Products, Household Specialties. Amazing
profits. Big catalog free. National Scientific Laboratories,
1952W Broad. Richmond. Va.

Lightning Electrolyte. Charges storage batteries instant
ly. Gallon costa 50e, sells $10.00. Make it yourself. Guar-
anteed formula $5.00. Write for free circulars. Murphy,
Chemist, Tujunga, Calif. Box -A.

$5 to $15 daily (Sworn Proof) Introducing Macochee Guar-
anteed Hosiery. Must wear or replaced free. No capital or
experience required. You simply write orders. We deliver
and collect. YOUR PAY DAILY, monthly bonus besides.
Macochee Textile Company, Card 6706, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Agents-$500 monthly easy selling Magic Gas. New
Discovery. $1 box equals 33 gallons gasoline. Proven merits.
Your name on cans. 300% profit Write quick. P. A.
Lefebvre & Co.. Dept. 26, Alexandria, Ont., Canada.

Wanted Dealers and State Distributors. Exclusive terri-
tory. Noiseless Radio Battery Eliminator. Tremendous
sales. Enormous repeats. Large profits. Write. Harcurt
Electric, 2029 Indiana Ave., Chicago.

Agents Wanted (Continued)
Selling Like Blazes! Eleven piece toilet goods as.

sortment at $2.00 with two piece carving set FREE to
your customers. 100 % Profit. Davis Products Co..
Dept 67, 1321 Carroll, Chicago.

Agents-$9.50 a day. Steady work. Wonderful new propo-
sition. Hudson Car furnished to workers. Write quick for
offer before territory is snapped up. American Products Ces,
Dept. 6118, Cincinnati, O.

New Wonderful Seller. Cost 10e, profit $1.40, Monogram
Ind Autos. Lifetime opportunity. Free samples. Monogram
('u.. 11140, Worcester, Mass.

$50.00 weekly, Pleasant work, applying Gold Initials on
Automobiles. $1.45 profit every $1.50 job. Experience un.
necessary. Free Samples. Raleo Monograms, 1043 Wash.
ington, Boston, Mass.

Aviation
Boys --Get a three-foot model aeroplane free. Write to

Aero Shop, 3050 Hurlbut Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

-PROOF-
That Classified Advertising in
Science & Invention

Pays

PATENTS TRADEMARKS
Theodore A. Cutting

Campbell, Calif.,
Feb. 3, 1926.

SCIENCE & INVENTION:
Please continue my ad for another year.

Same wording as last. It still continues to
Dull. Sincerely yours,

T. C. CUTTING.
Enclosure: Check of $15.00

-still another one
A. W. MARTENS

Publisher & Bookseller
Burlington, Iowa.

Feb. 3d, 1926.
SCIENCE & INVENTION:

Yes, for a good many months I have adver-
tised in SCIENCE & INVENTION. This last
time quite a bit longer than any of my pre-
vious trials. If the same results continue I
will doubtless stay with you quite a bit longer.
I have to admit that results are equal to the
best mediums I have ever used.

I am with best wishes,
Yours very truly, '

A. W. MARTENS.

Read Our Rates at Top of Page
Then Send Your Order

Battle Photos and War Relics
For Dens: Relics Collected from Europe's Battlefields.

Firearms. medals, helmets, etc. Illustrated catalogue and
sample War photographs 25c, Lieut. Welch. 1889 Albany
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
.1.1111e1111111111.1w,11111u1u11111u1111 e

Bending Machines
The famous Hossfeld Wrenchless Universal Bender is the

Lest word In bending machines; bends metal, cold or hot,
Into most any conceivable shape, including Eyebolts and

utomobile Spring Eyes. Bends up to 1" bars or 1V." pipe
cold. Used by the largest corporations, yet so inexpensive'
that even a farm shop need not be without one. Send far
circular. Hossfeld Alfg. Co., Box 344, Winona, Minn.
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Books

Free-Upon request will send you my literature ilhc-
trating the following books. Astrology, Character. Clair-
voyance. Concentration, Healing, Hypnotism, Magnetism.
Mediumship, Personal Magnetism, Personality, Physiog-
nomy, Salesmanship, Seershlp, Success, Sex. Will. Yogi
Philosophy, Gazing Crystals, etc. A. W. Martens. E. E.
6. Burlington. Iowa.

Business Opportunities
Free Book. Start little Mail Order business. Pier, 996

Cortland Street, New York.
You can have a business -profession of your own and earn

big Income In service fees. A new system of foot correction;
readily learned by anyone at home in a few weeks. Easy
terms for training. openings everywhere with all the trade
you call attend to. No capital required or goods to buy, no
agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson Laboratory, 18
Bark Bay, Boston, Mass.

Stop Plodding! Be Successful. Operate a Tire Repair
Shop. Slake big profits in any locality. We teach you and
furnish complete equipments $100 up. Route of Opportunity
free. Haywood's, 1312 Smith Oakley Avenue. Chicago.

Dollars yearly In your backyard. No mushroom dope.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89th, New York.

Responsible Manufacturer wants emnpetent men to man-
age office and salesmen. $300 to $1500 necessary; will al-
low expenses to Trenton if you qualifa. Address Manager,
536 Forst Richey Bldg.. Trenton. N. J.

Forei0n Bonds, stocks, drafts and currencies. All na-
tions. Frank N. Everett Co., 35 Wall St.. New York,

Old Autos Look Like New. Two fellows have Invented
new auto finish, applied without brush in 15 minutes, gets
bard as glass In two hours. Nb rubbing. no painting, just
beautiful finish. Price $2. for any car. Money refunded 9t
not pleased. Send today and have your car like new. Live
wire men with small capital can malee big money handling
this. Wonderful opportunity. Reserved territory. B. B. Spe-
cialties, 331M1í Walnut, Philadelphia.

Some facts about FLORIDA sent prepaid on receipt of
one dollar. Personal letters answered same price. Eugene
II. West. Delray, Florida.

100 Business Opportunities to earn $50 to $100 a month in
your own home, full or spare time. Complete plans $1. Par-
ticulars free. United Laboratory. Box 73. Batavia, Ill.

Succeed-Our twenty scientific processes put you wise.
Excellent, 50c. No stamps. Holland, Box C-473, Astoria,
Oregon.
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Chemistry
Learn Chemistry at Home. .13r. T. O'Conor Sloane,

noted educator and scientific authority. will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position
as chemist. See our ad on page 99 of this issue.
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New
York City.

Experimenters, Chemical Apparatus-Radio catalogs. 1000
illustrations. Price 25c refunded on $5.00 order. Laboratory
Materials Company, 635 East 71st St, Chicago.

Crude Rubber. Experimenters, you can now obtain pure
uncompoundcd robber in small amounts. First Latex Para,
washed. dried and milled. 5 lhs. $8.00. 1 lb. $2.00. 8 oz.
$1.25. 4 oz. 75c. Shipped prepaid to any part of the United
States or Canada. Cahill Specialties, 745 W. Market St.
Akron, Ohio.
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Correspondence Courses
Used correspondence school courses. All kinds. Sold

on repurchase basis. Big saving. Money back guarantee.
Lista free. (Courses bought). Lee Mountain. Pisgah, Ala-
bama.

Educational
Correspondence courses. All schools. Lowest prices. Terms.

Catalog Free. Mention Subject. Fred. Goetz, 440-H Sansome,
Sun Francisco.

Used Correspondence School courses save over half. Bar-
gain catalog 1000 courses free. Used courses bought Stu-
dents' Exchange, Dept A, 47 West 42d Street, New York.

Commonwealth Institute offers special Home Study Courses
in: Patent Law; Commercial Law: Community and Political
leadership; Journalism (Editor -Publisher); Notary Public;
Civil Service; Business College Courses; Languages. Best
method. Cost small. Benefit great Pay monthly. Diploma
granted. Commonwealth Institute, 53 W. Jackson St, Chi-
cago.

For Advertisers
I write letters, folders, booklets, complete followup for

manufacturers, mail order dealers. Long experience. Write
for details. L. Taylor, Box 244, Freeport, Ill
11:111:11111111111111:111111111111,11:11111.1111111 ,miiiitim111111,111111111,, .111,111111101111111111111111111 lllll 11111111,11111111.

For Inventors
Unpetented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help

you make the sale. Free particulars (Copyrighted). Write
W. T. Greene, 800 Jenlfer Bldg., Washington. P. C.

Your Chemical problems solved and working process fur-
nished for Five Dollars. Write toe. W. Stedman Rich-
ards, Consulting Chemist. Box 2Ill. Boston. Mass.

Inventors-Get this pamphlet. "What to Invent." No
theory or guess work, but things actually asked for by
manufacturers. Sent prepaid for only $1.00. Inventor's
Syndicate, 22 Paladium Bldg., St. Louis. Sto.

U. S. and foreign patents, trademarks. moderate .rates,
22 years experience, George C. Heinieke, 32 Union Square,
New York, registered in U. S. and Canada.
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Formulas
Five A -I Concrete Formulas Guaranteed. Nationally

used, covering waterproof, coloring Concrete forms, side-
walks, foundations. Price $1.00 each or five for $5.00.
Manning Cement, 309 Fifth Ave., Dept D, New York.
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For the Photographer
Have you a Camera? Write for free sample of our big

magazine, showing how to make better pictures and earn
money. American Photography, 118 Camera House, Boston,
17, Mass.
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Help Wanted
Silvering Mirrors, French plate. Easily learned, im-

mense profits. Plans free. Wear Mirror Works, Dept. 36,
Excelsior Springs. Mo.

Deteetivs Earn Big Money. Travel. Excellent opportunity.
Great demand everywhere. .. Experience unnecessary. Par-
ticulars free. Write, American Detective System. 1974
Broadway. N. Y.

Qualify for $150-$300 railroad Jobs. Fireman, Brakeman,
Baggageman, Sleeping Car or Train Porter. 897 Railway
Bureau, East St. Loris. Ill.

Be a Detective. Work home or travel. Experience unneces-
sary. Particulars free. Write, George Wagner, former Gov-
erment Detective. 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

Earn $10 to $20 per day. Learn Sign Painting. Auto
Painting. Paperhanging. Decorating. Show Card writing at
n real school; no mall courses. All practical training -short
time. bow cost. Chicago Painting School, 148 West Austin
Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

U. S. Government Jobs. Commence $93-$1d8 month.
Quick raise. Men -women 18 up. Steady work. Vacations
with pay. Experience unnecessary. Common education suffi-
cient. Candidates coached. 32 page book and full particu-
lars -FREE. Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept.
819, Rochester, N. Y.
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Insects Wanted
Why Not Spend Spring, Summer and Fall gathering

butterflies, insects( I buy hundreds of kinds for collections.
Some worth $1 to $7 each. Simple outdoor work with my
instructions, pictures. price -list. Send 10 cents (not
stamps) for my illustrated Prospectus before sending but-
terflies. Mr. Sinclair. Dealer in Insects, Dept. 41, Box
1424, San Diego, Calif.

Instruction
Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane,

noted educator and se!mtitic authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position
as chemist. See our ad on page 99 of this Issue. Chemi-
cal Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New York
City.

Machinery and Tools
Concrete Building Block Machines and Molds. Catalogue

free. Concrete Machine Co., 5 N. First St., St. Louis, Mo.
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Magic and Games
Free with $25 order our large die box. Send 20c for our

large catalogue of tricks. puzzles, wigs, sensational es-
capes, Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh. Wis.

Bock of Magic. Set Trick Cards, and illustrated Catalog
10c. Piedmont Novelty Shop, Box 631, Danville, Va.

Magic tricks, books, novelties. Catalogue FREE. Peltier.
Dept. 1C, 58 Skeele St., Wllllmansett, Mass.

Big Magic Bork í0e. Tells about and Illustrates hundreds
Tricks, Puzzles, Illusions, Jokes, Novelties. Amuse! Mystify!
At home, on stage. Heaney Magic Co., Dept. I, Berlin, Wis-
consin.
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Mail Order Business

Bela Ce. (Ímporters) Loil s
business. Particulars Free.

Manufacturing
Mechanical Work: all branches. Perfect models. Articles

manufactured to order. Reliable. Parma Engineering
Works, Brooklyn Station, Cleveland, Ohio.

Miscellaneous
Homeopathic and Brochemic preparations Bent postpaid

to all parts of the world. Manual and booklets free. Hal-
sey Bros. Co.. 645 St. Clair St., Chicago, Ill. Established
1855.

Beautiful registered bull pups $15. Bulldogs, 501 Rock-
wood. Dallas. Texas.

Anticipate Building? Save Money. Building Blueprints
and Specifications for five, six or seven room Bungalow or
Cottage. By experienced builder. Price $5.00 B. Andrews,
309 Fifth Ave., Dept. C.. New York.

Art Photos 4-$1.00. Ben Meyer, 35 West 31st New Yorlt.

Forms to cast Tin Soldiers, Indians. Marines, Trappers,
Animals. Send l0c for Catalogue. Henry T. Schiereke, 1034
72nd St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Mechanical Drawings and Blueprints made. Confidential
service. Prices on request. Muscatine Drafting Engineers,
Muscatine. In.

Lightning Electrolyte. Charges storage batteries instantly.
Gallon costs Isle, sells $16.00. Slake it yourself. Guaranteed
formula. $5.00. Write for free circulars. Murphy, Chemist,
Tutunga, Calif. Box -C.

I Catch From 45 to 60 foxes in from 4 to 5 weeks' time:
ran teach any reader of this magazine how to get them.
.Fist drop me a card for particluars. W. A. Hadley, Stans-
stead, Quebec, Canada.

Motorcycles -Bicycles
Don't buy a Bicycle Motor Attachment until you get

our catalogue and prices. Shaw Mfg. Co.. Dept. 6,
Galesburg. Kansas.
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Music
Piano Jazz, Teaches Ear flaying, Negro harmony, player

piano effects, chimes, blues, chords, sweet harmony. Partic-
ulars Write "Piano Bill," Toronto 3, Canada.
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Musical Instruments
Violins -Deep, Mellow. Soulful -on easy credit terms.

Iligh grade, wonderful instruments of my own make. Devel-
opment of many years' expertness. Write for buck. Gustav
A. Henning, 2424 Gaylord St., Denver, Colo.
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Old Coins
California Gold, quarter size, 27c; half -dollar size, 55c.

Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10e. Norman Shultz, Box
146, Colorado Springs, Colo.

German Govt. Bond. 100.000 lint. 1923 $1.90. 5,000,000
Mk bond 1924, $1.50. 100.00G Mk. bill and catalogue 10e.
Norman Shultz, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Lexington Half Dollars 95e. 2c Bronze and bargain price
list 10c. Marcy, Box 483, Muskogee. Okla.
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Old Money Wanted
$2 to $500 Each paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins.

Keep all old money, it may be very valuable. Send 10c for
PM illustrated Corn Value Book, 456. Guaranteed Prices.
(let Posted, We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14
Street, LeRoy, N. Y.

Patent Attorneys
Patents. Send for free booklet. Highest references.

Best results. Promptness assured. Send model or drawing
for examination and opinion. Watson E. Coleman, Patent

Attorney. 644 G Street, N. W Washington, D. C.
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you Thaw and help

you make the sale. Free particulars (Copyrighted 1923).
Write W. T. Greene. 809 Jenifer ]Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"Inventor's Advisor," the valuable Patentboak with 139
Mechanical movements and illustrations, sent free upon
request. HL I. Labiner, Patent Attorney, 3 Park Row,
New York.

Get your own patents. Application blanks, complete
instructions $1. Cutting Bros., Campbell, Calif..

Patents. Time counts in applying far patents. Don't
risk delay in protecting your ideas. Send sketch or model
for instructions or write for Free book, "How to Obtain a
Portent" and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for
information on how to proceed. Communications strictly
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient service. Clarence A.
O'Brien. Registered Patent Attorney, Security Bank
Building (directly across street from patent office), Wash-
ington. D. C. See page 169.

Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered -A compre-
hensive. experienced, prompt service for the protection and
development of your Ideas. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charge. Booklet of information and form
for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 91-T Park Row, Nov
York.

Patents: Trade -Marks. Ten years experience in Patent
Office. Consultation invited. Booklet Geo. Beeler, 2001.
150 Nassau St., New York.

Inventora -who derive largest profits know and heed cer-
tain simple but vital facts before applying for patents. Our
book Patent -Sense gives those facts; free. Write Lacey &
Lacey. 614 F St., Washington, D. C. Established 1819.

Millions spent annually for ideas! Hundreds now wanted!
Patent yours and profit) Write today for free book -tells
how to protect yourself, how to Invent, ideas wanted, how
we help you sell, etc. American Industries, Inc., 212
Kresge Bldg.. Washington. D. C.

Patents -Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and witnessed, Form, fee schedule, information free.
Lancaster and Allwine, Registered Patent Attorneys in
United States and Canada, 242 Ouray Bldg.. Washington,
D. C.

Monroe E. Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C. Pat-
ent Lawyer, Mechanical, Electrical Expert Booklet and
priority record blank gratis.

Patents: My fee in installments. Free personal advice.
Frank T. Fuller, Washington, D. C.

Richard E. Babcock. Patent Lawyer, Washington Loan &
Trust Bldg., Washington. D. C. Established 1877. Booklet.

What is Your Invention Worth? Before applying for a
patent do two things; take a written description of your In-
vention to a notary and get a seal and date on it, and send
us a sketch for a search and report of probable value. Uni-
form charge five dollars. refunded it we prepare your appli-
cation. Absolutely confidential. Highest references. H. C.
Chambers, Box 1544. Washington. P. C.

"Inventor's Advisor," the valuable Patentbook with 139
Mechanical movements and illustrations, sent free upon
request. N. I. Labiner, Patent Attorney, 3 Park Row,
New York.

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives valuable in-formation and advice for all who have original ideas or
Improvements. Frank Lederman% Registered Attorney and
Engineer, 17th Floor, Woolworth Bldg.. New York.
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Patents
Inventions commercialized. Patented or unpntented.Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright. St Louis. Ma

Photography
Send Us Your Films. We develop, print, enlarge. Care-

ful attention to details that make superior quality pictures.
Rolls developed 9e, prints 3c each, trial 6"xR" enlargement
in folder 40c. Wellington Photo Services, Riverdale, Md.

'19T .

Photo plays Wanted
$ $ $ For Ideas. Photoplay Plots ronsidered to any

form. Write for free booklet. Universal Scenario Com-
pany, 223 Security Bldg.. Western and Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood. Calif.
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Printing
3C0 Envelopes printed $1.00 prepaid in U. S. F. Shepard,

Rome, N. Y.
aunumilloirthimmrm

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your own cards. stationery, circulars, paper, etc.

Complete outfits $8.85; Job l'resses $12, $35; Rotary $l'ii.
Print for others, big profit. All easy, rules sent. Write
for catalog presses, type, paper, etc. Press Company, A-6
Meriden, Conn.

Gummed Labels, Name and Address, 500, 2 lines 30c, 3
lines 50c. Catalogue. Eastern Label Co., Y, Clintonville.
Conn.
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Radio
Attention! 50 Vacuum Tube Hook -Ups. The greatest

collection of Vacuum Tube Circuits ever brought under two
covers at such insignificant cent. These diagrams will be
found in the great 'Rasco" catalogue which contains raw
materials and parts in a greater profusion than any other
catalogue. 15c in stamps or coin will bring the catalogue
to you. Radio Specialty Company. 100 Park Place, New
York City.

Filter Condensers for "B" Battery Eliminators. Closing
out a large stock at half price. One -1 Slicrofarad, $.75
each. Taro -1 \licrofarad-In one case $1.50 each. One -
2 Microfarad $1.50 each. All condensers in metal cases,
small, compact, each tested. If you contemplate building
"B" Battery Eliminators act now. Only a few hundred
left. This bargain is your opportunity. Motor Generator
Shop, 950 Cherokee. Denver, Colo.

For Sale-Telegraphone, for Radio Broadcasting, recording
and r.'producing. Wonderful results obtained. Box 95-
Creigb!on, Pa.

Radium Salts priced to suit every experimenter's purse.
Also Carnotite, Radians. Barium concentrates, and Phos-
phorescent materials. Enclose nickel for catalog -refunded
on $5.10 order. S. Sayers, 10 Mansion Ave., Atlantic City,

Salesmen Wanted
A Paying Position Open to representative of character.Take orders shoes -hosiery direct to wearer. Good income,

Permanent. I%'ri a now. Tanners Shoe Mfg. Co., 4-468 C St.,
Boston. Mass.

A Salesman wanted in every torn or city within 25 miles
of a broadcasting station to sell Radiogem, the complete
radio receiving set that retails for $2.50. With Radiogem
there is nothing else to buy -the outfit includes the Radio -
gem receiving apparatus, 1,000 -ohm phone, and aerial out-
fit. The cheapest radio outfit on the market -yet as prac-
tical u3 the most expensive. Big money to the right men.
Send 52.00 for sample outfit The Radiogem Corp., 6611
West Broadway. N. Y. City.

Sells for $9.75. Prints ad on wrapping paper, envelopes,
etc. $1.00 commission. Send 10c for sample work. Auto-matic Ad -Stamper. Joplin, Mo.

Take orders for coffee, sugar, flour, meats, canned goods,
staple groceries, also paints. radio sets, tires, auto and trac-
tor oils. No capital or bond required. We deliver and col-lect. Permanent business. Big pay. Write at once.Hitchcock -Hill Co., Dept. 83, Chicago.

Minutes Pay Dollars demonstrating wonderful threepound calculator. Details $15.00. Work equals $300 ma-
chines. Adds. subtracts, multiplies. devides automatically.
Five year guarantee. Big demand; large profits, experience
unnecessary. Write quick for liberal trial offer and pro-tected territory. Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. W. GrandRapid ., Mich.

Marvelous Invention seals 2000 envelopes hour. Sells verylow price. Tremendous demand. Big repeats. Exclusiveterritory. Write Bede, 8008 Nottingham Bldg., Boston,Sloss.

Marvelous Pricing System sells on sight all stores. 10million prospects. Tremendous demand. Big repeats. Ex-clusive territory. Millen, 437 Nottingham Bldg., Boston,Mass.

Song Poems
Song Poem Writers -Send for proposition. Ray Hibbeler,D21, ;040 Dickens Ave., Chicago.
Song poems wanted. Radio Publicity, Bureau 8. 24Times Square Station, New York.
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Stammering
St-Stu-T-T-Tering and Stammering Cured at Home.Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonnell. 105 Arcade.1126 Granville Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Step Stammering. All speech defects successfully cor-

rected. Samuel Robbins, 399 Boylston St., Boston. Mass.
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Stamps and Coins
Stamps 100 All Different 3 cents. S. I. Quaker StampCompany, Toledo, O.
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Typewriters and Ribbons
Used Typewriters, $10.50 Guaranteeed. Ribbons 3 for

$1.00. Wm. Phelps, 4 Franklin Street, New York.
Typewriters, all standard makes. $10 up. Fully guaranteed.

Free trial. Write for complete illustrated lists. Northwestern
Exchange, 121 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago.
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Wanted
Detectives Earn big Money. Work home or travel. Ex -

!oedema unnecessary. Write. George Wagner, former Gov-
ernment Detective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

Cash Paid for Dental Gold, False Teeth. Discarded Jew-
elry. Diamonds. Platinum. Mall. Florida Gold Refining Co..
21 Adams, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Big WONDER Books orEver one
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You can build hundreds of useful things at home
Buy a copy of

"How To MAKE IT"

POPULAR MAGIC
Be the popular man In your circle

of friends. You can entertain them and
hold their attention with a thousand
surprises and novelties.

POPULAR MAGIC contains thous-
ands of simple, entertaining parlor
tricks, as many puzzeling magical
stunts and a whole book full of mystic
spirit novelties. A new set of trick:
for every day of the year. Compiled
from the great -magazine "Science and
Invention."

Contains 116 Pages, illustrated,size
9 x 12 inches. Chock full of Trick>,
Novelties, Mystic performances, Mas-
ter sleights -of -hand. Gags, Disappear-
ing acta. All kinds of fun. Buy a
copy or order direct. PRICE, 50c.

Building your own home furniture, cameras, radio cab-
inets, sport devices, etc., is easy if you know what ma-
terials you need, and have an illustrated explanation on
how to proceed. Then too, you can save a good deal of
money by making these valuable things yourself.

"How to make it" a big book compiled from the great
magazine "Science and Invention," is full to the brim with
hundreds of up-to-date things to make at home. Things
that can be made by any man with only a few simple tools.

Every home in the United States should have one of
these books handy-worth its weight in gold. Buy your
copy today. Price 50c. Sold everywhere-or if you can-
not obtain one nearby, send in the coupon on this page
enclosing full price.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
53 Park Place New York, N. Y.
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FRESH FROM THE PRESS

116 Pages
300 Illustrations

Large Size. 9 x 12 Inches
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HERE'S THE LATEST RADIO BOOK PUBLISHED!
"1001 Radio Ques-
tions & Answers"

Amateurs' Handibook

RADIO
NEWS

Amateurs Handibook
b mo rcmrnc r
yRadio Erpert.r "

The "RADIO NEWS" Am-
ateurs Handibook is a large
I16 page magazine size
book containing a wide, va-
ried and carefully selected
array of the finest and most
helpful radio articles that
have appeared in the pages
of Radio's Greatest Maga-
zine, RADIO NEWS.
The cream of practical, up-
to-the-minute, circuits and
miscellaneous information
and data is culled from
RADIO NEWS and present-
ed in compact form in this
book.
Every page is of great value

PRICE 50e
SOLD EVERYWHERE
Large Size 9x12 Inches

The staff of Radio News feels
that it has created a book in
which appears the cream of every
radio man's problems and the best
method of coping with them.
There is contained invaluable in-
formation on every phase of ra-
dio. Information on hundreds of
simple and complex hookups is
given in clear and concise lang-
uage. Information on practically
every type of receiving set, man-
ufactured receivers, vacuum
tubes, miscellaneous circuits, and
in short just what the radio enthusiast needs as an unerring
guide and aid. This book abounds in priceless data that is worth
far more than the nominal price at which it sells.
PRICE 50c-CONTAINS 116 PAGES -300 ILLUSTRATIONS

LARGE SIZE 9 x 12 INCHES
SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
53 Park Place New York, N. Y.
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500 RADIO
WRINKLES

The 500 RADIO WRINKLES
ROOK is a very comprehensive
compilation of the best time and
!coney saving hints that can be
effected. Under fifteen separate
,md distinct headings, the entire
field of  radio apparatus and in-
.truments has been covered in
simple, understandable language.
There are no ifs nor buts to com-
plicate directions. The Beginner
as well as the more advanced radio
man will soon find that this book
contains a veritable storehouse of
practical. inexpensive hints to-
ward improving his radio appar-
atus.

PRICE 50c THE COPY-
SOLD EVERYWHERE

116 Pages
LARGE SIZE 9x12 INCHES

_ ` _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' ` _ na, _ 0 0 M.
These Books Are Sold On All
Newsstands But If There Is None

Near You Use This Coupon.

1

1

1

1
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Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:-Enclosed find $ for one copy of DHOW TO

MAKE IT  POPULAR MAGIC 1001 QUESTIONS M4D ANSWERS
 AMATEURS' HANDIBOOK 0 500 RADIO WRINKLES.
Name

Address '

City, State
Check Magazines desired and enclose full price.



Let These Guides Solve Your Problems
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HAWKINS ELECTRIC L GUIDES
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.

LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetism-Induction -Experiments-Dynamos-Electric Ma-
chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Diagrams - Sign Flashers - Storage Batteries-Principles of Alternating
Currents and Alternators-Alternating Current Motors - Transformers -
Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems - Circuit Breakers -
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-Installing
-Telephone-Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting-Railways. Also many
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.

SHIPPED FREE
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unlessyou are satisfied. Send Coupon now-today-and get this great helplibrary and see if it is not worth $100 to you-you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.

A.C.
WIRING
POWER

STATIONS

TELEPHONE

WORK

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City

Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.

Name

Occupation

Employed by

Home Address

Reference
S. I., June



MAKE this the most profitable and enjoyable season cf your
life. Come to Chicago, on beautiful Lake Michigan, the

greatest Spring and Summer Resort City in the country and the
Greatest Electrical Center in the World. Twelve weeks from
now you can be an Electrical Expert no matter what you are do-
ing today. I stake my reputation and that of the great Million

Learn in Chicago, the
Electrical Center of
the World Master Electricityright in the Electrical
Center of the World. You see everything
Electrical here. Along with my Shop Training
you visit the big organizations and power
plants-you see the greatest electrical plants
in the world.

Great Summer Resort City
Chicago. on beautiful take Michigan, is the Nation's
Spring and Summer Playground. Free Bathing
Beaches, Beautiful Parks, Excursion Boats and the
great Municipal Pier, Zoos, Ball Parks. The day-
light saving plan makes it possible for you to enjoy
all this, and still have plenty of time for your
electrical education.

11. C. LEWIS
President

FREE RAILROAD FARE
LearnElectrícity
In 12

Weeks

Earn
$60
to

$200 a
Week

In the Great Shops of

co
Y
N
E

IMPORTANT NOTE: COYNE does not teach by correspondence
but by practical, personal training in the great COYNE Shops

Dollar Institution I head, with its 28 years of honest successful
methods. I have started thousands of men, young and old,
on the road to real success and happiness. I can do the same
for you. I'll pay your Railroad Fare from any place in the
United States. Clip Coupon NOW for Full Particulars, and
for my Big, New, Free Book. Don't miss this opportunity.

Complete Electrical Training in 12 Weeks
Get my Free Book. See how I train
you for the Big Jobs in Electricity
by actual work on the largest out-
layof Electrical Machinery in any
school in the country. Everything
from Doorbells te, Power Plants.
Everything to make you an Electrical
Expert, ready to step right into a posi-
tion paying from he to $200a week.
You Don't Need Education

or Experience
It makes no diffe-ence how little
Education, Mathematics or Ex -

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Dept. A-533 1300-10 W. Harrison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

perience you have had, or what
kind of work ,rou are doing now,
I'll make you an Electrical Expert
through the Coyne LEARN -BY -
DOING METHOD! I've done it
for thousands. I will do it for you.
Send for Big Free Book. See how
great is the demand for Coyne
Trained 'Electrical Experts.

Earn While You Learn
My Employment Department

SPECIAL
OFFER

Big Saving
in Tuition
and I Pay

Your
Railroad

Fare
Radio and Auto

Courses
Included FREE!
I'll pay your Rail-
road fare to Chi-
cago from any
place in the ii. S.
tf you act quick.
And right new 1
am including ab-
solutely free of
extra charge my
complete Red io
Course and auto,
Truck and Tractor
Electricity.
Clip Coupon

Now!
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helps you get a job to earn a
good part of your expenses and
assists you to a good job on
graduation. This great organiza-
tion will always be behind you.

Hear Coyne on the Air
WGES-250 Meters

Hear the Coyne Radio Station
on the air each night. Always
an interesting program.

Send Coupon NOW for My Big, New
FREE Electrical Book

Right now I am making the greatest offer ever
made by a Practical Training Institution. Even
if you are not planning on coming right now
don't delay a single minute. Send coupon right
away for full details. No obligation at all.
Remember Coyne is a School with an estab-
lished reputation. Endorsed by Electrical
Industry. Backed by over a Quarter of a Cen-
tury of Success. You owe it to yourself to
investigate. Act NOW!

ROHS

I

H. C. LEWIS, President, Dept. A533
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
1300-10 W. Harri1on Street, Chicago, Ill.
Lear H. C - I sure want one of those big handsome
12 x 15 books, with 151 actual photograph:, printed in two
colors. Send it quick. I'll be looking for it on the next
mail, I want the facts without placing meunder any
obligation. Be sure and tell me all about the Free
Railroad Fare and Two Free Courses.

Name

,t dd r. co

Town ta re


